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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to examine the life of Phyllis Young (b. 1925) and 
her contributions to string education. The researcher explored her ancestry, childhood, 
education, personal life, and career as a cellist and string pedagogue. The study is divided 
into a prologue, five chapters, and an epilogue, and ends with her retirement from the 
University of Texas String Project in 1993. 
Phyllis Young, a faculty member at the University of Texas at Austin from 1953-
2007, was Professor of Cello from 1974-2007 and the Parker C. Fielder Regents 
Professor in Music from 1991-2007. She authored two books, Playing the String Game 
(1978) and The String Play (1986), and served as national president of the American 
String Teachers Association. She received that organization's Distinguished Service 
Award (1984) and the Paul Rolland Lifetime Achievement Award (2002). In 2006, the 
American String Teachers Association established an award in her name, The Phyllis 
Young Outstanding Studio Teacher Award. 
Vll 
For forty years (1953-1993) Young was associated with the University of Texas 
String Project, a teacher training program that continues to serve as a model for numerous 
string programs nation-wide. She was director of the project from 1965-93. Young has 
given lecture-demonstrations, master classes, and workshops for string teachers in thirty-
three countries on six continents and in forty-four of the American states. Her success as 
a pedagogue is substantiated through her numerous students, many of whom occupy 
significant musical positions in universities and orchestras, and as leaders in the string 
education field. 
Phyllis Young is a dedicated, passionate teacher whose legacy rests not only on 
her professional accomplishments, but also on her influence on those who have been 
associated with her. The success of her students, her influence on other string teachers 
and programs, and her two books, all lasting testaments to her commitment to excellence, 
can be considered the most significant components of her legacy. 
Vlll 
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Fig. 1 Phyllis Young, courtesy Phyllis Young 
PROLOGUE 
It is quite true what Philosophy says: that Life must be understood backwards. But that 
makes one forget the other saying: that it must be lived-forwards. 
2 
-SS?)ren Kierkegaard, The Diary of S¢ren 1 
Part 1: Introduction and Background 
Phyllis Young (b. 1925) is a cellist and string pedagogue who captured the 
imagination of several generations of musicians and educators with her energetic 
personality, keen wit and, most importantly, her decades of contributions to the field of 
string education and pedagogy. Currently over eighty years old, Young is charming, 
intellectually alert, and full of energy. Although recently retired, she remains active as a 
clinician and teacher. Her involvement with music has been continuous for more than 
seventy-five years. The goal of this study was to describe her life and career, and to place 
her contributions within the context of the history of music education. 
Phyllis Young was on the faculty of the University of Texas at Austin from 1953-
2007. She was professor of cello from 1974-2007 and the Parker C. Fielder Regents 
Professor in Music from 1991-2007. Indiana University bestowed the title of "Grand 
Dame de Violoncelle" on Young in 2000? She authored two books, Playing the String 
Game (1978), now in its eighth printing, and The String Play (1986). 
1 S¢ren Kierkegaard, The Diary of S¢ren, Peter Rhode, ed. (New York: Carol Publishing Group 
Edition, 1993), II I. 
2Phyllis Young, Professor Emerita, Violincello and String Pedagogy. University of Texas at 
Austin, College of Fine Arts, Sarah and Ernst Butler School of Music [website] (accessed 13 September 
2009) available from http://www.music .utexas.edu/directory; Internet; and Phyllis Young, Curriculum 
Vitae (2007), [ 40-41], see appendix A, 482-83 . Researcher's note: the electronic version of Young's 
Curriculum Vitae, as reproduced, as appendix A in this study, lacks page numbers. However, the original 
photocopy had page numbers. Therefore, the bracketed numbers refer to the original photocopy page 
numbering of the Curriculum Vitae, and the corresponding pages, as found in this study, are indicated 
behind the indication "appendix A." 
3 
Young served as national president of the American String Teachers Association 
(ASTA). She received that organization's 1974 Citation for Distinguished Leadership for 
her work in the training of string teachers as the director of the University of Texas String 
Project. She received the citation again in 1982 for her service to the organization as 
president and immediate past-president. She also received the ASTA 1984 Distinguished 
Service Award in honor of her many contributions to string education. ASTA honored 
her again in 2002, with the Paul Rolland Lifetime Achievement Award for being a 
distinguished pedagogue and for her "significant achievements and contributions to the 
profession throughout her career."3 This award is given to an individual of "renowned 
stature whose identity need not be primarily with the American scene. "4 In 2006, AST A 
honored Young a fourth time by making her the recipient of the award established in her 
name, The Phyllis Young Outstanding Studio Teacher Award. Young is also an Honorary 
Member of the European String Teachers Association, and is in a number of Marquis and 
other Who 's Who publications and issues. 5 
For twenty-eight years (1965-93) Phyllis Young served as the director of the 
University of Texas String Project, a teacher-training program that has served as a model 
3Greg Hurley, "Phylli s Young: A Biography," Alia Corda (20 April 2005) [article on-line] 
(accessed 16 February 2008); available from www.ecu.edu/cs-
cfac/music/ncasta/upload/newsletterSpring05 ; Internet. 
4ASTA National Awards [artic le on-line] (accessed 16 February 2008); available fro m 
http://www.asta. net; Internet. 
5 Marquis Who's Who in America (New Providence, NJ: Marquis Who's Who, 1992-2008); 
Marquis Who's Who in American Education (New Providence, NJ: Marquis Who's Who, 2006-2008); 
Marquis Who 's Who in Entertainment (New Providence, NJ: Marquis Who's Who, 1998- 1999); Marquis 
Who's Who in the South and Southwest (New Providence, NJ: Marquis Who's Who, 2007-2010); Marquis 
Who 's Who of American Women (New Providence, NJ: Marquis Who 's Who, 2006-2009); The 
International Who's Who (London: Europa Publications, LTD, 1988); and Jacques Cattre ll Press, ed. , 
Who 's Who in Music and Musician 's Dictionary, (New York, R. R. Bowker, 1983, 1985). 
4 
for numerous string programs nationwide.6 As impressive as this is, Young's legacy will 
likely be based largely on her work as professor of cello and string pedagogy at the 
University of Texas at Austin. In addition, Young has given lecture-demonstrations, 
master classes, and workshops for string teachers in forty-four states and thirty-three 
countries on six continents.7 Her success as a pedagogue is substantiated through her 
numerous former students who hold significant musical positions throughout the United 
States. Yet, while much is known about Phyllis Young's work, her life remains largely 
unchronicled. 
Historical researchers have documented an increase in biographies as a percentage 
of all doctoral dissertations on the history of music education during the twentieth 
century. This trend continued throughout the 1990s, when biography became the single 
largest category, accounting for thirty-one percent of the output from that decade.8 
Despite these increases, however, Jere Humphreys noted that the lives of many prominent 
music educators remain undocumented.9 
Even with this increasing interest, there are comparatively few biographical 
dissertations on American music educators. Female music educators, especially, remain 
6In 2008, the University of Texas at Austin String Project received the American String Teachers 
Association National String Project Consortium Award. This award is dedicated to increasing the number 
of children playing stringed instruments and to address ing the critical shortage of string teachers in the 
United States. The National String Project Consortium supports the creation and growth of string projects 
that provide practical hands-on training for undergraduate string education majors. "The University of 
Texas String Project" [article on-line] (accessed 10 September 2009); available from: 
http:/ I stri ngpro j ect. music. u texas. ed u/program. 
7Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, 1970, see appendix A. 
8Keith Y. Preston and Jere T. Humphreys, "Historical Research on Music Education and Music 
Therapy: Doctoral Dissertations of the Twentieth Century," Journal of Historical Research in Music 
Education 24 (October 2007): 60-61. 
9Jere T. Humphreys, "Expanding the Horizons of Music Education History and Sociology," 
Quarterly Journal of Music Teaching and Learning 7 (1996-97): 7. 
5 
underrepresented in the research literature. An unpublished database of dissertations on 
the history of music education and music therapy from 1923-2006lists 202 biographical 
dissertations on male subjects, but only fifty-one on female subjects.10 Building on 
Humphreys' earlier work, Sondra Howe wrote, "The extant scholarly publications on the 
history of music education, written by white male authors, are chronological with an 
emphasis on white male educators in public school music." 11 Humphreys and Gordon 
Cox discussed, among other things, the need to include histories showing alternative 
views of music education in the United States, including the views of women in music 
education. Cox wrote that research methodologies might "draw on techniques derived 
from oral history, sociology, and ethnomusicology." 12 Through such approaches, scholars 
would acquire a fuller, deeper, and more multi-faceted history of music education. A 
study of Young's life and influences could fill a portion of this gap in the literature. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to provide a history of Phyllis Young's life and 
influence on string music education. The study covers her ancestry, childhood, education, 
and personal and professional lives, including her career as a cellist and string 
pedagogue. The researcher examined significant experiences, influences, and 
10Jere T. Humphreys and Keith Y. Preston, Bibliography of Dissertations on the History of Music 
Education and Music Therapy: 1923-Present, (updated summer 2006), unpublished database. 
11 Humphreys, "Expanding the Horizons," 8; and Sondra Wieland Howe, "Reconstructing the 
History of Music Education from a Feminist Perspective," Philosophy of Music Education Review 6 
(1998): 96-106. 
12Humphreys, "Expanding the Horizons," 5-19; and Gordon Cox, "Transforming Research in 
Music Education History," in The New Handbook of Research on Music Training and Learning, ed. 
Richard Colwell and Caro l Richardson (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 696. 
6 
relationships to show how all these factors interacted to shape Young's remarkable life. 
Although Young remained active after retiring from the University of Texas String 
Project in 1993, due to limitations of time and space, the researcher decided to end the 
current study with that year. 
Rationale 
The story of Phyllis Young's career is inexorably connected to the history of 
string pedagogy and string education during the past fifty years. Her professional 
activities and pedagogical contributions have been documented to some degree in 
professional magazines and journals over the past forty years. Young's work, made all 
the more important because of the ongoing shortage of string teachers, continues to 
influence string education and string teacher training in the United States. 13 Despite the 
importance of her work and professional prominence, prior to this current study there was 
no comprehensive research on Phyllis Young's life or career. Therefore, this research 
includes an examination and documentation of the origins, evolution, and significance of 
Young's place in string education during the second half of the twentieth century. 
Young's influence continues in the work of her former students, some of whom 
write books, conduct workshops, and present clinics in the field of string education. One 
such alumnus, James Kjelland, associate professor of music education and coordinator of 
string pedagogy at Northwestern University, wrote, "the biggest thing is that Young 
accepted me into her studio as a fledgling cellist (late starter) and that made it possible for 
13Robert Gillespie and Donald L. Hamann, "Career Choice among String Music Education 
Students in American Colleges and Universities," Journal of Research in Music Education 43 (fall 1999): 
266-78. 
me to get a Ph.D. in music education and string pedagogy." 14 Robert Gillespie, professor 
of string music education at Ohio State University, recently noted that a biography on 
Phyllis Young should concentrate not only on her influence on those who taught in the 
University of Texas String Project and are now teaching in the field, but also on her 
books, clinics, and leadership in AST A. 15 Anne C. Witt, adjunct instructor of strings at 
the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa and author of A Rhythm a Week, 16 was also a 
student of Phyllis Young. She wrote that the magnitude of Young's influence is apparent 
in the large number of her cello students now teaching and playing professionally, in the 
fact that her publications have been reprinted in the United States and translated into 
several other languages, and in her on-going worldwide activity as a clinician. 17 
Young's life continues to be one of a dedicated, motivated teacher. Although she 
is in her mid-eighties, she remains active as a clinician and travels in the United States 
and abroad to conduct seminars and workshops. An historical study of her life and work 
should be of benefit to future generations of teachers, scholars, and students. 
14James Kjelland, electronjc mail to the researcher, II February 2008. 
15Robert Gillespie, electronic mrul to the researcher, 12 February 2008. 
16 Anne C. Witt, A Rhythm A Week (New York: Alfred Publishing, 1998). 
17 Anne C. Witt, electronic mail to the researcher, 16 February 2008 . 
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Definition of Terms 
Pedagogy-"Instruction; discipline training; a system of introductory training, a means 
of guidance. Pedagogy is also the art, occupation, or practice of teaching. The theory or 
principles of education; a method of teaching based on such a theory." 18 
Pedagogue-"teacher; especially a strict, dogmatic, or pedantic one." 19 
Delimitations 
The focus of this study was on providing an accurate account of Phyllis Young's 
life and career until her retirement from the University of Texas String Project in 1993. 
The researcher studied comparative approaches to cello teaching only so far as to place 
her work within the context of twentieth-century string pedagogy in the United States. 
Any contributions Young may have made or will make since 1993, and any major 
influences outside of the United States remain beyond the scope of this study. 
Additionally, the histories of the University of Texas at Austin, University of Texas 
String Project, and American String Teachers Association are covered in this document 
only as they relate directly to Phyllis Young. Some detailed information about her 
students is included in the study, but the focus remains on Young. Finally, some broader 
contexts of history are included, but only to the extent necessary to contextualize 
Young's life and contributions. 
180xford English Dictionary (New York: Oxford Unjversity Press, 2008), page 376. 
19Ibid. It should be noted that within the field of music education the term pedagogue has no such 
pejorative meaning or negative connotation . 
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Research Questions 
The questions addressed in this paper dealt with the ways in which Young's 
professional career influenced contemporary string education and educators. Specific 
research questions were as follows: 
1. Who were Young's teachers and mentors? 
2. Who were the influential people in Young's life? 
3. What were Young's motivations? 
4. Where did these motivating forces originate? 
5. How has Young managed to remain an active, vital, and contributing member 
of her profession for such an extended period? 
9 
6. Why is it now, during her ninth decade that Young's goal is still to improve the 
quality of music education? 
7. In what ways are Young 's former students active in the field of music? 
8. How do Young's former students view her and her influence on their own 
approaches to teaching? 
Part 2: Literature Review 
While Young was a prolific writer who published several articles and two books, 
all of the articles about her, which were based on interviews, are focused on her 
professional life, her pedagogical approach, and her affiliation with the University of 
Texas String Project.20 In addition, Young is mentioned briefly in the Grove Music 
20Greg Cahill , "Good Vibration , an Interview with Phyllis Young," Strings 17 (April 2003): 28-
10 
Online article entitled "Violoncello, III-20th-Century History."21 Yet, aside from the 
biography contained in the online faculty roster of the University of Texas at Austin,22 
The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, and several websites 
advertising her participation in cello or string workshops, the only source that contains 
even brief biographical information on Young are the entries in the various Who's Who 
books cited earlier. However, a biographical entry for Young will be included in the 
upcoming second edition of the New Grove Dictionary of American Music (Oxford 
University Press). 
The literature review in this study is divided topically and placed in the 
appropriate chapters, beginning with this Prologue. It is organized into general categories 
beginning with full-length biographies of music educators. It continues with the history 
of the main professional organizations with which Young was affiliated, including 
ASTA, the Music Educators National Conference (MENC), the Texas Music Educators 
Association (TMEA), and others. The review then includes literature on the history of 
string education in Texas and the United States, as well as cello and string pedagogy. 
31; Margaret Campbell and Trevor Williams, "Child 's Play," The Strad 98 (November 1987): 861-62; and 
Anne C. Witt, "Fifty Years of Training Teachers on the UT Austin Campus: An Interview with Phyllis 
Young," American String Teacher48 (November 1998): 42-48. 
21 Margaret Campbell , "Violoncello, III-20th Century History," [book on-line] Grove Music Online, 
ed. Laura Macy (accessed 14 March 2008); available from http://www.grovemusic.com; Internet. 
22Phyllis Young, Parker C. Fielder Regents Professor Emeritus in Music, MM [database on-line] 
(accessed 25 November 2009); available from http:www. utexas.edu/directory; Internet. 
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Biographies of Music Educators 
Biographical studies of music educators generally focus on individuals perceived 
as influential leaders. Often these persons are considered responsible for changing the 
course of music education in the United States. For example, a number of articles and 
book-length works have been completed on Lowell Mason, regarded by many as the most 
famous music educator in American history. These outline Mason's life from early 
adulthood through his retirement years. Carol Pemberton investigated his life as well as 
his work in church music, public school music, and teacher training. 23 
There are numerous biographies of music educators in the form of doctoral 
dissertations and master's theses, and a few more in book form. Some authors explored 
the lives of specific individuals, while others sought to explain the philosophy of music 
education or pedagogical approach of their subjects. 
Although many female subjects were general music educators, vocalists, or 
pianists, the researcher located only two major biographical dissertations on female string 
educators. In the first, Deborah Smith investigated the life and career of Elizabeth Green, 
a string player, and a famous teacher of conducting at the University of Michigan. The 
author wrote, "Many psychologists argue that a person's future is shaped during the early 
years of life, and that the experiences, the knowledge, and the values gained during this 
23H. Victor Perkins, "First Public School Music Teacher," Music Educators Jouma/28 
(September-October 1941): 12-14; Carol A. Pemberton, Lowell Mason: A Rio-Bibliography (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1988), Carol A. Pemberton, Lowell Mason: His Life and Work (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI 
Press, c 1985); Carol A. Pemberton, "Lowell Mason: His Life and Work" (Ph.D. diss ., University of 
Minnesota, 1971); Arthur Lowndes Rich, Lowell Mason, "the father of singing among the children" 
(Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 1946); Michael Broyles, ed., A Yankee Musician in 
Europe: The 1837 Journals of Lowell Mason (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, c.l990), and Carol A. 
Pemberton, "Lowell Mason and His Mission," Music Educators Journa/78 (January 1992): 49-52. 
period are the determinants of the future pursuits and achievements."24 Smith gave this 
statement as one of the justifications for her inclusion of the early life of her subject. 
Thus, Smith began her writing with a discussion of Green 's parents, her early years, and 
her public school education in Chicago and Wheaton, illinois. She continued with an 
examination of Green 's undergraduate studies and her teaching career, which began at 
the age of thirteen. The subject of Chapter II is Green's fourteen-year career in the public 
schools of East Waterloo, Iowa, and Chapter III outlines her tenure with the Ann Arbor 
Public Schools and the University of Michigan. The journal published by American 
String Teacher Association (ASTA), The American String Teacher, was first published 
during Green's early association with the organization. The focus of Chapter IV is on 
Green' s philosophy of learning, while the final chapter is devoted to her activities after 
her retirement in 1974? 5 
The second book-length biography of a female string music educator describes 
the career of Sister St. John Ven Horst during her fifty-year association with Ottumwa 
Heights College and Indian Hills Community College, both located in Ottumwa, Iowa. 
Patricia Louis Babb, the author of the master' s thesis on Ven Horst, investigated the 
subject' s tenure as director of the Ottumwa Heights String Ensemble, as well as the 
methods and strategies she used as a private violin teacher. In the brief opening chapter, 
Babb provided a rationale for the choice of her subject, which came about because of her 
24Deborah Annette Smith, "Elizabeth A. H. Green: A Biography" (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Michigan, 1986), viii. 
25Ibid. passim. 
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personal association with Ven Horst as a private violin student and member of the 
Ottumwa Heights String Ensemble?6 
Chapter II consists of a description of Ven Horst's early life, beginning with 
background information about her parents and extending into her childhood. Chapter III 
contains a discussion of Ven Horst's 1932 entry into religious life. It was at this time that 
Ven Horst moved to Ottumwa, where she graduated from high school. She continued her 
education at Ottumwa Heights College, where she received an associate's degree. The 
chapter covers Ven Horst's college years and early teaching career. In 1969 Ven Horst 
began to study the Suzuki method, which she was convinced was a method with "some 
real merit.',n In Chapter IV the author provides a brief history of Ottumwa Heights 
College, and she covers the subject's retirement years in Chapter V. Chapter VI, entitled 
"Views and Reviews," concerns Ven Horst's views on method books, student/teacher 
relationships, and vibrato. Babb wrote, "Sister has always believed that vibrato is 
somewhat a personal accomplishment and is extremely difficult to teach ... that vibrato 
comes more or less aesthetically to each student."28 The chapter continues with Ven 
Horst's views on dealing with difficult students and timid players, as well as descriptions 
of the foundations for good pitch, setting up receptions following concerts, recruiting 
students, and the use of "number books" versus traditional method books? 9 The study 
ends with a list of published reviews of Ven Horst's works. Appendices include letters 
and questionnaires used in the study, with names and addresses of previous students who 
26Patricia Louise Babb, "Sister St. John Yen Horst and the Ottumwa Heights String Program, 
1935-1987" (M.A. thesis, Northeast Missouri State College, 1990). 
27Ibid. , 30. 
28Ibid., 55. 
29Number books employ a system of finger numbers versus staff notation. 
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participated in the survey. The fact that only six former students responded to a 
questionnaire is a weakness of this study. The document concludes with sample programs 
followed by a list of interview dates.30 
There are several dissertations on female music educators other than string 
teachers. The authors of two such works on Jus tine Ward (1879-197 5) examined her life 
as well as the development of the Ward Method, a strategy for teaching music to 
children. In his dissertation on Ward, Richard Bunbury focused on factors that helped 
Ward develop her method in the early part of the twentieth century. Although Ward was a 
newcomer to both education and the Catholic Church, her approach proved to be 
successful and spread throughout the United States, Europe, and other parts of the 
world. 31 
Chapter I contains the historical background for the study. The author began with 
a definition of the Ward Method and went on to place it within the context of music 
education, especially education in liturgical music. He outlined historical events, not only 
in regard to music, but also related to the Catholic Church and why these events 
"prepared a fertile ground for the inception and reception [of the Ward method]."32 In 
Chapter II, he examined the influences on Ward's life that led to her association with the 
Catholic Church and the development of her method. Bunbury explored key relationships 
and moments in Ward's life, including her conversion to Catholicism. In Chapter III, the 
author substantiated his assertion that Ward adapted systems that were already in place 
30Babb, "Sister St. John Yen Horst," 1990. 
31Richard R Bunbury, "Justine Ward and the Genesis of the Ward Method of Music Education" 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 2001). 
32Ibid., I. 
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and incorporated them into her method. These include the Cheve system, Fr. John 
Young's method of vocal training, and Thomas Shield's progressive educational 
approach. Bunbury asserted that the thinking of Rousseau and Pestalozzi influenced 
Ward. He analyzed printed materials and the process of teaching the Ward Method in 
Chapter IV, comparing the Cheve system to that of Ward. 33 
Alise Brown's focused on not only Justin Ward's life, but also compared the 
Ward Method to the methods of Zoltan Kodaly (1882-1967) and Carl Orff (1895-1982).34 
Brown included a literature review and summary in Chapter I. In the second chapter, she 
provided details of the life and times of Ward, beginning with details of her family and 
social conditions at the time. Brown traced the growth and subsequent decline in 
popularity of the Ward Method in Chapter III. Comparisons between the Kodaly and Orff 
methodologies and the Ward Method are the topic of Chapter IV. Outlined in this chapter 
are the common traits between all three methods, including the use of solfege, notation, 
song repertoire, creative play, body movement, and diction. Chapter Vis an investigation 
of the ways in which the Ward Method could be adapted into the contemporary public 
school classroom, even though it was designed for use in Catholic schools.35 
Shelly Cooper's 2004 dissertation on Marguerite Vivian Hood is a biographical 
study focusing on the life and contributions of this prominent female music educator and 
MENC president. Cooper gives a thorough accounting of Hood's life and career. The 
author organized the two-volume work into a prologue, six chapters, and an epilogue. 
33Ibid. 
34Alise Ann Brown, "Justine Ward: Her Life, Her Method in Comparison to Orff and Kodaly, and 
Applications for the Public School Classroom" (D.M.E. diss., University of Northern Colorado, 2007). 
35Ibid. , iii . 
The first volume contains the prologue and first four chapters. The prologue contains 
Cooper's statement of purpose, rationale, descriptions of the methods of research, and a 
discussion of writings on Marguerite Hood, delimitations, MENC, and source locations. 
Chapter One details Hood's early years, beginning with background information on her 
family and continuing through her early education. Hood's career in Montana is the topic 
of Chapter Two, while Chapter Three covers the pre-MENC presidency years when the 
subject taught in Michigan (1942-49). Chapter Four consists of a detailed description of 
Hood's MENC presidency (1950-52).36 
The second volume begins with Chapter Five, covering Hood's post-MENC 
presidency years when she lived in Michigan (1952-72). The author discussed Hood's 
years of teaching in the Ann Arbor Public Schools and at the University of Michigan 
School of Music. She also covered Hood's affiliation with the International Society for 
Music Education (ISME), her writings and publications, and her awards and honors. 
Chapter Six covers Hood's years of retirement, from 1972-92. The dissertation ends with 
an epilogue, including a summary of Hood's career, recommended areas for further 
study, and a conclusion. The appendix section contains nine items, including a summary 
of the subject's accomplishments in Montana resulting from her tenure as state music 
supervisor, including radio broadcast transcripts and a list of Hood's publications and 
compositions performed by the youth chorus under her direction at the University of 
Michigan Annual May Festivals (1943-56, 1988). Additionally, Cooper included the 
recommendations from the International Society of Music Educators (ISME) on the role 
36Shelly Cooper, "Marguerite Vivian Hood ( 1903-1999): Her Life and Contributions" (D.M.A. 
diss., Arizona State University, 2004). 
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and place of music in the education of youth and adults (entitled, "Commission C"), and 
a list of selected speaking engagements from 1953-72. The appendix section concludes 
with lists of professional activities and positions, and a list of the names of the interview 
participants for the study.37 
Among other biographical studies of music educators relevant to this study is 
Katherine Marie Baker's dissertation on Gretchen Hieronymus Beal, Eunice Louise 
Boardman, and Mary Henderson Palmer. The author provided a thorough investigation of 
these three important educator's lives. Underlying factors leading to their success include 
parental attitudes toward education, parental influence in college selection, financial aid, 
and mentors. 38 
Some dissertations subjects were an exploration of the childhood, early education, 
and careers of other prominent female music educators. 39 Still others focus on the 
educational philosophy or performance pedagogy of certain female music educators.40 
37Ibid., 499-640. 
38Katherine Marie Baker, "Significant Experiences, Influences and Relationships in the 
Educational and Professional Development of Three Music Educators: Gretchen Hieronymus Beall , Eunice 
Louise Boardman, and Mary Henderson Palmer" (Ed.D. diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
1992). 
39For example: Karen Elizabeth Beres, "Marienne Uszler's Contributions to Piano Pedagogy" 
(D.M.A. diss., University of Oklahoma, 2003); Deborah Lynn Chandler, "Colleen Jean Kirk (1918-2004): 
Her Life, Career, and Her Influence on American Choral Music Education" (Ph.D. diss., Florida State 
University, 2004); Mandarin Germaine Cheung, "Pilgrimage of an Artist-Teacher: Cecile Staub Genhart as 
Remembered by Her Students" (D.M.A. diss. , Arizona State University, 1999); Janette Donovan Harriott, 
"Barbara Andress: Her Career and Contributions to Early Childhood Music Education" (Ph.D. diss., 
University of Oklahoma, 1999); and Patti McClure Tolbert, "Anne Grace O'Callaghan: Music Educator, 
Community Arts Advocate and Professional Leader" (D.M.A. diss., University of Georgia, 1997). 
4
°For example: Diane Lynn de Vries, "The Pedagogical Influence of Nadia Boulanger on the 
Works of Her Female Students: An Analysis of Selected Compositions" (Ph.D. diss., Michigan State 
University, 1998); Gail H. Fleming, "Alice Parker: American Choral Composer, Arranger, and Educator" 
(Ed.D. diss. , University of Missouri , St. Louis, 2005); Baruch Ishay Meir, "Pnina Salzman: Her Career and 
Interpretive Art" (D.M.A. diss., Arizona State University, 2000); and Martha Sue Orrell, "The Work of 
Grace C. Nash in Music Education in the United States, 1960-1990, and Her Influence Upon Members of 
the American Orff-Schulwerk Association in the States of Arizona and Colorado" (Ed.D. diss. , University 
of Houston, 1995). 
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Female Leadership in MENC 
Gerald Blanchard' s dissertation covers the twentieth century, which was a period 
when music education in the United States underwent many changes. One of the 
outstanding leaders during that time was Lilla Belle Pitts ( 1884-1970), who advocated 
child-centered music education, the use of folk and popular music for children, and the 
integration of music into a wider curriculum. Blanchard's study centered not only on 
Pitt 's life and career, but also on her contributions to MENC and to educational 
theories. 41 
George Holgate's biography of Mabelle Glenn (1881-1969) focused on her 
contributions to music education. Holgate outlined the research questions, methodology, 
and delimitations of the study in Chapter One. Chapter Two covers Glenn 's early life, her 
parents, schooling, musical experiences, and college years. In Chapters Three and Four, 
the author continued his examination of Glenn 's life during the time she lived in 
Bloomington, Indiana and her subsequent career in Kansas City, Missouri. The second 
part of Holgate's study covers Glenn's contributions to music education.42 
Dissertations on String Pedagogues 
Many literature sources on string pedagogues are a description of music education 
philosophies, while others are discussion of pedagogy. Matthew Anderson Dane's 
dissertation focused on Karen Tuttle's teaching philosophy for the viola and its effects on 
41 Gerald Lee Blanchard, "Lilla Belle Pitts: Her Life and Contribution to Music Education" (Ed.D. 
diss., Brioham Young University, 1966). 
a'2George Jackson Holgate, "Mabelle Glenn : Her Life and Contributions to Music Education" 
(Ed.D. diss., University of Southern California, 1962). 
her students. Tuttle (b. 1920) is a world-renowned pedagogue who taught at the Curtis 
Institute, Julliard School, Aspen Music Festival, and Banff Center for the Arts. Dane 
provided a biographical discussion of Tuttle's life and career. The dissertation concludes 
with a discussion of her philosophy of music education and work as a teacher.43 
Dorothy DeLay taught at the Julliard School from 1948 until her death in 2002. 
She was one of the foremost violin teachers in the United States, and many of her 
students went on to enjoy distinguished concert careers. In her dissertation, Jacqueline 
Anne Lewis examined how personality and personality type matching can contribute to 
successful relationships between teacher and student.44 DeLay was also the subject of a 
recent book in which the author explored DeLay's ability to identify and nurture raw 
talent with personalities suitable to the rigors of a professional concert career.45 
There are surprisingly few studies on male string music educators. As famous as 
he is, there is only one dissertation on Japanese string pedagogue Shinichi Suzuki (1898-
1998). Written by Sarah Smith Hersh, the author's purpose was to investigate the goals 
and characteristics of the program of study in Suzuki's school for music teachers in 
Matsumoto, Japan from 1972-76. The author also discussed Suzuki's teacher 
development course. She documented teacher, student, and peer interactions during 
classes, lessons, concerts, and related activities. Hersh used audiotape recordings of her 
lessons with Suzuki, and she analyzed Suzuki 's materials and reviewed his writings. 
43Matthew Anderson Dane, "Coordinated Effort: A Study of Karen Tuttle's Influence on Modern 
Viola Teaching" (Ph.D. diss., Rice University, 2002). 
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44Jacqueline Anne Lewis, "The Relationship Between Teaching Success and Jungian Personality 
Types of Dorothy DeLay and Her Students" (Ph.D. diss ., University of Southern California, 1998). 
45Barbara Lourie Sand, Teaching Genius: Dorothy Delay and the Making of a Musician (Portland, 
OR: Amadeus Press, 2000). 
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Hersh investigated Suzuki's systems and processes of instruction including the hallmarks 
and values of Suzuki's teaching. The focus of this dissertation is on pedagogical ideals 
and not Suzuki's personal or professionallives.46 
Paul Rolland (1911-1978) was the subject of several dissertations, most dealing 
with his pedagogy and comparing it to that of other well-known twentieth-century string 
teachers.47 There are also several articles on Rolland's contributions to string pedagogy.48 
In addition, his legacy and influence has been the subject of other dissertations.49 One of 
these relates Rolland's teaching philosophy to the Alexander Technique, while another 
makes connections between Rolland's pedagogy and that of other prominent string 
teachers of his time. 50 Gerald Fischbach outlined Rolland's shifting exercises and their 
underlying principles in a series of articles written for the American String Teacher. 51 
46Sarah Smith Hersh, "Music Educator Shinichi Suzuki: His Teacher Development Program and 
Studio Teaching" (Ph.D. diss., University of Minnesota, 1995). 
47Gerald Frederick Fischbach, "A Comprehensive Performance Project in Violin Literature and an 
Essay Consisting of a Comparative Study of the Teaching Methods of Samuel Applebaum and Paul 
Rolland" (D.M.A. diss. , University oflowa, 1972); Suzanne Nelson, "Twentieth-Century Violin 
Technique: The Contributions of Six Major Pedagogues" (Ph.D. diss. , University of South Carolina, 1994); 
Carol Porter McCullough, "The Alexander Technique and the Pedagogy of Paul Rolland" (D.M.A. diss., 
Arizona State University, 1996); and Michael Paul Fanelli, "Paul Rolland: His Teaching Career and 
Contributions to String Pedagogy and Education" (Ed.D. diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
2001). 
48Sheila Johnson, "The Rolland Legacy: An Evaluation and Analysis," American String Teacher 
30 (autumn 1980): 17; Dorothy Bales, "The Paul Rolland Legacy," American String Teacher 32 (winter 
1992): 42; and Mark Joseph Eisele, "The Writings of Paul Rolland: An Annotated Bibliography and a 
Biographical Sketch" [article on-line] (2006; accessed 8 December 2007); available from 
http://www.astaweb.com/resources/wopr.htm; Internet. 
49Fischbach, "A Comprehensive Performance Project," 1972; Nelson, "Twentieth-Century Violin 
Technique," 1994; McCullough, "The Alexander Technique," 1996; and Fanelli , "Paul Rolland," 2001 . 
5~cCullough , "The Alexander Technique," 1996; and Fischbach, "A Comprehensive 
Performance Project," 1972. 
51 Gerald Fischbach, "Getting from There to Here with a Smile," American String Teacher 31 
(winter 1981): 12-13; Gerald Fischbach, "Getting from There to Here with a Smile: A Sequential Outline of 
the Skills of Shifting for Business and Pleasure," American String Teacher 30 (autumn 1980): 28-30; and 
Gerald Fischbach "Getting from There to Here with a Smile: a Sequential Outline of Skills for Business 
and Pleasure," American String Teacher 30 (summer 1980): 11-12. 
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Only one large study on Paul Rolland is biographical in nature. Michael Paul 
Fanelli investigated Rolland's career and his influences on string pedagogy and 
education. In Chapter 1, the author provided the reader with background information to 
the study. Chapter 2, the literature review, is divided into the following sections: studies 
comparing Rolland's string instruction methods to those of other string pedagogues, 
research on curriculum design and instructional strategies incorporating Rolland's 
pedagogy, studies on annotated bibliographies of violin literature that reference Rolland's 
published works, and studies on the history of string education. The third chapter is 
devoted to research methodologies. Fanelli discussed Rolland 's youth in Chapter 4, 
including his early training on the violin, studies at the Franz Liszt Academy, and lessons 
with Imre Waldbauer, his most influential teacher. The author covered the years 1938-60 
in Chapter 5, when Rolland immigrated to the United States and began to develop his 
interest in string education. Chapter 6 contains a discussion of Rolland's later career, 
including his association with the illinois String Research Project, and the publication of 
his most important works, Prelude to String Playing and Young Strings in Action. The 
author's survey results are discussed in Chapter 7. The dissertation ends with an 
d. 52 appen IX. 
52Fanelli, "Paul Rolland," 2001. 
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History of AST A, MENC, and TMEA 
Robert Allen Ritsema's studied the history of the American String Teachers 
Association (AST A) from its founding in 1946 until 1971. The author used official 
documents, interviews, and copies of correspondence to investigate the history of the 
organization. In Chapter One, the author covered the establishment of AST A, including 
its origins, initial meetings, and the foundation of a provisional AST A. Ritsema 
continued with the early relationships between ASTA and the Music Teachers National 
Association (MTNA) and MENC. In Chapter Two, he covered the administration of 
ASTA's first president, Duane Haskall (1947-50). The aim of the young ASTA "was to 
reach as many people engaged in string playing and teaching throughout the country as 
possible."53 To achieve this aim, the organizers of ASTA outlined the regions within the 
structure of the national organization, comparable to the regionalization plan of MEN C. 
Chapter Three covers the presidencies of Rex Underwood (1950-52) and Ernest E. Harris 
(1952-54) and the establishment of the ASTA publications, American String Teacher and 
Instrumentalist. According to the author, the most significant accomplishment of AST A 
during the Underwood presidency was the establishment of these national journals. 54 
The national string playing competition was proposed during the years 1952-53. 
Chapter Four covers the Frank Hill presidency (1954-58) and the incorporation of AST A. 
According to the author, this was "one of the principal priorities" during Hill's tenure. 55 It 
was also during this time that a life membership category was established. Chapter Five 
53Robert Allen Ritsema, "A History of the American String Teachers Association : The First 
Twenty-Five Years" (D.Ed. diss., University of Michigan, 1971 ), 28. 
54Ibid , 45. 
55Ibid, 68. 
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is about Gerald H. Doty, the fifth president of ASTA (1958-62). One of the major 
concerns of public school string teachers was the perception that AST A was not meeting 
their needs. This could have resulted from ASTA' s long association with MTNA, an 
organization geared toward the concerns of college and private teachers. Thus, it was 
during this time that the National Symphony Orchestra Association was established. In 
Chapter Six the author covered the Klotman and Rolland presidencies (1962-64 and 
1964-66, respectively) . Chapter Seven contains a discussion of the Van Sickle and Lantz 
presidencies (1966-68 and 1968-70, respectively) and Matesky's presidency (1970-72) is 
the subject of the final chapter. 
Although there are no recent book-length works on the history of the American 
String Teachers Association, in 1996 the American String Teacher featured a series of 
articles in a special section entitled "ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary" to mark the event. The 
articles were presented in four parts. The first, "ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary: History Part 
1," edited by Jody Atwood, appeared in the winter edition of the journal. The subject of 
Part 1 is the years from 1946-57, and this chapter contains a number of articles including 
a history of the association through remembrances of key individuals, a timeline (1946-
57), and an article on one of the founders of ASTA, Paul Rolland. 56 
The second part of the series was published in the spring 1996 issue, and was 
edited by Robert Klotman. Articles include a summary of awards given to artist teachers, 
such as Isaac Stern, Pablo Casals, and others, during the years 1958-70. Part 2 also 
contains a timeline, an article about AST A publications with a list of resources published 
56Jody Atwood, ed ., "ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary: History Part 1," American String Teacher46 
(winter 1996): 43-69. 
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between 1958-70, and a history of the American String Teacher. 57 
"ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary: History Part 3," edited by Joanne Erwin, was 
published in the summer 1996 edition of the American String Teacher. This series 
included a variety of articles, including an exploration of the nature and goals of the 
organization and the effects of Gerald Fischbach's International Workshop on promoting 
ASTA's international influence. Some articles highlight the careers of key members, such 
as Elizabeth Green and Paul Rolland. Part 3, like Parts 1 and 2, includes events for the 
period 1971-83.58 
The final installment, Part 4, was published in the fall 1996 edition of the journal 
and edited by Marianne Murray Perkins. It featured an article about AST A presidents 
from Gerald Fischbach (1984-86) through Edward H. Adelson (1996-98). Additionally, 
articles discussed the role of the American String Teacher, ASTA' s urban outreach 
program, the current state of string education, and an AST A timeline for the years 1984-
Three additional articles relating to ASTA history were located. Formed over 
sixty years ago, it is the largest professional organization of string teachers in the world. 
Among its members are professional string players, orchestra teachers, studio string 
teachers, and students. According to Matesky, ASTA founders hoped it would represent 
the interests and provide the leadership needed for rapidly growing string programs in the 
57 Robert Klotman, ed., "ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary: History Part 2," American String Teacher 46 
(spring 1996): 23-49. 
58Joanne Erwin, ed., "ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary: History Part 3," American String Teacher46 
(summer 1996): 19-48. 
59Marianne Murray Perkins, ed. , "ASTA Fiftieth Anniversary: History Part 4, American String 
Teacher 46 (fall 1996): 25-68. 
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United States. At least two prominent Texas music educators were present at the 
organization's naissance in 1946: E. William Dotty, founder of the String Project and 
dean of music at the University of Texas, and Harry Lantz, another prominent Texas 
music educator who became president ofTMEA in the early 1960s. Matesky's article 
continues with a generic description of AST A, its goals, membership, and its journal, the 
American String Teacher. 60 
In a 1983 article published in the Music Educators Journal, Jean Smith discussed 
the early history of the AST A. The organization was founded at the national MENC 
biennial conference in Cleveland, Ohio on 30 March 1946 by a group of string educators 
who perceived a need for a national organization concerned with the future of string 
education.61 Over one hundred string teachers were present at the inauguration ceremony. 
ASTA was the first national musical organization "devoted exclusively to serving and 
promoting the string teaching cause in performance, research, development, planning, 
and teacher training." As stated earlier, membership included private teachers, college 
professors, and some public school teachers, but because AST A did not meet all the 
needs of public school orchestra directors, the National School Orchestra Association 
(NSOA) was organized in 1958. The article also contains background information on 
b h 0 0 62 ot orgamzatwns. 
Two interviews conducted in 1996 served as the basis for an article entitled 
60Ralph Matesky, "MENC's Associated Organjzations: ASTA," Music Educators Journal 58 
(September 1971 ): 59 . 
61G. Jean Smith, "Organjzing Discipline: The Development of ASTA and NSOA: The American 
String Teachers Association and National School Orchestra Associatjon Unite to Discuss Mutual 
Concerns," Music Educators Jouma/70 (December 1983): 56-57. 
62Ibid. 
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"Music is Key: Training Tomorrow's Teachers." NSOA president Peter Miller and 
AST A president Jacqueline Dillon-Krass were asked about their views on the importance 
of music education. They were also asked about their views on the nature and scope of 
NSOA and ASTA, respectively. In the mid-1990s ASTA had a membership of over 
10,000 professionals. Its goal is to "promote excellence in string teaching and playing." 63 
It is an umbrella organization with chapters in every state. NSOA is an association 
comprised of school orchestra directors, including those involved with wind and 
percussion instruction. It offers "pedagogical and philosophical support through 
periodicals and conferences."64 
There have been a remarkable number of dissertations and theses on the history of 
the Texas Music Educators Association.65 These works are cited and discussed in "A 
History of the Texas Music Educations Association, 1959-1979" by George Leslie Biffle, 
who studied a twenty-year period in the history of this organization. Biffle divided the 
study into five chapters: Introduction, Review of the Related Literature, TMEA from 
1920-58, TMEA from 1959-79, and the final chapter (Chapter V), which is a summary, 
63Peter Miller and Jacqueline Dillon-Krass, "Music Is Key: Training Tomorrow's Teachers," 
Music Educators Journa/82 (March 1996): 9 . 
64Ibid. 
65 A partial list includes: Charles Stanford Eskridge, "The History of the Texas Music Educators 
Association as Recorded in State Secretaries' Minutes at Annual Meetings" (Master's thesis, Texas 
Technical College, 1943); Daniel Ross Grant, "The Texas Music Educators Association: A Historical Study 
of Selected Landmark Events Between 1938 and 1980 and the Decisions Which Influenced Their 
Outcomes" (Ph.D. diss., University of North Texas, 1989); Clint R. Hackney , "A History of the Texas 
Music Educators Association" (Master 's thesis, Sam Houston State College, 1949); Jack Harold Mahan, 
"Texas Music Educators Association: 1920-1949" (Master 's thesis, Southern Methodist University, 1949); 
Brady 0. Sowell, "A History of the Texas Music Educators Association, 1934-1953" (Master 's thesis, Sam 
Houston State College, 1953); and Leon R. Theriot, "A History of the Texas Music Educators Association, 
1953-1959" (Master's thesis, Sam Houston State College, 1959). 
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conclusion, and recommendations.66 
History of String Education in Texas and the United States 
The University of Texas at Austin published The University of Texas String 
Project: Fiftieth Anniversary in 1998. This commemorative book contains valuable 
background information on the String Project, with which Phyllis Young was associated 
for forty years. It gives biographical information on key people associated with the string 
project, including E. William Doty (mentioned above), Albert Gillis (the project's first 
director), and Young, who also contributed a chapter outlining the history of the project. 
It continues with a well-documented list of former string project teachers organized by 
decade. The book includes names, current teaching positions, and in some cases 
additional contact information.67 
Conclusion 
The results of this review show that there is inadequate published biographical 
research on Phyllis Young. While Young has authored numerous articles on string 
pedagogy and has been the subject of interviews, there are no book-length or other major 
studies of her life or contributions to string education. The present study of Young's life 
and career is the result of an attempt to fill this gap and add valuable knowledge to the 
field of music education. 
66George Leslie Biffle, "A History of the Texas Music Educators Association, 1959-1979" 
(D.M.A. diss., Arizona State University, 1991 ). 
67William Dick, ed., The University of Texas String Project: Fiftieth Anniversary (Austin, TX: 
Drew Patterson, 1998). 
Part 3: Procedures 
The researcher utilized both archival and oral historical research procedures in 
this study. The procedures were based on traditional historical processes. Sources of 
information included personal, institutional, and media documents, plus correspondence 
and interviews. 
Historical research requires "recording and interpreting past events to determine 
how they impinge on the present and may portend the future."68 Thus, the study of 
history can be seen as being composed of two distinct activities. The first is the actual 
doing of the research and the second is the telling of the story. Chronological history is 
often concerned with various problems of the narrative, while "history is concerned with 
gathering and organizing evidence," according to George Heller.69 Therefore, the 
methodology employed for this research was historical in nature, and as such it dictated 
how data were collected, analyzed, evaluated, and verified. It is the job of the researcher 
to locate sources, organize those sources, determine their authenticity and accuracy 
(external and internal criticism), and then systematically examine and present them.70 
Sources and Locations 
The researcher examined Young's life through archival materials and in-depth 
68Roger P. Phelps, Ronald H. Sadoff, Edward C. Warburton, and Lawrence Ferrara, A Guide to 
Research in Music Education, 5th ed. (Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, 2005), 205 . 
69George N. Heller, "On the Meanjng and Value of Historical Research in Music Education," 
Journal of Research in Music Education 53 (spring 1985): 4. 
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70 Phelps et al, A Guide to Research in Music Education; Robert Jones Shafer, A Guide to 
Historical Method, 3d ed. (Homewood, IL: The Dorsey Press, 1980); Jacques Barzun and Henry F. Graff, 
The Modern Researcher, 61h ed. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth/Thomson Learnjng, 2004); Cox, "Transformi ng 
Research in Music Education History"; and Lawrence T. Orcher, Conducting Research (Glendale, CA: 
Pyrczak Publishing, 2005) . 
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interviews with the subject and selected individuals who were involved in key stages of 
her life and career. Written accounts related to Young's life included departmental 
records and materials found in the archives at the University of Texas at Austin, and 
records of the String Project. The researcher also analyzed materials associated with 
ASTA during Young's relationship with that organization. Archival materials include 
letters, electronic mail, concert and convention programs, articles, photographs, and 
diaries. The researcher also attended several of Young's workshops. She recorded the 
interviews and workshops on both audiotape and videotape. The researcher conducted a 
pilot interview with Young in July 2007. In addition, she interviewed selected current and 
past students, colleagues, family members, friends, department heads, and deans. 
Names of interviewees were drawn from a of list approximately sixty potential 
interviewees in Young's Curriculum Vitae. Among those listed were her University of 
Texas cello studio students and doctoral students for whom she served as a committee 
member from 1985-2007. Additionally, the researcher interviewed selected master's 
degree students for whom Young served as committee member from 1985-2007, as well 
as students who graduated with bachelor of music and master of music degrees in cello 
performance. Furthermore, the researcher contacted selected individuals listed in the 
String Project Fiftieth Anniversary commemorative book. This list contained names of 
approximately two hundred persons affiliated with the project from the 1940s through the 
1990s. The researcher asked Young for a representative sample of colleagues and others 
whom she believed would contribute valuable background information to her life story. 
These individuals were asked to provide names of additional potential interviewees. 
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The process of interviewing began with a cross-referenced list of candidates 
drawn from Young's Curriculum Vitae,71 former string teachers listed in the String 
Project Fiftieth Anniversary book, and additional names provided by Young. Each of 
these individuals was sent a written questionnaire.72 The researcher conducted follow-up 
mail, telephone, and personal contact with selected individuals. The purpose of the 
follow-up contact was to clarify information and seek answers to additional questions 
about the roles these individuals played in significant portions of Young's life and career, 
including her childhood, early and college education, work at the University of Texas, 
career as a clinician, and ASTA associations. The selection criterion for further contact 
was based upon the time periods under consideration. The study utilized primary and 
secondary archival source materials as well as interviews. 
Primary Sources. Primary sources are defined as "first-hand information."73 
Accordingly, because the present study is about a living person, the researcher used 
electronic mail, interviews, legal and personal documents, contracts, diaries, newspaper 
items, archival documents, photographs, photocopies, concert programs, oral and written 
reports by Phyllis Young and her contemporaries, and other pertinent material discovered 
during the course of the study. 
The researcher drew upon methods of oral history as a major part of the current 
project. The purpose of oral history, according to Donald Ritchie, is to gather "spoken 
memories and personal commentaries of historical significance through recorded 
7 1See appendix A. 
72See appendix B. 
73Phelps et al, A Guide to Research in Music Education, 213. 
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interviews."74 In many cases the verbal evidence gathered can be considered to have 
come from a primary source. Additionally, the collection of oral history data can occur 
via electronic mail and other Internet modes of communication.75 
Secondary Sources. The researcher used secondary sources in addition to primary 
sources. These included, but were not limited to, dissertations, theses, press releases, 
articles in journals and magazines, concert programs, and books. 
Techniques 
External Criticism. The researcher verified all sources using external and internal 
criticism. She employed external criticism to determine the authenticity of the data. The 
process of external (or lower) criticism is one in which the researcher seeks to answer the 
following questions: (1) Where was the original document found and where is it currently 
located? (2) Is the document or artifact an original or a copy? (3) How old does the item 
appear to be, and is it as old as it seems? (4) Are there other means of verifying the 
document, such as signatures, watermarks, and so on? (5) In the case of a manuscript, is 
the handwriting consistent with other known writing samples of the author? (6) Is the 
document mentioned in other contemporary documents, such as a newspaper article or 
diary, to prove that it existed? (7) Is there any reason to suspect the item is a hoax?76 
Internal Criticism. Even if an artifact is deemed authentic through external 
criticism, there may yet remain inconsistencies or inaccuracies within the document. 
Whereas external criticism ascertains authenticity, internal criticism establishes 
74Donald A. Ritchie, Doing Oral History (New York: Thayne Publishing, 1995), 1. 
75Ibid. 
76 Phelps et al , A Guide to Research in Music Education, 225-26. 
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credibility or accuracy. To confirm this, the researcher must employ the techniques of 
internal (higher) criticism. Internal criticism is divided into two phases: positive and 
negative. Positive criticism involves the researcher determining the true nature of a 
statement; conversely, negative criticism concerns the rationale for discrediting 
statements due to the author's bias or incompetency.77 According to Phelps et al., in order 
to establish internal criticism the researcher must seek answers to the following 
questions: (1) Is the document's style consistent with others of the same time or are there 
inconsistencies? (2) Are there any clues that the writer's reporting was inaccurate? (3) 
Does the writer actually mean what was said? (4) Is it possible that someone else wrote 
this document in a style mimicking the individual? (5) Is there any indication that the 
writer was biased or prejudiced?78 
Collection of Oral Data. The researcher followed the collection of oral data as 
detailed in A Guide to Research in Music Education. She (1) invited selected individuals 
to participate (as outlined previously); (2) prepared for the interview by researching the 
background of each individual in relation to Young; (3) participated in pre-interview 
visits (to Austin, Texas, for example); (4) recorded the interview(s); (5) prepared a 
verbatim transcript; (6) submitted the transcript to the interviewee for verification of 
facts, asking for additions and deletions, along with a legal draft agreement; (7) 
concluded the legal agreement (i.e., obtained the proper signatures); and (8) prepared a 
final transcript of the interview.79 
771bid. , 230. 
78Ibid. 
79Phelps et al, A Guide to Research in Music Education, 216. 
The researcher verified the oral data by using the methods of internal criticism, 
and corroborated responses between interviewees. Additionally, the researcher compared 
oral accounts with any other independent sources such as written materials, newspaper 
and other articles, and legal documents. 
Method of Investigation 
Plan of Work 
The researcher conducted this project in five phases: 
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Phase I consisted of research on background materials and outlining the 
procedures used in the study. This phase began in January 2007 when the researcher 
decided that a biographical examination of Phyllis Young's life would be the topic of her 
dissertation and made initial contact with the subject to determine her willingness to 
cooperate. It was during this phase, in July 2007, that the researcher conducted a pilot 
interview with Young. Phase I continued with an investigation of related literature. The 
Prologue of this study was updated as new sources became available. 
Phase II consisted of the researcher continuing her examination of related 
literature. She conducted archival research at the University of Texas and at Young's 
home in Austin, where the subject maintains records spanning the last sixty years. The 
researcher located and copied materials as necessary. Additionally, she implemented the 
strategies outlined in Phase I. Phase II began in the spring of 2008 and continued through 
summer of 2009. 
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Phase ill. The researcher interviewed and corresponded with Phyllis Young as 
well as with selected former colleagues, students, and administrators. The researcher then 
interviewed persons involved in significant stages in Young's life and career as described 
earlier. A written questionnaire was used for the first set of interviews. She also collected 
any artifacts that pertained to Young's life and career. These artifacts included 
photographs, programs, diaries, letters, birth certificates, marriage certificate, college 
diplomas, and awards . Phase ill began in the summer of 2008 and continued through the 
summer of 2009, and overlapped with Phase II of the study. 
Phase IV consisted of the researcher transcribing selected oral interviews and then 
submitting them to interviewees for corrections, additions, and approval as needed. She 
conducted follow-up interviews via electronic mail, telephone, and in person, as 
necessary. The purpose of this correspondence was to clarify points made in the 
questionnaire or to seek additional information about key moments in Young's life and 
career. Phase IV took place from the fall of 2008 through the summer of 2009, again 
partially overlapping with Phases II and ill. 
Phase V consisted of the final crosschecking of the data, assimilation, and 
analysis of the information gathered. The researcher then began writing the document. 
Some gaps in the information were uncovered at this time, which necessitated further 
research. Phase V concluded with the drafting of the final document and took place from 
spring 2009 through the winter of 2010. 
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CHAPTER I 
ANCESTRY, CHILDHOOD, AND EDUCATION: THROUGH 1950 
He who works with his hands is a laborer. 
He who works with his hands and his head is a craftsman. 
He who works with his hand, his mind, and his heart is an artist.' 
It is said that we are the sum of all who have come before us. Certainly, our 
ancestry holds answers to the questions of how various influences shape not only our 
past, but also who we are and who our children will become. This chapter consists of an 
account of Phyllis Casselman Young's family, which can be traced back to the Palatine 
region of Germany in the early 1600s. The discussion covers her family's migration, first 
to the United States in the early 1700s, then to Canada, and eventually to the American 
Midwest in the mid-1800s. It continues with a description of Young's childhood, 
including her music lessons and other forms of education. The chapter closes with an 
account of the early years of her marriage to James M. Young followed by a chapter 
summary. 
Father's Side: Casselman 
"Without God, castles are nothing," reads the motto of the Casselman family? 
Family historians have traced Phyllis Casselman's family on her father ' s side to early 
seventeenth-century Germany; however, it is unclear how thorough these past 
investigations have been because much of this documentation is in the form of on-line 
family trees. Handwritten notes supplement some of these accounts . 
1 Attributed to St. Francis of Assisi, this is a favorite saying of Phyllis Young. There is a framed 
version of it in her home studio in Austin , TX. 
2The Distinguished Surname Casselman [database on-line] (Swyrich Corporation, 2005-2008, 
accessed 31 August 2008); available from http://www.houseofnames.com; Internet. 
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The Name Casselman 
The name Casselman can be traced back to the Anglo-Saxon tribes in Great 
Britain: literally, it means "a person working in a castle."3 The original bearer of the 
name may have been a governor or constable of the castle. The surname Casselman 
comes from the Old Norman French word "caste!" (castle) and the suffix "man" 
(servant) . There are numerous variations of the name, such as Castleman, Caselman, 
Cassman, and others. The name Casselman was "found in Dorset [England] where they 
[at least the Casselman ancestors] were seated from ancient times, some say well before 
the Norman Conquest and the arrival of Duke William at Hastings in 1066 AD."4 
The Casselman Coat of Arms 
The Casselman coat of arms consists of a green shield with three black towers on 
gold fess between three silver goats. The color green (in heraldic terms called "vert") 
signifies pleasure and felicity. Additionally, green symbolized youth, happiness, and 
loveliness. The black, as in the color of the three towers, is representative of sadness. It 
denotes the qualities of devoutness, knowledge, tranquility, and labor. The castle itself 
signifies spiritual power and vigilance on the watch as well as home and safety. 
Considered the noblest color, gold was one of the two colors used in heraldry, and it is 
symbolic of the sun's light. The image of the goat represents practical wisdom and is "an 
emblem of a man who wins victories through diplomatic means, rather than force." 
Additionally, the goat is often linked to Christ, and a man bearing this symbol is believed 
3Casselman Family Crest and Name History [database on-line] (Swyrich Corporation: 2000-2008, 
accessed 31 August 2008); available from http://www.houseofnames.com; Internet. 
4Ibid. 
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to have God on his side.5 
The Casselman Family Crest 
The Casselman family crest is a demi man in armor holding a dagger and a gold 
key. The word "demi" refers to the depiction of the upper half of a man. The dagger or 
knife is often associated with "vengeance, death, sacrifice, and piety." As stated earlier, 
the Casselman motto reads, "Without God, castles are nothing."6 
The Casselman History 
The first reference to the name Casselman is the birth of Johann Casselman, who 
was born about 1615 in Adelshofen, in the Palatinate region of what is now Germany.7 
However, before the story of the Casselmans can continue, some background information 
is needed on the political climate of Europe during the early seventeenth century. 
The 1600s and the Palatinate Emigration to North America 
Modem-day Adelshofen lies south of Wurzburg, north of Rothenburg ob der 
Tauber and west of Nurnberg. The Palatine region of Germany encompasses modern-day 
Alsace, Lorraine, Wiirtemburg, Baden, Mainz, and Treves, and extends from Cologne to 
5The Distinguished Surname Casselman. 
6Ibid. 
7Johann Casselman died on 27 April 1680 in Adelshofen, Germany. "Johann Casselman," 
individual record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual Record-li000030, information provided by 
hand-written notes furnished by Daniel R. Casselman, 223 High Road, Madison, AL 35758-1405, accessed 
5 August 2009); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet; and "Johann Casselman," 
family pedigree chart [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Family Pedigree Chart compiled by Robert A. 
Liberty, 978 Victor Herbert Drive, Largo, FL 33771 , accessed 5 August 2009); available from 
http://www.kindredkonnections.com ; Internet. There are discrepancies in such details as spellings, and birth 
and death years in the family records consulted for this chapter. 
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Mannheim. Johann Casselman was married to Anna [no last name recorded] (b. 1618-d. 
December 1693, Adelshofen, Germany), and together they had a number of children.8 
Johann Casselman and his wife lived during the Thirty Years War, which at one time was 
perceived as a "German-centered, predominantly religious conflict, albeit containing 
other elements."9 Recently, historians have begun to view the war as not only "a German 
civil war but also a confluence of dynastic struggles between the Hapsburgs and their 
various enernies." 10 This was a time of incomparable suffering for the German people, 
especially those in the Palatinate region. 11 
The Thirty Years War began with the crowning of Friedrich V, Elector Palatine of 
the Rhine (1596-1632). Although his rule was brief (he fled to Holland in 1622 and was 
formally deprived of the Palatinate in 1623), the region was restored to his son, Karl I 
Ludwig, in 1648. 12 In 1647, Bavaria claimed a section of the upper Palatine, which left 
the remainder of the Palatinate at the mercy of other aggressive forces. One of these 
forces was France under Louis XIV, who took advantage of the weakened state and made 
frequent conquests in the region. 13 England joined with Holland, Germany, and other 
powers to stop this wholesale aggression in what became known as the War of the 
8
"Johann Casselman," individual record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual Record-
li000030, accessed I July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
9N. M. Sutherland, "The Origins of the Thirty Years War and the Structure of European Politics," 
The English Historical Review 107 (July 1992): 587. 
10R. Po-Chia Hsia, review of The Thirty Years' War, by Geoffrey Parker, The Journal of Modern 
History 59 (June 1987): 358. 
11 Ernst Gobel and Richard D. Thiessen, "Friedrich V, Elector Palatine of the Rhine (1596-1632)," 
[book on-line] (Global Anabaptist Mennonite Encyclopedia Online: 1996-2009, accessed I September 
2008); available from http://www.gameo.org/encyclopedia/conents/F755427.html; Internet. 
12Ibid. 
13Melissa Witthoft, "Palatine Emigration," [article on-line] (Putnam Valley, NY: 1999; accessed 2 
November 2007); available from http://www.ug.net.au/hyperlinked/johnorr/PalatEmigration.htm; Internet. 
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Palatinate (1688-97). 14 
After the 1690s, the political climate of the Palatine became increasing! y volatile. 
Some blamed increased taxation that resulted from the cost of warfare and maintaining 
luxurious castles modeled after the splendor of Versailles. 15 Knittle wrote, "The expense 
of their lavish and arrogant living had to be met by heavy taxes on their subjects, often so 
exhausting as to leave the peasants themselves without bread." 16 Another criticism was 
that John William, the Elector of the Palatinate, was Catholic and persecuted Protestants. 
However, although there were reports of religious persecution in 1699, if religious 
intolerance had been the sole reason for emigration, it should have driven out the 
Germans long before 1709. 17 
Another factor in the mass exodus from Germany was the winter of 1708. This 
was called the Great Frost of 1708-09, and was the "severest that Europe had known for a 
century." 18 Most of Western Europe was frozen tight, including all major waterways. 
14Stephen D. Reschley and Katherine Jellison , "Production Patterns, Consumption Strategies, and 
Gender Relations in Amish and Non-Amish Farm Households in Lancaster County, Pennsylvan ia, 1935-
1936," American Rural and Farm Women in Historical Perspective, Agricultural History 67 (spring 1993): 
137. 
15The word for these war taxes, Kontribution, was the German equivalent of the English term 
"contribution." In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it referred "to a tax levied by the estates for, or, 
with their consent, by, a warring prince in his own realm." Even neutral princes could use these taxes to 
support their troops. This was the principal way rulers financed the Thirty Years War. It was a lawful tax, 
collected in an orderly fashion, but had all but disappeared by the time of the Thirty Years War, having 
been replaced by a payment of monies or goods "extorted by an enemy under threat of force ." This 
payment, called "Brandschatzug," was essentially a demand for ransomed property that the victors could 
ransack or burn. F. Redlich, "Contributions in the Thirty Years' War," The Economic History Review 12 
( 1959): 247-54. 
16Walter Allen Knittle, Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigration: A British Government 
Redemptioner Project to Manufacture Naval Stores (Phjladelphia, n.p., 1937; reprint, Baltimore, MD: 
Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc ., 1982), 5. 
17Ibid., 11. 
18R. Nisbet Bain , "Charles XII and the Great Northern War," The Cambridge Modern History 5, 
ed. Adolphus William Ward, George Walter Prothero, Stanley Mordaunt Leathes, and Ernest Alfred 
Benians (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1908), 600. 
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This was the last blow for the Palatines. Needing to emigrate, they petitioned to Queen 
Anne of England for help. To ingratiate themselves to the "benevolently inclined 
[English] people, [the] emigrants found it convenient to plead religious persecution." 19 
They first went to England, and soon thereafter, in 1709, a large number of Palatines 
were transported by ship to New York. Between 1709 and 1712, there was an "explosive 
transition from [a] proportionally small immigration to a broad over-flow."20 During 
these four years, approximately 50,000 people left their homeland on the Upper and 
Middle Rhine, in the river basins of the Neckar, the Main, and the Upper Danube, to 
search for better prospects in North America or Hungary. 21 
Bad weather, increased taxes, and religious persecution cannot have been the only 
factors that contributed to the mass exodus from Germany at this time. There was also a 
well-organized propaganda system aimed at attracting German workers to the English 
colonies, "incited by those who had an interest in German immigration and who 
advertised it in Germany."22 Often the propaganda came through relatives who, through 
letters and visits, encouraged the Germans to immigrate; other times it was through 
distribution of pamphlets and leaflets to the population. The Palatine and Upper Rhine 
area accounted for approximately twenty-two percent of German immigrants to the 
colonies during that period. 23 
19Knittle, Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigration, 6. 
20Hans Fenske, "International Migration : Germany in the Eighteenth Century," Central European 
History 13 (December 1980): 336. 
21Ibid. 
22Ibid., 337. 
23Ibid. , 338, 341. 
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The 1700s: From Palatine to New York and Ontario 
As noted earlier, after the winter of 1708-09 many Palatines fled to England. 
After a number of delays, the Palatine transports left England in April 1710 with 2,814 
Palatines on board bound for the New World.24 After a horrific voyage during which 
hundreds died from typhus (known to the doctors of that day as "Palatine fever"25), 
survivors were confined on Nutten lsland.26 At this time, England was having trouble 
obtaining Swedish pitch to keep their fleet afloat,27 and the arrival of so many refugees 
provided an opportunity for the English to acquire the labor needed to produce tar in its 
colonies. 
The governor of the colony of New York, Robert Hunter, put the healthy 
Palatines to work making tar in the Catskill Mountains and along the Hudson River. 28 
These families worked "as indentured servants of the British government and that they 
were to be employed in manufacturing naval stores until the profits had not only paid 
their expenses, but also repaid the Queen for their transportation and settlement."29 The 
Palatine immigration was a unique example of a governmental redemptioner migration.30 
After Hunter's bankruptcy, these and other immigrants scattered. By 1723, some 
24Knittle, Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigration, 146-57. 
25 A. Matthews, "The Word 'Palatine' in America," in Nation (Cambridge, MA: 1904), 125; 
quoted in Knittle, Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigration, 147. 
26Nutten Island is now known as Governor's Island and apparently preceded Ellis Island as an 
"immigrant station or 'gateway to America'." It is located just off the coast of New York City. Knittle, The 
Early Palatine Emigration, 148. 
27Pitch is a "dark resinous tarry substance that sets hard, and is used for caulking seams of ships." 
Eugene Erlich, et al. , Oxford American Dictionary (New York: Avon Books, 1980), 679. 
28Interestingly, there are no pitch pines in Schoharie area, but this was not known at the time of the 
Palatinate settlement. Apparently, this type of pine does not grow in limestone and glac ial drift, the soil 
type of the area. Knittle, The Early Palatine Emigration, 153-154. 
29Ibid., 141. 
30Ibid. , 142. 
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sixty families had settled on a tract of almost 1,300 acres of land in Stone Arabia, New 
York. Stone Arabia is part of the Adirondack Forest, approximately sixty miles northwest 
of modern-day Albany. The original settlers were of Swiss and German heritage and were 
predominantly Lutherans, Catholics, and Mennonites (all called Palatines by the 
English).31 
Ulrich Simrnendinger was a Palatinate immigrant in New York. He had lived in 
North America for only a few years before returning to Germany in 1717, where he 
published a concise account in pamphlet form of the immigration, including the names of 
Palatine families still living in New York.32 Among those listed are [Hans] Dietrich 
[John] Casselman (a distant relative of Phyllis Casselman Young),33 born on 13 
November 1662 in Bayern, Germany, his wife, Anna Rinder, and their children.34 "The 
Simrnendinger Register" states that Casselman settled along the Mohawk River in a town 
called Neu Stuttgart, the German name for one of the seven Schoharie Valley 
settlements. 35 
31Ibid. , 140-42. 
32Knittle, The Early Palatine Emigration, "The Simmendinger Register," 291-99. The New York 
Public Library has a copy of the "Simmendinger Register" in its rare book collection. 
33Dietrich Casselman was the ninth cruld of Johann and Anna Casselman of Adelshofen, 
Germany. "Hans Dietrich Casselman," family record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Pedigree-ca000505 , 
information submitted by Monte Castleman, 11605 SW 4th St, Yukon, OK, accessed 5 August 2009); 
available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
34Hans Dietrich Casselman married Anna Rinder (b. 1660, Glottfelden, Switzerland [other records 
indicate 1665, Switzerland]-d. 1717, Albany County, NY) on 15 November 1687 in Adelshofen, Germany. 
They traveled to the colonies on the srup "The Midfort" and arrived in New York on 14 June 1710. Hans 
Dietrich died sometime between the years of 1729-32 in Stone Arabia, NY. "Hans Dietrich Casselman," 
individual record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual Record-ca000505 , information submitted by 
Monte Castleman, 11605 SW 4th St, Yukon, OK, accessed 6 August 2009); available from 
http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet; and "Hans Dietrich Casselman," family record [database on-
line]; and "Johann Wilhelm Casselman," family record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Family Pedegree-
ne001240, information submitted by Dee Nelson, 1860 Haden Martin Rd., Palmyra, VA 22963, accessed 6 
August 2009); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
35Knittle, "The Simmendinger Register," 291-93. Neu Stuttgart is now Weiserdorf, NY. In 1710-
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Dietrich Casselman lived in one of the original settlements in the Schoharie 
Valley. Eventually he and Anna moved to Stone Arabia. They had nine children in all, 
some born in Germany and others in New York. One was Johann Wilhelm Casselman, 
born on 19 July 1711 at West Church Camp, Schoharie County, New York.36 
Johann Wilhelm Casselman, known as William, was married twice. His first wife 
was Anna Margaretha Salzmann Salasman (b. 3 November 1718, West Church Camp, 
Schoharie County, New York). 37 Two of their sixteen children were Severin us (b. 15 
October 1737)38 and Warner Werner (b. ca. 1738 or 1739). The available records contain 
interesting information about both Severinus and Warner Werner, both of whom were 
active in the Revolutionary War. 39 Warner Werner was Phyllis Casselman Young's direct 
ancestor. 
11 Dietrich and his family are listed in Governor Hunter' s Subsistence List for the Palatines in New York 
camps. "Hans Dietrich Casselman" individual family record [database on-line]. 
36
"Johann Wilhelm Casselman," family record [database on-line]. 
37 Anna Margaretha's father, George Salzmann, was born in October 1693 in Saxony, Germany; 
her mother, Anna Margarethe Capuzzi was born around 1697 in Eberheim, Rhine Darmstadt, Germany. 
Anna Margaretha's parents married on 6 February 1717 (or 1718) in Palatine, Montgomery County, NY. 
"George Salzmann," family record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Family Record-li000030, accessed 1 
July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet; and "Anna Margaretha Salzmann 
Salasman," individual record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Family Record-iv000004, information 
provided by Evan I vie, 1131 Dover Drive, Provo, UT, accessed 6 August 2009); available from 
http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
38The records disagree. It seems that first Johann Wilhelm married Anna Margaretha Salzmann 
Salasman (b. 3 November 1718, New York-d. 1783 Western, Giles, VA). Then, he apparently remarried in 
about 1752. His second wife was Anna Margaret Empey (b. 1725 [or b. 1730, according to other records], 
Stone Arabia, NY-d. 1830, and they had two children together. Johann Wilhelm (William) lived in Stone 
Arabia, NY until his death in 1780. "Johann Wilhelm Casselman," individual record [database on-line] 
(MyTrees.com Individual Record-li000030, accessed 1 July 2008) ; available from 
http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet; and "Anna Margaret Empey," individual record [database 
on-line] (MyTrees.com Family Record-li000030, accessed 6 August 2009); available from 
http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
39
"Severinus Casselman, Capt.," family record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual 
Record-li00030, accessed I July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet: and 
"Warner Werner Casselman," family record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual Record-li000030, 
accessed I July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnetions.com; Internet. 
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Severinus Casselman became a captain in the King's Royal Regiment of New 
York. Captured and sentenced to die as a Loyalist during the Revolutionary War, he 
managed to escape to Canada and eventually settled in Williamsburg Township, 
Ontario.40 Modern-day Williamsburg is located in Ontario just north of the Ontario-New 
York State border. Severinus married Anna Maria Sprecker (b. 1743) on 15 June 1777. 
They had several children, one of them a daughter, Gertrude Charity Casselman (b. 
1769), who would later marry Henry Casselman (1769-1839), the son of Warner Werner 
Casselman. 41 
Warner Werner Casselman married Eleanor (Eleanora) (last name unrecorded) 
and in 1769 they had a son named Henry Casselman. Warner was a United Empire 
Loyalist of Tryon County in the colony of New York. He was a soldier and drummer in 
the 151 Battalion, King's Regiment of New York. He enlisted in Sir John Johnson's 
Regiment, 2nd P L 1776 RRNYl. In 1777, during the Revolutionary War, Warner and his 
family, like Severinus and his family before them, moved to Canada and settled in 
Williamsburg, Ontario.42 
It must have been in Williamsburg that Henry Casselman met Gertrude Charity 
Casselman. The couple married there on 30 March 1794.43 They had fourteen children, 
among them a son, Henry Hirem Casselman, Jr. , born on 4 January 1799.44 
40
"Severinus Casselman Capt.," famjly record [database on-line]. 
41
"Henry Casselman," farru ly record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual Record-
li000030, accessed I July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
42Warner Werner Casselman died in Canada in 1837. "Warner Werner Casselman," individual 
record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual Record-li00030, accessed I July 2008); avajJable from 
http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
43Ibid. 
44Henry Casselman died in Williamsburg on 5 December 1839. "Henry Casselman," farruly record 
[database on-line] . 
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Henry Hirem Casselman, Jr. married Mary May Frymire (b. 1792-d. 1872), who 
was from a German Lutheran family, in Williamsburg on 25 March 1825. Henry Hirem 
and Mary May had numerous children, among them Phyllis Casselman Young's great-
grandfather Phillip Arnold Casselman.45 The Census Index of 1871 lists him as a 
"farmer."46 Henry Hirem Casselman, Jr. died in Williamsburg on 25 February 1871. 
The 1800s: From Williamsburg, Ontario to Oklahoma 
As mentioned earlier, Phyllis Casselman Young's great-grandfather was Phillip 
Arnold Casselman, born on 15 January 1827 in Williamsburg.47 In 1853, Phillip married 
Cathrene (often spelled Catherine) Elizabeth Sutherland (b. ca. 1829) in Dundas County, 
Ontario. Their son, David Alexander Casselman (b. 8 October 1862 in Finch, Dundas 
County, Ontario), immigrated to the United States in 1878.48 Although David was still a 
teenager when he left his home in Canada, he went to the gold and silver mines of the 
"Wild West." Canadian relatives told the story that whenever he had enough money he 
45
"Henry Hiram Casselman Jr. ," family record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Family Record-
li000030, accessed I July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
46 Ancestry Institution.com-Ontario, Canada Census Index, 1871 [database on-line] (Provo, UT: 
The Generations Network, Inc., 2008, accessed 30 June 2008); available from 
http://search.ancestryinstitution.com; Internet. 
47 1901 Census of Canada [database on-line] (Provo, UT: The Generations Network, Inc ., 2006). 
Original data: Library and Archives Canada, Census of Canada, 1901 ; Ottawa, Canada: Library and 
Archives Canada. RG31, T-6428 to T-6556, accessed 30 June 2008); available from 
http://search.ancestryinstitution.com; Internet. Phillip Arnold Casselman died in 1915 in Finch, a town 
close to Williamsburg. "Phillip Arnold Casselman," individual record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com 
Individual Record-li000030, accessed I July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; 
Internet. 
48 1920 United States Federal Census. Census Place: Foraker, Osage, OK; Roll: T625_1479; Page: 
I A; Enumeration District: 90; Image: 410. Some sources state 1874 ( 1910 United States Federal Census. 
Census Place: Downs, Kingfisher, OK: Roll T624_1256; Page: lOB; Enumeration District: 79; Image: 
241). 
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returned home. 49 
David Alexander Casselman married schoolteacher Effie Sarah Smith in 1886 in 
Holton, Jackson County, Oklahoma. Effie was born in Canada on 14 July 1864, the 
daughter of James Leach50 and Mary Larkin Smith. According to family legend, David 
owned a pearl-handled revolver with notches carved into the handle. Effie made him get 
rid of the gun while the children were young. 51 This is a classic story of an adventure-
seeking cowboy marrying a schoolteacher and finally settling down and changing his 
wild ways. David Alexander and Effie Casselman were Phyllis Casselman Young's 
paternal grandparents. 
David Alexander Casselman settled in Oklahoma after making the Land Run on 
22 April 1889. The Land Run involved the settlement of the Unassigned Lands, including 
the current counties of Canadian, Cleveland, Kingfisher, Logan, Oklahoma, and Payne, 
and opened Oklahoma for settlement. Since the newly opened land was sold on a first-
arrival basis, settlers literally had to "run" to stake out their claims. David made the run 
with his father-in-law, James Leach Smith, and his brother-in-law, who made adjacent 
land claims near Cashion, Oklahoma. 52 David had been herding cattle in Oklahoma 
49Shirley Campbell, family historian, electronic mail to Phyllis Young, Austin, 2 August 2003, 
copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
50James Leach was born in Elli ngton, CT in 1819 and married Mary Larkin (b. 1827 in Mayo 
County, Ireland-d. 1897) in 1862. He died in 1905 in Cashion, OK. Shirley Campbell, "Casselman 
Family," handwritten genealogy chart, 2 August 2008, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, N. 
51 Notches were carved into gun handles to signify that the gun had been used to kill people. "We 
can picture the bold bad man of the Wild West carving a notch on the handle of his gun each time he kills 
an opponent. Such a record of killings was not, however, exclusive to the land and times of Billy the Kid 
and the Lone Ranger." Graham Flegg, Numbers: Their History and Meaning (New York: Courier Dover 
Publications, 2002), 40; and Campbell , electronic mail , 2 August 2003. 
52The 150-acre parcel of land belonging to David Alexander was still indicated on a 1906 Downs 
Township map ; however, none of the neighboring plots belonged to the Smiths at that time. "Downs 
Township, Cashion, Reeding," Kingfisher County (Geo A. Ogle & Co., 1906) [database on-line] Historic 
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Territory for some time before this and probably knew the lay of the land. 53 He became a 
naturalized U.S. citizen on 15 September 1891.54 
The Early 1900s: From Downs, Oklahoma to Conway Springs, Kansas 
As of 1900, the Casselman family lived in the small town of Downs, in Kingfisher 
County, Oklahoma. 55 Living with them was Effie's father56 and their four children: Philip 
James (b. 9 November 1889), Franklin Tracy (b. 31 March 1891), Mary "Mayme" (b. 8 
October 1893), and Donald David (b. 29 June 1895).57 Downs and Cashion are 
neighboring communities located northwest of Oklahoma City. 
By 1920, the census listed the Casselmans as living in the town of Foraker, in 
Osage County, Oklahoma, but by 1930 Effie and David had moved to Grainola, in Osage 
County, Oklahoma. Modern-day Foraker is a tiny town on N3610, just north of EQ100 
Map Works, Residential Genealogy; (accessed 12 May 2009) available from 
http://www.historicmapworks.com; Internet. 
53Campbell , electronic mail , 2 August 2003. 
54Shirley Campbell, "David Alexander Casselman," handwritten family unit chart, 2 August 2008, 
photocop{s in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
5 1900 United States Federal Census (Year: 1900. Census Place: Downs, Kingfisher, OK. Roll: 
7623 1338; Page 8b, Enumeration District: 107) [database on-line] (Provo, UT: Generations Network, Inc., 
2004. Original date: United States of America, Bureau of the Census, Twelfth Census ofthe United States, 
1900. Washington, D.C. : National Archives and Records Administration, 1900. T623.1854 rolls, accessed 
I July 2008); available from http://ancestry.com; Internet. 
56James L. Smith was born in 1822 in Connecticut. According to Phyllis Casselman Young 's 
father, "John loved to play his violin and would often have tears in his eyes as he played." Her father spoke 
often of John to her. Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 8 June 2009. 
57David and Effie had another child , John Smith Casselman, born 6 February 1901 in Cashion, 
OK. John died 19 March 1982 in Midland, TX. "John Smith Casselman," individual record [database on-
line] (My Trees.com Individual record-li000030, accessed 1 July 2008); available from 
http//www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. Franklin married Hattie Parthenia Perryman on 28 April 
1918. Franklin died on 10 December 1981 in Dallas, TX. Donald David married Pearl Pope on 19 October 
1945, died on 29 November 1966, and is buried in Pawhuska, Osage County, OK. Mary Catherine 
"Mayme" Casselman married Lester Rhoads on 23 December 1914 (or 1915). Mayme died on 13 February 
1984 in Odessa, TX. Campbell, "David Alexander Casselman," individual record [database on-line] 
(MyTrees.com Pedegree-li00030, accessed 2 August 2008); available from 
http://www.kiindredkonnections.com; Internet. 
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Road, approximately ninety-five miles northwest of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Grainola is on 
Highway 18, twelve miles southeast of Foraker. David Alexander Casselman died on 24 
January 1945. He is buried in Pawhuska, Osage County, Oklahoma. 58 
Phyllis Casselman Young's father, Philip James Casselman (son of David 
Alexander and Effie), was born on 9 November 1889 in Lakin, a small town but the 
largest town and county seat for Kearny County, Kansas. 59 Located in southeast Kansas, 
Kearny County was founded on 20 March 1873 and named after General Phillip Kearny 
(1815-1862), a career soldier who had served with distinction in the Mexican-American 
Philip and his brother, Tracy Casselman, were called the "Katzenjammer Kids" 
because of their penchant for "getting into things." The two young men played on the 
Cashion baseball team, which was reputed to be a good team. They were both known as 
excellent players. Philip's siblings described him as a tall , blond man who was always 
mischievous.61 
Philip attended college for a few years in Oklahoma and played football there.62 
He also served in France in the U.S. Army infantry.63 He was in Company L, part of a 
58
"David Alexander Casselman," family record [database on-line]. 
59
"Phillip James Casselman," individual record [database on-line] (MyTrees.com Individual 
record-li000030, accessed 1 July 2008); available from http://www.kindredkonnections.com; Internet. The 
location of Philip James Casselman's birth as indicated on his immigration card is different. It is Holton, 
KS. Registration card for Philip James Casselman, 5 June 1947, copy in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
60
"Kearny County, Kansas [database on-line] (Kansas Counties, accessed 31 August 2008); 
available from http://www.kshs.org; Internet. 
61 Campbell, electronic mail, 2 August 2003. The Katzenjammer Kids were based on the "Max and 
Moritz" cartoons created in Germany more than thirty years before the Americanized version appeared in 
the New York Journal Sunday Supplement in December 1897. 
62Young does not remember the name of the college. Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 
31 May 2008, Austin, TX, hand-written notes, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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division from Sumner County. During World War I, the military kept some units intact 
from the same community, a policy that was changed in World War II after it became 
clear that an entire community could be devastated by the loss of a single military unit. In 
this case, Phyllis Young believes that her father's service with young men from his 
community had mostly positive results because after forty-six years they were still 
"looking out for one another" and paying respects to each other.64 
Mother's Side: Stewarts 
The Stewart family motto is "Courage Grows Stronger at the Wound."65 The 
Stewart branch of Phyllis Casselman Young's maternal side originally came from 
Ireland, but immigrated to the United States sometime before the beginning of the 
nineteenth century and settled in such places as Missouri and Kansas. They became 
landowners and bankers.66 
The Family Name: Stewart 
The Stewart family name is of English or Scottish origin. It was borne by a line 
63Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 9 June 2009. 
64Young wrote that the good thing about keeping a company of soldiers together from the same 
community was that they stayed in touch with each other and held ann ual reunions after the war. These 
reunions were one of the highlights of her father's life, and he seldom rrussed one. Whenever her father 
received a new tie, the farruly assumed he would probably wear it at the next reunion. Later, as the men 
from Company L died, the others attended the funerals and sat in rows reserved for them. A group of them 
attended the funeral for Young's father. Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 8 March 2009; Phyllis 
Young, interview by the researcher, 3 July 2009, Austin, TX, handwritten notes in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
65Stewart Family Crest and Name History [database on-line] (accessed 7 September 2008) ; 
available from http://www.houseofnames.com; Internet. 
66Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, I June 2008, microcassette tape, Austin TX, in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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was an "occupational name for a steward, the official in charge of a noble household and 
its treasury."67 Derived from the Old English word "Stigweard," Stewart is a combination 
of "stig" (household) and "weard" (guardian). Historically, numerous Scots adopted the 
name of their occupation, but it did not become a family surname until the office or type 
of employment became hereditary.68 
The Stewart Coat of Arms 
The most ancient Coat of Arms associated with the family name Stewart is a gold 
shield with a fess (a horizontal band running across the middle of the shield) and chequey 
(a field divided into squares, like a chess board or a checkered abacus cloth used before 
Arabic numerals were adopted) of blue and silver. The chequey pattern may indicate that 
the original bearer of the arms was a treasurer or an innkeeper by profession. Innkeepers 
traditionally displayed the checkered pattern outside their establishments.69 
The Stewart Family Crest 
The Stewart family crest featured a pelican feeding its young. The female pelican 
was believed to "wound her breast with her long curved bill, drawing blood to feed her 
young."70 "Vulning" itself is the term of this .action, and the legend may have come from 
the fact that some birds grow red feathers on their breasts during nesting season. The 
67Stewart Family Crest and Name History. 
68Ibid. 
69
"Chequey," Stewart Family Crest and Name History (database on-line] (House of Names, 
accessed 8 September 2008); available from http://www.houseofnames.com; Internet. 
70
"Pelican," Stewart Family Crest and Name History [database on-Jjne] (House of Names, 
accessed 8 September 2008) available from http://www.houseofnames.com; Internet. 
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the fact that some birds grow red feathers on their breasts during nesting season. The 
female pelican became symbolic of the self-sacrifice, piety, and virtue associated with the 
Holy Eucharist. The pelican on the Stewart family crest does not have the large beak that 
is characteristic of the bird. The bird itself is a symbol of "maternal solicitude."71 
The Stewart Family History 
The history of the Stewarts in Phyllis Young's ancestral line is as well 
documented as that of the Casselman family. According to Young, "almost all Stewart 
families have a tradition of naming one boy James Stewart since they all claim to be 
descendents of King James I of England. He was a Stewart."72 The earliest mention of the 
name is that of Frank Stewart (d. 17 August 1786) and his wife Elizabeth Thompson 
Stewart (no record of birth or death) . 
Family records indicate that at the age of fifteen two sisters, Elizabeth (Thompson 
[Stewart]) traveled to the United States from Dublin, Ireland. Her mother had died before 
the voyage, and her father was killed when thrown from his horse on his trip home after 
purchasing passage for his three daughters and himself. Family friends decided it was 
best for the girls to go to the United States as arranged. One sister died during the voyage 
and was buried at sea. The other two girls arrived in the United States and both married 
young.73 
71 Ibid. 
72Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 9 June 2009. 
73Handwritten account of Frank Stewart, copied from Aunt Rachel's records, photocopy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Frank Stewart and his wife, Elizabeth Thompson Stewart, had a son, William (b. 
5 September 1777-d. 5 January 1850).74 William married Jane Patterson (b. 22 March 
1780-d. 22 September 1854 ), and they had a son, also named William (b. 30 April 1815-
d.1893). This son married Sarah Elizabeth Neely (b. 14 February 1816-d. 1907) in 
1840.75 Family historians describe Sarah as a brave pioneer woman who traveled with her 
children from western Pennsylvania to join her husband, who had moved out west the 
previous year. Family accounts tell of an interesting story about William and Sarah going 
on horseback to visit a friend, Ephraim Grubb, who lived a few miles southeast of their 
home. On their return, they got lost in the tall prairie grass, which grew over the horses' 
heads. Records also show that she was an avid reader and always well informed about 
current news.76 William and Sarah had five children, one of whom was Edgar Thomas 
Stewart (b. 12 September 1846 in Palestine, Pennsylvania-d.1928).77 
Edgar Thomas Stewart was Phyllis's maternal grandfather. He joined the Union 
Army and served in the cavalry (Company G, 12th Illinois Cavalry, Hancock County, 
lllinois) for three years during the Civil War. He was discharged as a sergeant at the age 
74
"Family of William Stewart and Jane Patterson," hand-written famj]y lineage, copied from an 
earlier account by family relative Aunt Mayo, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
75
"Record of the Stewart Family," typewritten notes copied from papers by Izora Stewart, which 
were in the family Bible of Edgar T. and Izora Stewart, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, 
NV. 
76Typewritten notes taken from a Hamilton, IL newspaper, printed in 1913, an account sent by 
Gertrude Gates Pardee in 1952 to an unknown person, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, 
NV. 
77
"Ed T. Stewart," Kansas State Census Collection, 1855-1915 [database on-line] (Ancestry 
Institution, accessed 2 July 2008); available from http://searchancestryinstitution.com ; Internet; and 
"Family of William Stewart and Jane Patterson," handwritten famjly account, copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. According to tills hand-written account, William Stewart was born on 5 July 
1777. 
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of eighteen. Edgar married Izora Ann McKinney78 on 1 January 1877 in Kahoka, 
Missouri.79 
Edgar and Izora had a number of children, including a daughter, Velma Maxine 
Stewart (Phyllis Young's mother), born on 22 December 1891.80 Velma Maxine Stewart 
grew up in Milan, Kansas on a ranch where the family raised horses and mules to sell to 
the Army. Her parents regularly sent Velma to Wichita, Kansas for cultural opportunities, 
such as attending concerts and visiting museums. Velma's father, Edgar, died in 
Wellington, Kansas in 1928, and her mother, Izora A. Stewart, died in Wichita in 1942.81 
78Izora Ann McKinney was born 21 April 1855 in Quincy, IL. Her father, William McKinney, was 
born in Ohio in about 1830. Her mother, Matilda, was also born in Ohio. In the 1870s, he was listed as 
living in the township of Lincoln in Clark County, MO. William was a farmer and Matilda was a 
housewife. By 1910, they lived in the town of Ryan in Sumner County, KS. "William McKinney," 
[database on-line] (1910 United States Federal Census, accessed 1 July 2008); available from 
http://searchancestryinstituition.com; Internet. 
79
"E. Stuart to I. A. McKinney. State of Missouri, county of [indistinct writing]. This is to testify 
that on the first day of January, A. D. 1877, Mr. Edgar I. Stewart and Miss . Izera A. McKinney were by me 
united in marriage according to the laws of God and of the state of Missouri at the residence of the bride's 
father in [indistinct writing] county Missouri. J. W. Harbines, JY. For record January 2, 1877 Thomas E. 
[indistinct] ." Mr. Edgar T. Stewart, Missouri Marriage Records, 1805-2002 [database on-line] (Provo, UT: 
The Generations Network, Inc., 2007. Original data: Missouri Marriage Records, Jefferson City, MO, 
USA: Missouri State Archives, microfilm, accessed 1 July 2008); avai lable from 
http://searchancestryinstitution.com; Internet. 
80Edgar T. and Izera A. Stewart's other children were: Edgar W. Stewart (b. 1878-d. 1946), Izera 
M. [McKinney] Stewart (b . 19 June 1880-d. 12 June 1922), James McKinney Stewart (b. 12 May 1887), 
and Alice Evangeline Stewart (b. 29 November 1889 in Milan, KS) . "Edgar T. Stewart," [database on-line] 
(Ancestry Family History Library Ed. , accessed I July 2008); available from 
http://treesancestryinstitution.com; Internet. Later they had a son, Sherley Stewart (b.1898-d.1979); "EdT. 
Stewart" 1900 United States Federal Census [database on-line] (Ancestry Institution, accessed 2 July 
2008); available from http://searchancestryinstitutions.com; Internet; Phyllis Young, handwritten 
genealogy, 30 May 2008, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV; "Velma Stewart," 
family record [database on-line] (OneWorldTree [SM] Service-Ancestryinstitution.com, accessed 25 June 
2008) ; avai lable from http://search.ancestryinstitution.com; Internet; and Jack Beat, "Stewart Family Tree," 
28 January 2006, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. According to Young, her Aunt 
Izora [McKinney Stewart] was a talented artist who died of cancer before Young was born. The fami ly 
hoped that Phyllis would replace her and be artistic . Young's grandmother gave her one of Izora's beautiful 
rings . It had diamonds and opals, the opal being the birthstone for October, the month of Young' s birth. 
Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Austin, TX, 3 July 2009, hand written notes in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV; and "Births," Velma Stewart Born November 22 A.D. 1891 ," hand written 
birth record, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
81
"Edgar T. Stewart," family record [database on-line] (One World Tree [SM] Service Ancestry 
/nstitution-Ancestryinstitution .com, accessed 1 July 2008); available from 
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Fig. 2 Velma Stewart (c. 1900), courtesy Phyllis Young 
Phyllis Young's Parents: Philip and Velma Casselman 
Phyllis Young does not know how her parents met, but she does know that they 
were engaged by the time her father Philip left home to serve in World War I. Philip's 
brothers, Don and Tracey, and all of Velma's brothers also served in the Army during the 
war. Philip was stationed in Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Young recalls hearing that while at Fort 
Sill her father contracted spinal meningitis during an outbreak of the disease. Despite the 
danger of contracting the disease, her mother traveled to Fort Sill to be near him. 82 
http://treesancestryinstitution.com; Internet. 
82Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
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Fig. 3 Philip Casselman during World War I, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Philip Casselman and Velma Stewart married after the war, on 28 September 
1919 in Milan, Kansas. They lived in a number of places in Oklahoma and Kansas before 
moving to Conway Springs, Kansas in the summer of 1931.83 Conway Springs, a small 
town of approximately 800 to 900 inhabitants, is located in Sumner County, Kansas. The 
county was named in honor of Charles Sumner (1811 -1 874), a U.S . senator from 
Massachusetts most remembered as the Senate's leading opponent of slavery at the time. 
83These places included Apache, OK and the counties of Pratt and Anthony in KS. 
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Conway Springs was one hour from Wichita by gravel road, but it came into 
prominence in the 1890s after the first train in the area reached the town from Wichita on 
the newly completed railway line of the old Fort Scott and Western Railroad. The 
railroads won popular support in part by offering free rides to all local inhabitants whose 
lands the "rail line touched."84 Frank Cranmer, son of the town's founder, Captain Hiram 
M. Cranmer, was seventy-eight years old in 1956 when he was quoted in a local 
newspaper. He saw the town grow from a "tiny pioneer town to a thriving trading center 
and railroad town, a division point for the Missouri Pacific, including a roundhouse."85 
The town of Conway Springs was named after local mineral springs bearing the 
same name. Before the construction of the railroad, the town site was on the prairie land 
over which cowboys drove cattle from Texas to the northern markets. Records indicate 
that they knew of the springs and used them for watering. Of the original mineral springs, 
all but two remain in use, mostly for medicinal (but also for table) purposes. 86 The water 
from these springs forms a small creek called Spring Branch. The primary industry for 
Conway Springs was a creamery, and the surrounding Sumner County farms produced 
corn, alfalfa, oats, and wheat. 87 Wheat, "the golden grain produced so beautifully on this 
Sumner County prairie land lying just above Slate Creek, has contributed much towards a 
84
"Conway Springs," The Empire That Missouri Pacific Serves [book on-line] (originally 
published in the 1950s by the Missouri Pacific, Bob Walters, 2000, accessed 25 February 2009); available 
from http://skyways.lib.ks.us/history/mp/p I 00-1 03.html; Internet, 102. 
85
"Huge Elevators at Conway Springs Symbols of Great Farm Empire Centered There," The 
Wichita Beacon, 5 August 1956, 4F. 
86Frank W. Blackmar, ed., "Conway Springs (Sumner Co.)," Kansas: A Cyclopedia of State 
History, Embracing Events, Institutions, Industries, Counties, Cities, Towns, Prominent Persons, etc. [book 
on-line] (Chicago: Standard Publishing Company, 1912, accessed 25 February 2009); available from 
http:skyways.lib.ks.us/genweb/archives/1912/c/Conway_springs.html; Internet. 
87
"Conway Springs (28 miles southwest of Wichita)" [book on-line] (The Empire That Missouri 
Pacific Serves, Missouri Pacific: originally published in the 1950s, accessed 25 February 2009) ; available 
from http://skyways.lib.ks.us/history/mp/p I 00-1 03.html ; Internet. 
solid and substantial community." Conway Springs was a peaceful town whose four-
bunk, two-cell jail was seldom occupied. 88 
Phyllis Casselman Young 
... A tremendously strong person framed in the personae of a 
gracious Southern lady-the archetypal "steel magnolia." 
57 
-Jeffrey Solow89 
Phyllis Casselman grew up during the Great Depression, a time when many 
families were faced with insurmountable financial hardships. She was fortunate because 
her family always had plenty to eat and could afford small luxuries unavailable to many 
during that era. Local bread lines were daily reminders of the difficult times. Luckily for 
the Casselman family, Philip 's position as the manager of G. A. Talbert Lumber 
Fig. 4 Phyllis Casselman (Young) at age 8, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
88
"Huge Elevators at Conway Springs." 
89Jeffrey Solow, Jeffrey Solow (Professor of Cello, Temple University, Philadelphia; ASTA 
President; The Violoncello Society President) questionnaire, 4 January 2009, copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Company remained secure throughout the period. Her parents made the education of their 
children a high priority, and they provided both Phyllis and her brother, Max, with 
private music lessons. She remembers her childhood as being filled with the fond 
experiences of a loving family. 90 
Fig. 5 Phyllis Casselman (Young) at age 3, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
90Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 6 March 2009. 
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Childhood 
Phyllis Casselman was born in Milan, Kansas on 20 October 1925, when her 
father was thirty-five and her mother thirty-three. She was born in her parent's home. Her 
cousin, Shirley, who was five years older, remembers sitting in the car while her older 
sister and Phyllis's cousin, Alice Evangeline, helped with the birth.91 Her one brother, 
Donald Max Casselman, had been born almost four years earlier, on 12 November 
1921.92 Their father managed G.A. Talbert Lumber Co.,93 while their mother stayed at 
home with the children. The storeowner, Mr. Talbert, lived in Wichita and visited 
Conway Springs from time to time. On those occasions, Philip took him to the house for 
visits with the family.94 Young wrote, "We were lucky. Daddy always had a job with a 
monthly salary. But a lot of the men in our town did not have jobs during that terrible 
time during the Great Depression."95 
Young remembers her father as a hard-working store manager, a man of integrity 
who was respected in the community: "He would do the best job in the world and was the 
most honest person in the world."96 During the wheat-harvesting season, the timing of the 
actual harvest was critical. Any delays, such as unseasonable rain or equipment failure, 
could mean the loss of the crops. Phyllis's family was aware of this, not only because 
they lived in a wheat-producing region, but also because Velma had inherited land on 
91Shirley [Casselman] Bishop, as told to Phyllis Young, telephone conversation, 6 July 2009. 
92Phyllis Casselman, Standard Certificate of Birth #96-8047, original 20 October 1925 certified 
copy, To~eka, KS, 10 May 1943, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
3Philip Casselman worked at Talbert Hardware and Lumber Company from approximately 1930 
until his retirement in the early 1960s. Phyllis Young, electronic mail , 8 March 2009. 
94Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 3 July 2009, handwritten notes in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
95Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
96Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 27 July 2007, audiotape , Austin, TX, in possession 
of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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which wheat was grown. Because the family did not need the income from the annual 
crops to meet family expenses, Young believes that her mother invested the money in 
U.S . Treasury Bonds.97 
During harvest season, local farmers sometimes knocked on the door in the 
middle of the night due to their mechanical crises. They wanted Philip Casselman to open 
the store, the only one in south central Kansas that routinely stocked the required 
replacement parts. Phyllis's mother "never hesitated to awaken Daddy and he got up fast 
and helped the farmer. He recognized how terribly serious this was."98 
Yet, Philip was not always available at his customers ' every whim. Sometimes 
people knocked on the door on Sunday afternoons when he was taking his customary 
nap. Velma would ask what they wanted, and if it was something trivial, such as some 
BB pellets for hunting rabbits, she refused to wake him. She not only did not want to 
disturb her husband: she also felt sorry for the rabbit and would say to Phyllis that it 
seemed "so tragic for a little rabbit to be out running and having fun, then be shot."99 
Young recalls that what amazed and amused her mother was that "year after year 
Daddy was voted by the city to be on the City Council, despite the fact that he never 
97Young also said that at the time of her mother's death in 1966, there was a significant amount of 
money in the U.S. Treasury Bonds. Fifty percent was in her and her mother's name. The other fifty percent 
was in her mother's name and her brother Max's name. The money was to be divided equally between both 
children and it was much more than they expected. Apparently, Velma had been buying the bonds for 
years, and upon Philip 's death, she invested part of their estate in U.S. Treasury Bonds. The children also 
ended up inheriting the farmland . Some years later, Jimmie suggested to Phyllis that they give their half of 
the farm to Max because he had managed the business side of the farm over the years, and so they did. 
Young, electronic mail , 15 April 2009; and Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 3 July 2009, 
Austin, TX, handwritten notes in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
98Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
99Ibid. 
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made comments to stimulate popularity. He was surprisingly straight forward." 100 
Eventually, the people of Conway Springs elected him to the office of city mayor. 
Phyllis 's father stressed that she must always do the right thing. By this he meant 
the honest and fair thing, no matter the situation. He believed that too many people would 
just go along with whomever they were talking to: "He wanted me to always stop and 
think about what was honest and fair even if the action it prompted would not be popular. 
He said that if I were in a group of girls who began gossiping, to have the courage to 
stand up for the person being discussed if an untruth was stated." 101 
Young also remembers that her father was very proud of her accomplishments: 
He made it clear that he was so proud of me in almost every thing I did. I 
tended to want to excel in everything and it appears I did that in those youthful 
days. Daddy was so thrilled when I would get blue ribbons for my handwriting 
or art work at the town's fair in October of each year. This little town would 
print our typing scores in the town's newspaper and our grade averages if they 
were top. Can you imagine? Daddy loved all of that because he was so proud 
d . h 102 to rea my name m t e newspaper. 
Velma was the creative one of Phyllis's parents, and also had a great deal of 
drive. Young credits her mother with her own sense of imagination. She wrote, "From 
earliest childhood I was aware that originality and creativity were at the top of my 
mother's priority list." 103 Velma was never satisfied with the ordinary and expected 
Phyllis to do everything on an extraordinary level. According to an earlier biographical 
account, "Although Phyllis claims an account of her early life could not be very 
interesting to others, it is exemplary of the effects that a supportive horne and caring 
100Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 12 January 2009. 
101 lbid. 
102Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 9 March 2009. 
103Phyllis Young, Playing the String Game: Strategies for Teaching Cello and Strings (Austin, 
TX: University of Texas Press, 1978; reprint, Ann Arbor, MI: Shar Publications, 2004), x. 
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teachers can bring about." 104 
Yet the 1920s was the time following the voting rights amendment that, along 
with greatly increased political and financial freedom, thrust women into a changing 
world in which new manners such as smoking, drinking, and masculinized fashion were 
touted in women's fashion magazines as the new norm. 105 However, even in that 
changing era Velma held many unconventional views. For example, while many people 
smoked and considered it fashionable, she knew that smoking must be harmful to one's 
health, so she strongly advocated against it. Young wrote that even during a time when it 
was considered acceptable for young ladies to smoke cigarettes, Velma never did, adding 
that her mother "would have been terribly disappointed" if Phyllis had. 106 
Her mother also realized the benefits of daily exercise and enjoyed brisk walks 
around the neighborhood, an activity unfashionable at the time, but one that she also 
encouraged her daughter to do. Velma also advocated against excessive sunbathing, even 
though having a tan was considered a sign of health. According to Young, her mother 
was "ahead of her time and insisted that having a tan was bad for the skin." 107 Yet, it 
must also be mentioned that at the time of Velma's youth, the style was for women to 
stay out of the sun so as not to get a tan. 
Young remembers that her mother was not concerned with what other people 
thought of her. For example, instead of the customary Monday washday, Tuesday ironing 
day, and Wednesday mending day, her mother washed and dried the laundry twice each 
104Lorraine Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," Suzuki World 5 (July-August 1986): 12. 
105Estelle B. Freedman, "The New Woman: Changing Views of Women in the 1920s," The 
Journal of American Histo ry 61 (September 1974): 382. 
106Young, electronic mail , 6 March 2009; and Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
107Young, electronic mail , 9 March 2009. 
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week. That was considered shocking in those days. 108 
Historians portray post-1920s women as "emancipated by the vote and by an 
urbanized, industrialized society, but choosing to remain for the most part at home." 109 
However, Velma did not find the traditional role of housekeeping for women to be 
fulfilling. Although she was an excellent cook, she not only did not teach Phyllis how to 
cook, but would not let her wash dishes or clear the table, an unusual practice in those 
days. 11 0 She allowed Phyllis to set the table only for special company or occasionally to 
make fudge or taffy with her best friend, Elva Lea Wise, on Sunday afternoons. Her 
mother said, "I'm not preparing you to cook for a man." 111 Phyllis 's family ate all their 
meals, prepared by her mother, at home. Often Velma walked to the local store to do her 
shopping or, as was the custom in those days, had the groceries delivered to the back 
door, which was left unlocked so the deliveryman could place the merchandise inside. He 
even put the items that needed to be kept cool in the family's icebox. 11 2 
Whenever a woman with a successful career returned to Conway Springs for a 
visit, Velma would make an effort to have Phyllis meet her. It was important to Velma 
for her daughter to understand that women had career choices and were not limited to a 
life of doing domestic chores. 11 3 Young recalls that her mother was especially impressed 
with her father's female cousin, an eye surgeon. Velma had a negative view of marriage, 
believing that it limited a woman's opportunities to pursue fulfillment in a professional 
108Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
109Friedman, "The New Woman: Changing Views of Women," 383. 
110Young, interview, 27 July 2007; and Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
111 Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 3 March 2009. 
112Young, electronic mail , 8 March 2009. 
11 3Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
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career. This may have been a by-product of the times, for although women enjoyed 
unprecedented professional freedom in the 1920s, the Depression-era psychology sought 
to "bring women out of the work force." 114 Thus, a woman with a prestigious career, such 
as physician, was unusual for that generation. Some middle class women during this time 
began to view the role of housekeeper and mother as notably lacking the compensation of 
a paycheck in a "world that was increasingly apt to measure all work by a cash 
valuation." 115 
Nevertheless, Young recalls that most of the girls in her hometown planned on 
marrying and becoming wives and mothers. They even created "hope chests" in 
preparation for marriage. Inside the chests, the girls safeguarded small items such as 
beautiful cloth napkins with embroidery, pillowcases trimmed with lace, and other 
household items. 116 
Despite her mother's belief that traditional marriages did not allow women to be 
independent, Young believes that her mother was happy in her relationship with Philip 
and that the two felt enormous respect for one another. She recalls that her parents 
sometimes had arguments, but these generally revolved around monetary issues, which, 
during the time of the Great Depression, was probably an issue of discussion in most 
households that needed to conserve their resources. 117 
114Freedman, "The New Woman," 383. 
115Elizabeth K. Nottingham, "Toward an Analysis of the Effects of Two World Wars on the Role 
and Status of Middle-Class Women in the English-Speaking World," American Sociological Review 12 
(December 1947): 671. 
11 6Young, electronic mail , 9 June 2009. 
11 7Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
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Fig. 6 Phyllis at age 15 in a dress her mother made for her, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Young's mother was an excellent and creative seamstress. She traveled to Wichita 
to select and purchase just the right material to turn into dresses and other clothing items. 
Young recalls that after the household had retired for the night, sometimes her mother 
would work until dawn, sewing a new dress for her. Additionally, as a good housekeeper, 
Velma kept an exceptionally clean house. Since her favorite color was pink, she once 
decorated the living and dining rooms in light pink. 11 8 
Young is cautious about discussing her personal life with others; accordingly, it 
was a challenging task for this researcher to convince her to share her memories. She did 
recall that she spent much of her free time outside roller-skating and swimming, and that 
11 8Young, interview, 31 May 2008 . 
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one of her childhood hobbies was collecting stamps. 119 Young also remembers that at one 
time she had her heart set on becoming a circus performer, so much so that she would 
practice on her trapeze. Her and her mother's idea of going to a circus was to arrive very 
early to watch the set-up of the tents. According to Young, "That was a spectacular sight! 
We went every year to the circus when it came to Wichita, and that was real special to 
even see that huge tent raised!" 120 
Young also remembers that her father enjoyed playing dominoes at a local park 
with his friends. Often the family spent their Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter 
holidays at her Stewart relatives' homes in Clearwater and Wichita, Kansas. On other 
occasions, the families gathered in Conway Springs. Summer vacations, however, were 
generally spent at home in Conway Springs. 121 
Young's parents rented their first two houses and purchased the third, which she 
remembers as the prettiest of the three. When the house came up for sale, her parents 
were able to pay cash for it. 122 Furthermore, Velma had enough resources to keep the 
house comfortably and attractively furnished. It was a two-story house with beautiful 
arches dividing the living area into three rooms. One room that contained the piano and 
various other musical instruments was used primarily as the music room. Another room 
was designed as the family room, and the third as the dining room. These were the rooms 
Velma painted a light, glowing pink. Young recalls that her mother enjoyed beautiful 
colors. The family always locked the house when they went away, but the keys hung on a 
11 9Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
120Young, electronic mail, 15 April 2009. 
121 Young, interview with the researcher, 6 July 2009, Austin, TX, handwritten notes in possession 
of the researcher, Henderson, TX. 
122Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 19 April2009. 
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nail near the front window on the porch. Since anyone could see the keys, Phyllis 
assumes that they were hung high so children could not enter the house unattended. 123 
During Young's growing up years, front porches were the center of community 
activity in the early part of the evenings. Most people in her neighborhood sat on their 
porches and greeted passersby. She remembers that people slept on the front porches 
during the hottest months. Her house even had a front porch swing and rocking chairs. 
The 1930s were a time when people interacted with neighbors for recreation. Once 
televisions and air-conditioning came on the scene, this activity all but ceased. 124 
In approximately 1932, Phyllis 's maternal grandmother Izora A. Stewart gave the 
family a radio. Young remembers that the family looked upon Izora as wonderful. 125 
Izora was generous and had the ability to time her gifts perfectly. Every fall she gave her 
granddaughter money to purchase pansies for planting. Pansies were one of Phyllis 's 
favorite flowers, and she "loved each little face." Interestingly, Izora enjoyed air travel, 
and although she did not travel extensively, she traveled with Uncle Sherley, who worked 
at a large company in Salina, Kansas. He was a pilot and flew her to social events in the 
' . 1 126 company s pnvate p ane. 
Sundays in rural Kansas centered around church activities . In fact, a 1957 
newspaper article reported that off Highway 49 there was a "sturdy wooden sign with the 
words "Welcome to Conway Springs-The City of Beautiful Churches." 127 From the 
earliest days, its ties to agriculture and churches defined the town of Conway Springs. 
123Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009; and Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
124Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
125Ibid. 
126Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
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Phyllis's family was active in the First Presbyterian Church. She attended the 
10:00 A.M. Sunday school, where she played the piano for the hymn singing. When the 
church had a pipe organ installed, the first in Conway Springs, Phyllis became the 
organist for the Sunday evening services. It was at this time that she began organ lessons 
in Wellington, Kansas, so she could learn the differences in playing technique between 
the piano and organ. From approximately the eighth grade through her senior year, 
Phyllis performed on the organ in the evening services. She remembers that one of her 
parents always attended so they could hear her play. She also recalls that her father was a 
trustee of the church. The trustees handled the business side of running a church, making 
such decisions as when to buy a new furnace or other needed items, and hiring and 
dismissing pastors. 128 
Phyllis Casselman Young's Grade School Years 
Phyllis Casselman attended Conway Springs Elementary School for grades 1-8. 
Her brother Max walked her to the schoolroom door during her first-grade year. He was 
very protective of her. Her first-grade teacher, Mrs. Davis, told Velma that every day 
during his recess Max walked over to the window of his sister's classroom and peered in 
to check on her. He was in the fifth grade at the time. 129 Max was not the only one 
watching out for young Phyllis. The family doctor's dog Lindy (named after Charles 
Lindbergh), a collie, waited outside the school to walk her home. Young wrote that this 
128Young, interview, 3 July 2009. 
129Ibid. 
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dog's devotion to her made her, "a little girl, feelloved.'" 30 
Today, Young has many wonderful memories of Max, who often made toys for 
her. During that time, most toys were not store-bought except for items such as jigsaw 
puzzles. Max frequently made his sister a smaller and more beautiful version of a toy, 
such as a rubber gun, that he made for himself. According to Young, these toy guns were 
made of wood and had "some kind of contraption holding a stretched round strip of 
rubber cut from an inner tube of an old automobile tire. We would pull the trigger, and 
the rubber band would go flying through the air and hopefully hit the target." The 
wooden gun that Max made for his sister was beautifully crafted from light, almost white 
wood, and she was very proud of it. Young is not certain of her age at the time, but 
believes she must have been eight to ten years old. 13 1 
Among other childhood memories, Young remembers singing being taught in 
school from the second grade on, although she does not remember many details about 
that experience. However, her instrumental career began when she started playing the 
piano in the third grade. Velma had studied music as a child and was an amateur pianist. 
According to Young, her mother also had a lovely voice and enjoyed singing. Phyllis 
could hear her mother singing while she was cooking and washing dishes. She thinks her 
mother truly enjoyed the weekly choir practices she attended at the Presbyterian 
Church. 132 She wrote that her mother "just loved music, and she planned that I would be a 
musician, not necessarily that I would major in music, but that I would be a good 
130Young, electronic mail , 9 June 2009. 
131Young, electronic mail , 8 March 2009. 
132Young, electronic mail, 9 March 2009. 
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musician."133 
Fig. 7 Phyllis Casselman (Young) at age 10, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Velma believed that her children would continue playing an instrument longer if 
they began studying it after starting school. For this reason, even though Phyllis wanted 
very badly to begin studying the piano early, her parents delayed buying a piano and 
arranging for lessons until she was eight years old. Young remembers that when she 
finally began lessons, she "just whizzed through the material because I loved it so." 134 
She adds that the reason she was able to play through the John M. Williams Educational 
133Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," 12. 
134Ibid ., 13. 
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Series [piano], Book 1 at her very first lesson was that her cousin, Shirley, who was five 
years older, had once given her a few lessons during a visit. 135 
Every so often when Young was a little girl she traveled by bus from Conway 
Springs to Clearwater, Oklahoma to visit her cousin Shirley and her parents, Aunt Alice 
and Uncle Lloyd. She would stay with them for a few days . One summer, when Shirley 
was twelve and already playing the piano, she agreed to teach Phyllis, who was "dying to 
play." 136 Shirley made a cardboard keyboard for Phyllis to "play" on, which they placed 
on top of the washing machine. Phyllis had to play on her imaginary keyboard while 
standing. As there was no sound produced, she thinks she may have had to sing or count 
aloud.137 
Her teacher, Mrs. Veta Finley, knew Phyllis was talented. Young recalls that Mrs. 
Finley was "very nice and careful about accuracy-particularly in the accuracy of 
rhythm." 138 Mrs. Finley taught lessons while dinner was cooking in the oven. The lessons 
cost fifty cents, which was considered quite inexpensive even in the late 1930s. Young 
regrets that she may not have thanked Mrs. Finley enough for all she learned from her 
and added: "I'm afraid that we musicians tend to forget how important our first teachers 
are."I 39 
135Young, electronic mail , 9 June 2009. 
136Ibid. 
137Ibid. 
138Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 21 January 2009. 
139Young, electronic mail , 9 June 2009. 
Fig. 8 Phyllis Casselman (Young) in her gth grade class picture, courtesy of Phyllis 
Young 
As noted earlier, Phyllis began taking organ lessons in the eighth grade. She 
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remembers that her mother would listen to her practice on Fridays and Saturdays to make 
certain she knew the music well enough for the following Sunday evening service. 140 The 
12 July 1942 edition of the Conway Springs Star featured an article about the death of 
John Finley, the husband of Phyllis's piano teacher, Veta Finley. "For the services Miss 
Phyllis Casselman was organist and vocal music was by a quartet composed of Mrs. Ed 
140Young, electronic mail, 9 March 2009. 
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Small, Mrs. P. J. Casselman, Dr. J. C. Gills, and Homer Hung." 141 
Phyllis joined the municipal band in the fifth grade, starting on the trombone. Her 
brother also played trombone in the band, which was directed by a Mr. Patton.142 
Phyllis's parents agreed to let her try the trombone for the first year to see how she 
enjoyed playing a brass instrument. She wrote, "It was a great experience for me because 
I had to count carefully to stay in the group. I was scared of Mr. Patton, but I wanted to 
stay in the ensemble." 143 Because both Phyllis and her brother played trombone and 
needed their own instruments to practice, her parents bought Phyllis her own 
instrument-a trumpet. Hence, she learned to play yet another instrument. 144 
At least by the summer before the seventh grade, Phyllis was playing the trumpet 
in the municipal band, which was composed of amateur adults as well as high school 
students. The band presented weekly concerts all summer in the beautiful local band 
shell, located in the community park at the west end of Main Street. "Fine, large trees 
shade the two-block square area which contains a band shell, spring house and 
concession stand." 145 Conway Springs was known for its community band and most of 
the town attended the concerts. During the winters and possibly in the summers, Mr. 
Patton gave private lessons in his home. He directed the municipal band during the 
summer months, and he also directed a student band that rehearsed year-round in his 
home. Young does not remember whether band was offered in her elementary school, but 
141
"John Finley Died Sunday Morning," Conway Springs Star, 12 July 1942 [article on-line] 
(accessed 3 January 2009); avai lable from 
h ttp://209 .85 .141 .1 04/search?q=cashe:RhyESNNkjyEJ :familytreemaker.geneology .com; Internet. 
142Max did not continue playing the trombone into ad ulthood . Young, interview, 31 May 2008. 
143Young, electronic mail , 8 March 2009. 
144Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
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she does remember that the same person taught all music classes. In the seventh grade, 
Phyllis needed braces which ended her career on the trumpet because the braces not only 
hurt her lips when she tried to play, but also prevented her from using the correct 
embouchure. 146 
At about the same time, Phyllis started to play the cello. 147 The music teacher, 
Jeanette Barbour, was a twenty-two-year-old cellist and a recent graduate of the 
University of Kansas, where she had studied with Raymond Stuhl. 148 When Barbour 
"held up a viola in class and said she needed someone to play it, my hand just stuck right 
up, even though I had never heard a viola! However, when she found how advanced I 
was on the piano, she steered me right to the cello." 149 Additionally, Barbour 
recommended the cello to Young because she felt confident teaching it. Decades later 
when asked whether she became a cellist because of Miss Barbour, Young responded, 
"That's right, just one person changed my life." 150 
Young recalls that there was one school cello, and that Miss Barbour owned a 
second one; however, two students were already playing these instruments. Barbour 
worked out a schedule so that the three students could play on the two cellos and even 
take one home during the week to practice on. Nevertheless, in February Phyllis 's parents 
bought her a beautiful cello, a German-made instrument manufactured by G. A. 
146Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
147Young does not remember the exact grade. Young, interview, 31 May 2008. 
148Raymond Stuhl (b. 3 November 1906-d. 28 August 1994), professor of cello at the University of 
Kansas, was married to pianist Alberta B. Stuhl. The couple toured extensively, performing throughout the 
Midwest. "Raymond Stuhl'' [article on-line] (OREAD, January 21, 2000. Published by the University of 
Kansas at Lawrence, accessed 21 January 2009); available from 
http://www .oread.ku .edu/OreadOO/OreadJ an21/deaths.htm I; Internet. 
149Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," 13. 
150Ibid., 13 . 
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Pfretzschner, a reproduction of a Stradivarius. 151 They purchased it new from Jenkins 
Music Store in Wichita in February of 1938, not long after Phyllis had turned twelve. 152 
I had only studied cello for about four or five months at that time but I thought 
it had a very beautiful tone and I loved its shiny beautiful varnish. There was 
not a scratch on it. I was absolutely thrilled with it, and I was so grateful to my 
parents for buying it for me. It was a surprise to me! Now it meant that I had a 
cello 100% of the time. 153 
Young remembers that her mother was a tremendous help in her practice: "She usually 
sat beside me, on the piano bench when I practiced and often played along with me. Even 
though I was in the seventh and eighth grades, I loved having Mother there." 154 Young 
adds: 
She [mother] was terribly musical. If I started playing mechanically on either piano or 
the cello-even if she was working in the kitchen, the kitchen door would swing open 
and she would say, "Honey, you are not thinking of the music." If we heard anyone 
perform mechanically, she always pointed it out to me what was good and what was 
not good. To her, music must really be music-not just notes. I think it was wonderful 
that she would point out the good and the bad-not just clap. To her music must 
always have feeling and interpretation. I began being very conscious of this when I 
was 8 years old. And, when I played the piano, Mother was interested in the "touch." 
I, too, am still very "touch" conscious. I hate it when a pianist's touch lacks 
sensitivity. 155 
151The Pfretzschner family of instrument makers lived in Markneukirchen, Germany. The family 
had no less than ten makers living between the years 1690-1860. According to Poidrus, "none of them rose 
above average in their work which is of good current Tyrolese kind ." Henri Poidras, Critical & Dictionary 
of Violin Makers Old and Modern, Arnold Sewell , trans. (Rouen: Imprimerie de Ia Vicomte, 1928), 168. 
The parents of Mary [Eleanor Brace] Pitcairn (who studied with Young in the early 1950s) originally 
acquired Young's cello from an instrument dealer in Austin, but another former student, Sandy Hayes, 
currently owns the instrument. Sandy's mother purchased it while Sandy was still in middle school. Mary 
Pitcairn, electronic mail to the researcher, I 0 April 2009; and Sandy Hayes, electronic mail to the 
researcher, 26 January 2009. Young remembers selling the instrument in the late 1950s, after she had 
acquired another cello. Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 16 June 2009; and Young, 
interview, 3 July 2009. 
152Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 24 February 2009. 
153Ibid. 
154Phyllis Young, quoted in Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," 13. 
155Young, electronic mail , 9 March 2009. 
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Phyllis would practice for an hour before going to school and an additional hour 
after she returned home. When her mother left the house, she would leave a note in the 
kitchen for Phyllis telling her where she went and when to expect her home. Her mother 
would always leave a "little dish of graham crackers with fresh vanilla icing she had just 
mixed" as a snack.156 
Young's recollections of her teacher, Jeanette Barbour, are that she was the most 
demanding instructor she ever had. Barbour worked all day and gave private lessons 
afterwards; however, she just looked upon this as part of her job. Young recalls that 
Barbour was not only a gifted cellist, but also an accomplished vocalist: "She had the 
most wonderful voice! I heard that voice, and it had substance. She had wonderful pitch. 
Even in etudes she would sing out, and it is still with me. My impression was that she did 
not practice much, but she could sing everything." 157 Young wrote that she still hears 
Barbour's voice in her "mental ear before I touch my bow to the string. I also hear it 
clearly in my mental ear when I am working with a student searching for a beautiful 
tone." 158 Jeanette Barbour not only taught at the grade school, but also at the high school 
where she had an orchestra, band, mixed chorus, and girls a capella choir. Seeing how 
hard Barbour worked with the elementary classes convinced Phyllis at that time that the 
last thing she wanted to be was an elementary music teacher. 159 
Barbour, who was unmarried, taught in Conway Springs during the school year, 
but during the summer months she returned to Wellington, Kansas to live with her sister, 
156Young, electronic mail , 9 June 2009. 
157Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
158Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 15 January 2009. 
159Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 6 July 2009, handwritten notes in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Mrs. Altman. During this time, Phyllis's mother drove her to Wellington for her weekly 
cello lessons, a distance of approximately twenty-four miles southeast of Conway 
Springs. "After each lesson, we would go to the drug store to drink chocolate milkshakes 
together. Mother and I were great friends and I would tell her everything Miss Barbour 
had told me. I always loved being with my mother." 160 Young recalls that her mother was 
a very attentive listener and she believes to this day that her mother' s support, along with 
her father ' s wholehearted backing, provided her with a foundation for her later success by 
aiding her self-esteem and helping her develop confidence. Young noted in a 1986 
interview with Lorraine Fink, "They say that young children develop self-esteem from 
the way people treat them, and there was never a moment when I doubted in the least the 
enthusiastic support of both my parents for whatever I was doing." 161 
Barbour accepted a job in the public schools of a neighboring Kansas town in the 
fall of 1941. 162 Thereafter, from 1941 until May 1943 Phyllis ' s mother drove her to 
Argonia every other Sunday to take cello lessons. Young wrote, "Oh, yes! I will never 
forget the Sunday, December 7, 1941 when we learned after we got home that the 
Japanese had bombed Pearl Harbor." 163 She recalls that it was during this time that her 
parents began to pay Barbour for the lessons, which Barbour had given free of charge the 
previous four years.164 
Young also remembers sending Barbour a signed copy of her book Playing the 
160Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 13 January 2009 . 
161 Young, as quoted in Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," 13-14. 
162Young is not certain about name of the town, but thinks it may have been Argo nia, KS. Young, 
interview, 6 July 2009. 
163 Young, e lectronic mai l, 13 January 2009. 
164Young, interview, 6 July 2009. 
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String Game (1978). 165 When Barbour died, a friend of hers wrote that the minister used 
the note Young had written to her as the theme for his message. Likely, the sentence read, 
"I would never have gotten to play the cello if it had not been for her." 166 
Phyllis's mother drove her out of town for cello lessons, but Phyllis had to ride 
the 8:00A.M. bus thirty miles to Wichita to take private piano lessons. Phyllis studied 
with her piano teacher, Adolph Fischer, from approximately 1939 until 1941, when he 
became ill and stopped teaching. 167 Fischer taught piano at Wichita University in a 
building called the "Downtown Division of Wichita University," located near Douglas 
A venue, the principal downtown street. She still "hears the sparkle in the runs when Mr. 
Fischer demonstrated" playing the piano for her. Velma arranged for a Saturday lesson so 
the trip to Wichita could coincide with Phyllis's weekly appointment with her 
orthodontist, Dr. Benson. 168 
Young remembers taking the bus home again in the afternoon. During the seven 
hours she spent in Wichita, Phyllis used her time to explore some of the local stores. Her 
favorite stores included Kresses and Woolworths, where she enjoyed walking up and 
down the aisles looking at the merchandise. "In those days, two of the large department 
stores had large rooms adjoining the rest rooms. They were equipped with comfortable 
chairs so people could rest in a quiet place. So, I also spent a little time reading in one of 
those rooms." 169 She returned to Conway Springs on the 5:00P.M. bus, arriving at 6:00 
P.M. Afterwards she walked to her father's store on Main Street, and then walked home 
165Phyllis Young, Playing the String Game. 
166Young, electronic mail , 13 January 2009. 
167Young, electronic mail, 24 February 2009. 
168Young, electronic mail , 21 January 2009. Wichita University is now Wichita State University. 
169Young, electronic mail, 24 February 2009. 
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with him or rode in his store's pick-up truck. 170 
Phyllis Casselman continued to be active musically in high school by playing 
cello in the school orchestra. School events were generally held in the evenings. When 
Phyllis performed on her cello, Orris Sommers King, her high school friend and 
classmate, recalls: "She evoked such beautiful sounds from the cello with wonderful 
vibrating tones that filled the auditorium with lovely music. Her drive for excellence 
showed in her music. The beautiful sounds came after many hours of diligent practice. It 
was so pretty." 171 Orris remembers that Phyllis was always motivated to do her best: "She 
was at the top of the class academically and always wore a friendly smile. She was never 
judgmental of her peers." 172 Phyllis graduated from Conway Springs High School in 
1943. 
Another childhood friend, Elva Lea Wise, wrote: "Phyllis Casselman Young and I 
were best friends during our school life in Conway Springs, Kansas public school from 
1931-37. We called ourselves 'chums' ." 173 Elva Lea remembers that Phyllis practiced the 
cello, and she herself played the piano and sang. According to Elva Lea, they most likely 
influenced each other, as they both became college professors-Young in music and 
Wise in business administration. 174 Elva Lea and Phyllis spent hours playing together in 
the cellar of Elva Lea's home. They made paper dolls and prepared radio shows by 
writing scripts and setting up "something that looked like a mike on a stand and read our 
170Ibid. 
171 0rris Sommers King, Parsons, KS, questionnaire, 7 January 2009, in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
172Ibid. 




parts." 175 This may have proved helpful for Young's career in teaching and giving 
workshops. Creative play was one of the foundations of her future books, Playing the 
String Game (1978) and The String Play (1986). 176 From such activities, Young acquired 
the skills needed to write the teacher dialogues in her books. 177 
Fig. 9 Phyllis Casselman in high school, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
175Young, electronic mail , 8 March 2009. 
176Young, Playing the String Game; and Phyllis Young The String Play (Austin, TX: University of 
Texas Press, 1986). 
177Young, electronic mail, 8 March 209. 
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Through these early life experiences, Young began to see uses other than the 
common for daily objects. Some of these included uses for clothespins, scarves, dust 
clothes, scrubbing sponges, rubber bands, matchboxes, and fly swatters in the teaching of 
stringed instruments. She wrote, "When I see something, I tend to think of the many ways 
it can be used." 178 Young uses these manipulatives to access students' prior knowledge of 
a particular movement and their ability to apply it to playing a musical instrument. For 
example, the same arm and wrist action used to swat a fly could be used for the bow 
change in some specific places in music requiring a quick, snap approach. Then, as now, 
Young has an uncanny talent to see outside the proverbial box. 179 
Velma saw her daughter's wonderful potential from a very young age and 
encouraged her to participate in musical activities and competitions throughout the state. 
She believed that this was a way to broaden Phyllis's life and help her become acquainted 
with other serious music students. Phyllis had accompanied the high school choir for their 
rehearsals and performances while still in grade school, and she continued to do this 
through high school. As she remembers it, Jeanette Barbour passed out all the music 
except for the piano part, which she would hand to Phyllis at the last minute. Then she 
would give the downbeat, giving Phyllis no time to look over the music. Out of fear, 
Phyllis became an excellent sight-reader, and she was expected to transpose the part on 
. h 180 Slg t. 
178Ibid. 
179See Chapter V for a more detailed discussion of Phyllis 's teaching approach and publications. 
180Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
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Beginning of Phyllis Casselman's College Career 
As Phyllis became increasingly known as an excellent accompanist, she received 
a number of calls from college representatives offering her music scholarships. Her 
mother would answer the telephone and negotiate. Young remembers one day when a 
particular college called and Velma answered. They offered Phyllis a scholarship for 
cello and piano. Phyllis began to cry and said, "Mother, I don't even know if I want to 
major in music!" 181 She felt as though she was being swept up into music without being 
sure that a musical career was what she wanted to pursue. Velma was tall and slender, 
and as Velma sat in a rocking chair, Phyllis sat in her lap, crying. Her mother said to her, 
"All I want for you is to have an interesting life." 182 
Her mother suggested that Phyllis go to Oklahoma A&M, where she was not 
known as a musician, and to leave the cello at home. Velma had attended Oklahoma 
A&M herself, and she had wonderful memories of dormitory life there. She wanted 
Phyllis to have the same experiences of college and dormitory life. By leaving the cello at 
home and not focusing on music, Phyllis would be free to take a number of non-music 
classes to help her discover what she wanted to pursue. 183 
Phyllis enrolled in that institution in the fall of 1943 at the age of seventeen. She 
was an undeclared major and did so well in her freshman chemistry classes that she was 
offered a scholarship to major in that subject the following year. 184 Her brother Max had 
graduated from high school in 1939 and was attending Kansas State University before his 





enlistment in the Army on 15 August 1942. He completed the Civilian Pilot Training 
Program at the Municipal University ofWichita185 and entered the U.S. Army at the age 
of twenty-one. 186 While in combat in Italy, Max "about flipped" when he heard that his 
sister had gone to college without her cello.187 He made sure that she began to play again 
and even sent her money to take lessons. 188 Phyllis, then as now, was touched by her 
brother's generosity, because this money represented a significant amount of his 
sergeant's pay. She immediately arranged to take cello lessons. 189 
Phyllis's college cello teacher was Yvonne Tait, who would later become the first 
American specialist in the Suzuki method for cello. She studied with Tait until the end of 
her sophomore year and recalls that her teacher was thoughtful in so many ways. For 
example, when the Russian cellist Raya Garbousova190 performed at Oklahoma A&M, 
185
"Donald M. Casselman," World War II Kansas Veterans Index. Branch: Army [database on-
line] (accessed 3 January 2009); available from 
http://www.kshs.org/genealogists/military/wwiiveteransresults; Internet. The Municipal University of 
Wichita is now Wichita State University. 
186Max began active service on 24 October 1942. He served in North Africa as an artillery 
observation pilot with the 34th Division beginning in 1943. He was commissioned as an officer by direct 
appointment while in Italy. He served for one year as a pilot with Headquarters, U. S. Occupation Forces in 
Austria before being honorably discharged from the Army on 10 June 1945. Donald Max Casselman, 
obituary, [n.d.] received from Phyllis Young, 31 January 2009, copy in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
187Phyllis Young, quote in Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," 13. 
188Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
189Ibid. 
190Raya Garbousova ( 1909-1997) was a Russian cellist born in Tiflis, Russia. She began studying 
piano at the age of four and shortly thereafter began cello studies. At the age of fifteen, Garbousova 
performed in Leningrad and Moscow. She played the Rococo Variations and was compared to the well-
known concert cellist Emanuel Feuerman, who would later become her good friend. She continued her 
cello studies in Leipzig. In 1939, she immigrated to the United States and at first taught at the Hartt School 
of Music in West Hartford , CT. Throughout her life, Garbousova became friends with many contemporary 
composers and often premiered their cello works (examples include: Martinu Third Sonata, the Barber 
Concerto , which was written for her; and the Prokoviev Sonata). She taught for many years at Northern 
Illinois University and died in DeKalb at the age of 87 on 28 January 1997. "Raya Garbousova," [article 
on-line](John Michel, "Raya Garbousova" from Great Cellists of the Past, accessed I February 2009); 
available from www.org/cnc/ray.htm; Internet; Allan Kozinn, "Raya Garbousova, 87, Cellist Honored by 
Composers," [article on-line] (New York Times 30 January 1997, accessed I March 2009); available from 
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Phyllis was an usher at the concert and wore a beautiful long gown her mother had made 
for her. Tait made sure that Phyllis was not only invited to a small reception after the 
concert, but that she was the only person other than the driver to ride with the great 
artist. 191 Young wrote, "Little things like that make such a difference in a young life; and, 
of course, Yvonne Tait knew exactly what she was doing." 192 
Working for Boeing Aircraft Corporation 
Much like the Great Depression, World War II affected women 's early adult role 
transitions. "Unlike their earlier counterparts, however, young working women in 1940 
faced [not only] the benefits of a growing economy but the gloom of imminent U.S. 
involvement in World War II." 193 In fact, the increase of manufacturing and clerical 
work, with its overt call to women 's patriotism, encouraged a sharp rise in "labor force 
participation of all women, including young adolescents." By 1944, fully one-third of 
females between the ages of sixteen and eighteen were employed, with larger numbers of 
women finishing high school and attending college during the war years. 194 Thus, Phyllis 
Casselman would become one of many who combined school and employment. 
At the end of her first year in college, Phyllis returned home and applied for a 
summer job at Boeing Aircraft Corporation on the south side of Wichita, the largest 
http://guery .nytimes.com/gstlfullpage.html ; Internet; and Margaret Campbell , The Great Cellists (London: 
Robson Books, 1988, 2004 ), 160-63, passim. 
191Young later remembered that it was a rainy evening a nd the artist celli st was more concerned 
about water damage to Phyllis's dress than she was to her much more costl y velvet one. Young, interview, 
6 July 2009. 
192Young, electronic mail , 2 1 January 2009. 
193Kay B. Forest, Phylli s Moen, and Donna Dempster-McClain, "Cohort Differences in the 
Transition to Motherhood: The Variable Effects of Education and Employment before Marriage," The 
Sociological Quarterly 36 (spring 1995): 31 8. 
194Ibid. 
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factory under a single roof in the world at the time. During World War II, Kansas became 
a center for the aviation industry and remains one to this day. In 1940, Boeing had 
received a government contract to expand the Beech Aircraft Company in Wichita. "By 
early 1942, Boeing was turning out parts for the B-29 Superfortress, and the government 
had established the National Defense Training School to train aircraft workers." 195 
During World War II, Boeing Wichita built almost half of all U.S . primary trainers for 
the Army and Navy. 196 Aircraft plants in the Wichita area produced approximately 
24,000 aircraft during the war. 197 
Phyllis had applied at Boeing Aircraft in the summer of 1943, before leaving for 
college, but Boeing would not hire females her age for the night shift. That meant that 
Phyllis did not get the job because most people hoped to get day shifts, and newcomers 
were assigned the least desirable shifts, which were, inevitably, the night shifts. In the 
summer after Phyllis's first year of college (1944), she again applied for a job at Boeing. 
This time she was hired. 198 
Phyllis worked as an "expediter" at Boeing during that summer of 1944. Phyllis 's 
job was to check or trace parts that were needed but delayed, perhaps on a programmer's 
desk. She was able to go anywhere in the factory except high security areas. Because it 
was such a large factory, Boeing used lines to mark off certain areas, which required a 
specific type of badge to enter. The job was challenging for her because it required a 
195David J. Wishart, Encyclopedia of the Great Plains, trans. by David T. Wishart (Lincoln , NE: 
University of Nebraska Press, 2004), 820. 
196
"Kansas Aviation Legacy" [article on- line] (accessed 9 March 2009); "Boeing Wichita History: 
Kansas Aviation Legacy," available from http://wwwwingsoverkansas.com/legacy.html; Internet. 
197Wishart, Encyclopedia of the Great Plains, 820. 
198Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
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great deal of walking. In those days, women rarely wore slacks except to do a job such as 
this; therefore, Phyllis 's mother made slacks outfits for her daughter. 199 
Young remembers one of the most touching events at the factory was the 
honoring of fallen soldiers who had been former employees of Boeing. Workers painted 
the badge and portrait of selected fallen soldiers on the fuselages of the B24 and B29 
airplanes being built in the factory. 200 
Phyllis received a great deal of work experience that summer. Often she did not 
get home until 4:00 A.M., would sleep for six to eight hours, and in the early afternoon 
make the hour-long commute back to Boeing. She worked ten-hour shifts in addition to a 
daily two-hour commute, six-days per week.201 
Fall 1944: Phyllis Casselman Young's Second Year at Oklahoma A&M 
During her second year of college, Phyllis changed her major to music and joined 
Sigma Alpha Iota, the women's professional music fraternity . During this time, she was 
active in music circles and was elected Arts and Science senator and served in the student 
senate. The following year she was elected secretary-treasurer of the university student 
association. Young remembers that she never served because she got married and now 




20 1Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Austin, TX, 5 July 2009, handwritten notes in the 
copy of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
202Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 6 July 2009, handwritten notes in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Phyllis had taken her cello with her in the fall of 1944. She had not been able to 
touch it all summer, but upon her arrival on campus her cello teacher, Yvonne Tait, told 
her that she was to audition the next day for a scholarship. In spite of Phyllis's lack of 
practice on her instrument for three months, she "showed up and it must have been pretty 
awful, but I got the scholarship."203 However, by that time, her mind was elsewhere as 
she had already met her future husband, James Moore Young, and was "crazy about 
him."204 
James Moore Young 
Yes, I feel sure that our meeting was no accident. 
-Phyllis Y oung205 
James Moore Young was born at Harris Hospital in Fort Worth, Texas on 8 June 
1923. His parents were J.D. Young and Berna Little, both residents of Fort Worth. J. D. 
Young was born in Preston, Texas where he became an oil operator. Berna Little was 
born in Groesbeck, Texas and was a homemaker. At the time of Jame' s birth, J. D. 
Young was forty-five and Berna Little Young was forty-two? 06 
James Moore ("Jimmie") Young grew up in Long Beach, California and 
graduated from Woodrow Wilson High School there in 1938 at the age of fifteen. He then 
attended Long Beach Junior College (now California State University Long Beach). 
James Young 's parents were highly educated, and while in Texas his father had been 
203Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
204Ibid. 
205Phyllis Young, Austin, "A Message fro m Phyllis Young," to friends and family, 2 September 
1991 , photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
206James Moore Young, certificate of birth, Bureau of Vital Stati stics ( 4 September 1940), 
photocopy in possess ion of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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president of Texas Women's College in Fort Worth. 207 At some point, the elder Young 
had a severe accident that caused both financial and physical difficulties, after which 
Jimmie became the family's sole breadwinner. In addition to college work, he took a full-
time inspector position at Lockheed Aircraft. Because it was wartime, this probably 
meant a twelve-hour shift.208 Later, Jimmie's mother told Phyllis that Jimmie always 
turned over his weekly paycheck to her for groceries. Jimmie attended Long Beach Junior 
College earlier, but was attending the University of California at Lost Angeles at the time 
of his enlistment in the Army Air Corps. Subsequently he was stationed at an Air Force 
base in Victorville, California?09 
Jimmie served as a navigator in the Army Air Force and was an Aviation Cadet in 
the 2530th AAF Base Unit of the Army Air Forces Navigation School. When his tour of 
duty ended after approximately two years, he received an honorable discharge on 20 
April 1945, less than three weeks before the war in Europe ended.210 He did not serve 
overseas; however, he earned his flight wings and officially became an officer that same 
day, 20 April 1945, at Selman Field in Monroe, Louisiana. According to Phyllis Young, 
the procedure was that upon completion of training; an aviation cadet was given an 
2070riginally called the Polytechnic College, the school was renamed when church leaders selected 
the site for Southern Methodist University (Dallas), and the Polytechnic campus was renamed the Women's 
College for Southern Methodism. In 1914, it was renamed Texas Women's College. The trustees voted to 
close the school in 1931 due to the dwindling resources and the effects of the Great Depression. The school 
eventually merged with the Texas Wesleyan Academy of Austin, which was financially secure at the time. 
The new school, Texas Wesleyan College, opened in 1934 and men were readmitted that same year. 
"About Us : History," Texas Wesleyan Unjversity [article on-line] (accessed 10 July 2009); available from 
http://www. tx wesleyan.edu/aboutus/history. htm; Internet. 
208Young, "A Message from Phyllis Young." 
209Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
210James M. Young, Army of the United States Honorable Discharge, given at Selman Field, 
Monroe, LA, 20 April 1945, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
Fig. 10 James Moore Young (April1945), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
honorable discharge "to accept [a] commission as 2nd Lt. AUS Par 25a AR 615-160."211 
This was simply the procedure in place that promoted him from aviation cadet to 
becoming an officer. She continued, "A cadet had no choice. If he didn't pass all the 
211 James Moore Young, Enlisted Record and Report of Separation Honorable Discharge, 31 
March 1945, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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exams (and many didn't get to become a second lieutenant), he was moved to another 
part of the military. "212 Jimmie re-enlisted on 21 April 1945 and became a Second 
Lieutenant with the 10601h Army Air Force (AAF) Base Unit. He served until 30 January 
1946, when he was honorably discharged at the AAF Overseas Replacement Depot in 
Greensboro, North Carolina.213 He was awarded the American Theater Ribbon and the 
WW II Victory Ribbon.214 
Phyllis met the twenty-year-old James Moore Young on a cold, snowy Saturday 
night in February of 1944, during the later part of World War II. They met in Stillwater, 
Oklahoma when she was an eighteen-year-old freshman attending Oklahoma A&M. She 
was living with approximately thirty other female students in the Kappa Sig House. The 
young men were at war, the military had taken over the female dormitories, and the 
university had placed coeds in the empty fraternity houses, hastily renamed "Victory 
Halls." The house Phyllis lived in was a majestic brick home on Hester Street called 
"Victory Hall 6," "V Hall 6" for short. It had an enormous living room and tiny study 
quarters, each with two small desks and a closet. All thirty of the young women slept in 
bunk beds in a single large dormitory room? 15 
Despite Mother Massey (the house mother) trying her best to talk her out of it, 
Phyllis signed out of V Hall 6 at 6:30P.M. to go to a dance at the USO (United Services 
212Young, electronjc mail , 13 January 2009. 
213James M. Young 002087352 Second Lieutenant 1060th AAF Base Unit, Army of the United 
States Certificate of Service, 30 January 1946, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
214James Moore Young, Military Record and Report of Separation Certificate of Service, 31 
January 1946, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
215Young, "A Message from Phyllis Young"; Young added more detail during the interview, 7 
July 2009, handwritten notes in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Organization) in downtown Stillwater.216 The snow was deep, the wind was blustery, and 
the busses had stopped running. Despite all of these obstacles, Phyllis put on her "date 
dress" and went to the dance.217 
The USO in Stillwater had given a course to train female students to be good 
hosts to the young servicemen and women who went there for recreation during their off-
duty hours. Most of the female students in V Hall 6 enrolled for the four- or five-week 
class, but attendance had dwindled by the third or fourth week and Phyllis was one of two 
volunteers remaining from her hall. Phyllis wrote, "At the last class meeting the 
announcement was made that we would be telephoned when needed."218 
During the first two weeks, no call came for Phyllis so she decided to initiate a 
call to the USO office herself. She asked if she could be a hostess for the corning 
Saturday night, and because there was a cancellation, they put her on the roster. Thus, it 
came to be on that Saturday night in February, Phyllis Casselman had her first and only 
USO experience.219 She describes the evening: 
I took off my coat, smoothed down my hair, and stood with a group of other 
girls chatting. In walked a strikingly handsome young Army Air Force cadet. 
We girls were at the far end of the long, long room, but Jimmie stood out like a 
comet. I can still see that trim, healthy uniformed figure and feel the light that 
illuminated his presence. I turned away, as any nice lady of the 1940s would 
and continued visiting. A moment later I heard the words, "May I have this 
dance?" I looked up. There stood my incredibly handsome, twenty-year-old 
Army Air Forces cadet-all 6 foot 3 inches of him! 220 
21 6Founded in 1941, the USO is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing recreational and 
morale services to U.S . troops throughout the world. "USO" [article on-line] (accessed 23 June 2009); 
available from http://www.uso .org; Internet. 





Phyllis and Jimmie danced a number of dances together despite USO rules that 
the hostesses could have no more than three dances with the same young man. They spent 
the evening talking, and at the end of the dance, Jimmie walked Phyllis home through 
sleet and snow to get her back to V Hall 6 in time for curfew. Ironically, Jimmie had been 
scheduled to attend a different event that evening, but at the last minute had "decided to 
swing by the US0."221 Because of Phyllis, he stayed. 
Unfortunately for the pair, Jimmie was due to ship out to Texas in six days, so 
after that they carried on a long-distance relationship through letters. Phyllis met Jimmie 
again when she was a sophomore. One Sunday, sunburned and peeling from being 
outside practicing archery, Phyllis was getting ready to go to church when some female 
students came to her and said, "He' s here."222 They all knew about Jimmie, and although 
Phyllis had been with him for only that one week during the previous February, he was 
the love of her life. That second meeting took place the following October while Jimmie 
was stationed in Independence, Kansas and Phyllis was still at Oklahoma A&M in 
Stillwater. A few weeks later when they met again in Tulsa, Jimmie asked Phyllis to 
marry him and she accepted. 223 
During Christmas of 1944, Jimmie's mother traveled from Long Beach, 
California to Fort Worth, Texas. Phyllis went by bus from Oklahoma to meet his mother, 
aunt, and other relatives, who took her to lunch at a fancy restaurant. Phyllis remembers 
that there were avocados, which she had never seen or even heard of before. Jimmie's 
relatives were well off financially and part of the social crowd. The next day, Phyllis 
22 1Ibid. 
222Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
223Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
traveled by train with Jimmie's mother to Monroe, Louisiana to visit Jimmie, who was 
stationed at the air base there. Jimmie gave Phyllis her engagement ring the day she 
arrived?24 
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Fig. 11 Phyllis and Jimmie on their wedding day (14 July 1945), courtesy Phyllis Young 
224Ibid. 
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Phyllis Casselman married James Moore Young in a 7:00P.M. ceremony at the 
Garden Wedding Chapel in Long Beach, California on 14 July 1945.225 Phyllis wore a 
pastel yellow jersey dress suit with a white "picture" hat, and carried a white Morocco 
Bible topped with chartreuse orchids and matching streamers.226 Jimmie's father escorted 
Phyllis down the isle. As Young remembers it, Jimmie's mother did not want them to get 
married in a church because it was during the war and many people could not attend. 
Perhaps Jimmie's mother may have feared that the church would appear empty and 
wanted more intimate surroundings. The organist played a variety of pieces for the 
prelude, including "0 Promise Me," "Because," and "I Love You Truly." Vocal numbers 
included "Thine Alone" and "All for You." The processional and recessional were the 
traditional marches. The reception took place in the chapel patio, and on the bride's table 
was a three-tiered wedding cake surrounded by white roses . Following the garden 
reception, Phyllis changed into a suit of brown shantung (a woven silk fabric) for travel. 
The bride and groom spent their honeymoon at a California beachside resort?27 
The wedding party was small, with only a few friends and Jimmie's parents in 
attendance. Phyllis's parents were not able to attend. Young does not remember exactly 
why they did not attend the wedding, but she assumed that they were unable to obtain 
225Certificate of Marriage, James Moore Young and Phyllis Casselman, Long Beach, CA, 14 July 
1945, photocopy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
226Photograph of Phyllis Casselman Young at her wedding, 14 July 1945, copy in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
227
"Lieut. James M. Young's Now at Home in California," newspaper clipping, July 1945, 
newspaper name not recorded; "Casselman-Young," newspaper clipping, dating July 1945, newspaper 
name not recorded; "Yaung-Casselman Vows Are Read," Wichita Eagle, 26 July 1945, copy in possession 
of the researcher, Henderson, NV; "Casselman-Young Marriage Announced," newspaper clipping from 
July 1945, newspaper name not recorded; and "Nuptial Events of Summer Are Affairs of Considerable 
Charm," Press-Telegram and Long Beach Sun, 20 July 1945, all copies in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
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train tickets because travel was so restricted during the war. Furthermore, the trip would 
have taken two to three days, and her father could not leave the store for that long. 228 
In a letter from her father, he expressed regret that neither he nor her mother could 
attend the wedding: "My only wish is that Mother and I could be there for the ceremony 
and we both want you to understand that we want it done up in apple pie order ... now 
don't fail to do this for Mother and I would feel mighty cheap being spongers on our 
daughter's wedding." In responding to her note from the bride's room, her father wrote, 
"Honey; your little letter from the Brides room of the Chapel was really touching, it was 
nice and thoughtful of you to write the little note. When it came I called Mother and told 
her that your last Will & Testament had arrived however [sic] she came out of the tail-
. . kl f h 1 . "229 spm qmc y a ter t e proper exp anatlon. 
Jimmie was stationed at the air base in Victorville, California during the early part 
of their marriage. The young couple rented a room at the Green Spot Motel, which was 
located on Route 66, where other military people lived. Jimmie was a navigator and in 
radar training. He flew nightly, learning to navigate using the new radar equipment.230 
228Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, I 0 June 2009. 
229Philip Casselman, Conway Springs, KS, letter to Phyllis Casselman, Long Beach, CA, 10 July 
1945; and Philip Casselman, Conway Springs, KS, letter to Phyllis Young, Long Beach, CA, 22 July 1945, 
copies in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
230Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
Fig. 12 Green Spot Motel, Victorville, California, 
courtesy of Drew Knowles, "Route 66 University" 
College Career at the University of Texas at Austin 
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It is interesting how one twist of fate can determine the course of a person's life. 
In this case, Phyllis and Jimmie Young had no idea that by moving to Austin and 
attending the University of Texas they would not only be embarking on the beginning of 
their respective careers, but would also find a place to call home. The journey that had 
begun in Oklahoma on a cold February night in 1944 continued into the hill country of 
central Texas. 
Bachelor's and Master's Degrees 
In 194 7, after the Youngs moved to Austin, Phyllis began her studies with 
Horace Britt, her most prominent cello teacher. At the time Phyllis said of Britt: 
Mr. Britt has been a great inspiration, for combined with his artistry are all the 
qualities of a· fine teacher. It was a thrill to all University cellists when he became 
a guest professor at the University, and we have grown to love him more all the 
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time. I consider the opportunity to study with Mr. Britt the greatest in my life. 231 
Early on, Britt advised her that she needed a better cello than the one her parents 
had bought her so many years before. He was going to New York to perform some 
concerts, so Jimmie and Phyllis asked him to select a cello for her while there. He 
selected a cello made in New York by John Friedrich in 1925.232 Phyllis played that cello 
for ten years (194 7 -1957), after which she sold it and purchased a Goffriller cello. 233 
Phyllis received both her degrees from the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. 
She began attending the university in 1946 and graduated with a bachelor's degree in 
cello performance, with high honors, on 31 January 1949.234 Jimmie had graduated with a 
bachelor of science in physics degree the previous spring, on 31 May 1948.235 
Phyllis Casselman Young and James Young were pictured in the university 
yearbook, Cactus, as members of the senior class. The entry for his name stated that 
Jimmie belonged to the Physics Club, MICA, and the Canterbury Club. The entry for her 
23 1
"Mrs. Young Gets First Cello Master's Degree," date c. April 1950, newspaper name not 
recorded, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
232John Friedrich (b. 1858 in Cassel, Germany) worked in New York and modeled his work after 
Stradivari , Amati, and Guarneri . He won awards at the Exhjbitions of Chicago (1983) and St. Louis (1904). 
Henri Poidras, Critical & Documentary Dictionary of Violin Makers Old and Modern. 
233Young recalls the details of selling the cello thusly: a monk who taught at St. Edward's 
University in Austin, TX, was going to perform a recital on campus. Some friends of his wanted hjm to 
borrow a better cello to play on, and for this reason they borrowed Phyllis 's instrument. The monk was 
thrilled with the cello, but because he had taken a vow of poverty, he could not buy it. A wealthy 
University of Texas employee and his wife bought the cello for him. Phyllis thinks this may have been in 
the 1960s or early 1970s. Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 16 June 2009. 
234Phyllis Casselman Young was pictured as a junior in the University of Texas, 1947 Cactus 
(Austin, TX: Uruversity of Texas, Texas Student Publications, Inc ., 1947), 79; Phyllis Casselman Young, 
Bachelor of Music with High Honors, University of Texas at Austin , diploma, 31 January 1949, photocopy 
in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV; and "Bachelor of Music with High Honors, Mrs. Phyllis 
Casselman Young," The University of Texas Degrees Awarded at the End of the First Semester, 1948-
1949, Def./ees Conferred, Austin, TX program, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX, 8. 
35E. J. Mathews, Registrar and Dean of Adrrussions University of Texas at Austin, to James 
Moore Young, 31 August 1948, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX; and "Bachelor of Science in 
Physics with Honors, James Moore Young, The Sixty-Fifth Annual Spring Commencement of The 
University of Texas, Monday, Austin, TX, program, Monday, 31 May 1948, in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX, 6. 
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name states that she was a member of the symphony, Radio House, Canterbury Club, and 
Cap and Gown. However, neither Phyllis nor Jimmie was included on the membership 
lists for these clubs, although Phyllis was listed as a member of the Symphony Orchestra 
under the directorship of Alexander Von Kreisler. 236 
Phyllis Young remained at UT Austin in pursuit of a master's degree. She taught 
the cello class for the music education majors who did not play cello. She continued her 
work with Horace Britt not only at the university, but also during the summers at the 
Woodstock Art Colony, in New York.237 
Young became active as a chamber musician at this time. She performed her 
junior recital in 1947, but her senior recital, originally scheduled for the spring of 1948, 
was delayed until January 1949 due to an arm injury.238 She performed a number of 
chamber music concerts during that time, and studied with William Kroll of the Kroll 
Quartet, James Levy of the London String Quartet, and Homer Ulrich, a former UT 
professor.239 The earliest program listing Phyllis as a musician was Horace Britt' s debut 
recital on 14 March 1948. The program took place in the UT Recital Hall. Although the 
majority of the concert featured Britt (accompanied by harpsichord or piano), Young did 
perform on the "Trio in C Major," opus 87 (Beethoven), transcribed for three cellos by A. 
C. Prell. 240 
236The University of Texas, 1948 Cactus (Austin, TX: University of Texas, Texas Student 
Publications, Inc. , 1948), 74, 238. 
237
"Phyllis Young, Cellist, to Give Graduate Recital Wednesday," The Austin American-
Statesman, 7 April 1950, page number unrecorded, copy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
238Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
239
"New Cello-Piano Duo Will Play Sunday Afternoon on 40 Acres," The Austin American-
Statesman (Austin, TX), 25 April 1954, C-4. 
241-he pieces Britt performed were: "Seven Variations on a Theme from Mozart 's Magic Flute," 
(Beethoven), "Elegy" (Faure), "Sti.icke im Volkston", opus 102 (Schumann). "Faculty Concert Series, 
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The next program she participated in occurred on 17 July 1949. She performed 
the Boccherini "String Quintet in C Major" with Inez Carroll (piano), Alfio Pignotti 
(violin), Patricia Hammond (violin), Anita Schmedes (viola), and Horace Britt (cello). 
The program was part of the Maverick Sunday Concerts, then in its thirty-fourth 
season.
241 
In the meantime, Jimmie had also pursued a master's degree at the university. He 
graduated on 30 August 1949 with a master of arts degree in physics and applied 
mathematics. The title of his thesis was "The Bragg Curve for Hydrogen and 
Deuterium."242 
As one of her degree requirements, Young performed a graduate recital on 
Wednesday, 12 April1950, accompanied by pianist David Ferguson. Five faculty 
members and students assisted her: Horace Britt, Alfio Pignotti, and Jacqueline Morris 
(violin), Anita Maria Schmedes (violinist-should read "viola"), and Walter Coleman 
(cellist). The program included Vivaldi 's "Sonata in A Minor," arranged by Vincent 
D'Indy for cello with string quartet accompaniment, and the "Courante" from J. S. 
Bach's "Suite in G Major," originally written for two oboes and English horn but 
Horace Britt, Cellist," assisted by Joan Kuhlman, piano and harpsichord, Phyllis Casselman Young, cello, 
Walter Coleman, cello, University of Texas Recital Hall , Austin , TX, concert program, 14 March 1948, 
4:30P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
241
"Maverick Sunday Concerts (Thirty Fourth Season)," Inez Carroll , piano, Alfio Pignotti , violin, 
Patricia Hammond, violin, Anita Schmedes, viola, Horace Britt, cello, Phyllis Casselman Young, cello, 
University of Texas Recital Hall , Austin, TX, concert program, 17 July 1949, in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin , TX. 
242
"James Moore Young-Physics and Applied Mathematics, Master of Arts Graduate School the 
University of Texas at Austin, Degrees Awarded at the End of the Summer Session, 30 August 1949, 
Degrees Conferred, program, Austin, TX, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX, 19; and E. J. 
Mathews (Registrar and Dean of Admissions, University of Texas at Austin, Office of the Registrar), to 
Mr. James Moore Young, 30 August 1949, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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arranged for three cellos. The cellists were Walter Coleman, Horace Britt, and Phyllis 
Young. The performance took place in the UT Austin Recital Hall at 8:30 P.M.243 
Young performed an additional concert on 27 April 1950 for the Alpha Muse 
(Women's Music Club) of Southwest Texas State Teachers College in San Marcos. Once 
again, David Ferguson accompanied her. The duo performed other concerts during that 
spring as well. 244 
On 28 May 1950, Young took part in the sixty-seventh annual spring 
baccalaureate, followed by the commencement on 3 June 1950. She was the first student 
in the UT Department of Music to receive a master's degree in cello performance. 245 At 
the time of her graduation, she was a member of Sigma Alpha Iota and Pi Kappa Lambda 
honorary music fraternities. She was a teaching fellow of cello for music education and 
theory majors. 246 
243
"Phyllis Young, Cellist, To Give Graduate Recital Wednesday." 
244
"Alpha Muse, "Women's Music Club of Southwest Texas State Teachers College Presents 
Phyllis Casselman Young, cello, and David Ferguson, piano, in recital," Evans Auditorium, San Marcos, 
TX, concert program, 27 April 1950, 11:00 A.M.; and "Tillotson College Spring Festival," Phyllis 
Casselman Young, cello, David Ferguson, piano, Dorine Miller Auditorium, San Marcos, TX, concert 
program, 15 May 1950, 8:30P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
245Young, Master of Music, 3 June 1950; Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, 2007, see appendix A; 
H. Y. McCown (Registrar and Dean of Admissions, the University of Texas at Austin, Office of the 
Registrar) to Mrs. Phyllis Casselman Young, Austin, 3 June 1950, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, 
TX; "Mrs. Phyllis Casselman Young-Master of Arts, Violoncello, Music Theory, and Music Literature, 
Thesis: A Recital Including Compositions by Vivaldi, Bach, Beethoven, Boellmann, Schumann, Bruch, 
Faure, and Popper," The University of Texas University Procession, Seven Forty-Five P.M., 
Commencement Exercises, The Terrace, 8:00 P.M., The Sixty-Seventh Annual Spring Commencement, The 
Terrace, Austin, TX, program, 3 June 1950,8:00 P.M., 21 , in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX; and 
The University of Texas University Procession, Seven Forty-Five P.M., Commencement Exercises, The 
Terrace, 8:00 P.M., The Sixty-Seventh Annual Spring Commencement, The Terrace, Austin, TX, program, 
3 June 1950, 8:00P.M., 21, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
246
"Little Bits of News," Alcade, The University of Texas Alumni Magazine (June 1950): 234; 
"Phyllis Young, Cellist, To Give Graduate Reci tal Wednesday"; and "Mrs. Young Gets First Cello 
Master's Degree," newspaper name not recorded (Austin, TX), c. beginning of April 1950, in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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The Beginnings of Multiple Sclerosis 
We agreed to be on guard against bitterness entering our lives. 
-Phyllis Y oung247 
Tragically, James M. Young developed multiple sclerosis, the first symptom of 
which occurred three or four months before their wedding. According to Phyllis, Jimmie 
had no recognition of his multiple sclerosis symptom, but rather: "He was flying at an air 
base in New Mexico [ 1945] where there was some temporary blurring of vision in his left 
eye. He thought it was dust."248 
Sadly, it was not dust, and the disease symptoms worsened. By the spring of 
1946, when the Youngs were students at the university, they went from eye specialist to 
eye specialist to find out why the vision in Jimmie' s left eye had vanished completely. No 
one had an answer except that Dr. Barkley listed multiple sclerosis (MS) as one of several 
possible causes. The Youngs had no idea what that was. 249 
By July 1946, around the time of their first wedding anniversary, the Youngs 
received the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis at Brook General Army Hospital in San 
Antonio.250 Multiple sclerosis is a disease of the central nervous system that generally 
strikes young adults between the ages of twenty and forty. It can attack any part of the 
body and paralyze it. Unlike polio and most other diseases of the central nervous system, 
it strikes the same person repeatedly. It is progressive, irreversible, and incurable.25 1 




25 1Unfortunately, although much research has been done since the disease was first diagnosed in 
the late 1800s with the identification of different types of multiple sclerosis, the prognoses of the disease 
today remains essentially unchanged. H. Lass mann, "The Pathology of Multiple Scleros is and Its 
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In light of the illness, the Youngs needed to make some difficult decisions. First, 
Jimmie changed his major from petroleum engineering to physics. It was clear that he 
could not endure the physical demands of working in an oil field, but instead needed to 
be in a laboratory. They also decided not to have children, because the future with such 
an illness was bleak and they did not want to bring a child up in such an environment. 
Additionally, Phyllis 's career was to be approached as seriously as a man 's, not a 
common decision during that era but necessary for this couple. For the sake of privacy, 
the young couple also decided to talk very little about Jimmie's illness to their friends 
and acquaintances.252 
At the time of their second anniversary, multiple sclerosis attacked Jimmie for a 
second time. It was the day after he had played a game of handball in the university gym. 
He had been a handball champion during his time in the military and that afternoon he 
returned home feeling exhilarated about playing again, however, the following morning 
he discovered that his entire left side was afflicted. He never regained the use of his left 
Despite the affliction, Jimmie was a very successful scientist. He was employed 
as a research scientist in the Military Physics Research Library at the University of Texas 
at Austin during the years 1949-51.254 
Evolution," Philosophical Transitions: Biological Sciences 354 (29 October 1999): 1635-40, passim; and 
D. A. Cottrell , M. Kremenchutzky, G. P. A. Rice, W. J. Koopman, W. Harder, J. Baskerville, and G. C. 





"James M. Young, Engineer/Scientist Resume, Tracor, c. 1965, original in possession of Phyll is 
Young, Austin , TX. 
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Summary 
Phyllis Casselman Young's family history can be traced back well into the 1600s 
on her father's side and into the late 1700s on her mother's . Her ancestors, especially on 
her father's side, had a remarkable place, not only in early Colonial history, but also in 
the American Midwest during that region's expansion era. Many of her ancestors made 
decisions that were not popular politically, but they tended to stand fast with their beliefs. 
Her parents provided her with a nurturing home in which she was free to develop her 
talents, especially in music. She received two degrees from the University of Texas at 
Austin, an institution to which she would subsequently devote her entire career. She met 
and married a wonderful man, James M. Young. Despite the horrible reality of living 
with multiple sclerosis, they had a long and remarkable marriage. Jimmie supported 
Phyllis in her every endeavor, as will be seen in subsequent chapters of this study. 
CHAPTER II 
EARLY CAREER: 1950-1969 
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The gem cannot be polished without friction, nor man perfected without trials. 
-Confucius 1 
Chapter II begins with background materials, including an overview of literature 
relevant to Phyllis Young 's career. The focus of the literature review is on research and 
other writing in the field of string education from the early 1930s until the early 2000s. 
After the literature review, the chapter continues with the history of the University of 
Texas and its String Project, a teacher-training program. It traces the beginnings of 
Young's teaching career, including her early years as first a guest lecturer than an 
assistant professor at the University of Texas, as well as her teaching in and eventual 
directorship of the String Project. The twenty-year period covered in this chapter was a 
time when Young began to identify her professional self and fine-tune her approach to 
teaching. As a cellist, she performed on countless chamber and orchestral concerts. She 
also went through a number of personal challenges, including the loss of both parents in 
the mid-1960s, and her husband Jimmie's increasingly severe disabilities. Despite the 
problems, these were years of great professional productivity. The chapter closes with a 
brief summary. 
1Confucius, quoted in "Youth Forum," Unjversity of Texas, College of Fine Arts, Austin , TX, 
conference program, 18 October 1959-16 May 1953, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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History of String Education in Texas and the United States 
Charles Sollinger examined the history of string education in the United States in 
his dissertation written in the early 1970s. He reported the teaching of strings in 
American public schools as early as the 1840s, and perhaps even earlier in some isolated 
instances. He discovered seventeen different class methods for beginning strings used 
during that time. Instrumental class teaching methods are rooted in the tradition of the 
American singing schools and European conservatories. A number of factors contributed 
to the development of string classes, including vocal class techniques developed in 
singing schools, the use of string classes as a pool of potential customers for the sale of 
instruments and lesson books, and accessibility of music lessons to the general public. 2 
Founded in the years following the Civil War and based on famous European 
models, conservatories of music in the United States provided some of their applied 
music instruction in class settings, commonly called the "conservatory system." The 
"professors who founded the conservatories depended on large numbers of students for 
financial gain and a conservatory tradition developed that, while thousands enrolled and 
[were] taught, only the very talented graduated."3 
Sollinger's research began with an investigation of the roots of classroom 
instrumental instruction. The early history of classroom instruction and the Maidstone 
Movement are the subjects of Chapter I of his dissertation. The Maids tone Movement 
flourished in England from the late 1890s until the beginning of World War I (1914 ). 
Two educators, Albert Mitchell and Charles Farnsworth, brought this idea to the United 
2Charles Edmond Sollinger, "The Music Men and the Professors-A History of String Class 
Methods in the United States, 1800-1911 " (Ed.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1970), 1-11, passim. 
3Ibid., iii. 
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States, with Mitchell teaching the first classes and Farnsworth publicizing it. The 
remainder of the chapter traces the various traditions of instrumental music class 
instruction versus conservatory instruction. According to the author, the focus of 
classroom music instruction was to teach primarily popular and dance music, in contrast 
to the conservatory, which focused on European art music.4 
Chapter II of Sollinger's dissertation consists of a detailed discussion of James L. 
and Joseph Howell's New Class Book (1859), the so-called "music men" of Arkansas. 
The Howells not only operated a singing school, they also sold instruments and sheet 
music. They based their string method on singing class methods, designing their book so 
that students played and sang simultaneously. Chapter III concerns Lewis A. Benjamin 
and his family, who taught instrumental and vocal music on the East Coast for over fifty 
years. Sollinger continued his investigation of selected early string class teachers in 
Chapters IV through VI. He covered the conservatory system and its history, and gave 
examples of American music conservatories in Chapters VII through IX. Chapter X 
contains a summary. The author included bibliographies of string class methods at the 
end of the study. 5 
Articles on String Education 
A large number of articles from the 1930s to the present concern themselves with 
string education in the United States. Most of these articles can be grouped by decade, 
each with a unifying theme. In the 1930s, for example, many writers were concerned with 
4Ibid., I I. 
5Ibid. , 158-92, passim. 
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the shortage of string teachers and with the diminishing number of string programs in the 
public schools. This concern continued into the 1940s, when the greatly reduced number 
of musicians emigrating from Europe affected American orchestras. Educators and civic 
leaders perceived a need for training more students to replace some of the European 
musicians in American orchestras. Interestingly, a number of writers argued that 
orchestras were not worth saving, while others offered solutions for developing 
successful school orchestra programs. These included effective scheduling, appropriate 
instrument selection, creative and innovative method books, and focusing on correct 
posture.6 
Louis Pete in "Is There a Famine of Fiddlers in Your Town?" maintained that the 
shortage of string players occurred because most music educators wanted to focus on 
bands and the resulting favorable publicity. He also wrote that military conscription in 
World War II damaged music education. This article concludes with an account of the 
successful implementation of a string program in the community of Ashland, Ohio.7 
An overarching theme of the articles surveyed from the 1950s concerns the roles 
of college music programs and the community at large. During this time, Benjamin M. 
Bakkegard, assistant professor at the University of Texas at Austin, wrote a number of 
articles for the Music Educators Journal. In one of these, he wrote about ways music 
6Gene Chenoweth, "Shall We Save the Orchestras?" Music Educators Journal26 (May 1940): 14, 
64-65; Adolph Otterstein, "The Fall of the Strings," Music Educators Journal27 (December 1940): 28, 30; 
Walter Wright, "Let's Stop Mourning for the Orchestras," Music Educators Journal27 (February 1941): 
15-16; Traugott Rohner, "The Grade School Orchestra," Music Educators Journal28 (February-March 
1942): 20-22, 69; and Gilbert R. Waller, "New Era for School Orchestras," Music Educators Journal28 
(January 1942): 32-33. 
7Louis E. Pete, "Is There a Famjne of Fiddlers in Your Town?" Music Educators Journal32 
(September-October 1945): 36-37,40. 
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programs could be used to promote goodwill in the community. Bakkegard warned that 
one must not confuse publicity with public relations, because good publicity does not 
make up for poor public relations with the comrnunity.8 
Bakkegard wrote another article in response to a suggestion in Hazel Morgan's 
(edited) 1951 book, Music Education Source Book, in which she wrote, "Those who are 
responsible for a project (in student teaching) are urged to prepare articles for use in such 
publications as the Music Educators Journal. "9 Bakkegard added: 
The University of Texas at Austin is proud to claim the distinction of being the first 
music education department of a university School of Music to have been part of an 
evaluation by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education of a 
university School of Education and related teacher education areas. I should like to 
recommend that other colleges take advantage of such an evaluation for not only will 
it strengthen the music education program evaluated, but also it will help to give 
music education the added prestige other subject matter areas of teacher training or 
other areas of music curriculum enjoy through AACTE [Association of American 
Colleges of Teacher Education] and/or NASM (National Association of Schools of 
Music) evaluations. 10 
The article outlines the process of student teaching from the selection of 
candidates, assignment of student teachers, observation, and actual teaching experiences, 
to the evaluation of the students and program. Bakkegard concluded his article with a 
short discussion of the benefits of cooperation between the AACTE and the Music 
Educators National Conference (MENC). 11 
8B. M. Bakkegard, "Public School Music as a Public Relations Agent," Music Educators Journal 
39 (September 1952): 61-63. 
9Quoted in B. M. Bakkegard, "Off-Campus Student Teaching in Music Education," Music 
Educators Journal40 (January 1954): 22. The passage Bakkegard cited appeared in Hazel Nohavec 
Morgan, ed., Music Education Source Book (Chicago: Music Educators National Conference, 195 L), 59 . 
10Bakkegard, "Off-Campus Student Teaching," 22. 
11 B. M. Bakkegard presented a discussion, "A New Focus and Emphasis in the Development of 
the Unjversity of Texas Teacher Training String Programs," during a Junior String Project concert as part 
of the University of Texas Department of Art of the College of Fine Arts program called The Second Art 
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During the mid-1950s it became increasingly clear that while many students 
participated in musical activities during their high school years, they no longer chose to 
do so during their college careers. In fact, all too often they let other "avocational [sic] 
entertainment supplant music both in college and later in community life." 12 MENC 
conducted a survey to determine what was being done by colleges and universities to 
interest former high school students in music during their college years. Additionally, the 
survey tried to determine how colleges were promoting musical interest in their 
communities. Bakkegard discussed the findings of the study in his article, "The Role of 
the College in a Program of Community Music." He found that while most of the 
respondents to the survey knew the number of entering students, less than eight percent 
made any attempt to discover how many of those students had been active in music while 
in high school. Additional findings revealed that only four percent of entering students 
elected to major in music, and approximately an equal number of music majors and non-
music majors participated in college ensembles. The study also resulted in a list of the 
most commonly used recruiting methods. Furthermore, while band was most frequently 
listed as open to non-music majors, no college bands had members from the general 
community. Finally, the survey found that no colleges offered music leadership training 
courses. According to Bakk:egard, the implications of the study were that college music 
administrators and teachers were not "attempting to reach with the college music program 
Educator Forum, Austin, TX, concert program, 12 March 1953, in possession of the researcher, Henderson, 
NV. 
12B. M. Bakkegard, "The Role of the College in a Program of Community Music," Music 
Educators Journal 41 (November-December 1954 ): 51. 
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the great numbers of former public school musicians." 13 He encouraged colleges and 
universities to promote life-long involvement in music by encouraging the amateur 
musician in the various areas of music participation. 14 
In another article, Bakkegard presented a description of early historical 
development of public and private music schools in the Southwest and in Texas, 
beginning with the Spanish explorers and the establishment of missionary schools. He 
continued with a discussion of the underlying religious and political factors contributing 
to educational policies in the Southwest. German immigrants in the 1800s brought with 
them an insistence on the inclusion of music instruction in public schools. They not only 
influenced music in the schools, but also music in the community, as they organized 
community choirs and orchestras. Bakkegard investigated the development of private 
schools and academies in the mid-1800s and the public school movement of the 1850s. In 
addition, he discussed the history of teacher training and certification in Texas. The 
article ends with a brief history of the Texas Music Educators Association (TMEA), in 
which the author wrote, "the most productive period of music education in Texas is 
closely linked with the growth of the Texas Music Educators Association." 15 
String educators in the 1960s continued to be concerned with the teacher shortage 
and loss of string programs. 16 During this time, a number of articles appeared in the 
American String Teacher. In one such article, violinist Max Kaplan questioned: "Is there, 
13Ibid , 52. 
14Bakkegard, "The Role of the College in a Program of Community Music," 51-54. 
15B. M. Bakkegard, "A History of Music Education in Texas," Journal of Research in Music 
Education 5 (spring 1957): 43. 
16Patricia M. Fergus, "Factors Affecting the Development of the Orchestra and String Programs in 
Minnesota Secondary Schools, 1940-1 960," Journal of Research in Music Education 12 (autumn 1964): 
235-43 . 
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rather than a shortage of strings, an unexpected surge of demand, brought about by the 
expansion of musical life; and if so, should a minor dirge not be a chorus of national 
celebration?" 17 Kaplan also stated that any organization seeking solutions to increasing 
the supply of string instrumentalists in the United States should concern itself with the 
future. Four areas of interest included changing the aesthetic views [of beauty, accepting 
the changing role of the symphony orchestra, and acknowledging the need for a "growing 
harmonious relationship between the professional musical community and the schools." 18 
Another article by the then Maryland chapter AST A president, Hendrick Essers, 
voices a resounding "No" to the question of the string shortage. The author 
acknowledged that he might be in the minority in this contrary opinion. The article begins 
with his life story as a fourteen-year-old immigrant arriving in the United States in 1915. 
At that time, there were few community orchestras in the United States. However, 
according to the author, by the mid-1960s there was "hardly a community without a first-
rate band or orchestra instructor." He proposed that one remedy to the shortage of strings 
was to improve the working conditions in professional orchestras. 19 
Concern over the shortage of string teachers, lack of consistency in string teacher 
training programs, and questions regarding teaching methodology permeate articles about 
string education during the 1970s and 1980s. An article by Joan Boney provided some 
useful insights into how colleges should train future string teachers. Boney commented, 
17Max Kaplan "The String Shortage Social Origins and Proposals," American String Teacher 15 
(spring 1965): I . 
18Ibid. , 2. 
19Hendrik Essers, 'The String Shortage? Does This Really Exist?" American String Teacher 16 
(spring 1966): 3, 5. 
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"Teaching might be described as the hidden art of music."20 She observed that aesthetic 
performances are impossible without artistic teachers. Yet, when we think of the "artist-
teacher" we generally limit ourselves to conservatory and universities, and rarely think of 
an artist-teacher in the public or elementary school setting. She questioned whether 
artistic levels of performance in the universities are possible without excellent artist-
teachers at the preparatory level. She observed that teaching students to play musically is 
a completely different skill than simply being a good performer. She encouraged college 
and university programs to teach the entire string student, giving him or her not only the 
skills to perform, but also a solid foundation in pedagogy.21 
Boney's article opened subsequent discussions between other music educators, as 
evidenced in an article by Kari Pugh in which she asked, "Why, indeed, should the 
student preparing for a career in such a complex fields as string-teaching typically enroll 
in a myriad of courses in music, liberal arts, and education but no courses in string 
teaching?"22 She addressed this question by gathering information not only from string 
teachers and their organizations, but also through a survey of members of the National 
Association of Schools of Music (NASM) to examine the extent to which these colleges 
and universities were able to offer such courses. Her findings revealed that during the 
previous two years less than twenty-five percent of the schools in her sample offered 
courses in string teaching for advanced students. Pugh commended the efforts of not only 
the University of Texas at Austin and Southern Methodist University, but also the 
8. 
20Joan Boney, "Don ' t Play at Teaching," Music Educators Journal 59 (March 1973): 59. 
211bid. 
22Kari Pugh, "String Education in Our Colleges," Music Educators Journal 60 (November 1973): 
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University of Wisconsin for their attempts to establish master's degrees in string 
pedagogy. She concluded there was an ongoing need for more teachers like Phyllis 
Young, Joan Boney, and Marvin Rabin to "campaign for string teaching programs in the 
curricul urns. "23 
In the late 1970s, the Music Educators Journal published a series of popular 
articles on "Voice Teachers on Voice." The journal received so many requests to apply 
the same question-and-answer format to other specialties that, in 1979, it published "A 
String Teachers Roundtable." This article featured some of the most respected string 
educators of the time, including Richard Kapuscinksi , Dale F. Kempter, Samuel 
Applebaum, Gary Karr, and Shirlene McMichael. It shared their views on such topics as 
alternative sources of repertoire for beginning and intermediate players, the need for 
improvisation in string education, and whether beginning string players should be taught 
in homogeneous or heterogeneous class settings. The author asked the educators for their 
views on the role of regional youth orchestras and individual orchestra programs. How 
could these become better coordinated? How could public school teachers keep advanced 
string students interested in school programs? The article ended with the experts voicing 
their views on improving the string education curriculum?4 
Teacher training, the influence of the Suzuki method, and determining the best 
teaching environments were key topics in journal articles during the 1980s. 25 Augustus 
23Ibid., II . 
24
"A String Teachers ' Roundtable," Music Educators Journa/65 (February I979): 30-47. 
25G. Jean Smith, "Organizing Disciplines: The Development of ASTA and NSOA: The American 
String Teachers Association and National School Orchestra Association Unite to Discuss Mutual 
Concerns," Music Educators Journa/70 (December I983): 56-57; and Pamela Tellejohn, "Ensure Your 
String Program's Success," Music Educators Journa/76 (November 1989): 30-32. 
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Brathwaite expressed the view that while the Suzuki approach is suitable for young and 
intermediate students, it loses its usefulness for advanced players. Often the Suzuki-
trained player is a mixed blessing for the public school orchestra programs, because the 
student may be well trained in technical and aural skills but illiterate in musical note 
reading.26 
According to Brathwaite, in some instances mothers of Suzuki-trained students 
had asked to observe and evaluate the school orchestra classes. The concern over whether 
the public program is good enough to make music with their children is common among 
Suzuki parents, and their private teachers frequently reinforce this attitude. The article 
includes a history of the Suzuki movement and the principles of Talent Education. In 
conclusion, Brathwaite wrote that the study of music enriches all students' lives and that 
it should be shared widely. 27 
Ideas from the 1980s continued in the 1990s.28 Camille M. Smith examined a 
random sample of teacher training institutes accredited by NASM selected from the six 
MENC divisions. She investigated the types of string education courses required for 
undergraduate string majors, course content, differences in string education between 
regions, and how well the institutions prepared students for public school string teaching. 
26Augustus Brathwaite, "Suzuki Training: Musical Growth or Hindrance?" Music Educators 
Journal75 (October I 988): 42-45. 
27Ibid. , 45. 
28Peter Miller and Jacquelyn Dillon-Krass, "Music Is Key: Training Tomorrow's Teachers," 
Music Educators Journal82 (March 1996): 8-14; Louis Bergonzi, "Effects of Finger Markers and 
Harmonic Context on Performance of Beginning String Students," Journal of Research in Music Education 
45 (summer 1997): 197-211; Camille M. Smith, "Access to String Instruction in American Public Schools," 
Journal of Research in Music Education 45 (winter 1997): 650-62; Robert Gillespie and Donald L. 
Hamann, "Career Choice among String Music Education Students in American Colleges and Universities," 
Journal of Research in Music Education 47 (autumn 1999): 266-78; and Robert A. Duke, "Teacher and 
Student Behavior in Suzuki String Lessons: Results from the International Research Symposium on Talent 
Education," Journal of Research in Music Education 47 (winter 1999): 293-307. 
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Smith found dramatic differences between regions, with some institutions requiring far 
more classes than others. Her findings showed that the North Central Division provided 
its students with more thorough training than institutions in other regions of the country?9 
Vincent Kantorski analyzed the contents of doctoral research by examining the 
titles and abstracts of dissertations listed in Dissertation Abstracts International. He 
found that most dissertations on string education were written in the 1970s. Additionally, 
the Ph.D. was the degree most often awarded and violin was studied more than the viola, 
cello, and bass combined.30 Topics included techniques and skills, performance practice, 
and information sources. He concluded that there remained a need for more research in 
string teacher education, string program evaluation, viola, cello, and the double bass.31 
Since its 1950s inception, the American String Teacher has focused on string 
pedagogy, biographies of well-known educators, and current conditions in the teaching 
profession. In the early 1990s, Martha P. Brons compiled a list of articles in the American 
String Teacher from 1972 to 1988. She organized the index according to author's last 
name, title of article, and subject.32 
One section of the American String Teacher, the "School Teacher's Forum," is 
devoted to the public school string teaching profession.33 Helene E. Goodwin wrote that a 
key ingredient to success in teaching is putting the collective strength of AST A to work 
29Camille M. Smjth, "The Status of Undergraduate String Teacher Education in American 
Colleges and Unjversities," Journal of Research in Music Education 43 (summer 1995): 139-55. 
30Victor J. Kantorski , "A Content Analysis of Doctoral Research in String Education, 1936-1992," 
Journal o£ Research in Music Education 43 (winter 1995): 288-97. 
1Ibid. , 288. 
32Martha P. Brons, American String Teacher: Journal Index 1972-1988 (Bryn Mawr, PA: Theodor 
Presser Company, 1980; [n.p.]: American String Teachers Association, 1990). 
33Young was on the national ASTA board when this column was voted in . She remembers inviting 
Anne C. Witt to be the column 's first editor. Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Austin, TX, 6 July 
2009, handwritten notes in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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for public school programs.34 The 1990s and 2000s saw a tremendous increase in 
literature dealing with strings and string education, with a number of articles and books 
written or co-written by former students of Phyllis Young. 35 
As can be deduced from articles written about string education, the teacher 
shortage in the United States in the mid-twentieth century was partially attributable to the 
affects of World War II, especially to the smaller numbers of European string players 
crossing the Atlantic. It was in this climate that Phyllis made plans for her professional 
future. Additionally, there were only a few professional orchestras in the state of Texas in 
the late 1940s, and the public school curriculum offered few string classes. Most 
commonly, the research attributes the lack of string classes to the shortage of string 
teachers. Yet, a shortage generally implies that the demand is greater than the supply, and 
this was not the case in central Texas during the late 1940s. Young stated in 1998: 
In 1948, parents were not clamoring to get their children to study stringed 
instruments. In fact, few private teachers had more than a handful of students. 
34Helen E. Goodwin, "Where There's a Will .. . ,"American String Teacher 34 (autumn 1984): 
53-55. 
35Some examples of books and articles written or co-authored by Young's former students are: 
Gillespie and Hamann, "Career Choice among String Music Students in American Colleges and 
Universities," Journal of Research in Music Education 47 (autumn 1999): 266-78 ; Michael Allen, Robert 
Gillespie, and Pamela Tellejohn Hayes, Essential Elements for Strings (Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard 
Corporation, 1994); Michael Allen, Robert Gillespie, and Pamela Tellejohn Hayes, Essential Techniques 
2000 for Strings: Intermediate String Studies (Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Publications, 2002); Robert 
Gillespie, "Ratings of Violin and Viola Vibrato Performance in Audio-Only and Audiovisual 
Presentations," Journal of Research in Music Education 45 (summer 1997): 212-20; James Kjelland, 
Orchestral Bowing: Style and Function (New York: Alfred Publishing, 2004); James Kjelland, Teaching 
Stringed Instruments: A Course of Study (Reston, VA: Music Educators National Conference, 1991 ); 
Jacqueline A. Dillon, James Kjelland, and John O'Reilly, Strictly Strings: A Comprehensive String Method 
(Van Nuys, CA: Highland/Etling Publishing, 1993); Anne C. Witt, A Rhythm A Week (New York: Alfred 
Publishing, 1993); Anne C. Witt, "Fifty Years of Training Teachers on the UT-Austin Campus: An 
Interview with Phyllis Young," American String Teacher 48 (1998): 42-48; Dorothy A. Straub, Louis S. 
Bergonzi, and Anne C. Witt, ed. , Strategies for Teaching Strings and Orchestra (Reston, VA: Music 
Educators National Conference, 1996); and Donald L. Hamann and Robert Gillespie, Strategies for 
Teaching Strings: Building A Successful String and Orchestra Program (New York and Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009). 
Moreover, the school administrators certainly were not out searching for string 
teachers to fill orchestra-teaching positions because such positions rarely 
existed. The ones that did were located in little geographical pockets here and 
there. 
The image of string study was pitiful in those days, at least in our part of the 
world. Cartoons ridiculed the scratchy, ugly sounds that supposedly came out 
of stringed instruments. So did radio shows. There were funny episodes that 
made us all laugh, but they certainly did not promote violin study. Professional 
string players were generally referred to as longhaired musicians. I can assure 
you that, in those days, this was not a compliment. Many boys and young men 
would have died before they would be seen carrying a violin in public. The 
image has certainly turned around. Now string study is considered a highly 
desirable thing to do. 36 
The University of Texas String Project: 1948-1959 
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No biography of Phyllis Young would be complete without a thorough accounting 
of the University of Texas Junior String Project (JSP), an important part of Young's 
professional and personal life. Over the years, the String Project students became not 
only her colleagues and mentorees, but her friends. The following history of the JSP and 
its key players will help place Young in the time-line of its history and also illustrate how 
her name became synonymous with the project. A history of the JSP must begin with its 
founders, E. William Doty and Albert Gillis. 
36Phyllis Young, quoted in Anne C. Witt, "Fifty Years of Training String Teachers on the UT-
Austin Campus: An Interview with Phyllis Young, American String Teacher 48 (November 1998): 42. 
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Ezra William Doty (1907-1994) and His Dream 
Ezra William "Bill" Doty was born in 1907 in Michigan and had his early 
schooling there. After attending Western Michigan University for three years, he earned 
four degrees at the University of Michigan.37 
Fig. 13 E. William Doty, courtesy 1949 Cactus Yearbook 
In 1938, Doty established the College of Fine Arts at the University of Texas. He 
was so young in appearance that he was occasionally "mistaken for a student."38 
Interestingly, there had been a Department of Music earlier, but it had been "terminated" 
by Governor "Ma" Ferguson, who apparently thought that there was no place for such 
"folderol" at the university. 39 
37Kent Kennan, Rebecca Baltzer, and Janet McGaughey, "In Memoriam: E. William Doty" [article 
on-line] (accessed 24 February 2008); available from http://www.utexas.edu/faculty/council/1999-
2000/memorials/Doty/doty.html ; Internet. 
38Ibid. 
39Miriam Amanda Wallace "Ma" Ferguson (b. 13 June 1875, Bell County, TX-d. 25 June 1961 , 
Austin, TX). When she was twenty-four years old, she married James Edward "Pa" Ferguson, who later 
became governor of Texas (1915-17). He was impeached during his second term and Miriam entered the 
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As a new professor, Doty held three titles: dean of the College of Fine Arts, 
chairman of the Music Department, and professor of music. By the fall of 1938, there 
were nine faculty members and the college offered classes in art, music, and drama, 
leading to bachelor's and master's degrees (the doctoral degree was added later).40 
In addition to being the founding dean and a professor of music for thirty-five 
years, Doty also chaired the Department of Music during much of his career. He had a 
talent for hiring distinguished faculty and putting his faith in them. Doty hired faculty 
based on their skills in their own fields, their outlooks, personal qualities, and suitability 
for university work. Therefore, there was "a remarkable degree of friendliness and 
camaraderie not only within the departments but among members of the three 
departments."41 In his own words, "an administrator exists to enable the faculty to do 
those things they are capable of doing but which they are unable to do without outside 
assistance."42 He had faith in the idea of creating an innovative JSP in 1948, and 
supported it to the fullest throughout his lifetime. Doty was proud of the college's 
achievement in string teacher training and developing young students' musical abilities. 
Young credits him for having the foresight to support the String Project. 43 
race on the 1924 ballot. Her campaign promised, among other things, cuts in state spending. She was the 
first female governor of Texas and the second female governor in U.S. history. "Ma" Ferguson's first term 
was filled with political strife and controversy. She was elected a second time, and this term was much less 
controversial. "Miriam Amanda Wallace Ferguson," Handbook of Texas Online, s.v." [article on-line] (The 
Texas State Historical Association, 1997-2002, accessed 22 May 2009) available from 
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbooklonline/articles/FF/ffe6.html; Internet. 
4
°Kennan et al., "In Memoriam: E. William Doty." 
4 1Ibid. 
42Phyllis Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years: 1948-1998," The University of Texas String 
Project Fi[!.ieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, Texas: University of Texas, Austin , 1998), ii. 
4 
"In Memoriam: E. William Doty;" and Phyllis Young, Playing the String Came: Strategies for 
Teaching Cello and Strings (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1978; reprint, Ann Arbor, MI: Shar 
Publications, 2004), ix . 
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Albert C. Gillis (b. New York, NY-d. San Diego, CA, 27 May 2009) 
and the Junior String Project 1948-1958 
Fig. 14 Albert Gillis c. 1958, courtesy Phyllis Young 
Albert Gillis was the first developer and director of the JSP. He proposed the idea, 
designed its framework, set the tone, and guided the JSP through its first ten years . He 
held an artist's diploma from the Julliard School, and bachelor and master of arts degrees 
from Yale University. Gillis was hired as the director of the program and given the rank 
of assistant professor of music. He assumed his duties in September of 1948.44 
Gillis was a distinguished violist who joined the Paganini String Quartet after 
leaving the University of Texas faculty in 1958. He also served as professor of violin, 
viola, and chamber music at the University of California at Santa Barbara, San Jose State 
University, the University of California at San Diego, and California State University at 
44Frank McClung Crockett, Jr. , "An Analysis and Evaluation of the University of Texas Program 
of String Teacher Preparation" (Ed.D. diss., University of Illinois, 1960), 22. 
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Fresno. He received the Distinguished Teacher Award while on faculty at San Jose State. 
He retired at the age of seventy-one and spent his retirement years in San Diego. Young 
credits him with sharing his dedication and faith in students' abilities, and with his 
. bl h' 'd 45 mnumera e teac mg 1 eas. 
Gillis had the personal qualities that prepared him to found and administer the 
program, and he was extremely interested in the art and science of teaching.46 Young 
said: 
The distinguished viola player, Albert Gillis, was the pioneer of the project 
when he joined the faculty back in 1948. Although the name Shinichi Suzuki is 
in current days a familiar one, at this time, he was only just beginning his work 
with young children in Japan. Certainly, no one else in America had thought of 
teaching three-year olds to play the violin, especially not on a university 
campus.47 
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, teaching very young children string 
instruction was highly unusual. During lessons in his studio, Gillis encouraged the 
children to walk while they played the violin, an approach made popular by 
Suzuki many years later. 
45Young, Playing the String Game, ix. 
46Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 22. 
47Phyllis Young, as quoted in Margaret Campbell and Trevor Williams. "Child's Play," The Strad 
98 (November 1987): 861. 
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Fig. 15 University of Texas Junior String Project Students (c. 1951), courtesy of Phyllis 
Young 
Young remembers: 
The genius of Albert Gillis's plan, which he presented to Dean Doty, was that 
he believed that directly and indirectly thousands of young people would have 
the opportunity to learn to play stringed instruments as a result of an exciting 
and innovative string teacher training program in the heart of Central Texas. 
He felt that definitely the starting point should be the teacher.48 
Young continues: 
It was the wholehearted support of Dean E. William Doty of the University of 
Texas Fine Arts that enabled Gillis to get his scheme off the ground. Gillis and 
Dotty worked together on the assumption that, since one inspired teacher can 
affect the lives of thousands, therefore a project specifically designed for the 
training of string teachers-if successful-can serve as a model for other schools 
d . . . 49 an umvers1t1es. 
48Young, quoted in Witt, "Fifty Years of Training," 43. 
49Young, quoted in Campbell and Williams, "Child ' s Play," 861. 
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Gillis and Doty sought support of administrators and teachers from local schools, 
and Gillis created the JSP from one class of eleven elementary-age children. 5° The two 
founders conceived the program as a means of providing "inexpensive string instrument 
instruction and orchestral experiences to public school students of all income levels."51 
The university faculty predicted that the program would never produce performers of 
artistic caliber, however the JSP did produce a cellist of sufficient skill to be the second 
female hired by the New York Philharmonic.52 Crockett credited the Fine Arts 
Committee of the Austin Junior League for investigating and stimulating the thought and 
planning that resulted in the establishment of the University of Texas program in string 
teacher preparation. 53 
During the 1947-48 academic year, a group of young women from the Junior 
League Committee approached Doty with a scholarship project. They asked him: "What 
can we do to help symphony orchestras?" He had a reply ready: "You can help us 
organize a String Project."54 Initially the committee did not have a strategy planned, but 
they did have a yearly fund of $500 available for a worthy cause in the field of music 
education. 55 In consultation with Archie N. Jones , Doty and the Junior League 
representatives decided that the "area of music education which was in most need of 
50! bid. 
51
"The University of Texas at Austin Proposal to the Brown Foundation, Inc." (author 
undocumented, unpubli shed manuscript, 20 December 1991 ), 1, copy in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
52E. William Doty, History of the College of Fine Arts: The University of Texas at Austin, 1938-
1988 (Austin, TX: Morgan Printing Co., 1989), 58-59. 
53Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 16. 
54 Anita Brewer, "Making Learning Child's Play," Alcalde 55 (December 1966); 13. Alcalde is the 
University of Texas at Austin alumni newsletter. 
55Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 16. 
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attention and assistance was that of strings."56 
In 1948, Austin had approximately 165,000 residents and was growing rapidly. A 
young organization at the time, the Austin Symphony's growth was "being hampered by 
the critical lack of string players in the vicinity," as was the university symphony. The 
University of Texas orchestra conductor, Von Kreisler, said in an August 1958 interview: 
When I came to the University in 1948, there were a few violin players of 
average to poor quality. These players had been taught by an elderly lady who 
left Austin about this time. After this, there was no active teacher in the 
community, and of course, where there is not a good teacher, there is bound to 
be nothing orchestrally. 57 
During the late 1940s, the university string enrollment was very low, consisting of 
an "intermittent few students." String faculty members were neither concerned with nor 
pedagogically equipped to become involved with a string development program. 58 
Additionally, the Austin Public Schools employed no string specialists and offered no 
elementary string classes. Band directors directed the junior and senior high school 
orchestras where they existed. This situation changed in 1949-50 when one teacher, 
known primarily as a woodwind specialist, "was appointed to organize elementary string 
and wind classes in all the schools of the city."59 
The Junior String Project was a name decided upon by the University of Texas to 
describe all pre-college aspects of its teacher training program, including string classes, 
training orchestras, ensembles, and theory classes.60 Essentially, it provided laboratory 
56Ibid. , 16. Archie N. Jones (b. 20 September 1900-d. 18 November 1979) was chairman of music 
education at the University of Texas from 1940-59. 
57Ibid. , 17. 
58Ibid. 
59
"String Program Has Become Important in Austin ," Texas Music Educator 2 (April 1952): 5. 
60Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 7. 
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groups for the string majors. The first major idea that resulted from the discussions about 
the proposed project was the establishment of class string instruction for Austin's 
elementary-age children.61 The planners reasoned that by aiming the project toward 
younger children, a substantial group of players could be developed. Furthermore, this 
group could provide a laboratory situation in which University of Texas music students 
could learn all aspects of string teaching, including classroom management, string class 
techniques, and all other essentials of managing a string program. Anne C. Witt notes that 
the JSP may be the "oldest university outreach program in continual [sic] existence."62 
As noted earlier, the JSP was from the onset tied to the program of string teacher 
preparation. The year 1948 marked the beginning of the University of Texas String 
Education Department. At this time, Young was a performance major and not interested 
in teaching children. Thus, as part of her teaching fellow responsibilities, she taught cello 
to string education majors who were not cellists, and she was one of the first students to 
receive a music degree in performance from that university. 
Along with the formation of the JSP, there were many changes in the music 
education curriculum. Among these, music education majors were required to take one 
year of string study, described in the University of Texas at Austin College of Fine Arts 
Undergraduate Catalog as Music 200.1 (Violin) and Music 200.8 (Violoncello and 
Bass).63 As mentioned above, Young taught the Music 200.8 class as part of her teaching 
61 Ibid. , 19. 
62 Anne C. Witt, "String Project Celebrates 50 Years," Words of Note: Newsletter of the University 
of Texas School of Music (fall 1998): 22. 
63University of Texas, College of Fine Arts Catalogue, Catalogue Number Part X, 1949-1950 and 
1950-1951,67, cited in Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 20. 
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fellow responsibilities. Instrumental music education majors (non-string players) were 
required to take two years of string classes. 64 
The university catalog described the required second-year courses (Music 210 K 
in the catalog) as class instruction in applied music with credit granted only when taken 
as a rninor.65 Section 1 (Advanced Violin) was designed to guide the student in solving 
advanced problems of violin technique through the theoretical and practical study of 
various schools and methods of violin playing. The prerequisite was Music 200.1, or the 
equivalent and sophomore standing. The class was three class clock hours per week for 
two semesters.66 
The formation of the University of Texas JSP came at an opportune time when 
string teacher training was of national concern, as evidenced by the number of articles on 
the subject appearing in professional journals. Additionally, the ASTA Commission on 
Standards made a report to the 1951 Washington D.C. convention. The head of the 
commission wrote: 
AST A went on record expressing that it is its wish to make an emphatic 
recommendation to the National Association of Schools of Music and to 
collegiate institutions to require two years of string study in the public schools 
curriculum from students whose major is not a string instrument ... [ASTA] 
does not mean to imply that it considers two years of string study sufficient for 
the would-be string teacher . .. 
ASTA further recommended that in the Bachelor of Music curriculum more 
emphasis be placed on teacher preparation. Since the majority of candidates of 
the B.M. degree eventually become teachers rather than concert performers of 
their respective instruments, it would be a realistic innovation that colleges 
[and] universities follow the footsteps of those institutions, which have already 
placed pedagogy as a required course in the B.M. curriculum. Finally, ASTA 
64Ibid. 
65Catalogue Number Part X, 67, cited in Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 20. 
66Ibid ., 67. 
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recommends that students in the B.M. curriculum should gain insight into the 
problems of class teaching on their instruments.67 
First Years of Teaching 
During the 1951-52 academic year, Phyllis and James Young moved to Kansas 
City, Missouri, where he took a job as an assistant physicist with the Midwest Research 
Institute.68 Phyllis taught cello in the public schools (on the Kansas side of Kansas City), 
although it remained her goal to play in a major symphony. She would have auditioned 
for the Kansas City Symphony, but auditions were only held in the spring, at the end of 
the season. However, she performed a number of chamber music concerts with members 
of the symphony, and Young is confident that she would have gained a position had she 
auditioned for the symphony.69 
A friend had urged Young to contact Catherine Farley, the cello teacher at the 
Kansas City Conservatory and principal cellist of the Kansas City Symphony, on arrival 
in the new city. Since both the cello teacher and Young were members of Sigma Alpha 
Iota, the honorary music society, Farley invited her to a covered dish supper the 
following Monday night, offering not only to bring food but also to give Young a ride. 
Young recalls with amusement that when Farley came to pick her up she "brought only 
potato chips and such things that were already made when she bought them at the store." 
Clearly, Catherine Farley was a busy cello player and teacher who probably did not have 
67Emanuel Wishnow, "Increase String Teacher Training Activities," American String Teacher I 
(spring 1951 ): 6. 
68James M. Young, Engineer/Scientist, resume, Tracor, c. 1965, original in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
69Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 31 May 2008, Austin, TX, handwritten notes , in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV; and Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 7 July 2009, 
Austin , TX, handwritten notes in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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time to go home between teaching and picking up Phyllis Young. 70 
The day after the covered dish supper, the music supervisor of the Kansas City 
schools asked Farley if she could recommend a cello specialist for the local public 
schools, and she immediately suggested Young. The following day, Young got a call 
from the Kansas City school district informing her that they were hiring teachers. The 
particular job offered to Young was as a traveling cello specialist. 71 
The music supervisor (or, according to Young's recollections, the instrumental 
music supervisor) took Young to visit all the schools where she would work. He advised, 
"Now Phyllis, don't play too much."72 Some years later, while presenting a session at the 
National School Orchestra Association (NSOA) Conference in San Antonio (1968), her 
former music supervisor stood up and told everyone in the room, "Phyllis taught in the 
schools in Kansas City in 1951-1952 and we are still talking about her!"73 
Young has fond memories of her year of teaching in Kansas City. She not only 
enjoyed working with the children, but also the orchestra directors. They welcomed her 
and were "thrilled" that she was able to work with their junior and senior high school 
cello students. Young taught group cello lessons. According to her, it was a difficult year 
in Kansas City because of a recent, record-breaking flood. Most of the students were 
wearing borrowed clothing because their homes and belongings had been lost. Among 
70Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 12 June 2009; and Young, interview, 7 July 
2009. 
71 Young, electronic mail, 12 June 2009; and "Patricia Price" [article on-line] (Zoominfo People 
Information, accessed 4 June 2009) available from http://www.zoominfo.com/people/Price_Patricia.com; 
Internet. 
72Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 27 July 2007, Austin, TX, tape recording, in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
73Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 12 June 2009. 
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the damaged belongings were cellos and cello bows.74 
Young was grateful to have her teaching job, although it did not pay well . 
However, Jimmie was unhappy in his job. As noted earlier, he was a respected physicist 
and was considered a brilliant scientist. He did not like his assigned project and greatly 
missed his work at the military research laboratory at the University of Texas. According 
to Young, "he had loved it."75 Professor Lockenvitz,76 director of the Military Physics 
Research Laboratory, called and urged Jimmie to return to Austin and resume his work 
there. As a result, they stayed in Missouri for less than one year before returning to 
Austin.77 
Jimmie loved Austin, but Phyllis did not because it was "so terribly hot and there 
was practically no air conditioning in Austin at that time." In the 1960s, as more 
buildings became air conditioned, it became a comfortable place to live. Young wrote 
that Jimmie had a friend who once said, "Air conditioning made Texas!"78 
Although many of their friends had left Texas, Phyllis and Jimmie acquired a 
different attitude. They no longer felt as though their friends were leaving them behind, 
and it was through this experience that Phyllis learned not to "grieve over every student 
who graduated."79 
74Young, electronic mail , 12 June 2009; and Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
75Quoted in Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 12 June 2009. 
76Arthur E. Lockenvitz (b. Bloomington, IN, 7 January 1902-d. Austin, TX, 28 June 1989) was 
such a close family friend, that his framed picture was sitting next to Jimmie's hospital bed while he was 
dying. Young, "A Message from Phyllis Young," 7; and "In Memoriam Arthur E. Lockenvitz," Documents 
of the General Faculty [article on-line] (accessed 15 September 2009); available from 
http:/www. utexas.edu/faculty/council/2000-2001 /memorials/ AMR!Lockenvitz; Internet. 
77Young, electronic mail, 12 June 2009. 
78Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
79Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
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The first year after their return to Austin, she was hired to head the cello and bass 
division of the JSP. Both Doty and Gillis wanted to increase enrollment in the cello 
division, and Gillis thought Young had the personality to attract and keep children 
involved.80 Another teacher taught the bass classes. She became head of cello-bass 
division in 1952, the fifth year of the program, and later became the assistant director to 
the first director, Albert Gillis.81 Although no longer a student, Young was hired as a 
teaching fellow and was paid accordingly. 82 She joined a faculty of fifteen teaching 
assistants comprising the JSP faculty. 
Young's first years of teaching were a frustrating mixture of anxiety and joy. She 
recalls keeping a calendar on which she marked a "Y" for "Yes, I'll keep teaching," and 
"N" for "No, I won't keep teaching." Eventually, after many months, the "Y's" won out 
and Young remained in the teaching field. 83 She remembers this as a difficult time for 
her, despite the fact that most of her students were winning first chair positions in the 
0 ° bl 84 umvers1ty ensem es. 
80Phylhs Young, interview by the researcher, Austin, TX, 8 July 2009, handwritten notes in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
81 Frank Crockett wrote that in the seventh year (1954-55), "Mrs. Phyllis Young, a 'cellist and 
former Project staff member, was appointed Assistant Director, and placed in charge of the cello division." 
Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 40. 
82Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, 27 July 2007, Austin, TX, tape recording, possession 
of the researcher, Henderson, NV; and Young, interview, 8 July 2009. Young did not work full-time, but 
rather on a 15/16 percentage, a new designation devised by Doty to avoid the Nepotism Law, as James 
Young was also an employee ofthe university. Young was a teaching fellow at UT Austin during the 1952-
53 academic year. University of Texas, Directory of the Staff: Main University and Extramural Divisions, 
1953-1954 (Austin, TX: University of Texas), 158. 
83Phyllis Young, quoted by Anne C. Witt, interview by the researcher, 19 March 2009, Atlanta, 
GA, tape recording, in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV; and Young, interview, 8 July 2009. 
84Young, electronic mail , 12 June 2009. 
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Fig. 16 Horace Britt and Phyllis Young, c. 1952, courtesy Phyllis Young 
An important event affecting the field of string teaching in the 1950s was the day 
"Sputnik turned America's attention from symphonies to satellites-from cultural 
appreciation to scientific adulation."85 Laboratories and science classes suddenly had 
more appeal for string players. Years later, in an article about the string project, Young 
said that the mind of the string player is often the same as that of the gifted 
mathematician: "There are many string ... organizations, for example, in Los Alamos."86 
Jimmie enthusiastically supported Young in her career, accepting her as being "a 
career woman, right from the beginning." According to Young, no one could have pushed 
85Young, quoted in Brewer, "Making Learning Child ' s Play," 14. 
86Ibid. 
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her more. At a certain point, twenty years later, when challenges arose at the university, 
he told her that she should request promotion to the rank of (full) professor. Jimmie 
supported women's rights, especially when it came to equal pay and job advancement. 87 
During this time, Albert Gillis initiated the Youth Forum Series, sponsored in 
cooperation with the College of Fine Arts and the Junior League of Austin. It was aimed 
toward interesting "young people in the cultural achievements of the community." Gillis 
coordinated the programs, which featured a variety of topics such as the techniques of 
composing presented by Clifton Williams, composer; psychiatrist Gene Schulze speaking 
on "The Feeling of Hostility and Unconscious Motivation"; San Antonio Symphony 
performances; and librarian Jean Cassel giving a tour of the various libraries on the 
university campus. There were approximately thirty-two lectures and performances in the 
series. 88 
Many former students wrote about the string project. Some of these memoirs are 
included in a commemorative book entitled The University of Texas String Project 
Fiftieth Anniversary.89 Many of these former students also responded to the questionnaire 
sent out by the researcher in the fall of 2008. Although hundreds of students participated 
in the project, it is impossible to discuss all of them in this study. As a result, this 
research highlights a selected few to give the reader a sense of how it must have been, in 
the early days, to be a member of Young's class and part of the project. 
87Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
88
"Youth Forum," University of Texas, College of Fine Arts, program, Austin, TX, 18 October 
1952-16 May 1953, original in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
89William Dick, ed., The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary (Austin, TX: 
University of Texas, Austin, 1988). This book was discussed in the Prologue of the current study. 
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One of the respondents was Mary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn, a cellist who had 
entered the JSP in its second year when she was only ten or eleven years old. She began 
studying with Young in 1952 along with other students, among them Judy Cline, Deirdre 
Malkemus, Evangeline Marko, and Alice Middleman.90 She wrote: 
Phyllis Young had a vivacious personality. All the students loved her. She was 
able to draw a student out to produce the best result. Thus, she was a great 
teacher. She was also an impressive performer with a large beautiful tone, 
which she emphasized in her teaching. 91 
On 12 March 1953, the JSP presented a concert. Young is listed as one of 
the teachers along with Benjamin Bakkegard, Max Madrid, Robert Bullock, Lyn 
Whitten, and Joseph Castle. The program consisted of lectures as well as musical 
performances. The lectures were aimed at students preparing to become 
elementary teachers and art education majors, and designed "to promote a broader 
understanding of the role all the fine arts play in child education."92 The teaching 
staff consisted of nine violin, three viola, one double bass, one guitar, four cello, 
two theory, and two ensemble teachers. Young's cello groups performed several 
pieces for the concert. The final work was the "Symphony for Young People," 
composed by Clifton Williams especially for the JSP. Young's cello students-
Mary Eleanor Brace (Pitcairn), Evangeline Marko, Judy Kline, and Alice 
Middleton-were in the JSP orchestra.93 
~ary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn, electronic mail to the researcher, lO April2009 ; and Young, 
interview, 8 July 2009. Later, while in high school, Marge Morris joined the group. 
91 Mary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn, questionnaire, 24 November 2008, in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
92
"The University of Texas Junior String Project," Batts Hall Auditorium, concert program, 
Austin , TX, 12 March 1953, 5:00P.M. , original in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
93Ibid. 
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On 5 May 1953, the JSP presented Mozart, The Wonder Boy, an original one-act 
play written, acted, and musically performed by members of the JSP. During the play, a 
number of compositions by Mozart added musical interest and interludes to the different 
scenes. Performers included soloists, chamber ensembles, and the orchestra. Verna 
Harder was the pianist. Once again, Mary Eleanor Brace (Pitcairn), Judy Cline (listed as 
Judy Kline in an earlier concert), Evangeline Marko,94 and Alice Middleton were part of 
the cello section in the JSP orchestra.95 
On 9 May 1953, the JSP presented a concert in the university recital hall. The 
program was in three parts, the third part featuring Young's cello students. Young was 
listed as assistant conductor of the JSP elementary orchestra. 96 
Pitcairn recalls that she and her friends loved attending the JSP. A group of two or 
three of these friends walked from the University Junior High School with their own 
instruments (violin, viola, and cello) and their school bags. They had to step "on rocks to 
cross the stream and up the bank and took our own short cut to the music building. 
Needless to say, we were all skinny back then."97 Pitcairn remembers that her lessons 
with Young were in another building or house annex, and members of her class were 
more or less together but had separate lessons. Young's enthusiasm was so contagious 
that later three of these students became professional musicians. Pitcairn wrote: 
94Evangeline Marko performed the Haydn Concerto in D Major for Violoncello and Orchestra 
with the JSP Orchestra on 16 May 1959. "Junior String Project String Orchestras," Karrell Johnson, 
Stanley Nose!, Harriet Silver, and Ezeldel Castro, conductors, University of Texas, Recital Hall, concert 
program, Austin, TX, 16 May 1959, 7:30 P.M., original in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
95
"Mozart, The Wonder Boy, The University of Texas Junior String Project," University of Texas, 
Batts Hall Auditorium, concert program, Austin, TX, 5 May 1953,2:30 P.M., original in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
96
"The Junior String Project Concert," Recital Hall, Unjversity of Texas at Austin, concert 
program, Austin, TX, 9 May 1953, 2:30P.M., copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
97Pitcairn, electronic mail, 10 April 2009. 
In the lessons, we learned the standard pieces; short pieces in a progression of 
difficulty until we got to the Golterman Concerti. Mrs. Young would tease us 
by playing some of the Golterman Concerto no. 4, last movement, at some 
point before assigning it as the next piece to be studied and we just could not 
wait to begin playing it. 
Later, in High School, Mrs. Young (we never called her Phyllis as we do 
today) would involve us in competitions .. . and encouraged us to play 
anywhere we could. I was in a string quartet, played on the radio, in the Austin 
Symphony, for competitions, in all state orchestra, etc. Playing the Strings 
Project Orchestra Concerts and at the University Summer Camp/School were 
highlights. In the '50s, we dressed in organdy and taffeta, many skirted dresses 
that our moms made for us. Growing up during the '50s was wonderful, 
unstressful, and freely structured. Living in Texas meant we spent much time 
out of doors, exercised, and enjoyed our various activities. 
With Phyllis Young, we studied Golterman no. 4, 3, 1, some Faure, and the 
Boellman Symphonic Variations. We played scales and Dotzauer Etudes. We 
loved hearing Mrs. Young's recitals and hearing Horace Britt's performances 
and the Schubert Quintet among the chamber music performances.98 
Mary Eleanor Brace (Pitcairn) attended the University of Texas for two years 
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before moving to New York. During those years, she taught in the JSP and started with a 
class of four or five ten-year-old boys. She wrote that the teachers went to the public 
elementary schools to give demonstrations, and the students signed up for lessons. 
Pitcairn remembers the "little cello students sitting in a semi-circle" repeating after her. 
The JSP teachers met with Young every week to discuss teaching techniques. 99 
Pitcairn laments leaving the JSP to move to New York: 
The project gave me the opportunity to learn to play the cello and then the 
opportunity to learn to teach. And what a memorable experience it was. There 
was a time when I had five little cellists about eight or nine years old in the 
class. They were all boys as I remember and everything was fine until one hit 
the other over the head with his bow. It [the bow] broke of course. However, 
what I remember now years later is that with my present degree of experience I 
98Ibid. 
99Ibid. 
could have developed each of those boys into fine cellists had I not graduated 
and left the school for New York City. They were a talented group. But by far 
the most valuable aspect is that the project teaches students how to be effective 
teachers. 100 
Later, Pitcairn returned to Austin to finish the bachelor's degree. 
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By the time Young had been with the project a few years, she showed an interest 
in increasing the cello enrollment and was encouraged to do so by the Department of 
Music administration. Young visited all the Austin elementary schools and "presented a 
carefully designed demonstration, in which she allowed interested pupils to experiment 
with the instrument." The response was so enthusiastic the university had to purchase 
forty-six new cellos. 101 According to Jorge Sicre, a cellist with the JSP from 1954-56, the 
approach of "reaching out to the community with performances and demonstrations, a 
concept instituted by Mrs. Young and Mr. Gillis, to capture the interest and imagination 
of future young performers, was a novel idea and quite successful." 102 
Claude Kenneson, cellist, wrote that he experienced a turning point in his life 
when he began cello studies with Mr. Britt in 1953. He had barely begun his instruction 
when Britt's assistant, "the brilliant cellist Phyllis Young, approached [him] one day and 
asked if [he] would be interested in learning to teach in The Junior String Project." At 
first speechless, he rallied with the characteristic "vigor of an eighteen-year-old" and 
100Mary Pitcairn, "Mary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn, cello, 1958-61" in "The University of Texas 
String Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick 
(Austin , TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 39. 
101 Although Frank Crockett did not mention Phyllis Young by name in this part of his dissertation, 
it is likely that she was the graduate cellist described. Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 37-38. 
102Jorge Sicre, "Jorge Sicre, cello, 1954-56" in "The University of Texas String Project Teachers 
Biographies 1948-1998," String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, TX: Drew 
Patterson, 1998), 36. Young remembers that even though the Austin Independent School District was 
segregated, the JSP teachers made it a point to visit all the elementary schools. As a result, the JSP was 
racially integrated before the university . Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
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accepted. The years spent teaching in the JSP formed the basis of a career that lasted 
almost forty years. 103 
Young became employed at the university as a guest lecturer in music during the 
academic year of 1953-54. This would be a position she would hold until the 1960-61 
academic year. 104 The JSP expanded during the 1953-54 season, adding winds to the 
orchestra for a special performance with the University of Texas String Project Youth 
Orchestra. This was a joint enterprise between the JSP and the public school band 
teachers to give local band students an opportunity to perform symphonic literature.105 
The first part of the program featured the Junior String Project Elementary Orchestra, 
conducted by Vivian Hays. The cello section consisted of Young 's young cello students: 
Mary Eleanor Brace (Pitcairn), Judy Cline, Evangeline Marko, and Alice Middleton. The 
University of Texas also had a Junior Art Project with an exhibit in the lobby of the 
music building. The second part of the concert consisted of panel discussion on art by 
members of the JSP Art Project, with Marian Davis as moderator. 106 The third part 
featured the University of Texas String Project Youth Symphony, Max Madrid, 
conductor. Claude Kenneson was part of the JSP cello teaching and ensemble staff. 107 
103Claude Kenneson, "Claude Kenneson, cello, 1953-59" in "The University of Texas String 
Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, 
TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 35. 
104Uni versity of Texas, Directory of the Staff of the Main University and Extramural Divisions, 
1953-1954 (Austin, TX: University of Texas), 165. 
105Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
106
"The Junior String and Art Projects," University of Texas Recital Hall , Music Building, concert 
program, Austin, TX, 24 March 1954, 8:00P.M., copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
107Claude Kenneson became one of the conductors ofthe Austin Youth Symphony, and was 
featured on the II May 1955 concert conducting Beethoven's Symphony no. 1, opus 21, "Allegro con 
brio." By 17 July 1955, he was listed as the conductor of the Advanced Orchestra. As indicated by the JSP 
programs, by 1956 he was no longer associated with the JSP, as he was no longer li sted on the faculty or as 
a conductor. "The Austin Youth Symphony," University of Texas, Recital Hall, concert program, Austin, 
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Apparently other colleges and universities began to notice Young during this 
time. Merrills Lewis, chairperson of the Department of Music at the University of 
Houston, wrote Young a letter in 1954 entreating her to apply for their cello position. The 
job included solo cello work, playing in the faculty trio, and assisting with the orchestra. 
Lewis also wrote that an important part of the job would be working on an elementary 
level with their newly formed string project, modeled after the University of Texas at 
Austin JSP.108 According to Young, she was approached by other schools a number of 
times over the years, often while presenting at conventions or conducting workshops. 109 
The 1955-56 academic year was one of transition for Young in her role with the 
JSP. The 17 July 1955 JSP program listed her as director of the cello division, but by the 
June 1956 she was listed as the assistant director. 11 0 
In 1956, Jimmie and Phyllis moved to 6603 Nasco Drive in Austin. Although the 
house is no longer standing, the trees are still there. The house was located in one of the 
first air-conditioned subdivisions of the city, and was built in a contemporary style. 111 
In that same year (1956), the National Federation of Music Clubs began its 
"Crusade for Strings Campaign." Their newly created Award of Merit was to 
TX, 11 May 1955, 8:00P.M.; and "The Junior String Project Advanced Orchestra Concert," Claude 
Kenneson, Conductor, University ofTexas, Recital Hall, concert program, Austin, TX, 17 July 1955,4:00 
P.M., copies in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
108Merrills Lewis, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 3 March 1954, in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin , TX. 
109Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
11 0
"The Junior String Project Advanced Orchestra Concert," Claude Kenneson , conductor, 
University of Texas, Recital Hall , concert program, Austin , TX, 17 July 1955,4:00 P.M. ; and "The 
Elementary and Advanced Orchestras of the Junior String Project," Ben Gomez, conductor Advanced 
Orchestra, James Prescor and Paul Todd, conductors, Elementary Orchestra, University of Texas, Recital 
Hall, concert program, Austin, TX, 12 June 1956, 8:00 P.M., copies in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
111
"Personalities," Go (December 1962): 23. Jimmie and Phyllis lived there until 1969, when they 
moved to the home where Phyllis currently resides. 
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acknowledge and encourage music programs that were providing outstanding 
contributions to the string teaching field. The club presented this award to the University 
of Texas in 1957 in "recognition of the accomplishments and contributions of the String 
Program." 112 
Max Madrid, a JSP conductor from 1950-53, recalls that during the program's 
infancy, the "many struggles and various egos involved made for many moments to laugh 
about. My personal thoughts are all very positive, the instructors I met and worked with 
will always remain as positive influences in my life." He represented the JSP at the 1957 
convention of the American Symphony Orchestra League. 11 3 
The American String Teacher published an article about string teaching in Texas, 
a portion of which read: 
The University of Texas String Project is thriving more lustily than ever. In the 
Junior String Project, there are 22 persons assisting in the teaching of string 
instruments. Each teacher in addition to instructing strings also instructs the 
young string aspirants in theory ... . The theory area is headed by Karrell 
Johnson. The project has three orchestras. In charge of the orchestras is Lee 
Kull. All 22 teachers assist in this area. James Pescor is in charge of 
administration. Roxelyn Robbins, the concertrnistress of the University 
Symphony Orchestra, is in charge of recitals and programs. The Director of the 
Project is Albert Gillis and the Assistant Director is Phyllis Young. The 
Project was given an Award of Merit last year by the National Federation of 
Music Clubs. The goal of the Project is to produce top-level string performers 
and teachers .114 
In 1958, Albert Gillis left the JSP to join the Paganini String Quartet. By then 
Young was associated with the university as an assistant professor in the Department of 
1 12Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 46. 
11 3Max Madrid, "Max Madrid, conductor, 1950-53 (summers 1954. '56. ' 57)" in "The University 
of Texas String Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William 
Dick (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 34. 
1 14
"String News: Texas," American String Teacher 8 (fall 1958): 9. 
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Music and had been with the JSP project for six years. She had served as the assistant 
director of the JSP and head of its cello division for five of those years . Young wrote, 
"Dean Doty told me that he wanted me to direct the JSP. He was aware that I knew every 
comer of it and was faithful to its cause. However, he explained that there would be a 
male figurehead used for the image of the Project." 115 This figurehead was Alexander von 
Kreisler, the well-respected conductor of the university orchestra. 116 Von Kreisler was to 
be given the title of director of the JSP, and although he was not a string player, he was 
supportive of the program. 117 Young was to use von Kreisler's name on all 
correspondence including letters, bulletins, programs, and any other publicity materials 
connected with the Project. 118 
Young wrote in The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary that 
in the late 1950s it was common to have a male figurehead. According to her, women of 
her generation understood that they could never attain positions of responsibility if they 
did not work within the system. She maintains that this inequality was evident in the 
authorship of string pedagogy books, many "ghost-written by women but accredited to 
11 5Young, "The History of Its First Fifty Years, 1948-1998," 4. 
11 6 Alexander von Kreisler was born in St. Petersburg, Russia, where he earned a degree from the 
St. Petersburg University and a master's degree from St. Petersburg Conservatory. His teachers included 
Glazounov, Liadov, and Tcherepnine. Von Kreisler conducted the Riga Symphony Orchestra in Latvia. He 
enjoyed a successful career conducting various European orchestras before moving to the United States. 
"Junior String Project," pamphlet, c. 1964, 3. Von Kreisler fatally shot himself at age 75 on 21 August 
1969. The University of Texas String Project performed two of his compositions "Intermezzo" and "Largo 
for Young String Players" at a memorial concert the following December. "Von Kreisler Fatally Shot," 
Summer Texan, 22 August 1969; "Famous UT Music Professor Kills Self," Austin American-Statesman, 22 
August 1969; "Von Kreisler Death Ruled Self-Inflicted," Austin American-Statesman 22 August 1969; 
"Concert in Memoriam Late Conductor to be Honored," Daily Texan, 5 December 1969; and Kent Kennan, 
"In Memoriam: Alexander von Kreisler," University of Texas at Austin, 16 February 1970, documents and 
minutes of the general faculty, copies in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
11 7The first program listing von Kreisler as the director of the University of Texas String Project 
and Phyllis Young as the co-director took place on 16 May 1959. "Junior String Project String Orchestras," 
Karrell Johnson, Stanley Nosal , Harriet Silver, and Ezekiel Castro, conductors. 
11 8Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years, 1948-1998" 4-5. 
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men authors," as well as in the area of professional music making. She continues that 
music making was considered a feminine endeavor in the United States, particularly in 
Texas. Ironically, all the major symphony orchestras at that time generally accepted only 
male musicians. 119 
From the time Phyllis Young started directing the JSP in 1958, she regarded each 
public concert as a grand selling job. For years, one of her objectives was to convince the 
Texas public that "stringed instruments played by youngsters can be beautiful and that 
the participants' lives are enriched through the experience. This goal can only be 
achieved by extremely high standards of performances-particularly in the areas of 
intonation, tone, and expressiveness." 120 Young required each student at every level to 
play beautifully, with all his or her heart, a quality that during her childhood her mother 
instilled so deeply in Young. She oversaw all aspects of the concert. She would not allow 
the performance of a composition that did not meet both her technical and musical 
standards. She believed that string educators must be on continuous guard to protect the 
. f . d 121 Image o stnng stu y. 
During the 1958-59 academic year, enrollment increased to approximately 
seventy-five to eighty-five precollege participants. There was also an historic meeting 
between the public school instrumental directors and the JSP administration during which 
both parties agreed that enrollment in a school music program would be a requirement for 
participation in the JSP. Additionally, the JSP agreed to provide the public school 
directors with a roster of students enrolled in the JSP. It also cleared concert and rehearsal 
11 9Ibid. , 5. 
120Young, quoted in Witt, "Fifty Years of Training String Teachers," 42. 
121Ibid. 
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dates with the public school calendars to avoid conflicts. According to Young, "The goal 
of the Junior String Project has always been to support orchestra instruction in the 
schools, and to help its growth.'" 22 
The Junior League renewed its support of the program in 1958, support that 
continues to this day. Each year the Junior League provides scholarship funds for 
outstanding JSP students to major in music. Their support manifests itself in many ways, 
including scholarship funds for JSP students planning to major in music at the University 
of Texas at Austin. The Junior League gives funds for instrument repair and replacement. 
Members volunteer to help with the JSP library, and have taught music appreciation 
sessions on Saturday mornings, and have ushered and worked backstage at the concerts in 
Austin's Municipal Auditorium. 123 
Frank Crockett's 1960 Dissertation 
Some of the most significant research on the JSP is a dissertation by Frank 
Crockett, a former JSP teacher and University of Texas graduate. In subsequent years, 
some promoters of the university and directors of the JSP used Crockett's work to justify 
the quality and depth of the teacher training and other aspects of the program. 
Crockett sought to determine whether the teacher preparation program at the 
University of Texas offered a solution to the shortage of effective string teachers in the 
United States. 124 "In order to strengthen its offering in the development of string teachers 
122Young, "The History of Its First Fifty Years," 5. 
123Phyllis Young, A Report on the University of Texas String Project (unpublished manuscript, 22 
December 1972), 35, copy in possession of the researcher, Las Vegas, NV. 
124Crockett, "An Analysis and Evaluation," 1-7, passim. 
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and string players, the University of Texas String Teacher Preparation was established in 
September, 1948. During the 10-year period, 1948-1958, a relatively large number of 
students have participated in the program." 125 
Crocket explored the initiation and development of the program, as well as the 
objectives of the program. He also dealt with the selection and recruitment of teachers, 
experiences provided in the program, content of the program, and evaluation of the 
program. He used a series of questionnaires to gather opinions of graduates and faculty 
members on the effectiveness of the program. Crockett also attempted to evaluate the 
effects of the program on public school string programs, discover its strengths and 
weaknesses, recommended changes, and give implications of his study for string teaching 
0 1 1?6 programs m genera . -
The Years: 1960-1969 
The 1960s was a period of contrasts that was filled with opportunities for 
professional growth for both Jimmie and Phyllis, yet it was also a time of great trials and 
sadness. In 1960, after working as a research physicist and systems development 
specialist at the Military Research Laboratory at the University of Texas Balcones 
Research Center (1952-60), Jimmie joined the research team at Tracor, a company 
headquartered near the university. In this new position, he worked on "aircraft firing-
table computation, the kinematics of aircraft fire control problems, and the exterior 
ballistics of aircraft weapons," as well as "structural design and layout of an 
125Ibid. , 5. 
126Ibid., 13-15. 
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electromechanical analogue simulator of the air-to-air fire-control problem." 127 
A prolific writer, James Young authored over one hundred technical memoranda 
and reports. Topics included simulation, missile guidance, flight path analysis, and sonar 
data display. 128 According to Phyllis, all of his work dealt with high-security matters, and 
he never brought his briefcase home from work.129 James was a senior research member 
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and held membership in several 
other professional and honorary societies, such as Sigma Xi, Sigma Phi Sigma, and the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science. 130 
Although Phyllis and Jimmie kept their battle with multiple sclerosis private, she 
was active as a member of the executive board of the Austin Chapter of the Multiple 
Sclerosis Society of America. 131 She was pictured with Morris N. McKay (a fellow 
member of the executive board) and John Henry Faulk (chairman of the Multiple 
Sclerosis Hope Chest of Austin) in a local newspaper advertising a fund drive on 21 April 
127James M. Young, resume, c. 1965, original in possess ion of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. Tracor 
was founded in 1955 to "conduct research and development in the physical sciences for United States 
government agencies, private institutions, and industry." Diana J. Kleiner, 'TRACOR," The Handbook of 
Texas Online [article on-line] (accessed 16 May 2009) available from http://www.tshaonline.org; Internet. 
128James M. Young resume. 
129Young, electronic mail 12 June 2009; and Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
130
"James M. Young," Austin American-Statesman, 19 September 1991. 
131Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
132
"Drive Set Up," The Austin American-Statesman, 21 April 1961. 
Fig. 17 John Henry Faulk, Phyllis Young, and Morris N. McKay at the Multiple 




Fig. 18 Jimmie and the family dog, Blackie (early 1960s), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
The Csaba Wedding 
On 4 June 1960, Phyllis Young and her teacher, Horace Britt, performed at the 
wedding of two JSP teachers, Janos and Jerry Csaba, a violinist and violist, 
respectively. 133 The wedding took place in Austin, and because Jerry was a member of 
the Church of Christ, a denomination that does not permit instrumental music in its 
services, she had to ask the church elders for special permission for the performance of 
music at the wedding. Jerry explained how important music was for both of them. The 
elders finally agreed, but the wedding ceremony had to be conducted in the small chapel, 
133Jan6s Csaba had arrived in Austin from Hungary in 1956 to attend the university. He took a 
teaching position in the Junior String Project, and taught theory because he had a strong foundation in it. 
Eventually Csaba taught advanced violin and viola students. Janos Csaba, electronic mail to the researcher, 
18 April 2009. 
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not the main church, and it had to be brief. Both Janos and Jerry were still students. Their 
own teachers were not able to play for them, so to their delight Horace Britt and Young 
performed. Janos recalls: 
Mr. Britt was 80 years old then, but he played as well as any younger cellist, 
and Phyllis was an equal partner. As far as I know, Phyllis did not play at any 
other weddings, and she certainly did not do it regularly. For us she did it as a 
special favor. She was always nice to us. 134 
Young and Britt performed Couperin Duets. After the wedding, Young offered 
the newlyweds her house for two weeks while she and Jimmie drove to California. 
According to Csaba, for "two poor students it was a godsend." 135 
Young and the Junior String Project: Early 1960s 
The 1960s brought increased recognition for the JSP and Phyllis Young. By 1961, 
she was famous as the co-director of the JSP: "Co-director of the project is Mrs. Phyllis 
Young, a bubbly, breezy person who operates from a 4-by-6 cubicle on the third floor of 
the Music Building." 136 She was also promoted to guest assistant professor of music at 
the university in the 1961-62 academic year. 137 She held this title until the end of the 
1964 academic year. 
134Ibid . 
135Jan6s Csaba, electronic mail to the researcher, 29 January 2009. 
136
"Junjor Musicians Come to Campus," The Daily Texan (Austin, TX), Thursday, 13 April 1961 , 
4. 
137University of Texas, Directory of the Staff of the Main University an Extramural Divisions, 
1961-1962 (Austin, TX: University of Texas), 308. 
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Fig. 19 Phyllis Young (c. early 1960s), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Due to the success of the JSP and its teacher-training program, the Texas AST A 
executive board decided to hold its summer conferences in Austin beginning in 1961. The 
daily activities included morning classes in teaching, panel discussions focused on 
teaching techniques, and master classes in violin, viola, and cello. Afternoons were 
devoted to reading new chamber music, followed by concerts given by faculty and 
students from the university music department. Additionally, on 28 June, ASTA and the 
Texas All-State Orchestra Clinic sponsored a chamber music concert. Nationally 
recognized teachers such as Paul Rolland, Robert Klotman, and Samuel Applebaum 
presented sessions. They were so impressed by the quality of the JSP that they helped 
149 
spread the word about it. 138 
The second conference-workshop sponsored by ASTA and UT Austin took place 
from 21-23 June 1962 and was attended by teachers from Louisiana, Oklahoma, and 
Texas. Paul Rolland from the University of lllinois joined six members from the 
University of Texas at Austin faculty to present clinics, classes, and demonstrations. 
Rolland and Donald Wright discussed the foundations required in the production of good 
tone on a stringed instrument. Proper instrument selection and repair were also among 
other topics covered. 139 
Young presented a clinic geared toward teaching young cellists in heterogeneous 
class settings. The "unrehearsed class received instruction in correct playing position, 
proper right-arm movement during up and down bows, smooth change of bow, string 
changes, and natural left hand positions." Her second clinic was a round-table discussion 
on cello technique. Participants compared and showed their various approaches to 
shifting, trills, thumb position, and the playing of fast passages. Other conference 
activities included concerts, open rehearsals, panel discussions, and recitals. 140 
In the summer of 1963 UT Austin again hosted a summer AST A conference with 
Samuel Applebaum as the featured clinician. Dean Doty, Nelson Patrick and Phyllis 
Young organized the 17-22 July conference. 141 The Texas conference was one of several 
state conferences held in conjunction with ASTA that summer. The 1964 workshop 
138Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years," 6; and Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
139Donald Wright and Phyllis Young, "Texas ASTA Conference Proves Vital," American String 
Teacher 13 (winter 1963): 30. 
140Ibid. 
141
"ASTA Summer Conferences Now in Session: Invest Your Vacation Soundly!," American 
String Teachers 13 (summer 1963): I. 
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featured Joachim Chassman, violinist, from Sherman Oaks, Califomia. 142 ASTA held 
several state conferences that summer, including North Dakota, Ohio, Washington, 
Maine, Pennsylvania and Vermont. 
Young was promoted to assistant professor of music at UT Austin in the fall of 
1964. She would hold this title until the spring of 1970, and even though she was given 
tenure in 1966, she would not be made associate professor until the fall of 1970. 143 
In 1966, national AST A president Paul Rolland wrote: 
For some years I have been aware of the String project inaugurated at the University 
of Texas. This project has been a bright spot in the rather bleak area of string teacher 
training in this country. 
I know that this project has developed a number of fine string teachers and has helped 
to develop a wholesome attitude toward string teaching among those participating in 
the program. 
Since the String Project produces enthusiastic, young string teachers year after year, it 
is looked upon with favor by our association [ASTA] and we believe that it deserves 
local and national support. 144 
Samuel Applebaum was so enthusiastic about the JSP's work that he wrote to 
Dean Doty: "The youngsters were beautifully trained . . . It must be gratifying to you that 
your university has taken the lead in this area of the arts." 145 The widow of Willem 
Bertsch, co-director of the JSP from 1963-64, wrote of her husband's years in the JSP: 
142
"American String Teachers Association presents the Texas Summer String Conference-
Workshop," advertisement, American String Teacher 14 (spring 1964): 23. In the summer of 1965 although 
UT Austin sti ll sponsored the Texas summer string conference-workshop, it was held at the Longhorn 
Music Camp in Wimberley, Texas. Phyllis Young taught cello during the 10-19 June workshop. "Texas 
Summer String Conference-Workshop, 10-19 June," advertisement, American String Teacher IS (spring 
1965): 27. 
143University of Texas, Directory of the Staff of the Main University an Extramural Divisions, 
1964-1965 (Austin, TX: University of Texas), 357; and University of Texas, Directory of the Staff of the 
Main University an Extramural Divisions, 1970-1971 (Austin, TX: University of Texas), 514. 
144Paul Rolland, Urbana, IL, letter "To whom it may concern," I 0 January 1966, copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
145Young, "The History of Its First Fifty Years 1948-1998," 6. 
I think that his work in Austin influenced his love to work with children and 
his zeal to make music an important part of their lives, to make them reach for 
the top. In his orchestral direction, he had the same goal for adults. He loved 
chamber music; we had regular quartet sessions at our house. I still miss the 
sound of his violin. 146 
151 
Finally, to meet the demands of its increased recognition, in 1962 the JSP printed 
a catalogue to advertise the program. 147 Doty wrote: 
People often ask if there are opportunities for a career in music. One of the 
many possible careers is that of the performer or teacher of stringed 
instruments. 
Symphony orchestras, string artist performers, and chamber music groups 
make possible the performance of a significant part of our great musical 
heritage. The Junior String Project is dedicated to training personnel who can 
teach and perform in order that this important part of our cultural heritage may 
live for audiences today. 148 
At that time, the JSP was "heralded by musicians and educators throughout the 
nation as one of the finest programs for the development of young talent and the training 
of teachers." From the onset, the string project served "as a pilot program for a number of 
other projects." 149 As mentioned earlier, the College of Fine Arts at the University of 
Texas sponsored the program and the Junior League of Austin supported it. The National 
Federation of Music Clubs (NFMC) honored the JSP for five consecutive years for its 
"outstanding contributions to the 'Crusades for Strings' ." 150 
On 24 April 1965, William Doty accepted the citation at the NFMC convention in 
Miami, Florida. Mentioned in the citation were not only the University of Texas String 
146 Ann eke Bertsch, Indialantic, electronic email to the researcher, Henderson, 25 November 2008. 
147Young, interview, 7 July 2009. 
148
"The Junior String Project," Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Unjversity of Texas, 
Austin (c. 1962: undated brochure produced by the Unjversity of Texas), 2, copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
149Ibid., 3, 8. 
150Ibid. , 3. 
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Project, but also the Inter-American Symposium of Contemporary Music held annually at 
the university, the university's observation of National Week, and its Parade of American 
Music. 151 
Despite increasing state and national recognition for the JSP, Young's life was not 
without sorrow. She suffered many challenges and losses, including the death of her 
beloved father on 19 April 1964152: 
When he died in a hospital in Wichita from bladder cancer, he was there a long time. I 
don 't know how many weeks. But, she [mother] drove from Conway Springs to the 
hospital every single day for weeks. She was in her early 70s and had heart trouble for 
years. She heard from the nurses that, if ever she was late, Daddy worried. So, she 
tried never to be late because she did not want him to worry. 153 
Young's mother died two years later, on 19 September 1966, the first day of classes in 
the fall semester. 154 
151
"National Music Nod Is Received by UT," The Austin American-Statesman 41 (Austin, TX), 
Sunday, 25 April 1965, I. 
152Philip James Casselman died at the Veterans Administration hospital in Wichita, Kansas. He 
was buried in the Conway Springs cemetery. Casselman was seventy-four. "Services held for former local 
mayor," Newspaper unrecorded (Conway Springs, KS), c. April 1964, n.p ., copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
153Young, electronic mail , 8 March 2009. 
154Young, interview, 6 July 2009. 
Fig. 20 Philip Casselman with grandchildren 
David and Marsha Casselman (c. 1960), 
courtesy Phyllis Young 
Fig. 21 Velma Casselman with grandson, David 
Casselman (c. 1958), courtesy Phyllis Young 
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In 1965, while the Youngs were vacationing in Europe, Jimmie lost the use of his 
legs due to the effects of multiple sclerosis. Soon he was wheelchair bound, and as the 
years passed he became progressively worse. Years later, Phyllis observed how their 
views of wheelchairs changed. Originally, both she and Jimmie thought of wheelchairs as 
"something horrible and dreadful." Then both began to look upon them with gratitude, as 
something that a person took the time to "recognize the need, took the time and interest to 
design one, build it, and distribute it." Certainly, wheelchairs did not "just happen." 155 
For the Youngs, the wheelchair became a friend that helped Jimmie to retain his mobility 
as long as possible. Sadly, he was bedridden during the last fourteen years of his life, and 
155Phyllis Young, Austin, "A Message from Phyllis Young," 2 September 1991 , copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
154 
spent his days lying on the sofa or bed. As he became increasingly dependent on others, 
the Youngs hired male nurses to help with his care. 156 
Fig. 22 Jimmie and Phyllis in Rome (1965), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
The mid-1960s: A Time of Increased Professional Visibility 
Beginning in the rnid-1960s, Phyllis Young increased her visibility at state 
conferences and conventions. For example, she was a faculty member for the 1964 Texas 
AST A summer conference, which was open to string teachers, other music educators, and 
amateur chamber music players with no registration fee. Activities included lectures, 
demonstrations, string orchestra, master classes in violin and cello, concerts, and 
recitals. 157 
156Young, electronic mail, 8 March 2009. 
157
''The American String Teachers Association Presents the Texas Summer String Conference-
Workshop," American String Teacher 14 (spring 1964): 23. 
Fig. 23 J onelle Bolander, Phyllis Young, and Marc Wiegland (Dec.l965), courtesy 
University of Texas at Austin String Project 
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Young presented twice at the 1965 ASTA-Music Teachers National Association 
(MTNA) convention in Dallas.158 For one session, she served as a commentator with 
Murray Grodner (bass, Indiana University) for unison string solos for cello and string 
bass with orchestral accompaniment. Teachers from the Dallas public school music 
programs performed in the orchestra, led by conductor George Trautwein. 159 Her second 
session, "Casals Day Celebration," was presented with Gabor Rejto from University of 
Southern California and Harry Lantz from the Houston public schools. It featured a cello 
choir and culminated with a presentation of the Outstanding Teacher of the Year Award 
158
"Dallas Cello Choir Membership List, ASTA-MTNA Convention 1965," American String 
Teacher 15 (summer 1965): 21. Young is listed as one of the section leaders in the cello choir. 
159
"Dallas Convention Program," American String Teacher 15 (winter 1965): 3. 
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to Pablo Casals. 160 
Young also took over the directorship of the JSP in 1965, and both she and the 
string project were the subject of a number of newspaper articles over the years. For 
example, she appeared with two JSP students in the 16 December 1965 issue of The 
Austin American-Statesman. These students, Jonelle Bolander (cello) and Marc Wiegand 
(violin), were both members of the JSP's advanced orchestra and sophomores at Austin 
High School. 161 
In 1966, the JSP was renamed the University of Texas String Project (UTSP). 
Local newspapers, such as the Austin American-Statesman and the Daily Texan, reported: 
Mrs. Phyllis Young, widely known cellist of the Southwest and a 
University faculty member, has been appointed director of the 
University's nationally honored String Project. 
Mrs. Young, an assistant professor of music, has been associated with the 
String Project since 1952 and has co-directed the program since 1958. She 
succeeds former director Alexander von Kreisler, music professor now on 
modified service.162 
Other articles during that year focused on the children of the String Project. One 
local writer described the program and the children who participated, and the project two-
fold purpose. The first was to provide a means for University of Texas at Austin string 
majors (upperclassmen or majors) to learn the practical skills of teaching. The second 
160Ibid., 6. Unfortunately the eighty-nine year old Casals had a cold and his physician forbade him 
to make the trip from Puerto Rico to Dallas. AST A president Paul Rolland made a long distance telephone 
call to Casals and taped the spoken message from the maestro. Eugene Lewis of the Dallas Times-Herald, 
"From Maestro With Regrets," American String Teacher 15 (summer 1965): 20. 
161Phyllis Young and two UTSP students, The Austin American-Statesman, photo, 16 December 
1965, original in possession of Phyllis Young; and Young interview, 6 August 2009. 
162Daily Texan (Austin, TX), no date or page recorded ; and Austin American-Statesman, 23 
September 1966, no page recorded, originals in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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was to give local children the opportunity to study strings. "Many musicians consider it 
takes about 15 years to make a fine string player," said Young. "It is a difficult art which 
must be started very young," she explained, "for the hands and arm muscles have to 
'grow' with the instrument." 163 
The String Project also advertised and announced openings for teaching assistants 
in the spring 1966 issue of the American String Teacher. Inquiries were to be directed to 
Bryce Jordan, chair of the university music department. 164 
In the same year, Young collaborated with Deirdre Malkemus, and created a list 
of cello literature for use in the UTSP. The document was called "The University of 
Texas String Project: Suggested Cello Program." 165 Listed in this document are graded 
methods, studies, supplementary materials, and pieces. The authors made various 
observations about the pieces. For example, they commented that Schlemuller's 
"Forward March" could be performed in first position, and was "appealing to boys." 166 
Or that Bach's "Arioso" was an excellent piece for the "development of a legato, singing 
style." 167 
The following year (1967), the University of Texas, among many other 
universities nationwide, again placed advertisements in journals such as the American 
String Teacher. Offered under Title V -C of the Higher Education Act of 1965, 
163
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University ofTexas Dads ' Digest (fall 1966): 3. 
164
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The String Project," advertisement, American String Teacher 16 (spring 1966): 42. 
165Phyllis Young and Deirdre Malkemus, "The University of Texas String Project: Suggested 





fellowships were awarded to string instrument performers. The fellowship provided for a 
maximum of two years of graduate study leading to the "Masters of Music degree with a 
major in string education for college students who plan a career in elementary or 
secondary education." 168 The fellowship also provided for students who did not already 
have a teaching certificate. Grantees also were to work with the UTSP.169 
Festival of Strings 
The year 1968 marked the twentieth anniversary of the UTSP (formerly the JSP). 
The University of Texas Excellence Fund awarded the String Project $5,000 through the 
College of Fine Arts to produce a Festival of Strings. 170 The festival began on 13 May 
1968 with a series of concerts, lectures, exhibits, and seminars. There were master classes 
by Andor Toth (violin), Donald Wright (viola), and George Neikrug (cello) . The day 
ended with an evening concert featuring Young performing the Loillet "Sonata in B 
Minor" with oboist Richard Blair and pianist Verna Harder. 171 
The second day of the festival also featured a variety of workshops. Stuart 
Stankey taught string bass and Hans Weisshaar taught an instrument maintenance and 
repair workshop. Margaret Rowell gave a lecture-demonstration called "The Coming of 
Age of the Cello." The University Symphony Orchestra, with Andor Toth as conductor 
168
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1967): 43. 
169Ibid. 
170Phyllis Young, A Report on the University of Texas String Project (unpublished manuscript, 22 
December 1972), 6, in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Fig. 24 Festival of Strings, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
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and violin soloist, performed that evening. The program included Schubert's "Symphony 
No. 8 in B-Flat" ("Unfinished"), the "Schelomo" (Ernest Block) with George Neikrug on 
cello, and ended with the Brahms "Concerto for Violin and Violoncello with Orchestra," 
opus 102. Toth played the violin and Neikrug the cello.172 
The third day featured another instrument maintenance and repair workshop led 
by Hans Weisshaar, a lecture-demonstration by the Hungarian String Quartet on the 
Bartok quartets, and a workshop called "Strings in Action." There were three lectures: 
"Strategy for Strings: Who's Listening" by Howard Van Sickle, "The Development of 
the String Program in the Public School" by Joan Boney, and "The String Teacher and 
His Public Relations Program" by Harry Lanz. The evening performance featured the 
160 
Hungarian String Quartet. 173 
Thursday, 16 May was the fourth and final day of the Festival of Strings. Samuel 
Applebaum presented a violin workshop and then Marjorie Keller gave a presentation on 
"String Concepts on Film." The day continued with a forum entitled "Field Reports," 
with Paul Todd and Richard Maag as moderators, followed by a reception and banquet. 
Bryce Jordan, university vice-president for student affairs, was the master of ceremonies. 
The evening ended with a concert by the UTSP featuring the world premiere of the 
Alexander von Kreisler's "Passacaglia for String Orchestra," written for and dedicated to 
the twentieth anniversary of the UTSP.174 Guest conductors were University of Texas 
alumni Frank Crockett, Claude Kenneson, and Karrell Johnson. 175 
Many former UTSP students, now nationally acclaimed educators and musicians, 
attended the event. As part of the celebration, the university published an accompanying 
brochure entitled "Festival of Strings: In Celebration of the Twentieth Anniversary of the 
University of Texas String Project." 176 
Eleven music faculty members were advisors to the UTSP during this period. The 
string faculty of the UTSP consisted of Andor Toth (coordinator, string faculty), Phyllis 
Young (director of the UTSP), Donald Wright (assistant director of the UTSP), George 
Neikrug (cello), Alfredo de Saint-Malo (violin), Harold Smith (bass), Agnes Vadas 
(violin), and Gisela Depkat (cello). Other advisers included Charlotte Dubois, Nelson 
173Ibid. 
174
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Patrick, and Janet McGaughery. Charlotte Dubois was coordinator of the music education 
faculty and public relations advisor to the UTSP. Nelson Patrick was the state director of 
music activities of the Interscholastic League and served as the music education 
consultant. Janet McGaughery was coordinator of the theory-composition faculty and 
served as the theory chairperson for the UTSP. 177 
Notable graduates of the program included Frank Crocket, a well-known music 
educator who was serving as music consultant to the Georgia Department of Education. 
Claude Kenneson, former conductor of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, was on the faculty at 
University of Alberta in Canada. The Alard Quartet, first formed by University of Texas 
students in 1954, was in residence at Pennsylvania State University. Dale Brubaker had 
become the conductor of the Tucson Youth Symphony and assistant conductor of the 
Tucson Symphony. Janos and Jerry Csaba were in the Montreal Symphony and well 
known for their chamber music recordings. 178 
Many other alumni of the program had attained positions in various symphony 
orchestras. Still others had formed their own projects or performed professionally. 
Examples include Mary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn (cellist with the Pro Arts Trio at 
Glassboro State College in New Jersey), Ezekiel Castro (founder of the string program in 
the Columbus, Georgia public schools), Karrell Johnson (founder of the Brazosport, 
Texas public school string program, currently at the University of North Texas), Lee Kull 
(violist in the Blair Quartet at the George Peabody College for Teachers School of 
177Ibid. , 1-9. 
178Ibid., 15-16. 
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Music), and Evangeline Marko Benedetti (cellist in the New York Philharmonic).179 
Musical Compositions Published 
Not only were UTSP students active in performance and teaching, but many also 
composed and arranged musical compositions for young string players. Almost every 
year the UTSP advanced orchestra reserved one rehearsal for the reading of new works 
composed by university and UTSP students.180 Several of these compositions were later 
published. For example, the one-time director of the UTSP and conductor of the 
university symphony, Alexander von Kreisler, composed a number of pieces for the 
UTSP, including "Largo for Young String Players" (premiered 8 May 1964), 
"Intermezzo" (premiered 9 May 1965), in addition to "Passacaglia for String Orchestra" 
(premiered 16 May 1968) mentioned earlier. He also arranged the "Peasant' s Song" by 
Alexander Borodin, which was first performed on the 7 May 1965 concert. Clifton 
Williams composed two compositions, "Symphony for Young People" (1965) and 
"Southwestern Suite," for the UTSP. A string trio, composed by Margaret Frey while she 
was a UTSP student, was performed at the National School Orchestra Association 
convention in July 1968. 
Prospective Teacher Fellowship Grants of 1967 and 1968 
In 1967 and again in 1968, the University of Texas was granted the "Prospective 
179Ibid. 
180Ibid. , 28. 
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Teacher Fellowship Program" for string students.181 Through Title V -C of the Higher 
Education Act of 1965, the UTSP provided fellowships for college graduates preparing 
for careers in teaching strings in elementary or secondary schools. "In addition to the 
'stipends paid to the fellowship recipients and their tuition and fees, the University was 
awarded federal funds for the academic years 1967-68, 1968-69, and 1969-70 totaling 
$33,924." 182 Among items purchased were books and music for the music library, and 
musical instruments for student use in string classes, applied music courses, and 
orchestra. These funds helped pay a portion of the salary of an additional member of the 
string faculty, and provided support for the lecture series "Strings-New Dimensions," 
(1969) and the following year's lecture series, "Strings-New Perspective" (1970). 183 
Strings-New Dimension 1969 Lecture Series 
When Robert Bays became chairman of the University of Texas Department of 
Music in 1969, he said that before his interview he had heard about only two things at the 
University of Texas: its football team and the String Project. This was a tremendous 
boost to Young and the entire UTSP faculty. Thus, with increased energy, they launched 
the 1969 lecture series. 184 
The university advertised "Strings-New Dimensions" as a lecture series on 
creative string teaching ideas. Paul Doktor presented a viola workshop on 7 April. 
181Young, A Report on the University of Texas String Project, 6. 
182Ibid. 
183The University of Texas String Project, Austin, Texas, Announces "Strings-New Perspectives," 
University of Texas, Austin, poster, 1970, in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV . 
184Young, "History of Its First Fifty Years," 8. 
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Another seminar featured three well-known professors of viola: Donald Wright 
(University of Texas), Albert Gillis (San Jose State University), and Paul Doktor 
(Mannes School of Music). Elizabeth Green (University of Michigan) led a conducting 
workshop on 30 April. Stuart Sankey (Juilliard School and Aspen Summer School) 
presented a string bass workshop. The final event was a violin workshop led by Leonard 
Posner (concertmaster, Dallas Symphony) on 15 May. 185 
Phyllis Young's Performances: 1950-1969 
During the first twenty-four years of Young's career in Austin, her primary focus 
was on teaching, yet she enjoyed tremendous success playing solo and chamber music 
concerts as well. She performed as the principal cellist for the Austin Symphony, as a 
member of the university faculty in university-sponsored special events, in a variety of 
piano duos, and at the Chigiano Academy in Siena, Italy. Young began her chamber 
music career when she was still a student of Horace Britt. She performed in his cello 
choir from the late 1940s to the early 1950s. 
Young viewed her performances as part of her job as a young professor at the 
university. She wrote, "My job was to teach and, in universities, music teachers like to 
give performances. But I would never call that a professional career as opposed to a 
teaching career." 186 However, Young added that her goal in school was to prepare to 
become a professional cellist, that she wanted, more than anything, to be a member of a 
good professional orchestra. That was why she was so thrilled in 1951 to move to Kansas 
185
"The University of Texas String Project, Austin, Texas Announces Strings-New Perspectives." 
186Young, electronic mail, 12 June 2009. 
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City, where there was an excellent orchestra, and why it was so difficult for her to return 
to Texas to become a teacher. However, because teaching was the only available job for a 
cellist in a town as small as Austin was at that time, she decided to make it her career. 
She believes that she owes a great debt to Dean Doty and Albert Gillis, who encouraged 
and supported her during those years .187 This may be why she is so supportive of her own 
students. 
Before she left for Kansas City, Young was active in performing chamber music 
in Austin. She was a member of the Austin String Quartet, which performed at the 
university on 11 February 1951. The program included Haydn 's "Quartet in F Major," 
opus 74, no. 2 and the Mendelssohn "Quartet in E flat Major," opus 12. 188 
Upon her return from Kansas City, Young not only continued to perform chamber 
music with her colleagues from the university, she also played in the university 
symphony, usually as the principal cellist. An example of a program for the symphony 
orchestra was a concert on 18 October 1953 that consisted of Beethoven' s "Egmont 
Overture," opus 84, Carelli's "Concerto Grosso 1," and ended with Mozart's "Symphony 
in E flat," no. 89. Young was the featured soloist in the Corelli. 189 
187Ibid. 
188Phyllis Young, cello, "The Austin String Quartet," Jacqueline Morris, violin, Mary Ellen Keller, 
violin, Elizabeth Blake, viola, Phyllis Young, cello, University of Texas Department of Music, College of 
Fine Arts, Recital Hall , Austin, TX, concert program, II February 1951, 4:30P.M., in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
189
"The University of Texas Symphony Orchestra," University of Texas Department of Music, 
College of Fine Arts, Austin, TX, concert program, 18 October 1953, 8:15 P.M., in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
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Young as Principal Cellist with the Austin Symphony: 1949-1956 
Young was a member of the Austin Symphony from 1949 to 1956 (except for the 
year she was in Kansas City), and principal cellist for most of the time. Like other 
symphony orchestras, the Austin Symphony put on subscription concerts. For example, 
during the 1949-50 season there were six subscription concerts. However, by the time 
Young returned from Kansas City and again became the principal cellist, the concert 
season had expanded to fourteen performance dates, including children's concerts. In 
subsequent years the orchestra scheduled from twelve to fourteen concerts annually, 
including a series of children's concerts. 190 
University of Texas Faculty Concerts: 1949-1969 
Young performed on the faculty concert series during the early years of her 
association with the University of Texas. As a teaching fellow, she was a member of the 
Britt Cello Ensemble. Britt believed that a cello ensemble was not only novel and 
unusual, but also had the potential of being artistic. He owned rare, out -of-print European 
works for this "unusual combination, making brilliant transcriptions himself, and with an 
exciting commissioned work by Clifton Williams" the ensemble performed a number of 
diversified programs. 191 For example, on 11 November 1951 "The Britt Cello Ensemble" 
1~he Austin Symphony Orchestra, Ezra Rachlin , musical director, "First Children's Concert," 
City Coliseum, Austin, TX, concert program, 3 November 1953 ; Austin Symphony Orchestra, Ezra 
Rachlin , musical director, "Second Children's Concert," City Coliseum, Austin, TX, concert program, 30 
November 1953; Austin Symphony Orchestra, Ezra Rachlin, musical director, "First Children's Concert," 
Austin, TX, concert program, 26 October 1954; and Austin Symphony Orchestra, Ezra Rachlin, musical 
director, Eighteenth Season brochure, Austin, TX, brochure, 1955-1956, programs in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
191
"The Britt Cello Ensemble," College of Fine Arts, University of Texas, brochure (c. 1950), 6, 
original in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
performed its first concert as part the tenth annual Fine Arts Festival of the College of 
Fine Arts. 192 The ensemble performed transcriptions of works by Bach, Beethoven, 
Telemann, Florent Schmidt, and Joaquin Nin. The cello ensemble was composed of 
Horace Britt, Phyllis Young, Martha Baxter, and Merle Clayton. 193 
Another example of the type of programming was a concert on 30 April 1953, 
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with Young (cello), Lois Zabel Banke (piano and harpsichord), and Horace Britt (cello). 
Among the selections were works by Telemann, D' Indy, Brahms, and Saint-Saens.194 
Young remained active performing chamber music in a number of concerts throughout 
1953. 195 
Southwestern Symposium of Contemporary Music 
Young participated in a number of university-sponsored symposia. The 
Southwestern Symposiums of Contemporary Music, for example, featured contemporary 
music by American composers. It included choral, band, orchestral, and chamber music 
ensembles as well as contemporary works of art. 
192
"Cello Ensemble Formed," Musical Courier, 15 October 1951 , 34. 
193Phyllis Young, cello, "Tenth Annual Fine Arts Festival: The Britt Cello Ensemble," Horace 
Britt, Phyllis Young, Martha Baxter, Merle Clayton, University of Texas Department of Music of the 
College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall , Austin, TX, concert program, 11 November 1951 , 4:30P.M., in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
194Phyllis Young, cello, "Faculty Concert Series," Phyllis Young, cello, Lois Zabel Banke, piano 
and harpsichord, assisted by Horace Britt, cello, University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine 
Arts, Austin , TX, concert program, 30 April 1953, 8:30 P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
195Phyllis Young, cello, "The Temple Trio," Mary Ellen Keller, violin, Phyllis Young, cello, 
Joanne Curnutt, piano, University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall , 
Austin , TX, concert program, 13 May 1953, 8:30P.M.; and Phyllis Young, cello, "The Temple Trio," Mary 
Ellen Keller, violin, Phyllis Young, violoncello, Joanne Curnutt, piano, Temple School of Music, in the 
Women's Federated Club House, Austin , TX, concert program, 24 May 1953, 4:00P.M., in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
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The first symposium that Young has a record of taking part in was the third 
annual Southwestern Symposium of Contemporary American Music held at the 
university's Hogg Auditorium on 4-7 April1954. The JSP performed as part of a lecture 
demonstration concert and featured Clifton William's "Southwestern Suite for 
Elementary String Orchestra," commissioned for that performance. Young also played as 
a faculty member in the University of Texas Symphony Orchestra in this closing concert 
for the symposium. Howard Hanson was the guest composer-conductor. 196 
A few years later, the University of Texas hosted the fifth annual Southwestern 
Symposium of Contemporary American Music on 8-15 April 1956. The following year, 
the university hosted the sixth annual Southwestern Symposium of Contemporary 
American Music from 27-31 March 1957. Frederick Fennell was the guest conductor for 
the orchestra reading session on 29 March. The symposium culminated in a joint concert 
(29 March) of the University Symphony Band and Southwestern Symposium Orchestra, 
with Fennell as the guest conductor. The seventh annual Southwestern Symposium of 
Contemporary American Music took place on 10-13 April 1958. On 11 April there was a 
concert commemorating the seventy-fifth Anniversary of the University of Texas. 197 
196Third Annual Southwestern Symposium of Contemporary American Music, University of Texas 
Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall and Hogg Auditorium, Austin , TX, symposium 
program, 4-7 April 1954, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
197 Fifth Annual Southwestern Symposium of Contemporary American Music, Recital Hall, 
University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Austin TX, symposium program, 8- 15. 
April 1956; Southwestern Symposium of Contemporary American Music, University of Texas Department 
of Music , College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall and Texas Union, Austin, TX, symposium program, 27-31 
March 1957; and Southwestern Symposium of Contempormy American Music, Uni versity of Texas 
Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall and Texas Union, Austin, TX, symposium 
program, 10-13 April 1958, programs in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
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Inter-American Symposium of Contemporary Music 
The first record of Young's association with the Inter-American Symposium of 
Contemporary Music was dated 21-25 March 1962. The event included chamber music 
and student composer recitals and orchestra concerts. Young was the principal cellist of 
the Symposium Orchestra. The program included a number of premiere performances of 
contemporary pieces by student composers. 198 
In 1963, Young was the principal cellist for the Symposium Orchestra in a 
performance for the Inter-American Symposium of Contemporary Music. As in previous 
years, several pieces composed by student and former student composers from the 
university were premiered on the 26 April concert. 199 
Yaung-McGaughey Duo: Early 1950s 
Phyllis Young continued as an active chamber musician during the early 1950s. 
She performed in a number of cities in the Southwest, and formed the Young-
McGaughey Duo during the 1953-54 season. The duo performed works by Mozart, 
Block, Brahms, Beethoven, Barber, Schumann, Rachmaninoff, and Prokofiev, among 
others. The next record that Young has is of a chamber music performance during the 
1960-61 season, which included performances with clarinetist Raymond Schroeder and 
pianist Janet McGaughey.200 
198/nter-American Symposium of Contemporary Music, University of Texas Department of Music, 
College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall and Texas Union, Austin, TX, symposium program, 21-25 March 1962, 
in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
199/nter-American Symposium of Contemporary Music , University of Texas Department of Music, 
College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall and Texas Unjon, Austin , TX, symposium program, 24-28 April 1963, in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
200Phyllis Young, cello, "The Keller-Young-Curnutt Trio," Mary Ellen Keller, violin, Phylli s 
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Fig. 25 Young and McGaughey Duo, c. early 1950s, courtesy Phyllis Young 
Although Young was an active performer as part of her duties with the university, 
she also performed occasionally as a cello soloist with local groups. For example, she 
performed the Vivaldi "Sonata in A Minor" with the Austin Youth Symphony 
Young, cello, Joanne Curnutt, piano, University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, 
Recital Hall , Austin, TX, concert program, 30 October 1953, 8:30P.M.; Phyllis Young, cello, "Faculty 
Concert Series, Phyllis Young 'Cellist, Janet McGaughey, Pianist," University of Texas Department of 
Music, College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall , Austin , TX, concert program, 25 April 1954, 4:30 P.M.; Phyllis 
Young, cello, "The Musical Arts Trio," Mary Ellen Keller, violin, Phyllis Young, cello, Joanne Curnutt, 
piano, Music and Drama Committee and the Austin Women 's Club, Austin, TX, concert program, 15 April 
1954; Phyllis Young, cello, "The Musical Arts Trio," Mary Ellen Keller, violin, Phyllis Young, cello, and 
Joanne Curnutt, piano, The Beaumont Chamber Music Society, Beaumont, TX, concert program, 2 May 
1954, 4:00 P.M.; Phyllis Young, cello, "Memorial Student Center Recital Series presents Phyllis Young, 
cello and Janet McGaughey, piano," Austin, TX, concert program, 17 April 1955, 8:00P.M.; and Phyllis 
Young, cello, "Faculty Concert Series," Raymond Schroeder, clarinet, assisted by Janet McGaughey, piano, 
and Phyllis Young, cello, University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall , 
Austin, TX, concert program, 30 April 1961,4:00 P.M. The "Musical Arts Trio" changed its name from 
"The Temple Trio," used in former seasons, programs in possess ion of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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Orchestra.201 In addition, she performed works by Mozart, Schumann, and Brahms in 
various chamber ensembles, and she played in some local church ensembles?02 
Young-Spaulding Duo 
Phyllis Young began her collaboration with pianist Mary Spaulding during the 
mid-1950s. The first program she has a record of took place during the 1955-56 academic 
season, when the duo performed works by Saint-Saens, Debussy, and Faure?03 On 9 May 
1956, they performed for "a small but appreciative audience in the dormitory lounge" at 
the Sacred Heart Dominican College in Houston. A local reviewer described Young as "a 
most intense artist who approaches her tasks with exceptional fire and wholehearted 
vigor." He was also critical: "If the fuller tones of the 'cello occasionally eluded her, she 
nevertheless played both pieces with a laudable expressive quality."204 
The Young-Spaulding Duo continued to concertize during the 1956-57 academic 
year. On 3 May, they performed on a concert sponsored by the Sigma Alpha Iota in the 
Fine Arts Auditorium in Ft. Worth, Texas. According to reviewer Clyde Whitlock, the 
201 Phyllis Young, cello soloist, Weldon Covington, conductor, Claude Kenneson and Nelson 
Patrick, guest conductors, "Sonata in A Minor," Antonio Vivaldi, The Austin Youth Symphony Orchestra, 
Recital Hall, Austin, TX, concert program, 11 May 1955,8:00 P.M. , in possession of Phyllis Young, 
Austin, TX. 
202Phyllis Young, cello, "The Pride-Young-Osborn Trio," Jacqueline Pride, violin, Phyllis Young, 
cello, Robert Osborn, piano, The Edinburg Public Schools, Pan American College Auditorium, Edinburg, 
TX, concert program, 5 April 1955; Phyllis Young, cello, "Choral Evensong and Magnificat J. S. Bach," 
St. David's Church, Austin , TX, concert program, 25 March 1962, 8:00P.M.; and Phyllis Young, cello, "J. 
S. Bach Two Advent Cantatas," 15 December 1963, 8:00P.M., Church of the Good Shepherd, Austin , TX, 
concert program, 15 December 1963, 8:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
203Phyllis Young, cello, "Faculty Concert Series," Phyllis Young, cello, Mary Spaulding, piano, 
University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Recital Hall , Austin, TX, concert program, 
26 February, 1956,4:00 P.M.; and Phyllis Young, cello, "Southwestern University School of Music 
presents Phyllis Young, cello and Mary Spaulding, piano," Alma Thomas Recital Hall , Georgetown, TX, 
concert program, 18 April 1956, 8:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
204
"Austin Duo in Pleasant Concert," The Houston Post, Wednesday 9 May 1956, Section 4, 9, 
(the reviewer's name is listed as "R.R."). 
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group "accorded a warm and out-going performance." He was especially impressed with 
the slow movement and the confident manner of the performance of the last movement. 
The final piece was the Villa-Lobos "Sonata no. 2 in A Minor," which was unfamiliar to 
the audience. Whitlock wrote: 
The enormous fecundity [lushness] of this composer did not in any sense leave him 
with vitiated ideas. The piece has impressive drive and a musical content on the 
advancing frontiers of nee-romanticism. It was an exciting work to hear, and the 
players put it out with stirring verve, especially in the rather impudent scherzo.205 
Fig. 26 Young-Spaulding Duo, courtesy Phyllis Young 
205E. Clyde Whitlock, "Sigma Alpha Iota Presents Program of Chamber Music," Fort Worth Star-
Telegram, Saturday morning, 4 May 1956, no page nu mbers recorded. 
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Whitlock described the duo as "personable young players, brimming with 
physical vitality," and the performance as dynamic, "fortified by scholarship and brilliant 
technique. "206 
Young collaborated with Mary Spaulding during the 1959-60 season and 
performed a series of concerts with her. The duo received positive comments from 
professionals and amateurs alike. For example, Donald Sonnedecker, head of the music 
department at Mary Hardin-Baylor College, commented that it was a concert "with 
unusual finesse, weaving a musical spell which captivated the audience. Their readings 
were fresh and overflowing with excellent musicianship. Such ensemble playing is only 
heard from professionals, equipped with admirable technique."207 E. Clyde Whitlock of 
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram described the duo: "The technical polish and the musical 
grasp of the players impressed both musician and layman and their comeliness was no 
drawback. "208 
Chigiano Academy 
In the summer of 1962, Phyllis Young traveled to Sienna, Italy to attend the 
Chigiano Academy, a program for professional musicians and advanced students. The 
academy was located in the palace of Count Chigi in Sienna. While there, Young 
206Ibid. 
207Phyllis Young, cello, "Phyllis Young, cello, and Mary Spaulding, piano," College of Fine Arts, 
University ofTexas, Austin, TX, brochure, no date recorded , origi nal in possession of Phyllis Young, 
Austin , TX. 
208E. Clyde Whitlock, "Twilight Musicale Polished, Sensitive," Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 26 
October 1959. 
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received coaching from the Chigiano Quartet and studied cello with Andre Navarra.209 
Because her cello, a Matteo Goffriller, was made in Italy, Young felt as though she were 
taking it home: "The instrument received KLM Airline's VIP treatment: it traveled on 
pillows in a cabin." Jimmie accompanied her on this trip, and in preparation for it, they 
both spent the spring practicing speaking Italian.210 
A local newspaper favorably reviewed one of the concerts presented by the 
instrumentalists studying at the Chigiano Academy. The reviewer named Young as the 
cellist in the ensemble. 2 11 Young returned to the Chigiano Academy twice more, in 1963 
and 1965.212 
Young wrote postcards to everyone important in her life during these travels. 
Although postcards are unavailable from her earlier visits to Italy, several survived from 
a subsequent visit (1965). These postcards not only reveal her deep love and commitment 
to her husband and parents, but also give insights into the daily events of her travels. For 
example, she sent a postcard from Siena to her mother. The postcard is a photograph of 
the seventh-century Abbey of Pomposa in Ferrara. Young wrote: "in this church the 
musical scale was invented."213 In another postcard, this time with a picture of the Sienna 
City Hall, Young noted: "Isn't it beautiful? I walk past it several times a day and am 
always thrilled."2 14 Young had the ability to remark on what many perceived as the 
209
"Phyllis Young," Alcade 52 (Newsletter from the Department of Music) , University of Texas at 
Austin (15 January 1963): 3. 
210
"Personalities," Go (December 1962): 23 . 
211
"Suggestiva serenata nel palazzo Chigi," La Nazione Cronica di Siena, 17 August 1962, 5. 
2 12Phylli s Young, Curriculum Vitae, updated 2007, [I], see appendix A, 463 . 
213Phyllis Young, Ferrara, postcard to Velma Casselman (her mother), 8 August 1965, original in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
2 14Phyllis Young, Sienna, postcard to Velma Casselman, 4 September 1965, original in possession 
of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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ordinary, to make it extraordinary, and to bring loved ones, even those who were far 
away, into her daily life. On 6 September, while packing her bags for the return trip to the 
United States, Young wrote her mother: "I'm in the middle of packing my clothes so I 
can weigh them. You know my cello takes '12 my weight allowance."215 
Young-Harder Duo 
Beginning in the early 1960s, Phyllis Young formed the Young-Harder Duo with 
her colleague, pianist Verna Harder. They performed several concerts during the 1963-64 
academic year. In October, during a weeklong tour, the duo performed in Temple, Fort 
Worth, and Dallas, Texas, and at Henderson State College in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. 21 6 
Robert Douglas of the Fort Worth Star Telegram wrote the following about the duo' s 
performance of the Brahms "Sonata in E Minor," opus 38: 
The piece has a more mature, assured quality. It is for this reason, perhaps, that the 
performers chose to offer it out of its chronological order. It was played splendidly, 
providing an impressive finale for an evening of chamber music played in a properly 
small hall for a sensitive audience.217 
Upon their return from the tour, the duo performed on 17 October in the 
university's Recital Hall, highlighting pieces previously performed during that season, 
including works by Beethoven, Barber, and Brahms. A local newspaper wrote: "Of Mrs. 
215Phyllis Young, Italy, postcard to Velma Casselman, 6 September 1965, original in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
216
"Young-Harder Duo Concert Scheduled for Recital Hall ," The Daily Texan, 25 October 1963, 
5; "Set Henderson Performance," Daily Siftings Herald (Arkadelphia, AK), 22 October 1963, no page 
number recorded; "Music Club to Hear Viola [sic.-cello]-Piano Duo," Women 's News, Temple Daily 
Telegram (TX), 16 October 1963, 6.; "Young-Harder Duo to Perform," Dallas Times Herald, Sunday 20 
October 1963, E-3.; and "Teachers to Hear U ofT Artists," The Dallas Morning News, Thursday 17 
October 1963, I -3, in the possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
217Robert Douglas, "Evening of Chamber Music: Cellist and Pianist Please Audience," Fort Worth 
Star-Telegram, Tuesday evening, 22 October 1963, Section Two, 6, in possession of Phyllis Young, 
Austin, TX. 
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Young's performance, the Beaumont (Texas) Journal has written, 'Mrs. Young possesses 
an extraordinary rich singing tone and a fine feeling for phrasing and nuances, which 
enhance her skillful technique' ."2 18 
The following May, the duo presented a concert at Tarleton State College in 
Stephenville, Texas. They repeated several pieces from the 24 October concert but added 
works by Couperin, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn.219 
The Young-Harder Duo continued to present concerts in 1965, including one on 
Sunday, 14 February at Southern State College in Houston and another on Thursday, 11 
February at Henderson State College in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. 220 Later, they repeated 
the program at the University of Texas at Austin Recital Hall. The duo performed a 
number of other concerts that year. 221 
The following year, the Young-Harder Duo presented a chamber music concert at 
the Incarnate Word College in San Antonio, Texas on Saturday, 5 February 1966. They 
performed works by Vivaldi, Brahms, Debussy, and Britten.222 
2 18
"Young-Harder Duo Concert Scheduled for Recital Hall," The Daily Texan, 25 October 1963, 
9; and Phyllis Young, cello, "Henderson State Teachers College Presents Phyllis Young, cello and Verna 
Harder, piano in Guest Recital," Arkadelphia, AK, concert program, 24 October 1963, 8:00P.M., in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
219Phyllis Young, cello, "Tarleton State College Friends of Music and Stephenville Music Club 
presents Phyllis Young-Cellist and Vera [sic] Harder-Accompanist," Recital Hall, Stephenville, TX, 
concert program, I 0 May 1964, 3:30P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
220Phyllis Young, cello, "Guest Faculty Concert," Verna Harder, piano, Southern State University, 
14 February 1965,3:00 P.M. , concert program, Houston, TX,; and Phyllis Young, cello, "Guest Recital," 
Verna Harder, piano, Henderson State Teachers College, Fine Arts Center, City, Arkadelphia, AK, concert 
program, 11 February 1965, 8:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
22 1Phyllis Young, cello, "Faculty Concert Series The Young-Harder Duo," Verna Harder, piano, 
University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Austin, TX, concert program, 21 February 
1965, 4:00 P.M. ; and Phyllis Young, cello, "Faculty Concert Series The Young-Harder Duo," Verna 
Harder, piano, University of Texas Recital Hall, Austin , TX, concert program, 24 February 1965,4:00 
P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
222Phyllis Young, cello, "A Piano-Cello Concert," Verna Harder, piano, San Antonio, TX, concert 
program, 5 February 1966,8:00 P.M. , in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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On Sunday, 23 April1967, Young performed in a chamber concert presented by 
the Pan American College Fine Arts Department in Edinburg, Texas. The program 
consisted of the Beethoven "Trio in B-flat Major for Piano, Clarinet, and Violoncello," 
opus 11, the Kodaly "Sonata for Cello and Piano," opus 4, and ended with the Brahms 
"Trio in A Minor for Piano, Clarinet," and Violoncello, opus 114. They repeated the 
program on 12 March in the university Recital Hall.223 
Young's records show that during the years 1950-69 she played ninety-five solo 
and eighty-one chamber music concerts on and off the campus, twenty concerts and 
performances at state and national conferences of professional music associations, and six 
1 . h h 224 so o appearances w1t ore estras. 
The Matteo Goffriller Cello 
Young recalls that she and Jimmie bought her third cello, a Matteo Goffriller 
(Venice 1696), from William Moening and Son (Philadelphia) on 27 March 1957. Pablo 
Casals made his career playing on a fine Goffriller cello, and these instruments have been 
the instrument of choice for many of the best cellists of recent times. Previously, Felix 
Salmond had acquired the instrument for the Curtis Collection. According to E. Clyde 
Whitlock, it had a "marvelous C String.'m 5 The cello was described as "widely praised 
223Phyllis Young, cello, "University of Texas Chamber Trio," Raymond Schroeder, clarinet, Lita 
Guerra, piano, Austin, TX, concert program, 23 April 1967,2:30 P.M.: and Phyllis Young, cello, "The 
Department of Music Faculty Concert Series Chamber Music," Lita Guerra, piano, Raymond Schroeder, 
clarinet, University of Texas Department of Music, College of Fine Arts, Austin, TX, concert program, 12 
March 1967, 4:00P.M., programs in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
224Young, Curriculum Vitae , [3], see appendix A, 465 . 
225Ibid. 
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for its tone and is regarded by connoisseurs as one of the best cellos in the country."226 
After playing the instrument for forty years, Young sold it to a well-known cellist 
through Bein & Fushi, a well-known instrument dealer from the Chicago area.227 
Summary 
In Chapter II the researcher traced the beginnings of Phyllis Young's career with 
the University of Texas and the University of Texas String Project. Already during these 
formative years, she had a clear conception for the course for events of both the teacher 
training, and her private cello studio at the university. In addition to being inspired, her 
leadership was spirited, enthusiastic, organized, and, most importantly, based upon a love 
of teaching. Both the String Project and the University of Texas string education 
department continued to gain national acclaim during this period, and this may have been 
due largely through Young's efforts. Young was also active as a cellist and performed 
numerous concerts in the local symphony and as a member of various chamber groups. 
She also faced many challenges during this time, including her husband's increased 
affliction with multiple sclerosis and the death of her parents. Chapters III and IV 
continue with Young's career through a time of increased visibility and activity, and 
culminated with the end of her tenure as director of the String Project. 
226
"Young-Spaulding Duo Gives Concert Today," newspaper name not recorded, 15 March 1959, 
in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
227Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 16 June 2009. For information on Matteo 
Goffriller (b. Venice 1670-d.1740) see Henri Poidras, "Goffriller (Matteo)," Critical & Documentary 
Dictionary of Violin Makers Old and Modern, Arnold Sewell, trans. (Rouen, France: Imprimerie de Ia 
Vicomte, 1928), 23. 
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CHAPTER ill 
THE YEARS: 1970-1980 
Think of what you are doing with your life! You know what your North Star is-bringing 
music into the hearts and lives ofyoung people. What possibly could be more noble? 
-Phyllis Young 1 
Chapter III consists of a description of Phyllis Young's association with the 
University of Texas (UT Austin) and the University of Texas String Project (UTSP) from 
1970-80. This period was a time of increased involvement for Young with the American 
String Teachers Association (ASTA). During that decade, she served as president of both 
the Texas and national ASTA organizations. It was during these years also that Young's 
feminist side revealed itself through her defense of a president of UT Austin (1975-79), 
Lorene Rogers. The chapter includes a discussion of suffrage and the changing roles of 
women relevant to this incident. 
The chapter also contains a discussion of the other major events in Young's 
professional and personal lives. Her husband Jimmie became completely bed-ridden 
during this time, and the family was required to hire full-time help. Nevertheless, Young 
wrote and published her first book, Playing the String Game (1978), during these years. 
This and her second book, The String Play (1986), are discussed in Chapter V. 
1Phyllis Young, "The University of Texas String Project: The History oflts First Fifty Years, 
1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, TX: 
Drew Patterson, 1978), 32. 
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The Early 1970s 
It is my belief that every year as we zoom closer towards the 21st century with our 
computers, our crises, and the crying of the human spirit for nourishment, our work as 
music [teachers] is becoming increasingly important . .. 
let's keep those strings vibrating! 
-Phyllis Y oung2 
The UT Austin and the UTSP enjoyed an especially productive period during the 
years 1969-71, including the hosting of two-lecture performance series aimed at 
promoting creative approaches to string teaching. The first, "Strings-New Dimensions" 
(1969), was described in Chapter II. The second series, "Strings-New Perspectives" 
(1970), was similar in structure and content to the first series. 
Strings- New Perspectives 1970 Lecture Series 
The second lecture-performance series presented by the UTSP, "Strings-New 
Perspectives," consisted of various lectures presented between 18 February and 6 May 
1970, and featured many well-known musicians and teachers of the day. Kat6 Havas, 
author of A New Approach to Violin Playing3 and founder of the Purbeck Festival of 
Music and Summer School in England, presented a violin workshop. Lillian Fuchs of the 
Manhattan School of Music gave a viola and chamber music master class. Cellist George 
Neikrug of UT Austin analyzed a film of Emmanuel Feuermann' s cello technique. Young 
2 Typewritten document on University of Texas letterhead with Phyllis Young's handwritten note, 
" 1974 ASTA citation," in upper left-hand corner. The researcher also has Young ' s handwritten notes for 
her "Thank You" speech. Both documents are in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
3Kat6 Havas, A New Approach to Violin Playing (London, UK: Bosworth & Co., 1961 ). 
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herself gave a lecture entitled "Teaching Children Strings." Most of the presentations 
were two hours long and were open and free of charge to the public.4 
Young and the UTSP assumed a leadership role in string education in the United 
States beginning in the early 1970s. For example, she was featured as a clinician at the 
1970 Texas ASTA State Conference at Southern Methodist University in Dallas. She 
presented two workshops entitled "Teaching the Young Cellist in the String Class" and 
"Beginning Cello."5 
In the 1970-71 academic year Young was promoted to associate professor of 
music at UT Austin, a position she held until the 1973-74 academic year.6 
In 1971, the UTSP received the First Educational Institution Award granted by 
the National Federation of Music Clubs (NFMC) for being the most "significant program 
in strings among American universities and colleges."7 This award followed eight 
previous National Federation of Music Clubs (NFMC) awards to the UTSP for "its 
outstanding 'Crusade for Strings'. "8 ASTA also awarded the UTSP its First Educational 
Institution Award the same year. 9 Phyllis Young served as president of the Texas Chapter 
of ASTA from 1972-74. During her tenure membership grew to 146 members and the 
4
"The Unjversity of Texas String Project announces Strings-New Perspectives," poster, 1970, 
copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
5Phyllis Young, "Teachlng the Young Cellist in the String Class" and "Beginning Cello," Texas 
ASTA Conference at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX, typewritten program, 25-27 June 1970, 
copies in &ossession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
6University of Texas, Directory of the Staff of the Main University an Extramural Divisions, 
1970-1971 (Austin, TX: Unjversity ofTexas), 514. In 1974 Young was promoted to professor. 6University 
of Texas, Directory of the Staff of the Main University an Extramural Divisions, 1974-1975 (Austin , TX: 
University of Texas), 507. 
7
"Phyllis Young," in On Campus, 15 April 1974 (no page number recorded) , photocopied article, 
in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
8Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years, 1948-1998" 8. 
9Ibid. 
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chapter "sponsored a number of dynamic string workshops throughout the state." 10 
Phyllis Young wrote a number of reports and articles during the 1970s as part of 
her responsibilities in the String Project. Not only did she want to foster the furthering of 
string education in the organization itself, but she also wanted to widen the influence of 
the UTSP in as many ways as possible. 
A Guide for the Selection of Appropriate Contest Music for the Young Cellist ( 1971) 
In 1971 Phyllis Young prepared a guide for the selection of contest music for the 
young cellist as part of a clinic that she presented at the Texas Orchestra Director's 
Association (TODA) clinic in San Antonio on 30 July. This guide was aimed at the 
public school orchestra director, who must select music that is neither too simple nor too 
difficult. According to Young, the most important characteristic of the composition was 
that the composition "must be characterized by pedagogical features which the student 
needs at his particular stage of technical and musical development in order that the 
preparation becomes a vital learning experience." 11 The guide was organized 
alphabetically, by composer and began with Class II compositions. Young's descriptions 
included personal observations. For example, when writing about the "Six Airs," 
arranged by Barbirolli, Young wrote, "Rewarding for the more mature student." 12 She 
also added comments about technical demands, such as whether the piece extended to 
10
"Phyllis Young, Texas AST A President," American String Teacher 23 (autumn 1973): 37. The 
Texas and national AST A organizations were unable to provide records from this period. 
11 Phyllis Young, "A Guide for the Selection of Appropriate Contest Music for the Young Cellist: 
A Study of the Pedagogical Aspects of the Class II and Class III Cello Solos of the University 
Interscholastic League Prescribed Music List. 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974," prepared for the Texas Orchestra 
Director' s Association Clinic in San Antonio, 30 July 1971, unpublished typewritten manuscript in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
12Ibid. , 2. 
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neck positions, or made use of extensions. Young made suggestions for the teacher, for 
example if the student part required additional fingerings or bowings. 
A Report on the University of Texas String Project (1972) 
In 1972, Robert Bays, chairman of the Department of Music at UT Austin, 
appointed a faculty committee to evaluate the string project's progress towards its goal of 
helping relieve the shortage of string teachers. 13 Young wrote an extensive document to 
encourage support from the university for the UTSP so that it could "continue its 
dynamic leadership in the field of string teacher training." 14 In it, she outlined the 
objectives of the UTSP, its background, benefits it provided to the University of Texas 
Department of Music, its national reputation as a teacher training program, its student 
training, its attraction to string teachers, and its benefits to the university symphony 
orchestra. Young continued with a discussion of the influence of the UTSP on other 
universities, new compositions written for the project, and community involvement. The 
report ended with a list of achievements of former string project teachers and students, 
and with a summary with recommendations. 15 Young stated that the primary objective of 
the UTSP was as follows: 
To train string teachers of the highest caliber- ones who are dynamic, enthusiastic, 
creative- ones who are able to go into a community barren of strings, organize a 
13Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years, 1948-1998," 8. 
14
"Phyllis Young, A Report on the University of Texas String Project, (unpublished report, 22 
December 1972), copy in possession ofthe researcher, Henderson, NV. Young authored an article in 
approximately 1969, "The University of Texas String Project," where she described the various activities of 
the UTSP in much the same way. Young did not keep a record of the publication where this article 
appeared in. Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
15Phyllis Young, A Report on the University of Texas String Project (unpublished report, 22 
December 1972), copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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string program, excite the students, teach them skillfully, select instruments of the 
correct size, present programs of high musical standards, and convince the parents that 
it is all worthwhile. 1 
Teacher Training 
Young noted that UTSP teachers received training and experience in many areas 
of string teaching. Because the students ranged in age from five to eighteen years, and in 
achievement levels from beginning to advanced, teachers received a wide variety of 
experiences. Additionally, a number of pre-college students participating in the program 
continued with their musical education in college, some as music majors. Finally, UTSP 
teachers bolstered university orchestra membership, often holding principal positions. 17 
Many graduate students used their experiences in the UTSP as inspiration for their 
master's theses and one doctoral dissertation grew out of the project. 18 
16Ibid., 1. 
171bid. 
18Young listed the following University of Texas master 's theses: Judith H. Brumley, "The 
Influence of Parental Involvement of Beginning Violoncello Students" (M.M. thesis, 1969); Emma Frances 
De Shong, "A Correlated Approach to the Teaching of Fundamentals of Theory and String Instrument 
Playing" (M.M. thesis, 1963); Wayne Howard English, "An Investigation of the Validity of Selected 
Musical Examinations as Predictors of Success in Music" (M.M. thesis, 1970); Nancy Carolyn Franks, "A 
Measurement and Comparison of the Pitch and Rhythmic Discrimination of Normal and Mentally Retarded 
Children" (M.M. thesis, 1958); Jean Ann Niles Karm, "An Experimental Study of an Approach to 
Intonation Improvement of the Junior High School String Orchestra" (M. M. thesis, 1972); Jeanette Stearns 
Keirn, "Beginning Cello for Young Children" (M.M. thesis, 1960); Max Madrid, "A Study of 
Administrative Factors of 55 Youth Symphony Orchestras" (M.M. thesis, 1955); Beverly Moore, "A 
Curriculum in Music Theory for the University of Texas String Project" (M.M. thesis, 1957); Gilbert 
Pierros, "The Art oflmprovisation" (M.M. thesis, 1963); James Michel Prescor, "A Study of Methods of 
Grouping String Classes" (M.M. thesis, 1960); Jacqueline Morris Pride, "Solo, Unison, and Ensemble 
Violin Classes: A Comparative Analysis" (M.M. thesis, 1952); Carolyn R. Rackstraw, "An Experimental 
Study of a Kinesthetic Method of String Teaching" (M.M. thesis, 1969); Roxelyn Robbins, "A Study of 
Pre-College String Instrument Instructional Programs" (M.M. thesis, 1958); Charles Stanley Stahl, 
"Differences in Teaching Basic Position, Vibrato, and Shifting on the Violin" (M.M. thesis, 1960); Melanie 
Harriet Stuart, "A Case Study of Eight Beginning Violin Students and the Influence of Introducing 
Notation" (M.M. thesis, 1970); and Dorothy Aman Sumerlin, "A Case Study of Twenty-Four String 
Students" (M.M. thesis, 1953). The dissertation was Howell Branning, "Audition Preferences of Trained 
and Untrained Ears on Hearing Melodic and Harmonic Intervals When Tuned in Just Intonation or the 
Pythagorean Ratios" (D.M.A. diss., 1967). Ibid., 18. 
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Graduates 
Young asserted that UTSP graduates were known internationally for their skills in 
stimulating and sustaining their students ' interest in music. She claimed that graduates 
had a good reputation for their positive leadership, excellent organizational skills, 
problem-solving abilities (musical and classroom management), outstanding teaching 
skills, devotion to music and children, zeal in the "Crusade for Strings," love for teaching 
music, and the musical results achieved by their students.19 
By the early 1970s, graduates from the University of Texas string education 
program, and especially those who worked as teachers in the UTSP, had initiated, 
developed, and expanded string programs in sixty-seven cities throughout the country. 
Among these locations were Cleveland, Houston, Los Angeles, Denver, Boston, and 
Anchorage. 20 
Many UTSP students communicated their gratitude to Young for the rich 
educational experiences they received from the program. For example, Nancy Mabry 
Armistead of the Pasadena, Texas public schools wrote: 
Keep turning out those good old string teachers up there! I guess it would be 
difficult to go into any city in Texas where there is a good string program and 
not find an ex-String Project Teacher! We all owe the UT String Project and 
you a lot. We got an excellence in teaching experience there not available 
elsewhere, I think. 2 1 
Starlee A. Driscoll of the Corpus Christi, Texas public schools wrote: 
Certainly all the UT music majors can be proud of the fine work your String 
19Young, A Repon ( 1972), passim. 
20Ibid., 20. 
21 Nancy Mabry Armistead, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 15 October 1972, quoted in 
Young, A Report ( 1972), 21 . 
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Project has done and is doing. It is a monument to music in the state of Texas 
d . h 22 an to stnngs everyw ere. 
In the early 1970s, many leading universities and colleges nationwide sought 
University of Texas graduates with UTSP experience.23 UTSP students who went directly 
into academic positions had a unique advantage over their colleagues. According to 
Linda Fryman of East Carolina University and a recent graduate: 
In addition to my usual cello studio and bass teaching, I am for the first time 
teaching a music education string methods class. Because of the experience 
and training I had in the UT String Project, I am aware of the needs, interests 
and techniques of working with students of all ages. Too often college teachers 
teach music education classes having never themselves worked with public 
school children. Thank heavens for [the] String Project.24 
As was discussed in Chapter II, the string teacher shortage in the United States 
remained acute in the early 1970s. Therefore, as UTSP graduates entered the workforce 
they faced the pressure of having to establish their own string programs in this 
environment. Peter Sacco, an assistant professor at the Commonwealth University in 
Virginia and a former UTSP teacher, commented: 
The string situation here is disastrous; Texas is decades ahead. Therefore, I am 
interested in persuading the powers-that-be to begin a program like the String 
Project in Texas .. _25 
Ronald Vernon, another University of Texas graduate, added: 
22Starlee A. Driscoll, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 22 May 1972, quoted in Young, A 
Report (1972), 21. 
23Some of these were Pennsylvania State University, North Texas State University, Iowa State 
University, San Francisco Conservatory, University of Alberta, Manhattan School of Music, and Oberlin 
College Conservatory of Music. Ibid. , 22. 
24Linda Fryman letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 15 September 1972, quoted in Young, A 
Report (1972), 23. 
25Peter Sacco letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 20 January 1972, quoted in Young, A Report 
(1972), 23 . 
As a graduate student at the University of Texas from 1969 to 1972 [I] was 
able to observe in a superficial way the String Project in the music department 
and to observe the excellent results which were obtained . ... 
At the present time I am directing the University Symphony at the University 
of Mississippi and have observed a strong need for the development of a string 
program in the communities around the University of Mississippi . As we 
attempt to develop a thriving program of string activity in our region, it would 
be most helpful if you could send us as complete a history of your project as 
"bl 26 pOSSl e .... 
Not only were graduates of the UTSP sought out for college and public school 
teaching positions, but as private studio teachers as well. Students found employment 
nationwide at countless music schools?7 
Other UTSP graduates continued their careers performing in national and 
international symphonies, in the positions of conductor, concertmaster, or principal. 
During the years, sixty-two orchestras employed graduates of the UTSP?8 
Other Universities 
As the reputation of the UT Austin program grew, increasing numbers of 
187 
universities made inquiries concerning "the University of Texas String Project with the 
26Ronald Vernon letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 18 August 1972, quoted in Young, A Report 
(1972), 23 . 
27Young, A Report (1972), 24. These schools included the Ursuline Academy in Dallas, TX; 
Lakehead Symphony Music School, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada; New School of Music, Philadelphia; 
New England Conservatory Preparatory School, Boston; Stadtische Musikschule, Weiden, Germany; and 
Shenandoah Conservatory, Winchester, VA. 
28Ibid., 25. Examples are the New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Cleveland Symphony, 
Dallas Symphony, Arizona Chamber Orchestra, National Arts Center Orchestra (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada), 
Covent Garden Symphony (London), Vancouver Symphony, and the Symphonia Hungaria (Vienna). 
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view of establishing similar ones at their institutions."29 Some of these universities sent 
faculty members to Austin to observe the program. In 1966, Richard E. Sieber wrote: 
It was cited earlier that there is a critical shortage of qualified string 
teachers .... One of the most imaginative solutions to this problem has been 
functioning for the past eighteen years at the University of Texas. Their String 
Project is one which deserves adoption by many universities in the country if 
the string shortage is to be solved. Because the University of Minnesota is 
situated in a metropolitan complex of over one million people such a program 
is a "must."30 
Olive G. Parkes, string area chairperson at Western Michigan University, 
observed the String Project in person in 1970. She remarked: 
The University of Texas String Project is a tremendous success due to the 
people who run it. By providing the opportunity to teach while learning, thus 
providing a focus for learning which is immediately applicable, the Project 
provides an important link with adult professionalism. 
The esprit de corps of the [String Project] teachers is impressive. The feeling 
of pride in the program, pride in the progress of their students, pride in their 
university and its Music Department is justified, but still somewhat unusual in 
this day and age. They all think their own teachers are the best to be had. The 
standard of ability I witnessed is far above normal, and with students from all 
over the world coming to study with the artist teacher there is a friendly 
competition which encourages progress. 31 
At least twenty-six universities and colleges inquired into the possibility of 
starting their own string projects. Among these were North Texas State University, Smith 
College (Northampton, Massachusetts), University of Nebraska (Lincoln), Arizona 
Western College (Yuma), and the University of Missouri (Kansas City). 32 
29Ibid, 26. 
30Ibid. Richard E. Sieber was the president-elect of ASTA in 1972. He wrote this in a report to the 
Universit~ of Minnesota (Minneapolis). 
10live G. Parkes, quoted in Young, A Report (1972), 26. 
32Young, A Report ( 1972), 27. 
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The 1973 AST A Committee on Teacher Training 
ASTA formed a committee on teacher training in 1973. Young was a member, 
along with Samuel Applebaum of the Manhattan School of Music, Lucas Drew of the 
University of Miami, Phyllis Glass of the University of Southern California, Elizabeth 
Green of the University of Michigan, Harry Lantz of the University of Wisconsin, and 
James Mason of Brigham Young University. Joan Boney of Southern Methodist 
University headed the committee. The primary role of the committee was to study string 
education practices in colleges and universities throughout the United States and to 
formulate guidelines for the future development of string pedagogy in university music 
units.33 The committee presented its findings at the 1973 MENC conference in Atlanta. 
They also made proposals for teacher training and distributed reports of their findings to 
AST A state presidents, MENC officials, state superintendents of education, and others. 34 
The first results of the study were published in the winter 1973 edition of the 
American String Teacher (AST). The committee received responses to the first part of the 
survey, the string education portion, from eighty-two colleges and universities. 
According to these responses, there were 2,248 string majors, representing eight percent 
of all music majors. Of these, over one thousand were string education majors, and the 
bachelor of music education and bachelor of music in performance degrees were the most 
awarded. The committee recommended that colleges and universities offer a minimum of 
one course in "string methods-materials for elementary and secondary string classes and 
33
"ASTA Committee on Teacher Training," American String Teacher 22 (winter 1972): 5. 
34Ibid. 
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orchestras."35 Furthermore, the committee recommended that universities and colleges 
include music faculty with not only experience in public school teaching, but also with 
specialties in elementary or secondary school string education. Finally, they advised the 
"inclusion of courses of study in applied and elementary-secondary school string 
pedagogy."36 The article also announced that the second part of the study would be 
distributed to participating colleges and universities the following spring (1974), and that 
the findings would be published in future editions of the American String Teacher. 37 
Karin Gunderson Pugh's 1973 Dissertation 
In her 1973 dissertation from Indiana University, Karin Gunderson Pugh asked 
whether string teachers were effectively prepared to teach in their colleges and 
universities. She investigated selected institutions that offered courses in string pedagogy 
and conducted interviews with prominent string teachers, including Phyllis Young. Pugh 
concluded, "With few exceptions, the organizations, individuals, and experts advocated 
that such courses [string pedagogy] be part of string teacher training." 38 
String Project Problems and Recommendations 
In 1973, Young prepared a document that outlined problems and 
35Joan Boney, "String Education in Selected Colleges and Uni versities Throughout the United 
States," American String Teacher 23 (winter 1973): 58. 
36Ibid. 
37Ibid. 
38Karen Gunderson Pugh, "The Status and Content of String Pedagogy Courses in Members of the 
National Association of Schools of Music, with Recommendations of Organizations and Individuals 
Concerning This Status and Content" (D.Ed. di ss., Indiana University, 1973), I 09. 
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recommendations for the String Project Review Committee.39 This committee was 
comprised of faculty members of the UT Department of Music.40 Room size was the first 
problem addressed in this document. Although most UTSP lessons took place between 
4:00P.M. and 6:00P.M., a time when the practice rooms were not in high demand from 
the university music majors, the space available for teaching was limited to the smallest 
practice rooms. As a result, UTSP teachers found it difficult to incorporate classroom 
techniques. However, Young anticipated that this problem would be remedied with the 
opening of the new music building. Concert preparation was also an area of concern, due 
to not only scheduling conflicts between the university and the public schools, but also to 
spring break, standardized testing (e.g., Scholastic Aptitude Test), University 
Interscholastic League (UIL) events, and all state orchestra auditions. Another problem 
was that often students studied with different teachers from year to year. Young's 
solution to making the transitions smoother was to have the students' records available in 
the UTSP offices and require the newly appointed teacher to become familiar with them 
before the initial meeting with any new student.41 
The dropping of UTSP students who were not making adequate progress was also 
a point of discussion. Thus, a committee of doctoral students was formed to examine the 
problem and come up with possible solutions. Testing at periodic intervals was one of the 
39Phyllis Young, String Project Problems and Recommendations (report to String Project Review 
Committee, 14 February 1973), typewritten document, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, 
NV. 
40Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, letter to former string project teachers, 5 March 1973, copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. The chairman of the committee was Stuart Stankey. Other 
members included William Moody, Stephen Clapp, Janet McGaughey, and Gordon Goodwin. Although 
this letter was written in preparation for another document prepared by Young (Comments by Ex Students 
Who Received Teacher Training in the UT String Project (Fall 1973), the researcher believes that the 
review committee was comprised of the same individuals. 
41Young, String Project Problem, 1. 
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solutions explored initially. However, after much study the committee concluded that 
exact requirements for such examinations were too difficult to devise due to the different 
ages at which students entered the program.42 
Nevertheless, Young made eight recommendations for improvements to the 
UTSP. The first was that UTSP students pursuing B.M. or M.M. degrees be required to 
play in the University Orchestra, as Young believed that there were fewer problems when 
participation in the University Orchestra was strictly enforced. The second 
recommendation was to assign an official course number for undergraduate students 
teaching in the UTSP. In September of 1971, graduate students teaching in the UTSP 
registered for 398T (Supervised Student Teaching). Young recommended that a similar 
course number be created for undergraduate students.43 
The third recommendation was for an increase in the number of UTSP teachers. 
At that point, there was a twenty-five percent decrease in the number of teachers due to 
budget cuts and increases in individual stipends. The fourth recommendation was that 
students fourteen years or older and of above average talent have closer contact with a 
UT Austin string professor. Young proposed that a: 
UT professor assume a "guardian" role by giving selected SP students two or three (or 
more if possible) lessons a semester in the presence of the SP teachers. The UT 
professor could give a sense of continuity over an extended period of time since the 
SP students are likely to have unavoidable changes in teachers due to the nature of a 
teacher-training program.44 





publicity materials. The next recommendation was to increase ethnic enrollment. The 
seventh recommendation was to increase publicity for the UTSP on both the state and 
national levels, and the final recommendation was for more active recruitment of 
prospective teachers into the program. Many of these recommendations were 
implemented in subsequent years. 
Testimonials from UT Austin String Project Students: 
Fall 1973 
Young sent a letter in the spring of 1973 inviting former UTSP students to write 
testimonials to the effectiveness of the string teaching program because she was 
collecting documentation to satisfy the review committee about the merits of the UTSP. 
The document Young developed quoted excerpts from selected letters from UTSP 
teacher alumni that were received by the review committee. The letters were composed 
between March and the fall of 1973.45 
The writers of the letters represented in the 1973 document commended the string 
project's effectiveness in teacher training. Carolyn Kenneson, assistant professor at the 
University of Missouri at Columbia, wrote, "I consider the University of Texas String 
Project both a unique and invaluable training program for the string teacher."46 Jane 
Aten, site coordinator/curriculum writer for the Dallas Independent School District, 
continued the sentiment by stating that the University of Texas was unique in that it 
offered teacher trainees an "experience combining the 'nitty-gritty' of recruiting and real 
45Phyllis Young, Comments by Ex Students Who Received Teacher Training in the UT String 
Project (unpublished manuscript, fall 1973), original in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
46Ibid ., I . 
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students-problems which are only theoretical in so many teacher training situations-
with the supervision of their own artist teachers."47 According to Melanie Stuart of the 
Knoxville, Tennessee public schools, the UTSP offered a "unique and extremely valuable 
learning laboratory . ... There is no substitute for the actual act of working with a child, 
nor is there a book or course that can be taught that will demand the act of being 
responsible for children."48 
Other respondents commented on Young's effectiveness as director of the UTSP. 
Mary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn, the cellist who had started in the UTSP in the early 1950s 
and studied with Young for six years, commented: 
Phyllis Young, now known all over the country for her fine organizational 
ability as Director of the String Project, has inspired many young string 
players to take important positions in the field of music. Some of the 
accomplishments of her students include winning well known contests, 
presenting debut recitals at Carnegie Recital Hall and Town Hall, joining the 
New York Philharmonic, Santa Fe Opera Orchestra, Aspen Festival Orchestra, 
and others, and teaching in such schools as the New School of Music and the 
Manhattan School of Music. Not many teachers maintain such an excellent 
teaching record. These students, now former students, have certainly 
advertized what a wonderful program is available to young people at the 
University of Texas.49 
Jackie Pride, music specialist for the McAllen (Texas) Independent School 
District, attributed the success of the UTSP to Young: 
Her [Young's] personal musicianship, teaching competency, and enthusiasm 
for and dedication to the Project has been an inspiration to the teaching 
profession and to all students who have been associated with the 
Project. ... Mrs. Phyllis Young, through her leadership of the University 
47Ibid., 3. 
48Ibid., 6. 
49Young, Comments by Ex Students ( 1973), 2. During this time, Mary Ellen Brace Pitcairn was 
employed by the New School of Music in Philadelphia and by the Muhlenbert College in Allen berg, 
Pennsylvania. 
String Project, President of Texas String Teachers Association, and being well 
known throughout the string profession, has contributed greatly to the 
[furthering] of the string profession everywhere. She has been outstanding in 
her leadership in this field. 50 
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Fig. 27 Faculty String quartet from the University of Texas at Austin, reprinted from the 
American String Teacher 23 (autumn 1983): 18, courtesy of the American String 
Teacher 
State Conferences and Awards 
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During this time Young remained an active performer at such events as the Music 
Educators National Conference (MENC) Southwestern Division Convention in March of 
50Ibid., 2. 
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1973. ASTA and the National School Orchestra Association (NSOA) jointly presented 
three programs at that particular conference in Wichita, Kansas. Young participated in the 
final program, which consisted of a concert by five UT Austin faculty members and a 
joint ASTA-NSOA business meeting. They performed what was described as a "truly 
inspirational reading" of Schubert's "Quintet inC Major," opus 163.51 Young was 
president of the Texas chapter of AST A at the time. 
Fig. 28 Phyllis Young (c. 1966) as new 1973 Texas AST A President, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
51 Mary Mayhew, "MENC Southwestern Division Convention," American String Teacher 23 
(autumn 1973): 18. 
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In April1974, during its joint convention with MENC in Anaheim, California, 
ASTA "conferred a Special Citation on Associate Professor Phyllis Young 'in 
recognition of distinguished leadership and service' in 'training string teachers and 
developing young talent' ."52 This award was called the "Citation for Distinguished 
Leadership." Other honorees that year included Vera Barstow, Joan Boney, G. Jean 
Smith, and Priscilla Smith. 53 In her acceptance speech, Young stated that the UTSP felt 
deeply honored to accept the citation. She continued by commenting that the UTSP held 
the greatest respect for ASTA, two organizations that had much in common. Young noted 
that both were," ... post World War ll babies-born into a world that looked very bleak 
for strings." According to Young, ASTA and the UTSP: 
focused on the string teacher as being the key link between a rich musical heritage and 
future generations . . . ASTA through its wonderful sharing of ideas, the String Project 
through encouraging young people to pursue string teaching careers and training them 
hr h . 1 . 54 t oug practlca expenence. 
She also noted that both organizations grew and prospered because of the "ideals behind 
them and the support of enthusiastic individuals with convictions." Young especially 
thanked Albert Gillis, who was in the audience when she accepted the award. 55 She 
concluded her speech with the following: 
It is my belief that every year we zoom closer towards the 21 st century with our 
computers, our crises, and the crying of the human spirit for nourishment, our 
52
"Phyllis Young Honored," On Campus, 15 April 1974, page number undocumented; and "For 
LeadershiP., Service: Phyllis Young Honored," The Austin American-Statesman, 2 April 1974, 17. 
5 
"ASTA Awards and Citations," [article on-line] (accessed 9 October 2009); available from 
http:www.astaweb.com; Internet. 
54Typewritten document on University of Texas letterhead with Young's handwritten note " 1974 
ASTA citation" marked, and Young, handwritten notes for her "Thank You" speech, original in possession 
of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
55Ibid. 
work as music [teachers] is becoming increasingly important ... let 's keep 
those strings vibrating! 56 
As Young became increasingly active in ASTA during the mid-1970s, she also 
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became politically active on the UT Austin campus. At her most vocal, Young was one of 
the few people who publically defended the appointment of Lorene Rogers to the 
presidency of the university. Young not only supported Rogers in local newspapers, but 
also wrote in her defense in national publications. 
Lorene Rogers, President of the University of Texas at Austin: 1975-1979 
Lorene Rogers (3 April 1914-11 January 2009) was the first female president of a 
major university, and her presidency at the UT Austin was not without controversy. First, 
she was appointed interim president in 1974, succeeding Stephen H. Spurr, who had been 
abruptly dismissed after serving as the university's fifth president in a six-year period. 57 
When the regents began their search for a new president, they screened approximately 
300 applicants before selecting five candidates. Rogers was not on this list of finalists. 
Yet, when classes began in the fall of 1975, the regents in "a breakfast meeting rubber-
stamped the candidate of their own selection committee-and named Rogers for the 
job."58 She held the post until 1979. 
Despite the fact that many opposed Roger's presidency, Phyllis Young supported 
56Ibid. 
57Dennis Hevesi, "Lorene Rogers, President of University of Texas in '70s, Is Dead at 94," The 
New York Times, 25 January 2009. 
58
"Education: The Regents' Choice," [article on-line] (Time, Monday, 6 October, 1975, accessed 
27 September 2009); available from http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9 171 .9 13533,00.html ; 
Internet. 
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her. Why would she choose to get involved in this situation? Perhaps, as she indicated in 
some of her letters on behalf of Rogers, it was because she was at a point in her career 
where she could afford to support someone who needed it. 
In the rnid-1970s, relatively few women nationally were university deans or 
department chairpersons. At UT Austin, only three of the seventy deans and department 
heads were women. 59 What were the events that led up to such a disparity of men to 
women in influential and leadership roles? To understand this in its historical context, 
one must consider the changing roles of women, not only in the workforce, but in the 
political arena as well. The fust area lies in that of women's suffrage, which may have 
begun in the year 1776 when Abigail Adams asked her husband, John, to "remember the 
ladies" while he was attending the Continental Congress in Philadelphia and working on 
the Declaration of Independence. He responded by saying that the wording specifically 
stated, "all men are created equal."60 
Women activists have been part of the American political scene since the time of 
Abigail Adams. However, their male counterparts silenced most of these women, some of 
whom spoke up not only for women's rights, but also for the abolition of slavery. In 
1869, two groups advocating women's rights were founded. The more conservative of the 
two was the Boston-based American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA), while the 
more radical was the New York-based National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA). 
NWSA was abolished after it had reached its goal with the ratification of the Nineteenth 
59Phyllis Young, "Citizen Comment," The Austin Citizen 23 (October 1975): 2-3. 
60E. Susan Barber, compiler, "One Hundred Years Towards Suffrage: An Overview," National 
American Women Suffrage Association Collection Home Page [artic le on-line] (accessed 29 May 2009); 
available from http://Jeweb2.1oc.gov/ammennaw/nawstime.html; Internet. 
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Amendment on 26 August 1920 and subsequently became the nucleus of the League of 
Women Voters. 61 
There were numerous articles on suffrage during the late 1800s. "Woman 
Suffrage: A Reply," by John Elliot Cairnes, is a response to negative statements made 
earlier by Mr. Goldwin Smith against the movement.62 In the earlier article, Smith 
postulated that women are, by the laws of nature, subject to men because as far back as 
the prehistoric times, men used their superior strength "to coerce woman to his will."63 
Based on this and similar assumptions, Smith justified the contemporary political role of 
women. Essentially, the core of Smith's argument was the unwillingness of men to be 
governed by women. In opposition, Cairnes supported granting women the same rights 
and providing them the same opportunities as men.64 
The impact of World War I, the Great Depression, and World War II on the roles 
of working women was discussed in Chapter I of this study. With each ensuing war, more 
and more women entered the workforce and took on a wider range of jobs. For instance, 
in World War I women worked in factories and munitions plants, "acquiring new skills 
such as those of assembler and inspector, and taking over some of the clerical and sales 
jobs formerly held by men."65 The scope of women 's jobs widened with World War II 
and set a new record for the employment of women in the workforce. After the war and 
with the return of the men, women dropped out of the workforce to some extent. 
61 Ibid. , l. 
62John Elliott Cairnes, "Woman Suffrage: A Reply," LSE Selected Pamphlets (MacMillan 's 
Magazine, September 1874): 377-88. 
63Ibid. , 378. 
64Ibid., passim. 
65Ester Peterson, "Working Women," Daedalus 93, The Women in America (spring 1964): 672. 
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However, the number of women "remained greater than it had been in the prewar period 
and continued to climb."66 
Authors writing in the 1930s and 1940s saw that the world wars had a profound 
impact not only on women's higher education, but also on their roles as wives, mothers, 
and workers. 67 It was in this environment that Young grew up, and it is easy to see how 
this may have affected her views concerning women 's roles in the world. 
The 1950s were a time of relative stability, a time when traditional family values 
seemed paramount. Women still worked, but only in fields deemed "suitable for women" 
such as in the textile, apparel, tobacco, and electrical machinery manufacturing."68 The 
majority of women seemed to slip back into the role of mother and home keeper. Often, a 
woman worked only as long as she was single or if she was a widow. Once married, 
keeping a house and rearing children gained prominence. In light of this prevailing 
attitude, it is clear how Young might have felt outside the norm. Not only did her mother 
raise her outside the traditional women's role, but Young's marriage was unconventional 
as well. It was unusual because Phyllis and Jimmie increasingly needed to place her 
66Ibid ., 672. 
67Chase Going Woodhouse, "Women," The American Journal of Sociology 37 (May 1932): 956-
62; Kathryn McHale, "Education for Women," The Journal of Higher Education 6 (December 1935): 459-
68; Margaret G. Reid , "Trends in Work of Married Women," Marriage and Family Living 5 (November 
1943): 80-83, 95; Marguerite Wykoff Zapoleon, "Education and Employment Opportunities for Women," 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 251 (May 1947): 165-73; Frieda S. Miller, 
"Women in the Labor Force," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 251 (May 
1947): 35-43; Katherine Elizabeth McBride, "What is Women's Education?" Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science 251 (May 1947): 143-52; Elizabeth K. Nottingham, "Toward an 
Analysis of the Effects of Two World Wars on the Role and Status of Middle-Class Women in the English 
Speaking World," American Sociological Review 12 (December 1947): 666-75; and Ronald Freedman and 
Amos H. Hawley, "Unemployment and Migration in the Depression (1930-1935)," Journal of the 
American Statistical Association 44 (June 1949): 260-72. 
68Nedra Bartlett Belloe, "Labor-Force Participation and Employment Opportunities for Women," 
Journal of American Statistical Association 45 (September 1950): 400. 
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career needs above his due to his illness. 
The 1960s were a time of change. Of the articles found by the researcher dealing 
with women, education, and the workforce, two were of interest for this paper. The first 
traces the history of women in the labor force from the time of the Civil War until the 
early 1960s. The author, Ester Peterson, focused on women who are not college-trained 
or working as professionals; instead, she focused on women in blue-collar jobs that 
offered little security. Her thesis was that manufacturing and mass production freed up 
women 's time by providing needed items at a lower cost and with less time investment 
than in previous years. 69 
Peterson found that education played a key role in the types of jobs women were 
able to acquire. Although by the early 1960s women were better educated than they had 
been at the beginning of the twentieth century, their record was only better than their 
male counterparts at lower academic levels. The number of girls graduating from high 
school at the end of 1962 constituted 55 per cent of all graduating students for that year, 
but the number of females entering college in 1962 was only 43 percent of all entering 
students.70 Only one in three bachelor's and master' s degrees were conferred on women 
and only one in ten doctorates. Peterson noted, "These ratios represent a significant 
decrease since the 1930s when two out of five bachelors and masters degrees and one out 
of seven PhDs were earned by women."71 
The article also points out that, in general, women received less pay than men did. 
69Peterson, "Working Women," 671-99. 
70Ibid. , 676. 
711bid. , 677. 
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The reasons include the fact that not only were women hired at lower paying jobs than 
men, but also they "are paid a lower rate for a job even when they are doing the same 
work as men."72 To prepare for testimony on the Equal Pay Bill, in 1963 the Women's 
Bureau of the Department of Labor conducted a study of employment offers filed with 
public employment offices in nine different cities. Women had been lobbying for equal 
pay since just after World War II. During this time, Congress introduced the first bill 
seeking the same pay for women as men for the same job. The issue was legally resolved 
with the Equal Pay Act of 1963, 73 although loopholes remain and inequality in pay 
remains a point of contention to this day. 
The interpretation and enforcement of laws affect how equitably people of 
different sexes are paid. Education and social status are also primary components. 
Peterson considered the impact of mechanization and wars on the status of working 
women. Conversely, William H. Sewell and Virna! P. Shah examined how the effects of 
socioeconomic status and measured intelligence affect students' approach to making 
plans for college, college attendance, and college graduation. 74 They found that the 
relative effect of socioeconomic status on college plans, attendance, and graduation was 
greater for females than males, while intelligence also played a larger role for each of 
these stages than it did for their male counterparts. However, intelligence was the 
determining factor in college graduation rates for both sexes.75 
72Ibid. , 690. 
73Ibid. , 691. 
74William H. Sewell and Virna! P. Shah, "Socioeconomic Status, Intelligence, and the Attainment 
of Higher Education," Sociology of Education 40 (wi nter 1967): 1-23. 
75Ibid. , 21-23. 
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The aftermath of the 1960s and the political turmoil that continued into the 1970s 
were huge factors in the perception of women, not only in the workforce but also in 
higher education.76 Some researchers investigated higher education as an important 
societal institution, but there was a shortage of research on the effects of its organization 
and administration. For example, one study determined that female jobs at universities 
are at greater risk when positions are eliminated. These women are hired in lower 
ranking, part-time, non-tenured positions-typically the first ones lost during budget 
cuts.77 Reeves wrote that people feel a profound sadness when they become unemployed. 
Most people do not work simply for economic reasons: work provides "patterns of 
associations and a meaningful life experience, determines social status, and most 
importantly, provides an identity." She offered the solution of job sharing rather than 
reducing the workforce as a possible way to meet the need to reduce expenditures, a 
popular idea at that time. 78 
By 1975, faculty women had gained little in their status, even though the numbers 
76Susan E. Estler, "Women as Leaders in Public Education," Signs I (winter 1975): 363-86; 
Marion l(jJson, "The Status of Women in Higher Education," Signs I (summer 1976): 935-42; Lois W. 
Banner, Women in Modern America: A Brief History (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, I974); 
Francine D. Blau and Carol L. Jusenius, "Economjsts ' Approaches to Sex Segregation in the Labor Market: 
An Appraisal," Signs I (spring 1976): 181-99; Bonnie Cook Freeman, "Faculty Women in the American 
Unjversity: Up the Down Staircase," Higher Education 6, The Academic Profession (May 1977): 165-88; 
Elizabeth M. Almquist, "Women in the Labor Force," Signs 2 (summer 1977): 843-55; Judy Long Laws, 
"Work Aspiration of Women: False Leads and New Starts," Signs I (spring 1976): 33-49; Michele Shover, 
"Married Academic Women: 'Go to the End of the Line '," Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies 1 
(spring 1978): 56-61 ; Paul J. Andrisani , "Job Satisfaction among Working Women," Signs 3 (spring 1978): 
588-607; Nancy E. Adler, "Women and Higher Education: Some Speculations on the Future," Signs 3 
(summer 1978): 912-15; Mandy Snell , "The Equal Pay and Sex Discrimination Acts: Their Impact on the 
Work Place," Feminist Review I (1977): 37-57; and Paula England, "Women and Occupational Prestige: A 
Case of Vacuous Sex Equality," Signs 5 (winter I979): 252-65. 
77Joy B. Reeves, "Equity, Quality, and Cost in Higher Education," Frontiers: A Journal of Women 
Studies I (autumn I975): 53-57. 
78Marvin Peterson, "Organization and Administration in Higher Education: Sociological and 
Socio-Psychological Perspectives," Review of Research in Education 2 ( 197 4): 296-34 7. 
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of women employed in colleges and universities had increased from nineteen percent of 
faculty in 1969 to twenty-one percent in 1973, and then to fully one-third in 1975.79 
According to Ladd and Lipset, women worked longer hours but earned less than their 
male counterparts. They were less likely to work in the same rank as men and taught in 
less prestigious universities.80 It was in this volatile environment that Young became 
embroiled in the Lorene Rogers controversy, but why did Young decide to speak out in 
support of Rogers? 
Young explained her views in a 17 November 1975 letter to Katharine Graham, 
chairman of the board for The Washington Post Company. 81 She wrote that, after having 
taught for twenty-two years in a university setting, she herself had many first-hand 
experiences of "the attitudes toward women in higher education."82 Furthermore, like so 
many women of her generation, until recently her career successes were generally 
credited to her male colleagues. She accepted this as a "way of life" and took no part in 
the women's movement. However, she went on to write that after witnessing how Rogers 
was maligned by her detractors, she promised herself to make an earnest attempt during 
her last years of teaching to improve the situation for women in the future. 83 
Lorene Rogers, who had earned bother her master 's and doctoral degrees from 
UT Austin, had been dean of the UT Austin Graduate School since 1965. She was 
appointed to the newly created vice-presidency in 1971. She became president ad interim 
79Everett Caril Ladd, Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset, "Faculty Women: Little Gain in Status," 
Chronicle of Higher Education II (29 September 1975): 2. 
80Ibid. 
81 Phyllis Young, Austin, letter to Katharine Graham, 17 November 1975, copy in possession of the 




of the university in 1974 and president in the fall of 1975. 
As stated earlier, even though the search committee had rejected her as a 
candidate for the presidency, the regents appointed Rogers at a closed meeting, which led 
students and faculty alike to contend that they had been denied a say in her election. 
Under the circumstances, the faculty and students believed that Rogers should have 
declined the position. When she did not do so, disgruntled faculty and students staged a 
protest asking for her resignation. 84 Young wrote: 
Under the name of idealism, a handful of faculty spokesmen using mass 
psychology techniques have successfully implanted such an insidious hatred in 
the hearts of their followers that the original vague response to the question, 
why she was not on the committee's list, has been transformed into a gigantic 
al . 85 person smear campmgn. 
According to Young, the discontent with Rogers's appointment as president was 
rooted in dissatisfaction with the presidential selection process itself. Yet, contemporary 
news accounts suggested that Rogers was "viewed by some as a poor administrator who 
made decisions slowly."86 Additionally, two factors sparked a number of the faculty to 
join the anti-Rogers camp. The first was that Rogers had corrected a number of inequities 
during her tenure as vice-president, including increasing the rank and salaries of women 
and minorities to be more in line with their white male counterparts. In fact, in 1975 
84Hevesi, "Lorene Rogers, President of the University of Texas," The New York Times, 25 January 
2009; and "Documents and Minutes of the General Faculty, Minutes of the Special Meeting of the General 
Faculty [University of Texas at Austin], 16 September 1975. Tltis document details the discussion that took 
place at the ftrst special meeting of the general faculty for 1975-1976. The meeting occurred on Tuesday, 
16 September 1975 at 3:00P.M. in the Lyndon B. Johnson Auditorium. Copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
85Phyllis Young, "My Viewpoint," type-written article, c. 1975, copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. This article would later be published in a number of local magazines. 
86
"Lorene Rogers dies at 94; former University of Texas President," Los Angeles Times, 28 
January 2009. 
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seven professors filed a lawsuit against Rogers, alleging that they had been denied raises 
"as part of an effort to stifle their dissent in violation of the First Amendment rights."87 
The second area was the prevailing resistance to having a female chief executive. Young 
wrote: 
Let's face it. Though no man or woman on campus would admit it, having a 
woman boss is a tough thing for some people to swallow. Don't forget: 
university professors, with rare exceptions, have never had this experience at 
1 1 . h . 88 any eve m t e1r careers. 
According to Young, adjusting to a female boss for male faculty members can be 
"mighty uncomfortable in any but the earliest years."89 Young maintained that there were 
great numbers of supporters of Rogers, both students and faculty. She asked colleagues 
and students to direct their energies to the support of Rogers and to work with Rogers for 
a "peaceful reform of the [presidential] selection process."90 
Young described Lorene Rogers as a person with many special human qualities, 
including a: 
. . . youthful vitality and attitude which by far belie her years; a character of great 
strength and personal integrity; a vibrant, outgoing personality; an obvious brilliance 
and competency; a direct and honest approach; a love for students and the University; 
and the courage to speak for justice.91 
· 
87
"7 Professors sue U. of Texas Head: They Say She Denied Raises to Stifle Campus Dissent," 
The New York Times, I October 1975. 
88Young, "My Viewpoint." 
89Phyllis Young, "Guest Viewpoint: If You Knew Lorene Like I Know Her," Daily Texan (Austin, 
TX), 1 October 1975; and Phyllis Young, "Guest Opinion," Forum: Read by the Decision-Makers of Texas 
(Austin, TX) 15 October 1975, 4. The typewritten document, "My Viewpoint," preceded these published 
documents ; Phyllis Young, "Letters: More Views, Special Qualities," Corpus Christi Caller-Times, 
Thursday 16 October 1975, 13A; and Phyllis Young, "Citizen Comment," The Austin Citizen, Thursday 23 
October 1975, 2. 
90Young, "My Viewpoint." 
91 Young, "Guest Viewpoint: If You Knew Lorene Like I Know Her"; and "Guest Opinion." This 
quotation appeared in both sources. 
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William Powers, Jr., the current president of the UT Austin as of this writing, noted: 
Lorene Rogers faced challenges with grace and intelligence. She studied chemistry 
when it was a field dominated by men. She was the first and only woman to serve as 
president of the university, a position she accepted under difficult circumstances. She 
was not afraid to make tough decisions.92 
Lorraine Rogers once said, "I've never been one who pushed ahead and scratched the 
walls trying to climb my way up. I had no plans or ambitions to become a career woman. 
If my husband had lived, I probably would have been a housewife.' .93 
Fig. 29 Phyllis Young, "This hate is contagious," 28 October 1975, courtesy of the Corpus 
Christi Caller-Times 
92
"Former University President Lorene Rogers Dies at 94," The University of Texas News [article 
on-line] (12 January 2009, accessed 9 March 2009); available from http://www.utexas.edu/news/2009; 
Internet. 
93Lorene Rogers, quoted in Heves i, "Lorene Rogers, President of the University of Texas." 
Rogers' husband, a biochemist, died in 1941 in an explosion at a New Jersey chemical factory. 
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As stated earlier, one reason Young became involved in this controversy was that 
she no longer wished to remain silent on the issue of equality for women. She believed 
that gender was not a basis for dismissal, and furthermore that people should be judged 
by their actions and intentions, regardless of their sex. Young contributed a number of 
articles to local newspapers in support of Rogers. 94 
Young received support in return. Jack J. Williams, president of Texas A&M 
University (College Station, Texas), wrote that he had read with interest the newspaper 
accounts of Young's support of Rogers. He thanked Young for having the "courage and 
determination to speak out to your colleagues" and he expressed his hope that thousands 
of others at the University of Texas would join her.95 
The mid- to late 1970s and Writing Playing the String Game 
The UTSP Chamber Orchestra performed for the Texas Music Educators 
Association Convention on 13 February 1976. The thirty-piece group consisted of 
students of junior and senior high school age, and nine of their student teachers, who 
served as section leaders. The conductors and section leaders were UT Austin music 
majors.96 
Phyllis Young participated in the 1976 ASTA conference by highlighting 
contemporary American music for cello solo and ensemble instruction and performance. 
94Young, "Guest Viewpoint: If You Knew Lorene Like I Know Her"; Young, "Guest Opinion"; 
Young, "Citizen Comment"; and Young, "Virtue Vilified," publication not recorded , 8 December 1975. 
95Jack K. Williams, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, 7 November 1975, in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
96Phyllis Young, director, "University of Texas Chamber Orchestra," The University of Texas 
String Project, concert program, Convention Center, Rehearsal Room, San Antonio , TX, 13 February I 975, 
1:00 P.M., copy in possession of Eugene Dowdy, San Antonio, TX. 
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Young prepared the document, "The Pedagogical Aspects of Selected Cello Solos by 
American Composers," because she believed that it was appropriate, in the Bicentennial 
Year to "call attention to American-composed solos which are useful in the building of 
cello technique."97 The session took place on 31 March. She used ensemble 
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Fig. 30 String Project Program (13 February 1976), courtesy Phyllis Young 
students from the UTSP in her demonstration. The chairperson of the session was Jack 
Cunningham from Midwestern University, Wichita Falls, Texas.98 
Young decided to run for the presidency of ASTA in 1976. Her photograph and 
97Phyllis Young, "The Pedagogical Aspects of Selected Cello Solos by American Composers," 
prepared for the national convention of the Music Teachers National Association, 20 March 1976, copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
98American String Teacher 25 (winter 1976): 13. 
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informational article appeared in the winter 1976 edition of the American String Teacher. 
This article outlined her qualifications, including her degrees from the UT Austin, her 
cello teachers, and her professional affiliations including MENC, Texas Music Educators 
Association (TMEA), Texas Orchestra Directors Association (TODA), Music Teachers 
National Association (MTNA), Sigma Alpha Iota (SAl), and Pi Kappa Lambda. 
Additionally, the article states that Young had been active with ASTA since 1950.99 
Kenneth G. Fiske from California was her running opponent in the election. She 
remembered Fiske as "being a lovely man, but I had never heard of him before." 100 
During the spring of 1976, Young focused on her campaign for the ASTA 
presidency and her various school-related activities. Phyllis and Jimmie planned to go to 
San Francisco for a vacation as they had done twice yearly for a number of years. 
Typically, they flew to the city, rented a car, and stayed at a hotel near Chinatown. 
Phyllis drove the rental car and Jimmie served as her navigator. Jimmie needed to rest 
much of the time, but they were able to sightsee for a few hours a day. Unfortunately, in 
the spring of 1976, when Phyllis had the house clean and ready for the trip, Jimmie 
announced that he did not want to go. She recalls: 
I about died. It was the first time in all those years, since 1946, and it was 1976. I had 
never felt sorry for myself. And suddenly I felt very sorry for myself because it 
seemed that all the traveling was over. He said, "I simply can't do it" And everything 
was caught up and we could have gone the next day. We were packed and he said he 
couldn't. He went to bed at 7 o'clock which was so early, but that 's when he needed to 
99
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start resting. I was feeling sorry for myself and suddenly it occurred to me that I had 
two weeks head start on my book! 101 
Thus, Young began to organize and sort her notes for her first book, Playing the 
String Game. Jimmie served as her first editor. She had been taking notes on her various 
teaching strategies for years. She had called these strategies "games" for her younger 
students. According to Young, at that time they had miniskirts, so she carne up with the 
concept of "mini games." She began to think of general titles and carne up with offensive 
and defensive plays from the football games that Jimmie enjoyed watching. She 
continued, "Here I had been in the depths of despair. Here I'd thought I'd never be able 
to go any place. I was feeling sorry for myself, and of course I felt sorry for him. It was 
kind of miraculous, this idea [of the book], when it carne." 102 
Young recalls that when she was writing the book she sat at a little rolling table 
and typed it while Jimmie lay on the sofa close by. She typed a few pages and gave them 
then to Jimmie, who marked them with his red pencil. According to Phyllis, Jimmie was 
a wonderful editor. He came up with clever ideas and several in the book were his. 
Phyllis asked Jimmie, "How would you describe this?" and he carne up with just the right 
word. 103 
Eventually Young sent the book to the University of Texas Press. The head editor 
was a UTSP parent and consequently, he knew who Young was. She got a call after about 
two days to go to his office. She was told, "Phyllis, this is your designer, and this is your 





"loved it" and committed to the project immediately. The book was sent to Robert 
Klotman for a review. Young had met him at an ASTA workshop in the early 1960s. He 
wanted it rewritten for all strings. Phyllis wrote a rebuttal, saying that she did not want to 
revise the book and compete with other string methods. In addition, the university editor, 
who, according to Young had no imagination, tried to change her wording in ways she 
did not like. For example, Young wrote, "now let your fingers [sink into the fingerboard] 
like they were made of rubber," and the editor would change her words into, "now press 
your fingers down on the fingerboard." Naturally, pressing on the fingerboard gives a 
completely different image than thinking of one's fingers as having the elasticity of a 
rubber band. 104 
During this time, Jimmie had a bad fall, and because their local hospital was not 
equipped to take care of him, he was sent to the Veterans Administration hospital in 
Temple, Texas, approximately 150 miles from Austin. Jimmie retained the use of his 
arms and often called Phyllis, telling her about his experiences in the hospital. One day 
he called and said, "They rolled me through the shower, like a carwash." 105 
Jimmie was opposed to the proposed changes in Phyllis's manuscript, as was one 
of her colleagues, Steven Clapp, a violin professor at the university. Clap suggested to 
Young that she take a large briefcase to the meeting with the editors and be prepared to 
take the manuscript home. Jimmie had such a briefcase, so Young took it to the meeting, 
and, although it was empty, carrying it in gave her confidence. The editor told Young that 
never in her years of editing had she had an author who had rejected so much. She told 
104Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
105lbid. 
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Young that even Moses had to change some of the writing on the stone tablets. Young 
told her that the words just came to her and, according to her; it was a "spiritual thing of 
some kind." The editor said they would need to "think about it "and Young's "light 
flickered out." 106 Luckily, Young received a phone call the following day informing her 
that she could have anything she wanted-"any words you want." 107 
The illustrator of the book, Sally Blakemore, was a person Young was familiar 
with but did not know personally. When Blakemore came to Young's home, Young 
showed her a cello book so she would know what a cello looked like. Young thought, 
"Oh mercy! I didn't want her to draw pictures of positions," and she was afraid that that 
was what Blakemore was doing. A few days later, Young received a call to meet 
Blakemore at a local restaurant. She had some sample drawings ready. Phyllis looked at 
the drawings and said, "Oh! What a combination of sophistication and wit!" According to 
Young, Blakemore "just about died, because those were the two words she used when 
thinking about it." 108 Young was shown three drawings. The first was of a person 
hugging a cello. The second one was of a man holding his hand in a bucket for Mini 
Game #24, "The Dripping Wet Hand." The third was a picture was of a man holding a 
strawberry for Mini Game #27, "Pick a Ripe Red Strawberry." 109 
During the period when Young was planning her book, Jimmie was able to return 
home from the hospital. Blakemore wanted to come to their home and go over the book 
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him to be involved in the entire project. Although the editors had told Blakemore that she 
was to draw what she liked, Phyllis wanted to have more control over the outcome. Thus, 
Young would describe the Mini Game and Blakemore would come up with an 
accompanying drawing that always amazed Young. In this manner, the book turned out 
just as Young had hoped. Not only was she was pleased with the imagination of the 
drawings, but also with the bright yellow and blue hues on the front cover. 11 0 
American String Teacher Presidency: 1978-1980 
"/am convinced that each person has within him/her something 
uniquely beautiful and individual just waiting to be freed." 
-Phyllis Young 111 
On 13 March 1976 at the MENC convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey, Phyllis 
Young became president-elect of AST A. She was the first woman ever chosen to head 
the "4,000-member organization of string players who taught in universities, 
conservatories, public schools and private studios." 112 Young served as the ASTA 
president-elect from 1976-78 and as president from 1978-80, during which time she 
initiated a remarkable number of programs. According to Anne C. Witt, as the first 
female president of AST A, Young brought a new energy to the organization that 
provided the foundation for ASTA to grow in numbers, prestige, and effectiveness. Witt 
notes, "Her presidency set a higher standard, a foundation on which ASTA has continued 
to build." 113 
• 
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Fig. 31 Phyllis Young at the time of her AST A presidency, courtesy Phyllis Young 
The spring 1976 edition of American String Teacher listed the outcome of the 
AST A presidential election through statistics for each states' election results determined 
by the February ballots. Young defeated Kenneth G. Fiske, president of the California 
Chapter of the ASTA, 778 to 500 votes . 
In the summer 1977 edition of the American String Teacher, president-elect 
Phyllis Young is pictured with Distinguished Service Award recipient Margaret Rowell 
and President Jerry Kupchynsky. In that same edition, appeared an accompanying article 
authored by Young outlining the contributions of Mary Sexton, John Celentano, and John 
Zurfluh, Sr. 114 
Henderson, NV. 
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At the 1978 Chicago convention, Young officially became the president of 
AST A. 115 During her two years in office, she wrote a series of president's messages for 
the American String Teacher. Each message focused on a specific aspect of the teaching 
profession and each was written in an encouraging tone. 
President's Message 
American String Teacher 28: Summer 1978 
Young's first message as president of AST A began, "How enthusiastically I look 
on these next two years! I am honored to serve as president of such a dynamic and 
worthwhile organization as the American String Teachers Association." 116 Young 
continued by stating that string teachers deal with two extraordinary subjects-music and 
people. In fact, it is Young's belief that teachers work not only with people, but with their 
spirits as well. She continued, "I am convinced that each person has within him or her 
something uniquely beautiful and individual just waiting to be freed." 117 Her message 
refers to the teacher as the key holder, unlocking the doors of self-expression. This theme 
would turn out to be a recurring one in her presidency. Young then discussed the 
importance of networking, meeting other teachers, and how ASTA membership was 
tremendously valuable. She ended by encouraging members to contribute to the success 
of their individual chapters by seeking out new members as well as sharing their own 
115
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expertise. 11 8 
The 1978 summer edition of the American String Teacher featured a photograph 
of the new executive board. The board included Margaret Farish (publications chairman), 
Robert Marince (executive director), Phyllis Young (president), Jerry Kupchynsky 
(immediate past-president), G. Jean Smith (editor), and Richard Siber (retiring past-
president). Two members were not pictured: LeRoy Bauer (president-elect) and Shirlene 
McMichael (secretary). 
President's Message: "Put on your wide-angle lens . . . " 
American String Teacher 28: Autumn 1978 
In the 1978 autumn issue of the American String Teacher, Young's presidential 
message centered upon "putting on your wide-angle lens and view the total picture." 11 9 In 
teaching, this message refers to the experienced teacher 's ability to look at the entire 
student to find the source of a technical problem, as opposed to the possibility that the 
novice teacher may only be able to focus only on the outcome of the problem. Young 
also wrote that one should keep one' s priorities straight by aiming for an ultimate goal 
and not letting life's busy schedule interfere with achieving this goal. Applied to music 
instruction, this concept implies that although not all technical elements are correctable 
during a single lesson, or even in the course of a semester, focusing on the most critical 
item first often causes other technical problems to be resolved as well. Young continued, 
11 8Ibid. 
11 9Phyllis Young, "President 's Message: Put on Your Wide-Angle Lens ... ," American String 
Teacher 28 (autumn 1978): 3. 
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"Strangely enough, these two principles which I have long associated with teaching have 
recently served to bring about some positive organizational changes in the American 
String Teachers Association." 120 
Young remarked that during her tenure as president -elect, she observed the six 
other board members making a variety of decisions for the organization, including 
important financial ones. These board members often wrestled with commissions and 
activities that cost the organization nothing. She noted that aside from the modest 
investment in the journal, American String Teacher (which was almost self-supporting), 
the bulk of expenses incurred by ASTA were for operations. In other words, workshops 
and other worthwhile ASTA-supported activities were made possible by the donation of 
time and expertise on the part of ASTA members as well as through institutional and 
other contributing members. 121 
Young continued with an outline of the expenses as reported in the financial 
report presented by the executive director for the fiscal year ending 30 June 1978. Annual 
expenditures of $20,000 were "related primarily to the work of collecting dues, keeping 
the list of 4,251 members up-to-date, mailing rebate checks to state chapters, paying the 
bills, collecting advertising monies, handling correspondence, and housing records." 122 
Although the board decided that these expenditures were not out of line when compared 
to previous years, they could be reduced for the coming year. 
During their 21-23 July 1978 meeting held in Boulder, Colorado, the ASTA 




Executive Board decided to contract with a computer service firm. After the initial set-up 
expense, which was lower than anticipated (about $110 a month), an updated mailing list 
was available on a continual basis to the organization. Journal and mailing labels, as well 
as lists for billing membership dues, and additions and renewals for state chapters, were 
created and maintained. The ASTA Executive Board then made these lists available to 
state presidents. Young stated in her presidential message that the autumn 1978 issue of 
the American String Teacher would be the final one to be sent before mailing labels 
became computerized. She concluded by asking the ASTA membership to be forgiving 
of errors resulting from the changes. 123 
During Young's presidency, the ASTA Elementary String Commission reported 
its findings that the future of strings and orchestras in the United States depended upon 
generating interest in string playing "at an early age with the best possible teaching made 
available." The commission suggested that state-level ASTA organizations were in the 
best possible position to accomplish this. Findings included that the optimal time to begin 
string programs was the fourth grade, or even earlier when possible. Furthermore, a 
balanced music education program spanning from kindergarten to the twelfth grade, 
culminating in the participation in the senior high school orchestra, would "ease the 
problem of recruitment, for strings will be a vital part of such a program." 124 
The board also recognized that communication was a key factor in ensuring the 
success of the nation's string programs. This communication was not only limited to 
123Ibid. 
124Marian E. McKenney, "Pedagogy Early Training," American String Teacher 30 (winter 1980): 
16. 
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teacher and parent, but also included teacher to administrators and school to community. 
The commission created a list of suggestions for state-level ASTA units to help promote 
string education locally. 125 
Young subsequently sent the commission's request to all state chapters and 
received replies from a number of them. Most of the state presidents listed successful 
local string teachers as a necessary ingredient, in addition to available string clinicians. 
The presidents reported that the major concern of local string teachers was finding 
"usable" materials such as method books and orchestral repertoire for strings at all levels. 
Other areas of concern included recruitment, lowering dropout rates, and learning the 
required skills to teach secondary instruments. Apparently, the commission was not 
adequately funded as it was reported that, "distances between committee members and 
lack of an expense account for correspondence, phone calls, typing, duplicating, etc. has 
h d .bl k d . . . " 126 ampere poss1 e wor an activities. 
President's Message: A Guiding Light 
American String Teacher 29: Winter 1979 
Paul Rolland dared to dream ... visualized what could be done and worked to the last day 
of his life toward realizing that dream. He was a bright spot on the scene. 
-Phyllis Young 127 
Young 's presidential message in the winter 1979 issue of the American String 
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(1911-1978). Not only did Young devote her message to his memory, but also the entire 
issue of the journal was "dedicated to the memory of Paul Rolland." 128 Young appealed 
to the readership to continue to support public school string education: "The miracle of 
strings in America's public schools reaches far beyond the introduction of the 
instrument. .. We are fighting for the dream that every youngster in our country will have 
the opportunity to express himself through music." 129 
The Special State Projects of 1978-79 was so successful that at its summer 
meeting the ASTA Executive Board voted to set aside funds for similar projects again in 
1980. 130 These funds made it possible for states to publish newsletters and sponsor 
workshops and festivals. The ASTA board provided guidelines for each state to secure 
the monies for these projects. In 1980, past-president Jerry Kupchynsky, president-elect 
LeRoy Bauer, Frank Crockett, Kenneth Fiske, Weldon Wendland, and Laura Sias formed 
the commission. 131 
President's Message: What It 's All About 
American String Teacher 29: Spring 1979 
The focus of Young's presidential message for the spring 1979 issue of the 
American String Teacher was people. She stressed that the real importance of teaching is 
not the fact that music educators remedy technical limitations, but rather that they deal 
with people. Young wrote, "By sharing our knowledge and skills we are making it 
128
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possible for other human beings on this planet to express, through music, the beauty that 
lies within them." 132 She stated that the goal of teachers should be to instill in their 
students the skills required to develop musical and technical abilities that surpass even 
those of the teacher. Young believed, "as in all areas of what is termed civilization, the 
secret of excellence and its pursuit lies with each generation making generous 
contributions of its own, building on a legacy of the past, and consciously providing a 
healthy link with future generations." The remainder of Young's president's message 
covered the recent award recipients, a perceived negative television advertisement, 
negotiating air travel for the instruments of cellists and bassists, special project funds , and 
the growth of the ASTA organization. 133 
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Fig. 32 ASTA Awards (1979), courtesy of the American String Teacher 
Award recognition included the 1979 ASTA Artist Teacher Award, presented to 
Lillian Fuchs, and the ASTA Artist Teacher Award, given to John Kendall. ASTA also 
awarded citations for distinguished service to Frederick Neumann for his writing 
132Phyllis Young, "President ' s Message: What It's All About," American String Teacher 29 
(spring 1979): 3. 
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contributions, and to conductor Mehli Mehta for his work with young children. 134 
The television commercial advertisement that Young mentioned in her president's 
letter involved a musical instrument manufacturer who depicted cello study in a negative 
light while promoting the purchase of an electric instrument. The advertising campaign 
was discontinued because of AST A's pressure on the manufacturer. This pressure was 
exerted not only by the board, but also by state members who went directly to local music 
stores to voice their complaints. Young concluded, "A place for both kinds of instruments 
exists in our society and any form of pitting one instrument against another in no way 
helps us move toward our common goal of bringing music into the lives of people." 135 
Young also addressed an important area of concern: the transportation of cellos 
and basses. When traveling, cellists and bassists are faced with the dilemma of either 
purchasing an additional ticket for their instrument or sending it as cargo. In 1979, a 
newly formed ASTA committee headed by cellist Peter Spurbeck began to lay the 
groundwork for negotiating with airlines and federal authorities to remedy the 
situation.136 However, to the researcher's knowledge cellists and bassists to this day, 
when traveling by air, still need to purchase an additional seat for their instrument or send 
it as cargo. 
Young reported that the majority of projects submitted by the AST A state 
presidents were selected by the ASTA Special Projects Funds Commission to receive 





newsletters, task forces, and festivals. 137 
Young's presidential message ended with the announcement that while there was 
not yet an official count, ASTA membership had "ballooned to around 4600 members." 
At this time, this growth was much higher than the anticipated growth to 4,251 made at 
the previous summer's board meeting. She challenged the ASTA membership to continue 
trying to gain new members, for she was convinced "that there are hundreds, maybe 
thousands of string teachers we are not reaching, so let's keep at it." 138 
In 1979, Young continued to be active not only in teaching and with the UTSP, 
but also in presenting clinics on a national level. For example, she was a featured 
clinician at the North Carolina ASTA workshop at Meredith College. 139 
President's Message: Our Uniqueness 
American String Teacher 29: Summer 1979 
Each second we live in a new and unique moment of the universe, a moment that never 
was before and never will be again. And what do we teach our children in school? We 
teach them that two and two make four and that Paris is the capital of France. When will 
we also teach them what they are? We should say to each of them: Do you know what you 
are? You are a marvel. You are unique .... 
-Pablo Casals 140 
In Young's summer 1979 president's message, she used Casals' quotation (above) 
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is what makes the work of the teacher so fascinating. Young wrote that unlike history 
professors, string teachers concern themselves with "a variety of shapes and sizes of 
hands, arms, and bodies and the way they move." 141 She continued, "unlike math 
teachers, we work with emotions and unlike art teachers, we work with the students' 
abilities to make quick decisions in the ever-changing environment demanded of an 
orchestral musician." 142 
Young's message addressed the need for ASTA to adapt to every new leader, 
using Ralph Matesky and Howard Van Sickle (two former ASTA presidents) as 
examples. Each brought into the organization uniqueness based on his own experiences. 
She concluded by saying that each ASTA member had something to contribute to the 
group, and should not be afraid or feel unready to take the step up to a leadership role. 143 
Young's president's letter continued with "ASTA in Action," in which she 
outlined the recent accomplishments and needs of the organization. She covered the 
AST A headquarters move, the national search for a replacement for the Southern 
Division chairman (a position recently vacated by Robert Marince), and urged local 
university libraries to purchase the ASTA publication Basic Principles of Violin Playing 
by Paul Rolland. 144 
She also reported was that a new editorial advisory board was formed to assist G. 
Jean Smith in her duties as editor of the American String Teacher. Members of the board 
were as follows: John Kendall, Gordon Epperson, Clare Callahan, Joseph Kirschner, 





Emit Raab, and Margaret Farish. Not only was the board to give the editor advice on 
which articles were to be included in the journal; it also served as a panel to which the 
authors could appeal the rejection of an article. 145 
One important goal of ASTA around this time was to develop an effective means 
for all its members to have more input regarding the national affairs of the organization. 
To address this issue, the nominating committee added two new offices: president-elect 
and secretary. The first person elected president-elect was to serve on the National 
Executive Board for a six-year period, from 1980-86. The individual served as president-
elect for the first two years, as president for the next two years, and past-president for the 
last two years. 146 Young noted: 
Since our National Executive Board has only seven members, I believe that 
this person, who serves on the Board for more than half a decade, not only be a 
strong leader with vision and keen judgment but also he/she must be made of 
the strongest moral fiber and have no tendency towards building power 
structures. 147 
Young continued by outlining the role of secretary, acknowledging that although 
this position was much less time consuming than that of president, it should still be 
recognized that "this officer also has one-seventh of the Board's vote for a two-year 
term." 148 The letter continued with an update of the award committee's activities, which 
included selecting recipients of the Artist Teacher Award and the Distinguished Service 
Award, to be presented at the upcoming national convention in Miami. Young appealed 
to ASTA members to make recommendations for these two awards and for the citations 
145Ibid ., 4. 




for outstanding contributions to strings citations. Young ended her president's letter with 
a call for resource persons, an announcement of the recent audit of ASTA's financial 
records, and a public thank you for the success of the Anaheim, California convention. 149 
The summer 1979 issue of the American String Teacher reported on the annual 
membership meeting and open forum held at the AST A national convention in Anaheim 
on 28 March of the same year. 150 This discussion, "New Perspectives for the Eighties," 
opened the convention and offered "opportunities for each member present to contribute 
ideas and to ask questions as well as to hear reports by each national officer." 151 Young 
presided over this meeting. She outlined the six major goals for her first year as ASTA 
president, and discussed the steps taken to accomplish each goal. 152 
The first goal was concerned with "reaching more people." Young reported that 
during the first year of her presidency much of the increase in membership from 4,251 
members to 4,600 was due to the efforts of numerous AST A members. For example, she 
herself wrote personal invitations to persons whose names had been submitted by state 
presidents. In addition, G. Jean Smith arranged for these individuals to receive 
complimentary copies of the most recent AST issues. Young also wrote letters to string 
teachers who had cancelled their memberships and encouraged them to rejoin. 153 
She recommended that in the future ASTA consider developing a budget for 
membership drives. An interesting note is that Past-President Jerry Kupchynsky claimed 
149Ibid. 
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that part of the growth in membership was due to his having formed four student 
chapters. He encouraged those present to "help initiate student chapters at their 
schools." 154 
The second goal was "channeling more ASTA money into activities directly 
related to strings." Young reported that the ASTA Executive Board had taken a major 
step in addressing this goal by contracting the services of a Kansas-based computer 
company. She explained that these services were relatively inexpensive when compared 
to those previously incurred by paying a Trenton-based letter service to make mailing 
labels for the journal, workshops, and other things. In addition, the hiring of secretaries 
who spent many hours typing the membership lists each month and keeping cross-
references further added to the organization ' s costs. By contracting the computer firm to 
handle all of these areas, ASTA was able to reduce its expenses while increasing its 
efficiency. 155 
Young's third goal had been to "nurture the state units ." Young and Past-
President Jerry Kupchynsky were convinced that one of the most effective ways to 
bolster the state units was to revive inactive chapters. The utilization of the Special 
Projects funds were also deemed successful since a total of $2,700 was granted to several 
states for use in proposed projects. The president of the Massachusetts ASTA chapter, 
Dorothy Bales, reported that the funds were to be used to create videotapes for the 
membership. To meet goal number three, not only was a new handbook for state officers 
introduced, but rebate checks were also dispersed more frequently than in the past (six 
154Ibid. 
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times per year) . State chapters now required to submit annual reports to the national 
office, and a new column in the American String Journal was devoted to state chapter 
news.156 
Goal number four was to have a "power-packed" convention, with each day filled 
with string activities. According to Young, the current convention was now one in which 
there were a number of string-related activities. She said much of this was due to the 
support of A. Harold Goodman, president of the Western Division of MENC. 157 
Goal number five was to "produce more new ASTA publications in order to assist 
string teachers." Margaret Farish, publications chair of the American String Teachers 
journal, introduced the publication of Paul Rolland's book, Basic Principles of Violin 
Playing (a reprint of the original MENC 1959 edition). She also cited progress on 
"forthcoming publications, including the state officers ' handbook." 158 
Goal number six concerned "increasing the size of the journal." To Young, this 
goal was one of the organization ' s most important objectives, as she believed the AST 
was a project that could reach and affect all ASTA members. Young commended G. Jean 
Smith for not only increasing the size of the journal but also for improving the quality of 
the articles. 159 
ASTA members in attendance at the Anaheim convention enthusiastically 
responded to the changes outlined by the board. Additionally, there was avid interest 
expressed in more joint activities between ASTA and the Suzuki Association of the 





Americas (SAA). Young responded that the SAA president, Mark Bjork, had written her 
recently, "expressing the same interest and that they were communicating." Additionally, 
it was mentioned that the AST welcomed articles about the Suzuki method and teaching 
philosophy. It was further suggested that ASTA issue a mailing to SAA members who 
were not already members of ASTA. 160 It was at this time, during Young's second year 
as president, that the ASTA Solo Competition began.161 
President's Message: Out of the Ordinary 
American String Journal29: Autumn 1979 
Music transforms experiences . .. Music is always out of the ordinary 
and by its very presence changes an experience. 
-Anonymous 162 
Young's presidential message for the autumn 1979 issue of AST was centered on 
the relationship between music teacher and student. She stated, "rarely is another teacher 
in such an advantageous position as the music teacher to exert a positive influence on the 
life of a young person." Likewise, AST A was no ordinary association, Young asserted, 
because it is composed of thousands of string teachers.163 
In the autumn 1979 edition of the AST, the UTSP was noted as a "Program of 
Interest." The article consisted of a selected list of national performances, including those 
by the Boston Classical Guitar Society, Central illinois Youth Symphony, and University 
160Ibid. 
161 Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Austin, TX, 5 July 2009, handwritten notes in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, TX. 
162Anonymous, quoted in Phyllis Young, "President's Message: Out of the Ordinary," The 
American String Teacher 29 (autumn 1979): 3. 
163Phyllis Young, "President's Message: Out of the Ordinary," 3. 
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of Texas String Project. It listed Young as the UTSP director and detailed a concert 
featuring the UTSP Orchestras, which took place on 6 May 1979. The program ended 
with the beginning, elementary, intermediate, and chamber orchestras performing 
"America." 164 
President's Message: What Lies Within Us 
American String Teacher 30: Winter 1980 
What lies behind us and lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us. 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson 165 
Young used Emerson's quotation as the central theme to tie together her twelve 
points of discussion regarding the teaching profession. These included a wide range of 
related topics, from the innate enthusiasm of teachers and encouraging teachers to have 
fun in their work, to gratitude for being involved in a career surrounded by young 
people. 166 
President's Message: The Winning Teacher in Action 
American String Teacher 30: Spring 1980 
Young's presidential message in the spring 1980 issue of the AST, which marked 
the end of her two-year presidency, focused on attributes of the "winning teacher in 
action." According to Young, one of the major benefits of ASTA membership was the 
164
"Programs oflnterest," American String Teacher 29 (autumn 1979): 47. 
165Ralph Waldo Emerson, quoted in Phyllis Young, "What Lies Within Us," American String 
Teacher 30 (winter 1980): 3. 
166 Phyllis Young, "What Lies Within Us," American String Teacher 30 (winter 1980): 3. 
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opportunity for teachers to learn from each another. She observed that the "winning 
teachers" in action represented not a single person, but rather was a "composite of many 
teachers who have touched the lives of young people." Using what she had written in her 
book, Playing the String Game, Young listed the attributes of this archetypal teacher. 
These included an ability to keep sight of priorities, to be objective when evaluating 
students, to use one's eye much like a camera (taking close-ups when required), to bring 
to the profession a childlike freshness and enthusiasm, and to understand that the human 
body is a marvelous thing. She continued with encouraging teachers of music to continue 
to dream because teachers are "the beginning of all creative activity." 167 
Young wrote a tribute to the ASTA board in the same issue of the AST, along 
with a summary of her presidency. In it, she stated that the 1978-80 period was an 
exhilarating one for ASTA, although she acknowledged that viewing any organization in 
increments of two years is almost impossible. According to Young, one of the reasons for 
this is that often programs begun during one administration come to full fruition in 
subsequent years. 168 
Young's presidency was a time of an unprecedented membership growth, from 
4,215 at the beginning of her term to 5,301 at the end. She also managed to broaden the 
organization's powerbase by involving more people in "decision-making and financial 
control." 169 Additionally, during Young's term there was a fifty-two percent increase in 
annual receipts without an increase in the annual dues, six newly chartered or reorganized 
167Phyllis Young, "President's Message: The Winning Teacher in Action," American String 




state chapters, ten newly chartered student chapters, and an increase from forty-four to 
seventy-six pages in the American String Teacher. 170 
Phyllis Young's final convention as ASTA president took place on 9-12 April 
1980 in Miami Beach, Florida, held in conjunction with the national MENC 
convention. 171 An important session was a round-table discussion of prior recipients of 
the ASTA Artist Teacher Award: Samuel Applebaum (1968), Paul Doktor (1977), Lillian 
Fuchs (1979), William Primrose (1970), Gabor Rejto (1972), Shinichi Suzuki (1964), and 
David Walter (1973). The panelists addressed various topics about string teaching. 
Young presided over the session, which was advertised as "never before in the history of 
the American String Teachers association have a multiple number of recipients of the 
coveted ASTA Artist Teacher Award been brought together around a single table." 172 
After her presidency, Young became increasingly visible on the workshop and 
clinic circuit. She traveled nationally and internationally as a presenter for the next 
twenty-five years. During 1979-80, she was the featured artist and teacher at a one-week 
ASTA-sponsored conference at the University of Kentucky String Pedagogy Workshop. 
She was also the clinician for the Houston Independent School District In-Service 
Workshop, and she participated in the 1980 International String Workshop at the 
University of Hawaii in Honolulu as the featured cello pedagogy specialist and one of 
two master cello teachers during the two-week conference. She was the artist-teacher at 
170Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, updated 2007, [41] , appendix A, 483. 
171
"27th National Biennial Meeting," MENC, Miami Beach, FL, conference program, 9-12 April 
1980, copy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
172Phyllis Young, presiding, "Round Table Conference of ASTA Artist Teachers," 27'" National 
Biennial Meeting, MENC, Miami Beach, FL, 9-12 April, 1980, session program, 12 April 1980, 2:30-4:30 
P.M. , 17. 
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the Kentucky Music Educators Association State convention and the MENC national 
convention in Washington, D.C. That year she also traveled to Alaska, Georgia, and 
California to participate in various conventions. 173 
A few years later, in 1982, ASTA president LeRoy Baur wrote a note to Young. 
In it, he expressed how much the previous four years working with her meant to him, and 
that serving on the board with her was an inspiration. He continued: 
We've talked about it before, but that first summer's board meeting in Boulder was 
something that we' 11 never forget. For a short while I wondered just what I got myself 
into! Your leadership then was just what ASTA needed, and I am so glad I could be a 
small part of the organization at that time. 174 
Phyllis Young's Performances: 1970-1980 
As in the 1950s and 1960s, Young remained an active chamber musician 
throughout the ten years spanning 1970-80. During the 1970-71 season, she performed 
works by Beethoven, Loeillet, and Brahms.175 Young collaborated with pianist Nancy 
Burton Garrett in order to form the Young-Garrett Duo. The duo performed works by 
Vivaldi, Mendelssohn, Faure, Ravel, and Barber. 176 They performed a concert dedicated 
173Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, [24]. For a complete li sting of Young 's workshops, see her 
Curriculum Vitae in appendix A, 466. 
174LeRoy Bauer, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, 28 February 1982, copy in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
175Phyllis Young, cello, "The Department of Music presents The University of Texas at Austin, 
Faculty String Quintet," a special presentation for Southwestern Division Convention, Music Educators 
National Conference, MR 201, Century II Cultural and Civic Center, Wichita, KS , concert program, 24 
March 1973, 1:00 P.M.; and Phyllis Young, cello, "Chamber Music Concert," Department of Music 
Faculty Concert Series, Recital Hall Music Building, Austin, TX, concert program, 30 March 1973, 8:00 
P.M. , in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
176Phyllis Young, cello, "Chamber Music Concert, The Department of Music Faculty Concert 
Series," Austin, TX, concert program, 8 October 1971 , 8:15P.M.; Phyllis Young, cello, "Phyllis Young, 
cello and Nancy Burton Garrett, piano," School of Fine Arts, Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX, 
concert program, 21 November 1971 , 4:00P.M.; the program was repeated in the "Trinity University 
Fig. 33 Nancy Burton Garrett and Phyllis Young (Dec. 1971 ), courtesy Austin American-
Statesman 
to the memory of Horace Britt in December 1971 . 177 
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During the 1972-73 academic year, Young performed Schubert's "Quintet inC 
Major," opus 163. The other musicians included violinist Leonard Posner, the former 
concertmaster of the Dallas, Austin, and Utah symphonies; violinist Stephen Clapp, 
concertmaster of the Austin and Corpus Christi symphonies; violist Donald 
Wright, soloist with the Austin and Corpus Christi symphonies; and cellist Robert 
Sylvester, musical director of the Guggenheim Museum chamber music series. 178 
The 1973-74 academic year saw Young still involved in chamber music concerts. 
Among pieces performed during this time were Handel's "Pastore/la, vagha bella, solo 
Department of Music presents Phyllis Young, cello and Nancy Burton Garrett, piano in a recital," Trinity 
University, Ruth Taylor Music Center Concert Hall, San Antonio, TX, concert program, 30 November 
1971, 8:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
177
"In Concert," Austin American-Statesman (Austin, TX), 4 December 1971 , page number not 
recorded; and "Two Dedicating Program to Britt," Austin American-Statesman, 5 December 1971 , page 
number unrecorded. 
178Phyllis Young, cello, "The Department of Music presents University of Texas at Austin, Faculty 
String Quartet," Wichita, KS, concert program, 24 March 1973, I :00 P.M.; and Phyllis Young, cello, 
"Summer Entertainment Program, Faculty Chamber Music," University of Texas at Austin , Recital Hall , 
Music Building, Austin, TX, concert program, 17 June 1974, 8:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, 
Austin, TX. 
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cantata for soprano," the Randel-Halvorsen "Passacaglia," Mozart's "Clarinet Quintet in 
A Major," K 581, and Schumann's "Quintet in E-flat Major for Piano and Strings," opus 
44.179 
In 1975, students from Paul Olefsky's and Phyllis Young's cello studios formed 
the "Texas Cello Ensemble." The group performed a variety of pieces, including "Aria" 
from the Bach-Shulman "Pastorale for Organ in F," Villa-Lobos's "Fantasia," Ginastera's 
"Pampeana no. 2," and Villa-Lobos's "Bachianas Brasileiras no. 5 and no. 1." 180 Young 
performed as part of this ensemble at a conference in Dallas, Texas on 30 March 1976. 
The group featured works by American contemporary composers Clifton Williams and 
Alan Shulman. Young herself presented a session and used a demonstration group 
comprised of ten UT Austin cello students who were also part of the UTSP. 181 
Young had an opportunity to perform chamber music with Paul Rolland during 
the "Paul Rolland String Workshop" on 12 July 1977. They performed the Brahms "Trio 
for Piano, Violin, and Cello," opus 87. 182 Young recalls that Rolland was a pleasure to 
perform music with because he was such an emotional player and because he moved so 
fluidly with the music that he was easy to follow. 183 
179Phyllis Young, cello, "The University of Texas, Sigma Alpha Iota professional music fraternity 
for women, Beta XI Chapter," Austin, TX, concert program, 13 November 1974, 4:30P.M., in possession 
of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
180
"Texas Cello Ensemble," The Department of Music College of Fine Arts, The University of 
Texas at Austin, Music Building Recital Hall , Austin, TX, concert program, 19 October 1975, 4:00P.M., in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
181Phyllis Young, "The American Contribution to the Cello Teaching and Performance 
Literature," A special presentation of the Music Teachers National Conference, Dallas Statler-Hilton, 
Embassy Garden Room, Dallas, TX, 30 March 1976; and Phyllis Young, "A Cello Workshop: The 
Pedagogical Aspects of Selected Solos for Young Cellists," Music Teachers National Conference, Dallas 
Statler-Hilton, Embassy Garden, Dallas, TX 30 March 1976, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
183Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Austin, TX, 8 July 2009. 
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Young Purchases Britt's Cello 
Phyllis and Jimmie Young bought the late Horace Britt's cello from his widow in 
1976. The instrument was a G. B. Gabrielli, made in Florence, Italy in 1769. 184 Britt had 
owned the cello since 1930 and performed on it for more than forty years. Young still 
owns and performs on this instrument. 
Summary 
The 1970s were a time when Young began to truly assert herself, not only as an 
educator, but also as a woman advocating for equality. For the first time her work with 
the UTSP was attributed to her and not to a male figurehead, and through her effort, the 
program gained increased national acclaim. Her presidencies of the Texas chapter of 
AST A and the national ASTA were remarkable, not merely because she was the first 
female president of both organizations, but more so because of the innovations she dared 
to enact. She also received the ASTA Citation for Distinguished Leadership (1974). 
Young was willing to advocate on the behalf of Lorene Rogers, a person she believed 
maligned simply because she was a female. Chapter IV continues with a discussion of 
Young's career from 1981 until her retirement as director of the UTSP in 1993. 
184For more information on the G. B. Gabrielli, see Henri Poidras, trans. Arnold Sewell , 
Dictionary of Violin. Makers (Rouen: Imprimerie de Ia Vicomte, 1928), 19-20. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE YEARS 1981-1993 
The teacher looks on herself as a key holder and recognizes that the ease with which a 
door is opened has nothing to do with the contents of the room and that untold splendors 
may lie behind the door with the most stubborn lock. 
-Phyllis Young 1 
Chapter IV continues with a coverage of Phyllis Young' s association with the 
University of Texas and the University of Texas String Project (UTSP) from 1981-93. 
Young had just ended her two-year term as president of the American String Teachers 
Association (ASTA) but remained a viable force in the organization. The researcher 
discusses major events occurring during this time, and the chapter culminates with her 
retirement from the UTSP in 1993. It was during these years that Young wrote and 
published the second of her two books, The String Play (1986). 2 This and her previous 
book, Playing the String Game, are the focal point of the pedagogy discussion in Chapter 
V. It was also during this time that her husband and brother died. 
The String Project: Early 1980s 
By 1980, the UTSP had grown to approximately 180 students. They ranged in age 
from seven to eighteen years, and thus brought a wide range of achievement level and 
intensity of interest in learning to play a string instrument. The annual fee of $60 per 
student went into a scholarship fund to supplement salaries of UTSP teachers, who were 
music majors at the university. The following is a discussion of various aspects of the 
1Phyllis Young, Playing the String Game (Austin, TX and London: University of Texas Press, 
1978, reprint Ann Arbor, MI: Shar Publications, 2004), 3. 
2Phyllis Young, The String Play (Austin , TX: University of Texas Press, 1986). 
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UTSP over time, including the curriculum, teacher training, and methodology. 
Pedagogy Classes 
Eugene Dowdy, a former UTSP teacher who attended UT Austin from 1980-83, 
kept his notes from a pedagogy class (Music 244) taught by Young. The materials 
include the weekly outline that was provided to all students plus Dowdy's handwritten 
notes . Handout No. 1, compiled by Young, dealt mostly with Suzuki concepts and 
focused on rudimentary violin technique. The first item was posture and stance, followed 
by proper playing position. The handout featured a series of short games aimed at 
establishing correct posture. Finally, alternate ways of placing the violin on the shoulder 
were provided. Handout No. 2 focused on beginning cello posture and bow hold. Along 
with these and other handouts and materials, students were provided selected articles on 
string pedagogy.3 
James Kjelland was in residency at about the same time as Dowdy in 1982-83. 
Although he was not directly involved with the UTSP during that year, he taught lessons 
through the project during the summers. Kjelland recalls that he took a pedagogy course 
on a one-on-one basis with Young. For him, it was about becoming familiar with 
Young's approach to teaching the cello, and she used many of the ideas from her books. 
In general, Kjelland felt good about what he learned from Young. Even though, upon 
entering the program, his expectations were broader and not limited to the cello. For 
Kjelland, the string study was essentially "Phyllis Young 101," which was a valuable 
3Eugene Dowdy, interview by the researcher, San Antonio, TX, 21 June 2009, notes in possession 
of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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experience. 4 He also took private cello lessons with Young. 
Curriculum 
Depending on the UTSP assignment, teachers learned to schedule classes, 
diplomatically assign other teachers to certain orchestral or teaching duties, organize and 
administer theory classes. In addition, they scheduled juries, wrote orchestra 
accompaniments for the younger students' unison songs, and submitted programs with 
names of teachers and students spelled correctly. Young closely supervised all their work. 
Selected graduate students assisted Young by team-teaching with and observing classes 
of the less-experienced teachers, and thereby gained supervisory skills. Faculty members 
served as advisors. 5 
The curriculum for UTSP students included one or two group lessons per week, 
orchestra rehearsals (with four levels), and class music theory instruction on Saturdays. 
Concerts were given in December and in the spring. All orchestras, plus first-year pre-
orchestra students, performed in the spring.6 
The curriculum for the UTSP teachers also included weekly pedagogy meetings 
and occasional workshops. These meetings were designed to provide a forum for teachers 
to discuss and find possible solutions to problems encountered in lessons. For example, 
the UTSP teachers engaged in discussions to find remedies for students having trouble in 
4James Kjelland, interview by the researcher, Las Vegas, NV, 21 May 2009, compact disk, in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
5David A. Littrell, "The University of Texas String Project: A Training Program for String 
Teachers," Indiana Musicator [Volume not recorded on photocopy] (March 1980): 10, photocopy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
6Ibid. 
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grasping technical concepts. All of this was done under the "careful and watchful 
guidance of Phyllis Young," according to Mary Martin Lindsay, a former UTSP teacher, 
who also said that teachers discovered solutions through discussions of established 
technique coupled with a creative approach. Many believed that this process fostered 
enthusiasm for teaching and the desire for life-long learning. 7 Another former UTSP 
teacher, David Littrell, noted: 
The project teacher soon realizes that a lot of preparation takes place outside the 
classroom or private studio. The string teachers learns to be adept on recruitment, 
testing the musical ability of each new student, selecting the correct size of instrument 
for the different physiques of each student, and maintaining good relationships with 
the parents either by telephone or personal conference. 8 
Yet, other students saw these weekly meetings as centered more on strategies 
of dealing with parents and disciplining children than on learning specific teaching 
techniques. Moreover, there was no tangible oversight of student teachers, some of whom 
believed they received little guidance from Young and the other faculty members.9 One 
former student noted that it would have been "impossible because there was only one 
Phyllis Young, but all of us might have grown even more professionally if she would 
have had time to give us more observation-based feedback." The student continued: 
However, I realized that if I asked Mrs. Young to observe my teaching she would 
despite her always-pressing schedule of responsibilities. She never turned down my 
requests. When observed my teaching she always had something insightful to suggest. 
These suggestions were like gold and something that I have treasured and used many 
7Mary Martin Lindsay, "Mary Martin Lindsay, cello, 973-77" in "The University of Texas String 
Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. 
William Dick (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 51. 
8Littrell, "The University of Texas String Project," 10. Littrell taught cello and was a conductor in 
the UTSP as a master's student in 1971-72 and a DMA student in 1977-79. David Littrell, Manhattan, KS, 
questionnaire, returned by electronic mail to the researcher, 24 November 2008. 
9 Anonymous interviewee. 
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times in my own career now helping teachers. Also, I realized that Phyllis only wanted 
me to do my very best because she thought I had something to offer. She saw within 
me potential long before I did. She had hope and vision for me that I could not have 
gotten anywhere else. Thank you, Phyllis!" 10 
Any student in grades one through twelve with the requisite interest and musical 
aptitude was eligible to apply for the UTSP by completing an application form and a 
musical aptitude test or audition. Younger children (ages four and five) enrolled in 
special pre-school classes. No previous music study was required for them. 
Students often studied in homogenous group classes that met approximately three 
times per week. The length of lessons and classes depended upon the age and 
advancement of the student, and ranged from 30 minutes for the younger students to 
several hours for the older ones. 
An important part of the UTSP program was ensemble performance. Students 
were assigned to ensembles according to skill level and age. However, with the growth of 
the Austin Metroplex and the resulting traffic, it became difficult for parents to transport 
their children to the UT Austin campus for the almost daily activities, so the combined 
theory courses and orchestra rehearsals on Saturdays became three hours long. Former 
UTSP teacher Anne C. Witt wrote that the Saturday morning scheduling was the most 
challenging, noting that: "the matrix of teachers, rooms and times had the complexities of 
a Rubik's cube!" 11 
10 Anonymous interviewee. 
11 Anne C. Witt, "Anne Witt, cello, 1981-83, String Project Director 1993-1995" in "The 
University of Texas String project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas String 
Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 59. 
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According to Young: 
This whole complex Saturday schedule is worked out during the first week or ten days 
of the fall semester with every String Project teacher being involved. In fact, even the 
testing of new applicants and auditions for the selection of two conductors for each of 
the orchestras is scheduled during these first two weeks. To top it off, there is usually 
an intense series of pedagogy sessions or a pedagogy workshop. 12 
The UTSP offered approximately ten theory classes, five technique and repertoire 
classes, three violin ensembles, two cello ensembles, and various chamber music 
ensembles. In 1985, the four orchestras were the Chamber Orchestra, Advanced, 
Intermediate, and Elementary Orchestra. 13 
The younger students played in the two Ensemble Classes: Beginning Ensemble 
and Pre-school Suzuki Violin Class. Pre-school Suzuki classes were open to children four 
and five years of age. These classes were taught using the well-known pedagogical 
method developed in Japan by Shinichi Suzuki during the 1940s. Small children were 
taught to play an instrument in much the same way they learn to speak, through imitation 
and repetition in a positive environment. When the children reached school age, they 
were advanced to the UTSP program for school-aged children. The string project classes 
were held from September through April and during the early part of summer. 14 
In the 1980s, private teachers began sending students to Saturday-only classes. 
Young remembers, "Some years ~go a private teacher asked if a few of her students could 
come to our Saturday classes in order to keep her students motivated. Now there are quite 
12Phyllis Young, quoted in Anne C. Witt, "Fifty Years of Training String Teachers on the UT 
Austin Campus: An Interview with Phyllis Young," American String Teacher 48 (November 1998): 43. 
13Phyllis Young, "The University of Texas String Project: The History of Its First Fifty Years, 
1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, TX: 
Drew Patterson, 1998), 22-23. 
14Ibid. 
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a number who do that but, of course, they must advance and take jury exams the same as 
our full -time students." 15 
String Project Methodology- Eclectic 
As mentioned earlier, the founding director of the string project, Albert Gillis, had 
begun by teaching very young students, similar to Suzuki's concept of using folk songs; 
however, Gillis did this in the early 1950s when Suzuki was still in Japan developing his 
ideas. When Gillis left, none of the remaining teachers could teach children that young, 
so only school-age children were accepted into the program. With the increasing 
popularity of the Suzuki method from the mid-1960s on, many of the incoming UTSP 
teachers were Suzuki trained, and therefore could teach younger students.16 
"Over and over again, adults who studied in the String Project as children and 
teenagers tell me that it was one of the most meaningful experiences of their entire lives," 
wrote Phyllis Young. She continued, "In the process of learning to play these exquisite 
instruments, it not only opens the doors to self-expression, but it also allows the children 
to be an integral part of something very beautiful and much larger than themselves." And 
thereby "cultivates and nurtures young musicians." 17 
Young believed that a variety of materials should be used in the UTSP because it 
was "important for a teacher training program such as this one to be eclectic." 18 One 
15Ibid., 16. 
16Ibid. , 13-14. 
17Phyllis Young, quoted in article: author, title, journal, and publication date not recorded on the 
surviving article fragment. In the possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
18Kari Pugh, "String Pedagogy at the University of Texas-Austin," The Instrumentalist 28 (June 
1974): 53. Kari Pugh was an assistant professor of music at Florida State University at the time. 
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reason for this is that the UTSP teachers came from different backgrounds and had 
different needs for future employment. For this reason, Young wanted to provide them 
with a wide variety of experiences. 19 
The UTSP pedagogy sessions covered a wide spectrum of literature suitable for 
all ages and ability levels. Among the method books used were the Applebaum String 
Method: A Conceptual Approach and the String Builder by Samuel Applebaum, Suzuki 
Violin School by Shinichi Suzuki, Prelude to String Playing by Paul Rolland, A Tune A 
Day by Paul Herfurth, Learning to Play a Stringed Instrument by Ralph Matesky and 
Adrell Womack, and Easy Steps to the Orchestra by Marjorie Keller and Maurice 
Taylor.20 
The UTSP also made resource books available to the teachers. Among them were 
The Way They Play by Samuel Applebaum, Learning to Teach Through Playing by 
Robert Klotman and Ernest Harris, Playing and Teaching String Instruments by Ralph 
Matesky and Ralph Rush, Principles of Violin Playing by· Ivan Galarnian, Teaching of 
Stringed Instruments in Classes by Elizabeth Green, The Art of Cello Playing by Louis 
Potter, Cello Playing of Today by Maurice Eisenberg, and The Viola by Henry Barretts. 
The UTSP also used a booklet, "String Problems: Players and Paucity," published as a 
result of the Tanglewood Symposium. Not only were books used in the instruction of 
student teachers, but also films, including Paul Rolland's The Teaching of Action in 




Feuermann and Jascha Heifetz. Students were also required to read and write reports on 
articles from trade journals.21 
Laurie Scott, violinist and the director of the UTSP as of this writing, began her 
association with the string project in 1981. She continues to support the basic tenets of 
the UTSP, which foster "respect in individual ideas and backgrounds."22 The UTSP 
strove to develop every student's unique approach to the teaching of strings. The eclectic 
approach to pedagogy was intended to enhance each of their individual approaches. 
String Project Teachers and Teacher Education 
According to Phyllis Young, not only did string education majors serve as 
teachers in the UTSP, but performance, pedagogy, and music theory majors served as 
instructors as well. Anne C. Witt quoted Young: 
Guests are often surprised that we have so many performance majors teaching in the 
String Project. Many, of course, go on to teaching in universities or in private studios 
while playing in symphony orchestras. But we also have a number who discover that 
they so love teachin~ the kids that they decide to take courses toward certification to 
teach in the schools. 3 
Young believes that applied music majors benefit greatly by taking string 
pedagogy courses, because as young college students they may not have the maturity to 
understand that life is full of surprises, and that more often than not their musical careers 
will not be limited to playing in an orchestra, but may well include teaching. The UTSP 
21 Ibid. 
22Laurie Scott, "Laurie Scott, violin 1981-87" in "The University of Texas String Project Teachers 
Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick 
(Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 59. Scott was at UT Austin from 1981-87. She taught violin, pre-
school Suzuki, technique and repertoire class. She was also a conductor and the assistant director of the 
string project. 
23Witt, "Fifty Years of Training String Teachers," 44. 
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was instrumental in encouraging performance majors to consider teaching. "On Saturday 
morning, between their classes, he [the string major] can hardly wind his way past the 
children and the instruments in the halls. He soon learns that when he sees a cluster of 
university string students on the staircase or in the halls, the chances are very good that 
they are discussing a technical problem of one of their young students."24 Young recalls: 
When you see all the teachers working together, it is so exciting. Usually half of them 
have just unpacked their bags and have taken their diagnostic exams in music. Then 
they plunge into setting up all of the classes and other organizational work. 
Traditionally, everything is done by teams of String Project teachers, with the 
returning teachers guiding the new ones. 25 
Teacher Training 
According to Young, the primary goal of the UTSP was teacher training, and that 
meant training the entire teacher. This included community service as well. As discussed 
in Chapter II of the present study, Frank Crockett attempted to assess the success of the 
UTSP in his 1960 dissertation. By sending questionnaires to faculty and graduates, 
Crocket discovered that over fifty percent of the UT Austin music faculty believed that 
the UTSP instilled enthusiasm in the students for string teaching as a career. Almost 
ninety-percent of the alumni rated the project as "very effective" or "effective" in 
preparing students for string teaching careers?6 
Young recalls: 
Some years later, I wrote a type of mission statement that we posted on a large chart 
in the String Project office. It began by stating that through this unique project the 
University of Texas "has given birth to a new breed of string teachers." Our goal has 
24Phyllis Young, quoted in Pugh, "The Status and Content of String Pedagogy Courses," 50. 
25Ibid. , 43. 
26Frank McClung Crockett, Jr., "An Analysis and Evaluation of the University of Texas Program 
of String Teacher Preparation" (Ed.D. diss., University of Illinois, 1960), 58. 
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been to produce string teachers who are creative and dynamic and have the know-how 
and conviction to go into a community completely barren of strings, recruit students, 
train them, present concerts, and convince the parents and the school boards that it is 
all worthwhile!"27 
Thus, the UTSP teacher received training and experience in the many phases of 
string teaching. Young believed that the "greatest contribution a university can make is to 
provide a means whereby the string student can have supervised teaching experiences 
beginning early in his college career and continuing through graduate study."28 In 
addition to teaching their principal instruments, UTSP teachers also taught theory or 
conducted an orchestra, pre-orchestra training group, or chamber music ensemble. 
Because students in the UTSP ranged from five to eighteen years of age and in 
achievement levels from beginning to advanced, each teacher received a wide variety of 
teaching experience. Weekly meeting discussions on Wednesdays centered on the 
problems of string pedagogy, and new teaching materials were examined. String project 
teachers were also encouraged to share current teaching problems with others, in hopes of 
finding possible solutions?9 
The administration of the UTSP recognized that many failures in string programs 
may be attributed to the new teacher's lack of practical experience in coping with such 
details as planning effective demonstrations for the recruitment of students, scheduling 
classes, planning concerts, and relationships with parents. In most cases, upon graduation 
from college a new teacher finds it necessary to organize and build a string program from 
27Witt, "Fifty Years of Teacher Training," 44. 
28Young, quoted in Pugh, "The Status and Content of String Pedagogy Courses," 56. 
29Pug, "The Status and Content of String Pedagogy Courses," 56. 
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the beginning. Rarely does he or she find a thriving extant program. Young believed that 
perhaps in no other field of teaching is it so essential for the inexperienced teacher to gain 
practical experience during the college years. Therefore, the UTSP was a unique 
organization in which the university students serving as teachers had the responsibility 
for most of the planning and scheduling, as well as a myriad of other duties that 
contribute immensely to the success or failure of a program.30 
Young made sure that "practical" duties rotated each semester or year so that the 
project teacher would have a broad spectrum of experience and would be well acquainted 
with the various tasks pertaining to the field of teaching. 31 For this reason, and as 
mentioned earlier in the chapter, UTSP teachers were responsible for testing incoming 
students, conducting pedagogy sessions, holding orchestra auditions, teaching private and 
group lessons, teaching theory, and conducting ensembles. 
Developing Leadership Skills 
Young believed that assigning a variety of duties to each teacher helped build 
leadership skills. As such, she made sure that each UTSP teacher was chair or assistant 
chair of some aspect of the program. She did this to develop string leaders: "We have all 
met string players who can teach a child when her mother leads her through a studio 
door. But many of our fine string players have been so busy with their music study and 




presidents and hold other leadership positions."32 Therefore, Young made sure that every 
UTSP teacher experienced a "heavy dose of leadership responsibilities."33 She 
maintained that everyone learns by doing the work, especially if there is an impending 
deadline. She believed so strongly in the importance of developing leadership skills that 
she listed in every program all the various leadership and teaching duties performed by 
each UTSP student during the school year.34 
Alumni Careers 
Young recalls, "I believe that I have been blessed to have been at the right place 
at the right time to have witnessed their [string project alumni] growth and their transition 
from students to professionals." She continued, "Like most of the readers of the 
American String Teacher, they are bringing music into the hearts and lives of people-
[and] along with it, a generous amount of love. For me, that is the basis of all teaching."35 
Many alumni careers were briefly discussed or mentioned in earlier chapters of this 
study. 
Relationship with the Public Schools 
According to Young, one of the string project's missions was to develop strings 
from the onset and to encourage the support of string education in the public schools. 
Frequently, in other communities outside agencies often "scoop off the best and most 
32Witt, "Fifty Years of Teacher Training," 45. 
33Ibid. 
34Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years, 1948-1998," 18-19. 
35Witt, "Fifty Years of Teacher Training," 48. 
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advanced students-the cream of the public school teachers' work-yet never acknowledge 
that there would have been practically no students to audition for their youth orchestra if 
it had not been for the public school teachers."36 Young added that the teachers in public 
schools had "recruited the students, talked with their parents, helped them get instruments 
to play, trained and nurtured them through all those years."37 Experienced string teachers 
understand the interdependence between the private teacher and the school orchestra in 
motivating students. 
Other String Projects Modeled after the UTSP 
Young remembers, "I stopped counting in about 1972, but already by that time 
our former string project teachers had initiated, developed, or expanded at least sixty-
seven public school string programs."38 As was mentioned in Chapter II, a number of 
projects modeled themselves after the UTSP, a trend that continued into the 1980s. Those 
projects included the Royal Northern College of Music String Project (founded by 
Rodney Slatford, director of the School for Strings at the Royal Northern College of 
Music in Manchester, England), University of South Carolina String Project39 , University 
of Missouri String Project, Northern Colorado University String Project, and University 
of Nebraska (Omaha) School for Strings. Several string projects were begun in the late 
36Ibid. , 47 . 
37Ibid. 
38Ibid., 45 . 
39Robert Jesselson founded the University of South Carolina String Project in the 1980s, modeling 
it after the UTSP. It eventually expanded into the "National String Project Consortium, a network of 
university-affiliated string teacher training programs that is now thriving in 35 cities." Catherine Applefeld 
Olsen, "A South Carolina Professor is Doing All He Can .. . In the Service of Strings," Teaching Music 17 
(November 2009): 44. 
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1980s, including Lamar University (1988), California State University in Haywood 
(1989), Eastern Washington University (1989), and Mary Hardin Baylor University 
(1989). The University of New Orleans began its string project in 1990.40 
Guest Lecturers in the early 1980s 
The UTSP hosted guest lecturers from Europe, Australia, and Japan, and the 
United States in February 1982 in the "International Guest Lecture Series." The event 
included lectures, lecture-demonstrations, and master classes. Clinicians included Nannie 
Jamieson (violinist, Great Britain), Marla Mutschler (violinist, University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro and co-author of The Teaching of Action in String Playing), 
Gerald Fischbach (violinist, director of the International Workshop), Max Rostal 
(violinist, president of the European String Teachers Association), and Elizabeth Green 
(emeritus from the University of Michigan and author of The Modern Conductor). One of 
the highlights of the event was a "brown bag" lunch on 15 February featuring some of the 
foremost string authorities of the day. Among them were Leroy Bauer (violinist; 
president, ASTA), Richard Maag (cellist, Furman University) , Zenzo Matsumoto 
(violinist, Tokyo College of Music; president, Japanese String Teachers Association), 
Elizabeth Morgan (violinist, University of Queensland; president, Australian String 
Teachers Association), and Gerald Fischbach (violinist, University of Maryland).41 
In 1982, AST A again honored Phyllis Young, "for Distinguished Leadership" for 
40Untitled document, n.d. , copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
41
"String Project Offers Lectures," On Campus (15-21 February 1982): 6; and Phyllis Young, 
director, "International Guest Lecture Series," University of Texas String Project, Austin, TX, conference 
schedule, 8, 14-15,22-23 February 1982, photocopy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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her service as national president and national past-president of the organization. She 
received the award at the ASTA convention in San Antonio, in February.42 
Fig. 34 President LeRoy Bauer and past-president Phyllis Young at the 1982 Award Ceremony, 
courtesy American String Teacher 
Phyllis Young, A Brief Report on the Former Teachers 
and Students of the University ofTexas String Project, 1982 
Young's A Brief Report on the Former Teachers and Students of the University of 
Texas String Project, written in the spring of 1982, is an abbreviated version of the one 
she authored ten years before. As with the previous one, this report's purpose was to 
justify the UTSP to the head of the music department. Yet, this report did not describe the 
42
"American String Teachers Association to Phyllis Young, President 1978-80, Past-President 
1980-82 in recognition of distinguished leadership and service," 35th Anniversary, certificate, San Antonio, 
TX, 13 February 1982; and " 1982 Awards Citations and Concert," The 1982 ASTA National String 
Orchestra, Anshel Brusilow, conductor with Alfred Reed, composer/conductor, American String Teachers 
Association 35th Anniversary Convention in conjunction with MENC and TMEA, Hilton Hotel , San 
Antonio, TX, concert program, 13 February 1982, 10:45 A.M., all copies and originals in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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various aspects of the program as the previous one had. Instead, it contained the 
following information: a list of music students who taught in the UTSP between 1971-81, 
a partial list of music students who taught in the UTSP before 1971, a partial list of UTSP 
students who majored in music between the years of 1971-81, a partial list of students 
from the UTSP who majored in music prior to 1971, and finally a report of the influence 
of the UTSP on other universities. Collectively the lists provided a brief synopsis of the 
accomplishments and current academic positions of former students. The report ended 
with a partial list of universities that had made "serious inquiries concerning the 
University of Texas String project with the view of establishing similar ones at their 
institutions." Some of these schools sent representatives to the Austin campus to observe 
string project classes and rehearsals.43 
The University of Texas String Project: 1982-1983 
In the fall of 1982, well-known string pedagogue Samuel Applebaum once again 
visited the UT Austin campus, this time to give two workshops for the UTSP.44 He 
wrote: 
In the 40 years that I have worked with students and teachers, throughout this country 
and abroad, I have never heard a better presentation. I was impressed with their 
intonation, tone quality, and the interpretation of the works that they played. It speaks 
well for the dedication and skill of the director [Phyllis Young] as well as the 
excellence of the teachers.45 
43Young, A Brief Report (1982), 29. 
44As discussed in Chapter III, Applebaum had attended a UTSP concert in the rnid-1960s and was 
impressed with the students' accomplishments then. 
45Samuel Applebaum, letter to Georg Behague, Chairman, Department of Music, University of 
Texas at Austin, TX, 30 November 1982, copy in the University of Texas String Project Archives, Austin , 
TX. 
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In 1983, Judy Palac became the assistant director of the UTSP.46 Young had met 
her earlier and had stated, "She had a beautiful way of relating to others in a positive 
way. Whomever she teaches, she approaches with love and respect. Her philosophies 
parallel with mine that everything is built on attitude, and that everyone deserves to be 
treated as special."47 Palac and the UTSP were the subject of an Austin newspaper article 
by Stephen Bonin, in which he described a group lesson for five violin students. It began 
with the students entering the class with their "violin cases in tow-their 15-inch violins 
and Strawberry Shortcake and Muppet lunch kits." The lesson was typical of working 
with three- and four-year-old children; it was a mixture of learning activities and crowd 
control, all in an attempt to teach music to children. Bonin noted that, "Palac knows that a 
positive environment and a lot of patience make learning fun ."48 Bonin also noted that the 
UTSP was based on the Suzuki method. As described about, the UTSP had once again 
embraced working with younger children. 
Another university student, Jane Palmquist, was involved with the UTSP during 
the mid-1980s. She taught the second level beginning ensemble. This group demonstrated 
the benefits of group learning by performing repertoire ranging from "Lightly Row" to 
Bach's "Minuet No.2" (all in the first volume of the Suzuki Violin School). Palmquist 
remarked: 
Certainly, the String project had a huge impact/influence on string education. How 
46Judy Palac was a student at the UT Austin from 1981-87, and a graduate assi stant to Phyllis 
Young from 1983-85. Young was on her DMA committee. Palac is currently an associate professor at 
Michigan State University and is a well-known string pedagogue. 
47Stephen Bonin, "Teaching Children Music," Image (5 December 1983), page numbers 
undocumented, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
48Ibid. 
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many hundreds of teachers and thousands of students learned to play or teach through 
the UT Austin String project. And then, the UTSP was the model for many other 
successor String projects.49 
She described Young as an inspiring individual who always took the positive view, was 
forever interested in learning, and continually forward looking. 50 "Phyllis Young," wrote 
Palmquist, "has been the role model of excellence, professionalism, musicianship, 
mentorship and caring." Palmquist credits Young for bridging the gap between applied 
string teaching and music education-two very separate fields in the past. 51 
By the time of Bonin's article in 1983, the UTSP had won eleven national awards 
and was currently serving approximately 225 students. The academic year 1982-83 
culminated in a thirty-fifth anniversary concert on 17 April 1983. Anne C. Witt was the 
assistant director of the UTSP at the time. 
Robert Jesselson, director of the University of South Carolina String Project for 
fifteen years, commended Young: 
Your work with our string project [at the University of South Carolina] has made an 
enormous difference in their playing, even in so short a time. It was your inspiration 
and joy which was so easily communicated to the children and instilled in them a new 
spirit and excitement. Your teaching ideas have been extensively discussed by our 
string project teachers, and they are using your book and the "games" in their own 
teaching. Your advice about organization and your ideas for improvement of our 
string project have stimulated us to re-evaluate our plans for next year. 52 
49Jane Palmquist, electronic email to the researcher, 6 February 2009. Palmquist taught violin and 
Suzuki violin in the UTSP, and was a conductor and the summer coordinator. She is currently the 
coordinator of music education in the Conservatory of Music at Brooklyn College, City University of New 
York. She was at UT Austin from 1982-87. 
50Ibid. 
51 Jane Palmquist, "Jane E. Palmquist, violin, 1983-86" in "The University of Texas String Project 
Teacher Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William 
Dick (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 61. 
52Robert Jesselson, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 25 February 1984, copy in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
-"-uruv~:rsity off~~;-Strlng Pr*t·--
Phyllis Young Pir<!dor 
Anne Wilt ~is1'1tnt Dim:tar 
Thlrey..fiEth Anniversary Celebration 
1948-198'l 
Fig. 35 Thirty-fifth Anniversary Celebration Concert Program (17 April 1983), courtesy of 
Phyllis Young 
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The Junior League of Austin continued to support the UTSP in the early 1980s. In 
addition to providing financial support, members also donated time. For example, in 
1984, Laura Leshikar, a Junior League member and pianist, accompanied students at 
rehearsals, concerts, and competitions. Martha Black and Louise Pinecoff constructed 
teaching aids and visuals used in the theory classes (called "Practical Music Skills Class" 
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at the time), and Delane Kamin assisted in designing brochures and furnishing public 
relations materials. 53 In April, the Junior League volunteers served as ushers for a concert 
featuring all UTSP students.54 
Young organized and orchestrated the UTSP spring concerts according to her 
concert plan developed in the early 1960s. "We even developed a two-page paper with a 
countdown of what should be done 10 weeks before the concert. .. 8 weeks ... 3 days ... 
1 hour!"55 The order of performance was always the same: beginning with the most 
advanced group and ending by adding the least advanced group to the students already on 
stage. 56 It appears that Young and the UTSP maintained that format until the end of her 
directorship in 1993. Her policy was that she never went on stage herself, but instead sat 
with the audience. Young claims that she wanted to keep the focus on the students and 
their accomplishments. According to Young: "There was a reason behind every step in 
those concerts. I wrote detailed plans for each concert-step by step. One of the String 
Project teachers thought it was so funny that I had noted, 'At this point, the String Project 
teachers will clap spontaneously' ."57 
According to one former student, the concerts observed during the early 1980s 
were always "well-designed designed, well structured. The music was well-
programmed." However, what bothered this student was that the UTSP teachers played in 
the orchestras, accounting for about ten percent of the orchestra, on average. "That was 
53Mary Clare Ward, "University of Texas String Project," Capitalines (The Junior League of 
Austin , April 1984): 22. 
54
"String Project in Concert," Uni versity of Texas, Concert Hall , Performing Arts Center, Austin , 
TX, concert program, 15 April 1984,4:00 P.M. in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
55Ibid ., 22. 
56Young, "The History of Its First Fifty Years," 22-23. 
57Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 11 February 2009. 
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not really a true representation of the sound of those kids. It was a beefed-up quite a 
bit,"58 a concern reportedly shared by other former UT Austin music students. That is, 
concerts were being represented as the work of students, when in fact many teachers were 
contributing to the ensemble. Not only were the teachers unannounced as members of the 
group, the program did not list them as playing in the orchestra. 59 
According to the same former student, rumors at the time were that concerts were 
not about the children, but were about showing off to administrators, who were in a 
position to help or hurt the program. Thus, concerts became more about public relations 
than about demonstrating what the children can do. The former student said that some of 
the university student teachers also problems with this, even though Young made it very 
clear that she viewed each concert as an opportunity to "sell the audience on the beauty of 
string instruments" and maintained that this has always a "foremost goal" of the string 
project.60 Performances generally lasted for approximately an hour, and there were no 
intermissions. 
Young not only orchestrated every concert, but was exacting in the use of time 
during rehearsals as well. "She had extremely meticulous rehearsal schedules 
(remember. . . down to the minute!) that left out nothing," noted Laura Popper Crawford.61 
Crawford goes on to say that Young even listed a time for the younger students to use the 
restroom before the annual spring concert began. Crawford also remembers Young's end-
58 Anonymous interviewee. 
59Ibid. 
60Young, "The History oflts First Fifty Years, 1948-1998," 23. 
61 Laura Popper Crawford, "Laura Popper Crawford, violin, 1972-76" in "The University of Texas 
String Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth 
Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 50. Crawford was a violin teacher, a 
section leader, conductor, and theory teacher with the UTSP from 1972-76. 
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of-the-year parties, where, on her bougainvillea-filled patio, she had punch bowls labeled 
"con spirito" and "senza spirito" for punch with and without alcohol.62 
Elliott Cheney, a student at the university and a teacher in the UTSP (1975-80, 
1983-86), recalls: 
What were some of my favorite memories of the String Project Days? The final spring 
concerts were always moving-so many wonderful kids performing, some of them 
heading off to college the next year, and the sadness of saying goodbye to fellow 
teachers graduating and seeking their fortunes. The year-end parties at Phyllis 
Young's house were special times and an important opportunity to get recharged. Mrs. 
Young has been the most important influence on my musical life, for what I learned 
from her as both cellist and teacher. There was always a concentration of energy 
around both her cello class and the String Project. Somehow, we all helped keep each 
other inspired, and working towards realizing our dreams.63 
Young required that each of her cello students play for at least one or two cello 
classes each semester, in addition to at least one Cello Evening. Cello Evenings were 
class recitals held twice each semester in the recital studio. Young often videotaped the 
performances. The cello master classes were held on the fifth floor of the music building, 
in one of the larger rooms at the end of the hallway. The format was always the same: 
solo cello performances followed by cello choir. Former student Daryl Lewis recalls that 
the best thing about the cello choir repertoire was how varied it was, and that there were 
1 . + 64 a ways new pteces to per1orm. 
Jerry Young, in an article in the Austin American-Statesman, commented: "Phyllis 
Young, director of the University of Texas String project, is the perfect example of the 
62Ibid. 
63Eiliott Cheney, "Elliott Cheney, cello (String Project student starting 1964), 1975-80, 1983-86" 
in "The University of Texas String Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas 
String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin , TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 53. Cheney was 
a UTSP student starting in 1964. His duties in the project included serving as a cello teacher. 
64Daryl Lewis, Midland, TX, questionnaire, 2 December 2008, original in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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saying, 'If you want something done, give it to a busy person' ."65 Margaret Campbell and 
Trevor William noted: 
The University of Texas at Austin is fortunate in having a lively and enterprising head 
of string pedagogy, Phyllis Young, a cellist who studied with Horace Britt. She is 
director of the String Project in which the final concert gives sufficient proof that by 
"catching them young" and teaching them well, performances of a very high standard 
can be achieved. 66 
Workshops: Early 1980s 
Young remained active as a clinician during the early 1980s. She was involved in 
fourteen workshops and clinics in the 1980-81 year alone. She returned to Honolulu to 
participate in the International String Workshop, was a guest string clinician in a two-day 
workshop for Suzuki students at the Parker Music Academy in Houston, and was the 
featured clinician for a one-week string workshop co-sponsored by AST A at the 
University of Nebraska in Lincoln. She was also the featured clinician in workshops in 
Colorado and Arizona. 
Australia and Tasmania, Spring 1981 
During the spring of 1981, Young participated in workshops in Australia and 
Tasmania. Being a meticulous record keeper, she maintained files on every trip. Anne C. 
Witt observed that Young is "very methodical. She structures experiences. "67 Although 
she archived records from all her national and international trips, here the researcher 
65Jerry Young, "UT string teacher brings joy of music to youth, "Austin American-Statesman (18 
April 1986), D 8, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
66Margaret Campbell and Trevor Williams, "Chjld 's Play," The Strad 98 (November 1987): 861. 
67 Anne C. Witt, interview by the researcher, Atlanta, GA, 19 April 2009, compact disk, in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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highlights only selected examples, starting with the trip to Australia in 1981. 
In the fall of 1980, Young corresponded with Elizabeth Morgan, president of the 
Australian String Teachers Association (AUSTA). In her 8 October letter, Young 
indicated that she might be able to hand carry some copies of her book, Playing the 
String Game, to the AUSTA conference in April1981. Young heard that UT Austin 
provided transportation money for the presentation of "original" research. Young 
explained, "We all know that in our field a 'paper' of original research really means a 
workshop or a workshop-type session." She also asked about the possibility of being able 
to present a workshop at the conference, adding if Morgan had already engaged a cello 
clinician, she would be willing to present a more general session, "one that applied to all 
strings." She continued, "I think there are a number of ways I could slant it in order to 
stay out of other clinicians' areas." She added that to justify the university paying for her 
trip she needed to visit some string classes or lessons while there.68 
In a subsequent correspondence with Elizabeth Morgan, Young discussed 
additional trip details. Young asked her not to worry about accommodations. She wrote: 
I would love to have the opportunity to stay in some Australian homes in order to 
know your people better and get a feel for Australian life. However, I just don't want 
anything to be a nuisance or to be difficult for people. Do you suppose you could 
arrange "billeting" (a new word for me!) where it is natural and easy?69 
Young's file also contained a copy of her application form to the University 
Research Institute asking for travel funding, miscellaneous postcards, and an index card 
68Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, typewritten letter to Elizabeth [Morgan], 8 October 1980, copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
69Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, typewritten letter to Elizabeth [Morgan] , 25 February 1981 , copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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with the time difference between Australia and Texas in Young 's handwriting. Also 
present are a previous AUSTA brochure, a copy of the Australian String Teacher 1 (May 
1976), photographs, and a detailed itinerary (beginning with her 4:05P.M. departure 
from Austin on Continental Airlines on 3 April).70 Upon her arrival, each day was 
scheduled. For example, on 8 April she observed classes and the orchestra. She also 
scheduled time for sightseeing. She departed Hobart, Tasmania on the Ansett Flight No. 
40 at 6:30P.M. and arrived in Melbourne at 7:35P.M. that evening. 
Young archived the postcards she sent her family during this trip and they show 
the devotion she felt toward her husband, who as noted earlier had been bedridden and 
unable to travel since the rnid-1970s. Phyllis wanted to include him as much as possible, 
so she wrote and called him regularly. Early during this trip, she wrote: 
Sweetheart. This guy [the postcard is a photograph of a laughing kookaburra] really 
has a lot of charm. We had a nice conversation at a wildlife sanctuary and he was only 
about 18 inches from me. The emus were also terrific and I took a picture of a koala 
bear balanced in a fork of a tree (high up!) sound asleep. It has been a fantastic day. 
And what fun it was to talk to you! My bag is OK and is supposed to be delivered 
from the airport soon. Much love, Phyllis71 
The following day she sent another postcard: 
Sweetheart, Yesterday we drove out of Melbourne to a wildlife sanctuary and saw 
some wonderful animals. Some little koala bears were asleep in some trees. One guy 
was balanced in the fork of a tree-snoozing away. An emu talked with me-sounded 
like a tympani. The people here are just wonderful to me. Much love, Phyllis 72 
70Phyllis Young, application form to the University Research Institute, Uni versity of Texas at 
Austin, 24 October 1980, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV; and Phyllis Young's 
Schedule 3 August 1981 , typewritten schedule, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
71Phyllis Young, Melbourne, photograph of a laughing kookaburra postcard to Jimmie Young, 
Austin , 6 April 1981 , 5:30P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
72Phyllis Young, Melbourne, photograph of a kangaroo postcard to Jimmie Young, Austin, 7 April 
1981 , 6:00A.M. , in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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From Tasmania: 
Sweetheart, I am now on a sight seeing tour (mini bus) of Hobart, Tasmania. A violist 
of the Tasmanian Symphony drove me from Launceton to Hobart (3 V2 or 4 hrs), 
which is almost the length of Tasmania. Was a beautiful trip. The people here are so 
friendly and nice. Hobart is beautiful. Will do a workshop this afternoon at the 
University of Tasmania. Much love, Phyllis 73 
On that particular day, Young and her companion ate lunch at the Launceton Cataract 
Gorge. 
A day or so later, Phyllis wrote: 
Darling, This place is fantastic!. .. Jay Lee, my hostess, is the director of the Sydney 
Youth Orchestra, a huge program (350) kids. She is a fun, dynamic woman and her 
home is colorful and fun. Can't believe I'm here. Would love to see you. Hope you 
and Princess [their dog] are fine ... All my love, Phyllis 74 
During this two-week trip, Young was the guest clinician for the Queensland 
string teachers in Brisbane, Australia, the Sydney Youth Orchestra, the National School 
of Music in Canberra, and the featured artist/teacher in a workshop for private string 
teachers in the Melbourne area for the Australian String Teachers Association-Victoria 
(AUSTA VIC). She also worked with the Tasmanian Youth Orchestra in Hobart and was 
the featured international artist/teacher for several sessions at the Australian String 
Teachers Association National Conference, which took place at the University of 
Queensland in St. Lucia, Australia.75 
In addition to all these activities, Young was a featured clinician at the Second 
73Phyllis Young, Tasmania, photograph of Launceton ' s famous Cataract Gorge, Tasmania 
postcard to Jimmje Young, Austin, 8 Aprill981, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
74Phyllis Young, Sydney, postcard to Jirrunje Young, Austin, 12 Aprill981, 10:00 A.M., in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
75Young, Curriculum Vitae , [23], see appendix A, 465. 
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National Conference held at the University of Queensland. 76 Catherine Milligan, a third-
year bachelor of music student at the University of Queensland, wrote about her reaction 
to Young's workshop and the conference in general. Young "bubbles with enthusiasm 
about string teaching" and "her approach was full of energy and zest." Milligan continued 
with a description of Young's teaching devices stored in her "bag of tricks." According to 
Mulligan, the workshop was filled with attendees "bouncing balloons on bows, wading 
through milkshakes, stuck with glue, and catching birds on our bows." She reported that 
Young has a "vivacious personality and her sessions are always mota perpetuo," adding 
that attendees had no time for taking notes, falling asleep, 
Fig. 36 Phyllis Young in Australia (1981), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
For the past sixty years, Young has maintained boxes filled with files, file 
cabinets with yet more files, and folders with even more materials stacked on shelves. 
76Phyllis Young, "Phyllis Young in Action," Second National Conference, University of 
Queensland, Queensland, Australia, conference program, 16-20 April 1981, copy in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
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Young grouped by event or year, her files containing newspaper clippings, photographs, 
letters, and copies of programs. Often there are multiple copies of newspaper articles and 
magazine articles, in different files. Although, frequently Young made notations of the 
publication and date, often she failed to fully document articles of interest to the current 
research. She has kept individual folders for each workshop she has presented. In 
addition, she has numerous boxes of photographs, which are not organized or labeled. 
She has indicated to the researcher on a number of occasions that her goal is to organize 
these materials in some meaningful way. 
Phyllis Young's workshop schedule remained full during the early 1980s. She 
participated in eleven workshops during the 1981-82 academic year. During that year, she 
was the guest cello clinician for students and observed by teachers for the Centenary 
Suzuki School Summer Workshop at Centenary College in Shreveport, Louisiana.77 She 
then presented several workshops in Texas, including one the TMEA convention in 
Austin.78 She also presented a session for the Suzuki Cello Workshop in Bryan, Texas, 
based on the methods outlined in her first book, Playing the String Game.79 In February, 
Young served as a guest clinician for the Kansas Music Educators Association In-Service 
Workshop.80 She also presented workshops in states including Montana and Utah, among 
others. 
77Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae , [23], see appendix A, 465. 
78Phyllis Young, "Chamber Music and Its Use in Motivating Students," 1982 TMEA Clinic 
Convention Hosts The 751h Anniversary of MENC, San Antonio, TX, conference program, February 1982, 
39, photocopy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
79Phyllis Young, "Playing the String Game," Suzuki Cello Workshop, Brazos Talent Education, 
Bryan, TX, workshop flyer, 14-15 May 1982, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
80
"Certificate of Appreciation presented to Phyllis Young," Kansas Music Educators Association, 
In-Service Workshop, certificate, 26-27 February 1982; and Elizabeth Carroll , president of Kansas AST A, 
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During July 1982, Young was a clinician in the International Society for Music 
Education (IS ME) XV Conference in Bristol, England. Her session was part of the 
"International Look at String Teaching Today" portion of the conference.81 Later that 
month and into early August, she was featured as the cello pedagogy specialist and 
master cello teacher for a two-week session at the 1982 International String Workshop in 
Innsbruck, Austria. 82 Young continued to be active on the workshop circuit, participating 
in nine workshops in 1982-83 and thirteen in 1983-84.83 
ASTA Leadership Conference, Chicago: March 1984 
Phyllis Young appears to have prepared extensively for every workshop, 
including filing minutiae in folders . An example of the detailed preparation for her 
workshops can be seen in the materials she archived for the March 1984 ASTA 
Leadership Conference in Chicago where she presented a workshop aimed at convincing 
the AST A leaders that obtaining new recruits was the responsibility of the current 
membership. 84 
Young's session notes, in outline form, contained bulleted "steps" needed to 
increase ASTA membership. The first asks, "Why?" Once the why is known, the next 
letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 10 March 1982, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
81Young, Curriculum Vitae, [22], see appendix A, 464. 
82Phyllis Young, "The Mental Image-A Winning Strategy for String Players," XV ISME 
International Music Education Conference, organized by the UK Council for Music Education and 
Training, conference program, Bristol, England, July 1982; and Phyllis Young, "Young Strategies," 
International String Workshop, Innsbruck, Austria, brochure, 30 July-12 August 1982, in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
83A complete li st of Young ' s workshops (1980-2007) can be seen in her Curriculum Vitae, [4-24], 
see appendix A, 446-466. 
84Phyllis Young, "Magic Steps to a Whopping Big ASTA Membership," ASTA State Officers 
Workshop, Chicago, IL, session handout, 21 March 1984, in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Fig. 37 Workshop handout (1984), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
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step is to set a goal. According to Young, one has to find a "magic number" (membership 
goal) and a "magic date."85 The third step is "believe it can happen," and fourth is 
answering the question, "Who will do it?" Step five includes finding people to invite, 
using the extensive search lists from other organizations such as MENC, MTNA, NSOA 
(National School Orchestra Association), and the College Music Society, instrument 
societies, orchestra rosters, and instrument dealers. The sixth step is to "determine a 
method." The seventh step is to invite people to an ASTA meeting and make it easy for 
them to join. Step eight is to watch the forms roll in, and the subsequent step is to "ride 
herd on the renewals," enclose applications, and offer incentives. The final step is to give 
85Phyllis Young, "Magic Steps to a Whopping Big ASTA Membership," ASTA State Officers 
Workshop, Chicago, IL, type-written notes for workshop, 21 March 1984, copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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"medals to those who helped you, and congratulations to you."86 
Distinguished Service A ward: 1984 
Fig. 38 Lucas Drew presenting Phyllis Young with the Distinguished Service Award, courtesy of 
the American String Teacher 
Immediately following the leadership portion, ASTA held its national conference, 
which was open to the entire membership. On 12 March, ASTA conferred upon Young 
the "Distinguished Service Award," an award "given each year for unique and 
outstanding service in the cause of string performance, education or creativity."87 Jack 
Benny was the first person to receive this award (1963), and other former recipients 
include Merle Isaac, Paul Rolland, Elizabeth H. Green, The American Federation of 
Musicians, and The National Federation of Music Clubs.88 
The awards session and reception took place at the Palmer House in Chicago, 
86Ibid. 
87
"Service Award," American String Teacher 21 (winter 1971): 9. 
88Ibid.; and "ASTA Awards and Citations," [article on-line] (accessed 8 October 2009); available 
at: http: www.astaweb.com; Internet. 
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where the Fine Arts Quartet provided the musical entertainment. In the acceptance of her 
award, Young read from her book, Playing the String Game, and shared her thoughts on 
teachers as "door openers:" 
I was excited, thrilled, exhilarated, and honored when Lucas telephoned me with the 
news of this award several weeks ago. But, then a strange thing happened. You must 
remember-I am much more experienced at being on the other side of the trophy! 
As the weeks passed, I gained an entirely new insight into our ASTA awards . My 
vision is much clearer from this vantage point. Now I see that ASTA is not honoring 
the individual string teacher named Phyllis Young. Instead, it is paying homage to all 
string teachers . I just happened to have been chosen to be the 1984 symbol. 
There are lots of outstanding string teachers who are giving "distinguished service." 
This room itself is filled with people brimming with talent, dedication, and 
accomplishment. The work of all of us is extremely important. 
Some of you already know of my door opener theory. For those who do not, I would 
like to share it with you. 
Some years ago, as I opened the door to our home, it occurred to me that we string 
teachers are door openers. We go around opening the doors to self-expression. I truly 
believe that each person has something within him/her uniquely beautiful just waiting 
to be freed . We string teachers don't create it. It already exists. Our job is to help the 
student develop the technical tools to allow this inner beauty to flow freely. 
But unfortunately most doors have locks. No matter how many keys we have on our 
teaching key rings, we never seem to have enough! We always need one more. A new 
situation will arise and we must make a new key or borrow one from someone else. 
This is why I appreciate the American String Teachers Association so very much. By 
sharing with each other and learning from each other-through our beautiful journal, 
workshops, and conventions-we are able to expand our teaching key rings. How else 
could we learn so much in our adult lives? 
But, as we go around opening doors, we must never forget that the ease by which a 
door is opened has nothing to do with the contents of the room on the other side. 
Untold splendors may lie behind the door with the most stubborn lock. 
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Lucas, I accept this award on behalf of all string teachers of America. Thank you for 
allowing me to be the 1984 symbol. 89 
t""- L,u,.L-.,. ~.A., 
,.J, . 
Fig. 39 Young's notes from her speech, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
89Phyllis Young, Distinguished Service acceptance speech, typewritten document (1984), copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Fig. 40 The ASTA Distinguished Service Award, photograph by Ingrid Kovacs 
Lucas Drew presented Young with a beautiful, specially designed, earth-toned 
three-dimensional clay plate depicting a cellist.90 The artist was Argentinean Susana 
Espinosa (b. 1933), whom ASTA had commissioned to create the plate.91 Young still 
proudly displays this plate on her piano in the living room of her Austin home. It was also 
during this time, in the autumn of 1984, that Young accepted a term as Cello Forum 
Editor for the American String Teacher. 92 
90
" 1984 ASTA: The Annual Awards Ceremony-Lucas Drew, presiding," American String 
Teacher 34 (summer 1984): 24. 
9 1
"About the Awards," American String Teacher 34 (spring 1984): 4. 
92
"Phyllis Young," American String Teacher 34 (autumn 1984): 8. 
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Second American Cello Congress: Tempe, AZ, 4-9 June 1984 
Fig. 41 Phyllis Young and Mstisliv Rostropovich, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Phyllis Young had the opportunity to be a part of the Second American Cello 
Congress,93 which was held from 4-9 June 1984 at Arizona State University, in its 
"splendid (and air-conditioned) facilities ."94 The event brought hundreds of cellists to 
Arizona for five days of master classes, seminars, concerts, and networking. Many well-
respected cellists of the day attended, including Pierre Fournier, Mstislav Rostropovich, 
Gabor Reijto, George Neikrug, Raya Garbousova, and Harvey Shapiro. Young lectured 
on "the use of mental imagery in teaching and playing. "95 Rostropovich attended 
93The First American Cello Congress was held in Washington, DC in 1982. 
94Gordon Epperson, "An Extraordinary "Mix-The Second American Cello Congress," American 
String Teacher 34 (autumn 1984): 56. 
95Ibid., 57. 
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Young's session and was so impressed with her use of imagery that he took a "flyswatter 
home to help with bow rebound action in the Haydn C Major!"96 
International Workshop, Brussels: 30 July-12 August 1984 
The summer International Workshop in Brussels began with a solemn warning 
from director Gerald Fischbach that if participants had come expecting a relaxing 
European vacation, they had come to the wrong place.97 Young was again invited to 
present lecture/demonstrations illustrating how she harnesses the immense power of a 
student's fantasy for the student as well as the teacher. Feves wrote that she charmed 
everyone, and with her suitcase of special props she struck a chord, especially with 
individuals, such as himself, who "operate quite a bit in the concrete world."98 
VVorkshops: 1985-1987 
Young continued to be extremely active on the workshop circuit during the mid-
1980s. She was featured in such countries as Italy, Holland, Jordan, and England. Closer 
to home, she traveled from Hawaii to Missouri, and from Oklahoma to Spokane. Clearly, 
Young had mastered her workshop style. She traveled with two suitcases filled with 
props-one for left-hand and one for right-hand technique.99 She had found a niche and 
used it to her advantage. 
96Ibid., 58. 
97Michael Feves, "Musical Choices Abroad," American String Teacher 35 (wi nter 1985): 34. 
Michael Feves was in the Radio Filharmonish Orkest of Hilversum (Holland), and was also an active 
chamber music artist and taught cello at the Amersfoort Muziekschool. 
98Ibid. 
99Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Atlanta, GA, 19 March 2009. 
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"Get Out the Wheels! Phyllis Young: How Do We Get This Thing Rolling?" 
Workshop, Spokane, Washington: February 1985 
Young also presented workshops aimed at topics of concern to state and national 
ASTA leaders. ASTA National Board members had nearly "two days of intensive 
discussions behind them when they greeted arrivals for the initial ASTA session, the 
Friday afternoon State Officers Workshop" held on 15 February 1985 in Spokane, 
Washington. Organized by Anne Michakoff, Young gave a session aimed at providing 
)L 
GET OUT Til£ Wli EElS! 
Fig. 42 Workshop Handout (1985), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
suggestions for effective fundraising entitled, "Get Out the Wheels! Phyllis Young: How 
Do We Get This Thing Rolling?" It was described as a "highly charged, wide-awake 
visual essay by Phyllis Young on how to get projects moving." 100 As with the 1984 
100Jody Atwood, "Enthusiasm, Energy and Expertise: Spokane 1985," American String Teacher 35 
(spring 1985): 33-34. 
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workshop, her handouts were a series of amusing, yet insightful cartoon sketches. 
Young also presented a workshop to the general AST A membership entitled, 
"Playing the String Game: Strategies for Teaching Strings." Again, her engaging 
personality revived attendees' low batteries and kept everyone on the edge of their chairs. 
During the hour participants experienced numerous ways of teaching, and Young helped 
them "focus ... attention to motions and gestures we do in everyday life and to their 
relationship with string playing." According to Atwood, Young used a variety of props, 
including fly swatters, sponges, hair curlers, "and other interesting items" for her in-depth 
"investigative research." Young led participants to discover that their relationship with 
these everyday items has a close connection to motions used in string playing, and that by 
comparing our playing motions to motions we do in everyday life, we can become more 
natural string players. 10 1 
MUSIC WEST String Pedagogy Workshop, 
Utah State University, Logan, Utah: July 1985. 
Young was the featured artist teacher in the one-week workshop entitled "Music 
West String Pedagogy Workshop" during the second week of July 1985 at Utah State 
University in Logan. One professor commented as he watched through the doors, "I'm 
not seeing what I'm seeing!" He and a group of professors had come to see Young teach, 
expecting to see a traditional session. Instead, they saw attendees moving around the 
room trying to keep a balloon on the tips of their bows. Once again, Young was armed 
101Don Peterson, "Playing the String Game: Strategies for Teaching Strings. Phyllis Young, 
Clinician," American String Teacher 35 (spring 1985): 35. 
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with her bags filled with props, and as she opened her bags, the intrigue began. "Out 
came imaginary door knobs, dark rooms full of flashlights, lady bugs, hopping 
kangaroos, road runners, feather dusters and enough Phyllisisms to write a new 
lexicon." 102 The session included musical follow-the-leader, I'll bow and you finger, and 
"enough movement around the room to warrant aPE credit." Young's enthusiasm about 
teaching and her love of music was apparent not only to workshop attendees during the 
workshop, but also to those who enjoyed private conversations with her during her stay in 
Utah. One student expressed it: "Being in her session is like witnessing your own 
rebirth." 103 
The String Project: Mid-1980s 
Young's first love was in pioneering the string program "that has brought 
international attention to both her and the UT music department." "I don ' t perform as 
much as some of the other faculty, but I feel that I have brought music to a lot of people," 
she said. She continued: 
Hundreds of thousands of people are playing string instruments because of the far-
reaching effects of this program. We have had many guests from all over the world 
come to observe. Elizabeth Morgan, who is the founder and past president of [the] 
Australian String Teachers Association, planned her trip to the United States around 
this concert. [Held the following Sunday] 104 
During this time, the UTSP had approximately twenty-three to twenty-five 
teachers. Most of the teachers who took part in the UTSP were undergraduates, and all 
102Warren L. Burton, "Utah Meets Phyllis," American String Teacher 35 (sununer 1985): 39. 
Burton was chairman of the music department at Utah State University in Logan. 
103Ibid. 
104Young, quoted in Campbell and Williams, "Child 's Play," 861. 
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were full-time students. Young stressed the importance of students becoming involved in 
teaching while at the university. Often the first two years were difficult, but the final year 
was generally very successful. Thus, when the students left the program, they did so with 
experiences enabling them to hold down a job with more confidence. As Young pointed 
out: "Not many student teachers have the opportunity to take a class through all the 
preparation for and also conduct them at a public concert with an audience of 700." 105 
There were 230 students enrolled in the UTSP in the mid-1980s. Young said: 
The students' ages range from 3 to 18. We get so many applications all year long that 
we keep a waiting list. We don't give the babies a test, but we hold auditions for the 
older ones at the very end of August. A teacher will sing to them and ask them to sing 
back to see if they can match pitches and rhythms ... Parents can put their children's 
names down as early as they wish-often at birth-and are invited to bring them to be 
tested after the age of six. Before that, they learn by the Suzuki method.106 
Through the efforts of Young and her teachers, string instruction at the UTSP had 
advanced since the beginning of the project. According to Young, the students played 
much better than in past years. She added: "We have been so influenced by the ideas of 
Dr. Suzuki, which we have used for 15 to 20 years. He is just a genius, and the Suzuki 
method is phenomenal because the kids learn so much faster." 107 She continued: 
We use strictly Suzuki method with the very young ones, but as they get older, we 
incorporate techniques of other great pedagogues. What impresses me is how much 
we have learned through the years about string pedagogy-that's such a big word. A 
youngster who has played five years now is so much more advanced than one who had 




108Jerry Young, "UT string teacher brings joy," D8. 
The Fortieth Anniversary Concert 
In the spring of 1987, the UTSP produced a video that chronicled the 17 April 
1987 commemorative concert. Young was still the director, and Mary Neven was the 
assistant director. The concert honored not only forty years of the UTSP, but also the 
founders E. William Doty and Albert Gillis. The concert took place in the university's 
Performing Arts Center Concert Hall. 109 
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The concert featured all the UTSP orchestras. As with other concerts, the program 
began with the most advanced group. As the concert progressed, subsequent groups 
(based on level) were added until all the groups played together for the final number. 
During the performance, Richard Lawn, associate chair of the UT Austin music 
department, gave a speech and congratulated Young. 110 
Lawn also thanked others important to the program, including Mary Neven, as 
well as parents, students, and the Junior League of Austin. Lawn then introduced Libby 
Malone, president of the Junior League of Austin, as the next speaker. Malone said that 
the Junior League was pleased and proud to offer their continuing support to the program. 
She ended her speech with the following: 
And we congratulate each of you in the program for your remarkable achievement. 
Thank you for the joy and enrichment ~ou bring to all of us for your diligent and 
loving attention to music. Thank you. 1 1 
109 The University of Texas String Project 1987, prod. James A. Ullrich, dir. Tracy Gehman, 48:13 
min., AISD Media Production Services, The Austin Independent School District, 5 August 1987, #751 TG 
Tape# I , VHS film ; and "A Celebration in Honor of Dr. E. William Doty, Founding Dean of the College 
of Fine Arts, and Albert Gillis , First Director and Developer of the UT String Project," Phyllis Young, 
Director, Mary Neven, Assistant, Director, University of Texas String Project, program, 12 April 1987, 
3:30P.M., copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
110Richard Lawn, speech, 17 April 1987, Urtiversity of Texas Austin String Project concert, 
Austin, TX (The University of Texas String Project 1987, VHS film). 
111 Libby Malone, speech, 17 April 1987, University of Texas Austin String Project concert, 
Austin , TX (The University of Texas String Project 1987, VHS film). 
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Richard Lawn then said: 
Those people who we honor today who were first responsible for the conception of the 
String project in 1948 may never have realized the far-reaching impact of their 
dreams. Margaret Campbell, a distinguished author and lecturer from England, joins 
us today after planning her 1987 lecture tour around the United States around today's 
special spring String project concert. This certainly is an indication to us of the 
prestige, the prominence, and the recognition worldwide of this program, which first 
developed in 1948. 112 
Margaret Campbell, author of The Great Cellists 11 3 and former editor of the 
British Journal of Music Therapy, made a special detour to visit the UTSP that day. She 
was very impressed with everything she saw, including how wonderfully the students 
played: "I just can't tell you how good they are. But, all teachers here will know what I 
have to say is true ... " 114 She continued, "It [the importance of music making for children] 
is so much more important than many of you can imagine. It teaches children 
coordination, concentration, and, above all, it teaches them how to express their feelings 
in a safe way. And this is what we all want for all our children, I think." 115 
Richard Lawn continued by reminding the audience of the fact that the string 
project was born as an idea in 1948: 
In 1948, Albert Gillis, who at that time was a young professor of viola in our 
department of music, came to Dean Doty, dean of the college of fine arts at that time, 
with an idea; a dream which was based on offering instruction to young people as we 
see sitting behind us . A program of this kind in 1948 was certainly very unique. And 
so unique, in fact, that it had no model anywhere in the United States or abroad for 
that matter. I am sure that Dr. Gillis had certain faith in his idea and his dream. But I 
would doubt that he realized that the future impact of this program would be where we 
see it today. It takes a special commitment from someone to gain the kind of support 
112Richard Lawn, speech, 17 Aprill987. 
11 3Margaret Campbell, The Great Cellists (London: Robson Books, 1988, 2004). 
114Margaret Campbell , speech, 17 April 1987, University of Texas Austin String Project concert, 
Austin, TX (The University of Texas String Project 1987, VHS film) . 
115Ibid. 
that this program has gained over the years. And today, we acknowledge this 
commitment begun by Dr. Gillis in 1948. 11 6 
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Richard Lawn then pointed out that among the special guests was Jackie Pride, a 
former student who had earned a master's degree in music from UT Austin and had been 
one of the first string project teachers. She had become the coordinator of music and the 
string program for the McAllen, Texas, school district. Pride also served as past president 
of the Texas chapter of AST A. She was "one of many in a long tradition of string project 
students, faculty and, of course, parents, who contributed a great deal as leaders in the 
history of string education." 11 7 
Lawn also said that no faculty member or new program at a university could be 
successful without the support of the administration. He concluded by saying that the 
performance was a true testament of the remarkable work happening at the University of 
Texas and the string project. 11 8 
The Late 1980s 
Phyllis Young's Workshops : 1987-1989 
In the summer of 1987 Young attended the European String Teachers 
Association's Fourteenth International Conference in the Netherlands. The conference 
took place at the Noordwijkerhout-Leeuwenhorst Congress Center, located near the 
popular beach resort of Noorwijk Aan Zee. Famous pedagogues from fifteen European 




countries attended. Young taught two workshops at this conference. Although the 
attendees sat at long narrow tables, which were the normal set-up for such conventions, 
they were able to "adapt to Mrs. Young's style" and participated with the "unfamiliar 
scrubbies and flyswatters that American string teachers recognize as Young's 
trademarks." 11 9 
The same summer, Phyllis also participated in the ASTA International Workshop 
at the University of Exeter, in the hills of Devon, England. Tom Rose, a violinist who 
attended one of the workshops, wrote, "I was especially impressed with Phyllis Young. 
She is a magic personality who really is the type of person I thought she would be after 
reading her book The String Play. " 120 Young co-presented another session at the 
conference, "Comprehensive Pedagogy Class," with Gerald Fischbach and Robert 
Culver. 
After the six-day conference, Young presented two full-day EST A-sponsored 
presentations at two conservatories in the Netherlands. The first was at the Royal 
Conservatory and was organized by Michael Feves, teacher of cello pedagogy there. The 
second presentation involved Young teaching at the Stedelijk Conservatorium in 
Groningen at the invitation of president of EST A-Netherlands, Ben de Ligt, who was also 
the organizer and host of the ESTA conference. 121 
11 9
"ESTA-Phyllis Young in Holland," American String Teacher 31 (summer 1987): 12. 
Flyswatters and scrubbies are among the various props Young used in her workshops. Scrubbies are three-
inch plastic mesh balls used to scour pots and pans. She used them to teach the action used in musical 
passages requiring fast , separate bow strokes. See Young, "Scrubbies," Scene 3, The String Play, 7-8. As 
mentioned previously, she used fl yswatters to teach the directional change for a specific bowing style. 
120Mary Snider, "A Jolly Good ASTA International Workshop in England," American String 




In the summer of 1984, Young taught a two-week course in Jordan at the Jordan 
National Conservatory of Music, which had opened the previous October (1986). Queen 
Noor hired Sheila Johnson, a well-known Suzuki violin teacher, to hire violin teachers for 
the conservatory. King Hussein wanted Johnson to present a performance in a large 
festival, so Johnson had asked Young to help her prepare the cello students. 122 As a 
result, Young was the first cellist chosen to give an intensive course on teaching cello in 
Jordan. The conservatory had eight violin instructors, but no cello teachers, so it was 
Young's job to introduce the teachers to the rudiments of beginning cello instruction.123 
The conservatory and Noor al Hussein Foundation, named after Queen Noor, sponsored 
the trip. 
Young returned to Jordan in the summer of 1995 to teach at the Jordan Academy 
of Music as part of her two-week residency as an American Cultural Specialist for the 
United States Information Agency. During this time, she gave a special three-hour 
workshop for the cello section of the Jordanian Armed Forces Orchestra. Young recalls: 
We sat in this room, and the head of the whole military base was sitting behind a big 
desk. There was a big long bench on each side of the room. My guide sat on one, and I 
sat on the other. We talked for a little bit, and just like magic, someone walks in with 
coffee ... the conductor of the orchestra came in (I had already met him at the 
academy) and said, "We're ready for you." Thirteeri Arabic cellists were all lined up 
in a row. TheJ all had on their fatigues. They looked so cute; they all had 
mustaches! 12 
122Ibid. 
123Helen Tackett, "Young Teaches Cello in Jordan," On Campus (21 -27 September 1987), in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
124Phyllis Young, interview by the researcher, Austin , TX, 28 July 2007. 
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Fig. 43 Phyllis Young in Jordan (1995), courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Young's Cello Choirs: Late 1980s 
Young remained active in ASTA during the late 1980s-first as the editor of the 
cello forum and then in assisting with the 1988 Solo Competition. Cello choirs, featuring 
students from her studio, were featured at state and national conferences during this 
period. For example, they performed for the TODA reception, which was held on 7 
February 1985, as part of the Texas Music Educators Association (TMEA) annual 
convention. 125 The program included pieces by Bach, Ravel, and Popper. This dedication 
appeared in the program: 
The members of the Cello Choir and their teacher, Phyllis Young, wish to present this 
program as a special tribute to the orchestra directors and string teachers of public 
schools. We recognize their wonderful contributions, their highly developed skills, 
their remarkable spirit of dedication, their steadfastness, and their continual 
125Phyllis Young, director, "Cello Choir: Students of Phyllis Young," Texas Music Educators 
State Convention, Texas Orchestra Directors Association Reception in the San Antonio Convention Center, 
San Antonio, TX, concert program, 7 February 1985, 3:45P.M., in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
demonstration of faith in the potential of young people. We believe that they are a 
very special and unique group and value them. With them, it all begins.126 
Workshops: Late 1980s 
Young participated as part of the faculty for the summer of 1988 ASTA 
International String Workshop in Eisenstaedt, Austria. 127 She traveled a great deal 
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domestically, such as to Chicago for a workshop for teachers of the Suzuki method, and 
to Wisconsin, Oregon, and Missouri. 128 
The following year ( 1989) was also a busy one for Young. During this time, she 
returned to Manchester, England to participate in the European String Teachers 
Association International Conference. 129 The conference featured an International Youth 
Orchestra, a chamber ensemble called the London Baroque, 130 lectures on the Suzuki 
method, and the Alexander Technique. Young presented two sessions. 131 After the 
conference, she returned to the United States and participated in the Maryland ASTA 
String Pedagogy Conference on 19-24 June. 132 
126Ibid. 
127Gerald Fischbach, director, 1988/nternational String Workshop, Eisenstadt, Austria, workshop 
program, 26 July-8 August 1988, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
128Young, Curriculum Vitae , [ 17-18], see appendix A, 461 . 
129The Training of Young Musicians of School Age," British Committee of the European String 
Teachers' Association, Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester, England, conference program, 28 
March-2 Apri11989, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. In 1997 Young became a lifetime 
Honorary Member of the European String Teachers Association, British Branch (Young, Curriculum Vitae, 
[ 40], see appendix A, 460). 
13v.rhe London Baroque was formed in 1978 and is regarded as one of the "foremost exponents of 
baroque chamber music." "London Baroque" [article on-line] (accessed 23 November 2009); available 
from http://www.londonbarqoue.com; Internet. 
131 Alison Godlee, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 15 November 1988, in possession of Phyllis 
Young. 
132Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, [18], see appendix A, 459. 
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University of Texas String Project: Late 1980s 
In the late 1980s, the UTSP continued to have substantial influence on American 
string education. Between the years of 1988-90, many former UTSP teachers held high 
offices in the American String Teachers Association, including national president-elect 
and a number of state presidencies (i.e., Alaska, California, Hawaii, New Mexico, Ohio, 
Texas, Utah, Wisconsin, and Wyorning). 133 
According to former UTSP teacher Michael Allard: 
Phyllis created an environment through the String Project for many of the country's 
(world's) most talented string teachers to come together, exchange ideas, techniques, 
cultures, etc. They created a critical mass, which catalyzed a fusion of pedagogy, as 
well as a fission. Individuals came out of the critical mass stretching teaching 
technique in their own way. But all have a strong element in common, and this is 
Phyllis. 134 
Graduates continued to demonstrate success through earning positions in major 
symphony orchestras throughout the world, such as the New York Philharmonic (as an 
endowed cello chair), San Francisco Symphony, and Oslo Symphony. Still others held 
university positions at such institutions as Bowling Green University and the University 
of Tennessee. String project programs such as the Royal Northern College of Music 
String project (Manchester, England), University of South Carolina String Project, and 
Northern Colorado University String Project, continued to seek advice and model their 
133Ibid., 32. 
134Michael Allard, Porterville, CA, response to questionnaire, ll December 2008, in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV. Michael Allard, "Michael Allard, violin/viola, 1987-88" in "The University 
of Texas String Project Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth 
Anniversary, ed. William Dick (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 65. Allard was a conductor and taught 
violin and viola in the UTSP. He attended UT Austin from 1987-88. 
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programs after the UTSP. 135 
Awards Received: Late 1980s 
Young received a number of awards in the late 1980s. Among these were the 
Certificate of Leadership from the Austin YWCA in 1988, and the 1988 University of 
Texas Outstanding Faculty Member, which was based on graduate exit surveys. 136 In 
March 1988, the Austin District Music Teachers Association awarded Young the 
Outstanding Collegiate Teaching Achievement Award. 137 Additionally, she continued to 
serve on various ASTA committees, including the State Nominating Committee (1986-
87), National Steering Committee (1988), Solo Competition Committee (1986-88), and 
National Nominating Committee (1984-85, 1989-90).138 
The Years: 1990-1993 
One learns to be forever grateful for every little thing that is nice-
but most especially when lo ve is expressed between people. 
-Phyllis Young 139 
The early 1990s were a time of incredible professional activity for Young, but 
years tempered by several personal losses. She was in great demand as a clinician and 
gave workshops at national and international conferences, and in 1991, she became a 
135Young, Curriculum Vitae, [30-32], see appendix A, 472-74. 
136Ibid ., 41. 
137
"The 1988 Teachers of the Year," Austin District Music Teachers Association Newsletter 
(March 1988): 1; and Young, Curriculum Vitae, [40] , see appendix A, 483 . 
138Ibid. 
139Phyllis Young, Austin , "A Message from Phyllis Young," 2 September 1991 , copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Parker C. Fields Regents Professor of Music. 140 This was also a time of transition, 
because after having achieved national and international recognition for her work with 
the UTSP, she decided to retire from the organization after serving it for over forty years . 
These years were also a time of sadness as she lost her husband of over forty-five years in 
1991 and her brother Max two years later. 14 1 
Young was a clinician at the ASTA International String Workshop at Mount 
Royal College, in Calgary, Alberta from 29 July-12 August 1990. 142 Laurie Blumer 
wrote: "The creative ideas and objects Phyllis Young tossed (literally) our way helped 
generate the beautiful sounds that were continually her goal." 143 Young gave cello master 
classes in addition to her workshops. In a personal note, Gerald Fischbach thanked her, 
observing that the Calgary workshop was the "biggest, smoothest, happiest ever." He 
stated that Young's contributions to the success of the workshop were immeasurable, and 
that "From the rapport you established with a 17 -year old student, to the special treat of 
your cello choir performance, you shared your wisdom and pursuit of excellence with 
more people than you know." 144 
140Young, Curriculum Vitae, [1] , see appendix A, 443 . 
141
"Donald Max Casselman," typewritten obituary, copy in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. Donald Max Casselman was born on 12 December 192 1 in Milan, KS and died 12 April 
1993 in Wichita, KS at the age of seventy-one. 
142Gerold Fischbach, director, "Calgary, Alberta: Strings!" 1990 International Workshop , fl yer, 
Alberta, Canada, 29 July- 12 August, 1990, original in the possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
143Laurie Blumer, "ASTA Workshop Reports: The International at Calgary," American String 
Teacher 40 (autumn 1990): 28. 
144Gerald Fischbach, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 10 October 1990, in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
Scottish Centre of European String Teachers Association Colloquium, 
Edinburgh: Spring 1990 
In the spring of 1990, the Scottish Centre of the European String Teachers 
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Association (ESTA) sponsored Young in workshops throughout Scotland. Beverly Gray, 
chairman of EST A Scotland, wrote a congratulatory letter to Young in which she 
observed that whether Young was teaching a master class to young students, leading 
teacher-training sessions, or participating in informal discussions with private teachers, 
she had much to offer. Gray continued, "Much of the impact and surprise of your work 
comes in using colourful teaching aids. It was a delight to watch the response of every 
group as they started out cool and skeptical and rapidly changed to happy, smiling 
involvement." Gray listed some of the attendee's comments, all highly favorable. Some 
attendees said that Young helped them "think in a clearer way" about their teaching 
methods. Others described Young as "very entertaining and extremely informative," and 
commented on the "great personality and wisdom of Phyllis Young." The letter ends with 
Gray commenting on the fact that Young's visit "achieved a great deal in re-vitalizing 
d . . . h ,]45 an re-mspmng so many teac ers. 
During the same year, the Japanese Teachers of the Suzuki Method invited Young 
to be a guest professor at their Annual Conference in Hamamatsu, Japan. She was the 
first non-Suzuki trained cello teacher to be invited to teach there. 146 
145Beverly Gray, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 7 May 1990, in possession of Phyllis Young, 
Austin, TX. 
146Young, Curriculum Vitae, [ 17], see appendix A, 459. 
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Workshops: Early 1990s 
The academic year of 1990-91 found Phyllis Young teaching a number of national 
and international workshops. 147 In February 1991, she traveled to St. George, Utah to 
present a workshop and master class at the Utah AST A Mid-Winter Clinic. 148 Helena J. 
Comer thanked Young for her participation: "It is good for others to experience your 
unique style and enthusiasm-these help keep music education alive and vibrant. I know 
of several teachers who made a point of attending the Mid-Winter Clinic specifically 
because they knew you would be there." 149 Later in the month, on 22 February, Young 
presented a workshop entitled, "Playing the String Game," for the New Jersey Chapter of 
AST A. Linda Kressler Fink wrote an article on that conference highlights in which she 
wrote of Young's emphasis on string teachers dealing with the spirit of people, as well as 
a musicians' inherent need to "express their inner beauty through music." 150 
Fink described some of the strategies Young demonstrated, such as the hand's 
natural tendency to take on the shape of an object it anticipates grasping. Young 
illustrated this by having workshop attendees' pick up mints, throw balls, and pretend to 
hold small birds. All these activities transfer to various aspects of holding the instrument 
and bow. Images of peanut butter and the thickness of milkshakes remind the performer 
of the sensation required for a smooth, legato bow stroke, teaching that resistance is 
147Ibid., 15-16. 
148Phyllis Young, "Playing the String Game" and "Cello Master Class, Mid-Winter Conference," 
Utah Music Educators Association [UMEA], Dixie Center, St. George, UT, flyer, 1-2 February 1991, 
original in f.ossession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
14 Helen J. Comer, Orchestra Vice-President, Utah Music Educators Association, Jetter to Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX, 13 March 1991 , copy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
15ctinda Kessler Fink, "Playing the String Game . . . as presented by Phyllis Young at the NJMEA 
[New Jersey Music Educators Association] In-Service Workshop, February 22, 1991 ," String Tones (spring 
1991):4. 
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necessary to pulling a beautiful tone from the instrument. Young also used a rainbow of 
flowing, silk scarves to demonstrate the arm sensation of smooth bow changes. 151 
Junior League continues support of the UTSP 
The Junior League of Austin continued to support the UTSP, and Young 
expressed her gratitude in a letter published in Capitalines, in the spring of 1991. In the 
letter, she informed the Junior League members of an upcoming concert by a violinist 
named Carol Marie Harris, a Junior League scholarship recipient from the late 1970s: 
The Junior League's wonderful, wonderful help has been so steadfast through the 
years. From a violinist of the San Francisco Symphony to a cellist of the New York 
Philharmonic and from the artist-in-residence of the University of Tennessee to a 
public school teacher in Texas, your help was there when needed. You have been a 
real turning point in the lives of many talented young people. Our thanks go out to all 
of you! 152 
European String Teachers Association International Conference, 
Arvika, Sweden 1991 
In June of 1991 Young participated in the EST A International Conference in 
Arvika, Sweden. She presented a lecture-demonstration, "The Drama of String Playing 
and Teaching," using the subtitle of her second book, The String Play, as the inspiration 
for her topic. As part of her workshop, she provided the participants with a translated 
151 Phyllis Young, "Playing the String Game, Part I" and "Playing the String Game, Part II," Make 
Mine Music, New Jersey Music Educators Association, In-Service Workshop, Sheraton Post Inn, Cherry 
Hill, NJ, workshop program, 22-23 February 1991, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX; and Fink, 
"Playing the String Game," 4. 
152Phyllis Young, "Letters: UT String project Helps Young Musicians," Capitalines (March/April 
1991), 3. 
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article explaining her approach to pedagogy and string teaching.153 Anna Shuttleworth 
and Ken Kay wrote the following about the workshop: 
Those of us who know Phyllis Young had some idea of what to expect when she 
appeared with her "magical" suitcases, which disgorged quantities of mini-parasols 
and balloons. This was a distinctively "New World" approach to string playing! But 
how effective! The "guinea pig" orchestra played a slow movement by Corelli then 
with imaginary "peanut"' butter in their bows, then as if they were drawing the bow 
hand through strawberry yoghurt or cleaning the car with a cloth-and you should have 
heard the difference! There is no doubt that "The Drama of Playing and Teaching 
Strings" produced the desired effect on our colleagues and provided a memorable 
experience. 154 
International String Workshop, Lausanne, Switzerland: July 1991 
In July 1991, she traveled to Lausanne, Switzerland to serve on faculty for the 
International String Workshop, where for two-weeks, she gave daily workshops, master 
classes for string teachers from several continents, and directed the cello choir. 155 Gerald 
Fischbach, wrote that the "globe-trotting master of The String Game, Phyllis Young, will 
be back to provide us wisdom and imagination with a smile." 156 During the festival 
Young also performed in a number of faculty recitals, including playing the Brahms 
"Trio in A Minor," opus 114 with violist William Preucil and pianist Jean Barr in the 
"Faculty Potpourri Recital." Her cello choir performed works by Tchaikovsky, 
153Phyllis Young, "Eine Botschaft von Phyllis Young," ESTA Conference, 1991, Konzerthalle, 
Arvika, typewritten document, 12 June 1991,9:00 A.M. and 14:00 P.M., copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
154Anna Shuttleworth and Ken Kay, "Arvika, Sweden 8-14 June, ESTA International Conference," 
ESTA News and Views (autumn 1991): 43. 
155
"Phyllis Young," Words of Note 6 (falll991): 15. 
156Gerald Fischbach, director, "Lausanne! Strings, Orchestral Conducting, Piano, Choral, Art, July 
18-31 , 1991," 1991 International Workshop , Lausanne, Switzerland, workshop program, p. 3, in possession 
of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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Beethoven, and Bach as part of the "Chamber Music Recital." 157 Fischbach wrote a letter 
commending Young: "And again, Phyllis, your enormous contributions, as teacher and 
pedagogue, as recitalist, as cello choir director, and as ever-uplifting and supportive IW 
[International Workshop] family member, are beyond measure." 158 
Shaggy, the New Family Dog, Brings Joy to Jimmie's Final Years 
While Young was away participating in clinics and conventions, her husband 
Jimmie remained home, cared for by attendants and often a faithful family pet. Blackie, 
the Dachshund mix who had been the family pet during the early 1960s, had long since 
died. Although there were several dogs in the intervening years, none had his winning 
personality until Phyllis came upon Shaggy at the local pound. She recalls that both she 
and Jimmie felt the family needed a dog, so she went to the local pound to find one. 
There was a little dog (the future "Shaggy"), and it looked just "awful. .. There was this 
hair, and you couldn't see her eyes." Shaggy then put on a performance to show what a 
cute dog she was. She turned over on her back and rolled on her tummy. Young tried to 
move on to the next dog, but she could not help but look at the first dog. She tried to walk 
away, but the dog kept on running towards her. Young knew that even though she had not 
yet made the decision, the dog had, and it had chosen her. 159 
157Phyllis Young, cello, "Faculty Potpourri Recital," 1991/nternational Workshop, Grand Salle, 
Lausanne Conservatoire de Musique, Lausanne, Switzerland, concert program, 25 July 1991 , 4:45 P.M.; 
and Phyllis Young, "International Workshop Chamber Music Recital," 1991 International Workshop, 
Grande Salle, Conservatoire de Musique, Lausanne, Switzerland, concert program, 29 July 1991, 4:45 
P.M., in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
158Gerald Fischbach, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 4 September 1991 , in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
159Young, interview, 27 July 2007. 
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Young left the pound empty handed, but when she returned a week or two later, 
the dog was still there. While she was deciding, the workers at the pound offered to give 
the dog a bath. She then took the dog home and showed it to Jimmie, who said: "That's a 
pretty good dog." Young recalls that this was music to her ears. The dog seemed to grin 
and sat down next to Jimmie as if declaring: "You're it!" From that point on, Shaggy was 
his, and she guarded him. Shaggy was inconsolable when Jimmie died. 160 
James Moore Young's Final Year 
"It does not seem fair that this has happened to such a nice guy," said Phyllis to Jimmie 
in a moment of self-pity. And Jimmie, setting her straight in a hurry, in his own direct and 
scientific style, said: "Fairness has nothing to do with it. " 161 
Jimmie's health began to decline rapidly in 1991. He could no longer digest food 
and all the operations performed to save his life had failed. He and Phyllis knew his death 
was imminent. The previous June, Jimmie had signed a "living will," not only in hopes 
of helping medical science, but also to reaffirm that he did not want to prolong his life 
with heroic medical measures- ones that diminished the quality of his life. Several years 
before, he had made out a special will in which he donated his brain and spinal cord to 
the National Neurological Research Bank at the Veterans Administration Wadsworth 
Medical Center in Los Angeles, which does extensive research on multiple sclerosis. 162 
Claude Kenneson-a writer, teacher, and friend of both Phyllis and Jimmie- was 
with the family during the last days of Jimmie's life, which he spent in the hospital. He 
160Ibid. 
161 Young, "A Message from Phyllis Young," 4. 
162Ibid., 7. 
Fig. 44 Cartoon that Jimmie kept taped on his bathroom mirror, courtesy of Phyllis 
Young (publication undocumented) 
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recalls that Phyllis held his hand while he spoke for the last time to all of his friends, who 
had come to visit. Kenneson remembers, "And there were a lot of friends, and I thought, 
'Boy is she [Phyllis] somebody you can count on!' Because, how many people have that 
kind of stamina? And she [Phyllis] took it to be her duty to do that, and so they were very 
close right to the end." 163 
Some people might question Young's attending the various workshops in 
Lausanne and Sweden the previous June and July, when her husband was so ill. It could 
be that Jimmie encouraged Phyllis to continue with her work, knowing how important it 
163Claude Kenneson, telephone interview by the researcher, 7 December 2008, compact disk 
recording, in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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was to her, or it could also be that he had battled his disease for forty-years, making the 
best of it, as she had too, but even so, she needed to take breaks from it. Claude Kenneson 
observed that facing such an illness can be exhausting and bewildering, and that Young 
was eager to set concert dates and commit to workshops. "However," Kenneson noted, 
"She always took care of him." 164 
During Jimmie's last week alive, Phyllis communicated with a Ms. Rosario, the 
coordinator of the Veterans Administration Wadsworth Medical Center, for information 
about the exact procedures to follow upon his death. She was told that for the most 
effective multiple sclerosis research, the complex procedure must be completed within 
six hours after death. Phyllis kept the detailed technical instructions in her purse and 
intended to pass them directly to the pathologist upon Jimmie's death. Jimmie died on 17 
September 1991. He was sixty-eight years old and Phyllis was almost sixty-six. 165 
Jimmie's memorial service was held at Weed-Corley Funeral Home in Austin on 
21 September 1991. According to Phyllis, the memorial service was beautiful. A cello 
choir made up of twenty-one of her current and recently graduated students performed. 166 
Arthur "Art" Dunlap, a faithful old Army friend, plus eight of the young men who had 
attended Jimmie during the past fourteen years, served as pallbearers. 167 A University of 
Texas Department of Music colleague, Martha Deatherage, read the eulogy that Phyllis 
had written on Labor Day (2 September 1991) while she was in his hospital room. It was 
164Claude Kenneson, interview, 7 December 2008. 
165 Anne C. Witt, "Fifty Years of Training," 45 . 
166Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, letter, December 1991, copy in possession of researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
167The pallbearers were Stephen Buckles, Arthur Dunlap, Michael Fizzel , Ted Herring, Paul Jones, 
Dennis Keith, Michael Larkin, Tony Lee, and John Lethco. "James M. Young," Austin American-
Statesman, 19 September 1991. 
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followed by a tribute representing Jimmie's numerous attendants, written by one of the 
young men who was by then working on his Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. The 
Episcopal minister, Reverend Malcolm Riker, a friend of Jimmie's for thirty years, 
conducted the ceremony. Phyllis wrote of that day and Jimmie: "I miss Jimmie much but 
am filled with gratitude for having been given the opportunity to share his life and to 
witness his noble spirit. I feel blessed, indeed, to have had a front row seat." 168 
Arthur "Art" Dunlap was Jimmie's best friend. Phyllis remembers that during her 
courtship with Jimmie, he and Arthur traveled together from the army post and met 
afterwards to go back together. Art remained a lifelong friend and visited on Sundays 
when Jimmie became wheelchair bound. Art was at the hospital as she wrote the obituary 
when Jimmie died. She wrote several months later that, "no one with any sense would 
have wished him to live one day longer." She continued, "His suffering was 
indescribable, his future unendurable, and his mind keen." Apparently, they both 
welcomed his death. 169 
After Jimmie's death, Laura Crawford (a former student of Phyllis Young's) 
wrote a letter to the chair of music at UT Austin. In her letter, she described how Jimmie 
had touched her life: "The times I was around Mr. Young, I was so impressed with his 
cheerfulness, courage, and interest in his wife's students." 170 
As the weeks passed after Jimmie's death, Phyllis was touched by the outpouring 
of support, not only from family friends and relatives, but also from her UT Austin 
168Young, letter, December 1991. 
169Phyllis Young, Austin , TX, letter "To our friends," [n.d.] December 1991 , copy in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
170Laura Crawford, handwritten letter to the chair of music at the University of Texas at Austin, 
TX, 6 July 1992, copy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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colleagues: 
What love and concern-even tenderness- has been shown by our faculty colleagues, 
staff, and students .. . This sense of community is exactly what our department has 
offered me during the recent weeks. Since Jimmie died, our colleagues/friends have 
given all the warmth and loving support anyone could hope for. Although I've not 
been in a position to be social for a good many years, these wonderful people with 
whom I have served on auditions and committees immediately took on a family-like 
role. I am most grateful for it. 171 
About a year and a half later, Young suffered her second loss with the death of 
her beloved older brother, Max, who died in Conway Springs, Kansas on 21 April 
1993. 172 He was seventy-one. 
Professional Commitments: Fall of 1991-1993 
Despite the deaths of two very important people in Phyllis Young's life, she 
remained active as director of the UTSP, cello teacher, and as clinician. The UTSP 
continued to expand and gain prominence as her graduating cello students found 
positions in major orchestras and as professors in major universities. Her fame as a 
knowledgeable and creative clinician continued to spread, as is evidenced in the number 
of states and countries in which she presented. In October of 1991, Young made her 
fourth trip to Asia to give workshops in Hong Kong, and served as an invited guest 
professor at the Hong Kong Academy of the Performing Arts for two weeks. 173 
171 Phyllis Young, Austin , TX, letter to Rick Lawn, Austin, 30 October 1991 , copy in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
172Donald Max Casselman, type-written obituary, received from Phyllis Young, 31 January 2009, 
copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
173Young, Curriculum Vitae, [16], see appendix A, 458. 
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Workshops: 1992 
In 1992, Young participated in several workshops, both nationally and 
internationally. She presented at a number of state conventions, including the Utah Music 
Educators Association, New Jersey Music Educators Association, and Arizona Music 
Educators Association (AMEA) Conference in Chandler, Arizona. 174 
In 1992 Young also traveled to Barcelona, Spain in January to present a 
workshop, "Arendre a tocar un instrument." 175 In February, she presented a session at the 
Granoliers Conservatory of Music in nearby town of Granollers, Spain. 176 She also 
published an article about teaching strings in public schools, "Clasas para aprender a 
tocar instrumentos en las escuelas," in a Spanish joumal. 177 
In March of 1992, Elizabethtown College featured Young in a string master class 
for advanced cellists, 178 where she repeated the seminar she had presented in Arizona the 
previous January, "The Drama of Playing and Teaching Strings." 179 Jane Palmquist, the 
174
"Phyllis Young," Words of Note 6 (fall 1991 ): 15; Paul Strivings (ADODA President), letter to 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 19 January 1992; Phyllis Young, "The Drama of Teaching Strings," Cultural 
Understanding: Music Makes the Difference, AMEA In-Service Conference, Chandler Center for the Arts, 
Chandler, AZ, program, 16-18 January 1992, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX; and Young, 
Curriculum Vitae, [15], see appendix A, 457-58. 
175
"Activitats per a professors: Musica, mestre!", Programes Educatius, Barcelona, Spain, 
program, 29, 30 I 31 de gener, 4, 8-9. Phyllis Young added handwritten notes "Jan 25-31, 1992, Barcelona, 
Spain" to the photocopy of the original program; and "Activi tas per a Professors: Musica, mestre!," 
Program Educatius, flyer, Barcelona, Spain, 29-31 January, 1992, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, 
TX. 
176
"Phyllis Young: Curs de Pedagogia i Interpretacio del Violoncel ," a 3-day course, Granollers 
Conservatory, Granollers, Spain, typewritten program, 1-3 February 1992, in possession of Phyllis Young, 
Austin, TX; and Young, Curriculum Vitae , [15], see appendix A, 457. 
177
"Clases para aprender a tocar instrumentos en las escuelas," Papers Educaci6n musical (journal 
c. early 1992): 11-13, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV . 
178Jane Palmquist, letter to string teachers and performers, 28 February 1992, copy in possession 
of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX; Phyllis Young, "String Master Class," Instrumental Music: The Spring 
Symposium at Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, PN, program, 20-22 March 
1992 (Young's session was on 20 March at 3:00P.M.), in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
179Young, "The Drama of Teaching Strings," Cultural Understanding: Music Makes the 
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director of orchestral activities at Elizabethtown College, described Young as: 
A dynamic and charismatic teacher, Phyllis's workshops and sessions are energetic, 
colorful, playful, and imaginative. She is always brimming with inventive and 
revitalizing ideas on the teaching of stringed instruments in the studio, classroom, and 
orchestra. 180 
Palmquist received many favorable comments from workshop attendees: "I have 
heard nothing but rave comments on your instruction, your charming personality, and 
your superb musicianship." 181 Palmquist wrote in a local newspaper that, "We' re really 
glad to have been able to bring someone of her caliber to work with string students and 
teachers in this area." 182 Young also received letters of thanks directly from the students 
who attended the symposium. Rebecca Runkle, a string methods student of Palmquist, 
wrote, "You have such a wealth of knowledge which could benefit both aspiring and 
accomplished string players alike. Your workshops were highly educational and 
thorough! y enjoyable." 183 Another workshop featuring Young as one of the clinicians, 
entitled "Celebrating Our 75th Year," was held at the Maine Music Educators Association 
(MMEA) In-Service Conference at the University of Maine. Her two-part workshop took 
place on 15 May 1992. 184 
Difference, AMEA In-Service Conference; and Young, Curriculum Vitae, [15] , see appendix A, 458. 
180Palmquist, letter, 28 February 1992. 
181Jane Palmquist, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin , TX, 2 April 1922, in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
182Eileen O 'Donnell , "Symposium Commemorates Opening of Zug," The Etownian- News, 
Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, PA, 27 March 1992, 8. 
183Rebecca L. Runkle, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, March 1992, in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
184
"Celebrating Our 75 111 Year," MMEA In-Service Conference, Uni versity of Maine, Oronoe, ME, 
conference program, 14- 16 May 1992, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
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Workshop at Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1992 
In the summer of 1992, Young also presented a hands-on workshop with Michael 
Dunlap at Georgia State University. The workshop entitled, "The Drama of Playing and 
Teaching Strings," included a number of sessions. 185 One of her sessions was described 
thusly: 
Many colorful, imaginative teaching ideas designed to help a student's musical 
advancement leap forward and at the same time spark the teacher's own creativity will 
be presented. Rooted in natural principles, each teaching device will lend a fresh 
approach to the technical requirements of sensitive, expressive string playing. Topics 
will include building tone, bowing skills, left-hand techniques, articulation, vibrato, 
musical phrasing, improvisation, motivation, and keeping the class alive. 186 
Young also led sessions entitled: "Peanut Butter Pills," "Finding that Gorgeous 
Tone," "Starting the Young Cellist," "Making the Music Talk Through the Bow," "Early 
Gymnastics for Leftie and Rightie," "29 Y2 Ways to Liven up Your String Class," 
"Vibrato-The Great Beautifier," "Fingerboard Feats-Shifting, Extensions, Runs ... ," 
"The Cello Choir as a Teaching Medium," "Cello Masterclass," and "Putting it All 
Together." 187 Violinist, Janet Jensen wrote a letter of appreciation to Young: 
I especially appreciate your bringing so many things-! know it's not exactly 
convenient to have lots of luggage. 
185
"Phyllis Young," 26 Annual National String Workshop, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
flyer, 14-20 June 1992; and Young, "The Drama of Playing and Teaching Strings," 1992 ASTA Summer 
Workshop , Georgia State University School of Music, Atlanta, GA, session handout, 1992, in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
186Phyllis Young and Michael Dunlap, ''The Drama of Playing and Teaching Strings," Music 
Education Work Shops, School of Music, Georgia State Unjversity , Atlanta, GA, brochure, 29 June-! July 
1992, original in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. Dunlap was an assistant professor at Georgia 
State at the time. 
187Phyllis Young, "The Drama of Playing and Teaching Strings," 1992 ASTA Summer Workshop, 
Georgia State Unjversity School of Music, Atlanta, GA, flyer, 29 June- I July, 1992, in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
Most of all, I'm glad that participants could share your gifts of drama, imagery and 
artistry-what a privilege! 188 
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Also in the summer of 1992 Young participated in the National String Workshop 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. In addition, that summer Young was again a 
featured clinician at the ASTA International Workshop, this time in Graz, Austria. She 
was the conductor of the cello choir and taught repertoire with Gerald Fischbach, Ronda 
Cole, William Preucil, Christopher Bunting, and Jeffrey Turner. 189 She also performed on 
"A Faculty Potpourri Recital" on 6 August in the Graz Musikhochschule. She performed 
Eine kleine Lachmusik ("A Little Laugh Music") by Wolfgang Schroder, with violinists 
Ivan Strauss and Gerald Fischbach and violist Robert Culver. 190 Her cello choir 
performed on 9 August in "A Chamber Music Recital." The pieces performed included 
works by Matheson, Telemann, and the beloved piece made famous by Pablo Casals, the 
"Song of the Birds" (Catalonian Carol, arranged by Faucett). 191 
During the 1992 European String Teachers Association (EST A) summer 
conference in Sweden, Young's ideas were the topic of a session at which she presented 
concepts from both her books, Playing the String Game and The String Play. 192 In 1992-
188Janet Jensen, handwritten letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, I July 1992, in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
189
"International Workshop," ASTA International Workshops, Graz, Austria, catalog, 28 July-10 
August 1992; Gerald Fischbach, "Graz, Austria!," newsletter, ASTA International Workshops, 1992, in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
190Phyllis Young, cello, "A Faculty Potpourri Recital ," I992Intemational Workshop , Graz 
Musikhochschule, Graz, Austria, concert program, 6 August, 1992, 8:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin , TX. 
19 1Phyllis Young, cello, "A Chamber Music Recital ," I992 International Workshop , Graz 
Musikhochschule, Graz, Austria, concert program, 9 August 1992, 3:00P.M., in possession of Phyllis 
Young, Austin, TX. 
192Ian Russell, "ESTA News," Australian String Teacher 14 (May 1992), page number not 
recorded, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX. 
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93, she was included for the first time in the Marquis Who 's Who in America. 193 
Phyllis Young's Retirement from the String Project 
"I believe that I have been blessed to have been in the right place at the right time to 
have witnessed their growth and their transition from students to professionals. I know 
that other String Project directors feel the same way. " 
-Phyllis Young 194 
Increasingly, Young began to feel the strain of working two full-time jobs.195 Not 
only was she director of the UTSP, but she also maintained a large studio of private cello 
students pursuing performance degrees. She wrote: 
Cello students from my studio have served as the backbone of the cello section of the 
University Symphony for many years. These include the majority of principal cellists 
and several who appeared as concerto soloists (1978, 1982, 1989, 1994). Before fall 
1993 (while I was serving as the Director of the University of Texas String Project) 
the studio class averaged 13 to 15 majors and principals each year, including about 4 
or 5 or more doctoral students plus a string pedagogy class. 196 
By the fall of 1992, Young's travels to other states and countries to present 
teacher workshops had increased, and she decided that, "it seemed right to change my life 
by moving away from the Project." 197 By the end of that year, she had been associated 
with the UTSP for forty-one years, twenty-eight of them as director. 
Young relinquished control in the summer of 1993. "It is with great joy-tinged 
193
"Phyllis Casselman Young," Marquis Who's Who in America, 47 Edition (1992-1993), proof-
sheet, copy in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX; Phyllis Casselman Young," Marquis Who 's Who , 
2008 [artjcle on-line] (accessed 26 March 2009); available from http:galenet.galegroup.com; Internet. 
Young has been in the 1993-94, 1994-95, 1996, 1997, 1998,2001,2004,2005,2006-04 editions of the 
Who 's Who in America. Young, Curriculum Vitae , [42], see appendix, 484. 
194Phyllis Young, as quoted in Witt, "Fifty Years of Training String Teachers," 48 . 
195Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 9 June 2009. 
196Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, July 2007, [29-30], see appendix A, 471-72. 
197Phyllis Young, "The Unjversity of Texas String Project: The History of the First Fifty Years, 
1948-1998," 28. 
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with a trace of sadness-that I introduce to you our new University of Texas String project 
Director-Dr. Anne Witt .... I proudly claim her as one of my former students." 198 She also 
explained the reasons for her decision: 
Now, about my situation. For many years I have been wearing two hats and carrying 
the equivalent of two workloads. After thirty-five years in the driver's seat of the 
String project, the time seemed right for me to make a change ... I will continue 
teaching a healthy full time load of cello performance majors and principals as well as 
a class in cello pedagogy. My plans are to write my third book (which I have already 
started) and to continue to accept invitations to give workshops and master classes in 
various parts of the globe. 199 
Young wanted to concentrate on her private studio instead of managing and 
administering such a huge organization as the UTSP. She concluded her letter by stating 
that she would truly miss the UTSP teachers and students. She ended with, "In fact, there 
is already a lonely spot in my heart for it. However, I am confident the String Project will 
soar ahead with the superb new leadership."200 
The String Project After 1993 
Since Young 's retirement in 1993, the UTSP has been served by a number of 
directors: Anne C. Witt (1993-94), Susan Wallace (1995-97), Linda Jennings, interim 
(1997-99), Christine Crookall (1999-2001), and Jessica Gilliams-Vals (2001-02). 
198Phyllis Young, Honolulu, HI, letter to UTSP students and parents, 27 July 1993, copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
199 Ibid. Young always maintained that she was the director during those seven years that 
Alexander von Kreisler served as the string project's figurehead for a total of thirty-five years. While not 
disputing this contention, the researcher used the dates when Young became director officially (1965) and 
her retirement from the project (1993). 
200Young, letter, 27 July 1993. 
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Fiftieth Anniversary of the String Project 1998 
In 1998, UT Austin published The University ofTexas String Project: Fiftieth 
Anniversary.201 In addition, there was a 50th Anniversary Reception for the UTSP on 16 
April 1998 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Phoenix, Arizona. This event was concurrent to 
the ASTA national conference that took place jointly with the biennial MENC national 
conference. Approximately forty former UTSP teachers attended. As part of the 
commemorative activities, Anne C. Witt coordinated the filming of certain videotapes in 
the chronicling the work of the string project in the late 1990s. Due to the lack of 
funding, the videos are unedited and thus only rough footage remains?02 
Laurie Scott: Current Director of the String Project 
Laurie Scott has been the director of the program since 2002, who was a student 
at the UT Austin from 1981-87?03 As mentioned earlier, she was associated with the 
string project as a teacher. Scott and Judy Palac, both already experienced Suzuki 
teachers by the early 1980s, were instrumental in instituting the pre-school Suzuki 
component of the present project. Under Scott's directorship, the program has continued 
201 William Dick, ed., The University of Texas String Project: Fiftieth Anniversary (Austin, TX: 
Drew Patterson, 1998). 
202 UT Strings Program, producer undocumented, Camera Tapes 1-3 B.I.T.C., 27 March 1998, 
VHS cassette tape; The University of Texas at Austin School of Music: String Project, producer 
undocumented, Camera Tapes 1&2 B.I.T.C. 18 April 1998, VHS cassette tape; and The University of Texas 
at Austin School of Music: String Project, producer undocumented, Camera Tapes 3&4 B.I.T.C. 18 April 
1998, VHS cassette tape [handwritten note "private lesson" indicated on VHS cassette tape]. Originals in 
possession of Anne C. Witt, Tuscaloosa, AL. 
203Laurie Scott, "Laurie Scott, violin, 1981-1987" in "The University of Texas String Project 
Teachers Biographies 1948-1998," William Dick, ed. , The University of Texas String Project: Fiftieth 
Anniversary (Austin, TX: Drew Patterson, 1998), 59. 
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to grow. As of 2008, the string project has twenty-five teachers and over 250 students.204 
In the same year the string project also received the ASTA's National String Project 
Award by ASTA. 205 
Phyllis Young's Performances: 1981-1993. 
Phyllis Young was less active as a performer during the years 1981-93 . This could 
have been due to her increased activities as a clinician or to her husband 's complete 
invalidism during the last fifteen years of his life. Nevertheless, Young participated in a 
number of performances during the 1990-91 academic year. In one, she accompanied 
mezzo-soprano Rose Taylor and tenor Leonard Johnson in "Bei Jesu Lebenfreudig sein" 
and "/chfurchte zwar das Grabes Finsternis," from Bach's "Cantata 66," "Erfreut euch, 
ihr Herzen" as part of a recital program on 19 April 1991.206 
Young's Fourth Cello 
In 1985, the prize-winning American luthier, David Weibe made Young's fourth 
cello. He made it, his thirtieth cello, while he was still living in Nebraska. Young still 
owns and proudly performs on it. In the past, she often allowed her students to perform 
h . d . . l . 207 t e1r gra uat10n rec1ta s on It. 
204
"A Brief History of the Sarah and Ernest Butler School of Music," Words of Note 22 (fall 
2008), 4. 
205
"ASTA Awards and Citations" [article on-line] (accessed 9 October 2009); available from http: 
www.astaweb.com; Internet. 
206Phyllis Young, cello, "Rose Taylor, Mezzo Soprano, Leonard Johnson, Tenor, and David 
Garvey, Piano," The Jessen Series of Distinguished Faculty Artists, Jessen Auditorium, Performing Arts 
Center, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, concert program, 19 Aprill991, 8:00P.M., in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
207Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 16 June 2009. 
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Summary 
The years 1980-93 were extremely productive for Young because it was during 
this time that she established her place as a leader in the world of string education and 
pedagogy. She was not only an internationally recognized teacher, but also a world-
renowned clinician who was much in demand in the United States and many other parts 
of the world. Her leadership in ASTA at the state and national levels, her work with the 
UTSP and the ongoing influence of her former students on the field of string education 
are lasting legacies to her dedication to education. Young's reason for leaving the UTSP 
was because she wanted to allow herself more time to devote to her private cello 
studio.208 
Phyllis Young continues to contribute to the field of string education. With her 
2007 retirement from the University of Texas at Austin at the age of eighty-one due to 
some health problems, she has begun to limit her public appearances. Although she is not 
as visible as she once was, her unique approach to cello pedagogy and use of imagery in 
her teaching remain clearly defined in her publications. Therefore, a discussion of 
Young's life and contributions would be incomplete without including her pedagogy. 
Thus, Chapter Vis devoted to Young's pedagogy, as demonstrated in her two books, 
Playing the String Game and The String Play. 
208Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the researcher, 13 June 2009. 
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Chapter V 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRING PEDAGOGY 
We shall not cease from exploration 
And at the end of our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time 
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- T.S . Eliot, "Little Gidding" 1 
The subject of Chapter Vis Phyllis Young's pedagogy and educational practices. 
It is divided into several sections, beginning with an overview of selected literature as 
related to the cello. The researcher includes an accounting of her cello teacher lineage, 
from her most influential teacher, Horace Britt, back to the seventeenth-century cellist 
Franciscello. All of these events guided Young's teaching style and pedagogy. 
Young was also active in the American String Teachers Association (AST A), and 
she authored a number of articles for the American String Teacher and other journals 
devoted to string education and pedagogy.2 She wrote on a variety of topics, including 
string technique and interviews with contemporary cello pedagogues. Her two books, 
Playing the String Game and The String Play, are the result of her many years of 
experience as a cello teacher.3 The current chapter includes an in-depth discussion of 
these books. To this day, Young remains active as a leader of teacher workshops, both 
nationally and internationally. The chapter closes with a summary. 
'Thomas Stearns Eliot, "Little Giddi ng V," Four Quartets (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc. , 1943); 
and "Little Gidding, No. 5 of the 'Four Quartets' by T. S. Eliot," [article on-line] (accessed 20 December 
2009); available from http://www.tri stan.icom43.net/guartets/gidding.html ; Internet. 
2See References for a complete li st of works authored by Young. 
3Phyllis Young, Playing the String Game: Strategies fo r Teaching Cello and Strings (Austin , TX: 
University of Texas Press, 1978 ; reprint, Ann Arbor, MI: Shar Publications, 2004); and Phyllis Young, The 
String Play (Austin , TX: Uni versity of Texas Press, 1986). 
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Selected Literature on String Technique 
String Pedagogy 
While a comprehensive review of literature dealing with string pedagogy is 
beyond the scope of this study, the researcher believes that an overview serves to not only 
situate Phyllis Young's pedagogy within the larger realm of twentieth-century cello 
techniques and methods, but also to substantiate her contributions to both cello pedagogy 
and string education. Many extant research studies reported on a particular person and his 
or her educational practices, while others deal with a specific aspect of performance and 
teaching methodology. Because of the large amount of available literature and the 
delimitations of this study, the researcher reviewed only selected studies on the cello. 
Research on the Cello 
Literature dealing with the cello, its history, and technique has become 
increasingly available in recent years. However, before the twentieth century, there were 
few examples of books and article devoted exclusively to the cello.4 The earliest found 
are letters to the editor of The Musical Times.5 
Guilhermina Suggia, a famous female cellist at beginning of the twentieth-
4Some examples include: Wilhelm von Wasielewski , The Violoncello and its History (London, 
Novello and Company, Limited; New York, Novello, Ewer and Co., 1894); Cornelis Liegeois and Eduard 
Nogue, Le Violoncelle: son histoire, ses virtuoses (The Cello: Its History, its Virtuosi), 1913; Edmund Van 
Der Straeten, History of the Violoncello, the Viol da Gamba, Their Precursors and Collateral Instruments: 
with Biographies of All the Most Eminent Players of Every Century (London: W. Reeves, 1915); Arthur 
Broadley, The Violoncello: Its History, Selection, and Adjustment (London: H. Marshal & Son; New York: 
C. Scribner's Sons, 1921 ); and Lev Solomonovich Ginsburg, History of the Violoncello, 1978 (Russian 
edition), American edition (Neptune City, NJ: Paganiniana Publications, c. 1983). 
5D.H. , "The Cello: To the Editor of 'The Musical Times'," The Musical Times and Singing Class 
Circular 28 (1 August 1887): 494; and G. Cooper, "The Cello: To the Editor of 'The Musical Times' ," The 
Musical Times and String Class Circular 28 (1 September 1887): 553. 
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century, wrote an article in 1920 in which she described the history of the instrument. It 
was written at a time when people were unacquainted with the range and versatility of the 
cello. She described well-known cellists and works written for cello solo. She also wrote 
about teaching and stated, "a fine soloist is not always a great teacher, neither is a great 
teacher necessarily a fine soloist.6 
The researcher located only one article on the cello published in the 1930s. It was 
on Pablo Casals, who was in his fifties and in the middle of his career. In contrast, a 
number of articles written in the 1940s focused on cello music, cello technique, and 
instruction. For example, Charles Arnold, instructor of cello and string bass at Fredonia 
State Normal School in New York, wrote about differences between upper and lower 
string technique. He compared bow hand and arm positions, direction of bow pressure, 
bow arm and wrist movement, tone production, and left hand technique.7 
Scholarly studies in the 1950s addressed cello pedagogues and their teaching 
styles. Of special interest was once again Pablo Casals, who was at the height of his fame 
as a performer and pedagogue. Other articles focused on works written for cello, such as 
the Dvorak and Walton cello concertos. Still others were directed toward teaching 
specific technique, such as vibrato. 8 
6Guilhermina Suggia, "The Cello," Music & Letters 2 (April 1920): I 06. 
7Juliette Alvin, "The Logic of Casals' Technique," The Musical Times 71 (December 1930: I 078-
79 ; Lee Fairley, "Cello Music," Notes, Second Series, 4 (December 1946): I 09-1 0; and Charles D. Arnold, 
"Are Cello and Bass Violinistic?" Music Educators Journal28 (September-October 1941): 26-27, 58-59. 
8David Cherniavsky, "Casals ' Teaching of the Cello," The Musical Times 98 (September 1952): 
398-400; John Clapham, "Dvorak's First Cello Concerto," Music & Letters 37 (October 1956): 350-55; 
Harold Rutland, "Walton 's New Cello Concerto," The Musical Times 98 (February 1957): 69-71; and 
David M. Levenson, "The Teaching of Vibrato on the Cello," Music Educators Journal40 (June-July 
1954): 54-55 . 
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Articles in the 1960s included discussions of cello concerto repertoire such as the 
Elgar and Shostakovich cello concertos, the Britten "Cello Symphony" ( op. 68), Britten 
"Cello Sonata," and others.9 Technique was again a point of interest for scholars, as for 
example in differentiating that of violin and cello technique. 10 Robert Anderson continued 
the tradition of writing the column "Cello" for the Musical Times, which was devoted to 
the discussion of newly undiscovered cello music. 11 
Anderson continued writing the column "Cello" into the early 1970s, in addition 
to articles and reviews of contemporary pieces and performances. 12 Compositions for 
cello continued to be of interest during this time, especially those by contemporary 
composers such as Lutoslawski, Hamilton, Sullivan, and Foulds. 13 Other articles focused 
9 Kinloch Anderson, "Elgar's Cello Concerto," The Musical Times 101 (Aprill960): 241-42; Eve 
Barsham, "Six New Boccherini Cello Sonatas," The Musical Times 105 (January 1964): 18-20; Gerold 
Cockshott, "Elgar 's Cello Concerto: A Query," The Musical Times 101 (June 1960): 368; Alfred Corum, 
"Shostakovich's Cello Concerto," The Musical Times 101 (December 1960): 771; Peter Evans, "Britten 's 
Cello Sonata," Tempo, New Series, 58 (summer 1961): 8-19; Peter Evans, "Britten 's Cello Symphony," 
Tempo, New Series, 66/67, Britten's 501h Birthday (autumn-winter 1963): 2-15; Robert Henderson, 
"Britten 's Cello Symphony," Tempo 70 (autumn 1964): 25; Alun Hoddinott, "Rawsthorne's Cello 
Concerto," Tempo, New Series, 77 (summer 1966): 18-19; Robert Moevs, "Intervallic Procedures in 
Debussy: Serenade from the Sonata for Cello and Piano, 1915," Perspectives of New Music 8 (autumn-
winter 1969): 82-101; and David Wykes, "Elgar's Cello Concerto: A Query," The Musical Times 101 
(March 1960): 156-57. 
1Dr_eland R. Long, "Why Violin Technique Won ' t Work on the Cello," Music Educators Journal 
44 (April-May 1958): 53-55. 
11 Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 107 (July 1966): 622; and Robert Anderson, 
"Cello," The Musical Times 108, Monteverdi Quatercentenary (May 1967): 449. 
12Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 111 (May 1970): 533; and Robert Anderson 
"Modern Cello," The Musical Times 112 (February 1971): 171. Anderson also reviewed contemporary 
works, such as the Cello Concerto by Bliss, Robert Anderson, review of "Cello Concerto" by Bliss, The 
Musical Times 112 (August 1971 ): 791-92; Torelier's recorded performance of the Bach "Cello Suites," 
Robert Anderson, review of "Cello Suites" by Bach; Tortelier, The Musical Times 112 (July 1971): 672; 
and the "Cello Sonata" by Fricker, "Duo for Cello and Piano" by Berkeley, "Partita for Solo Cello" by 
McCabe, and "Variations for Cello and Piano" by Dalby. Robert Anderson, reviewed works "Cello Sonata" 
by Fricker, "Duo for Cello and Piano" by Berkeley, "Partita for Solo Cello" by McCabe, and "Variations 
for Cello and Piano" by Dalby, The Musical Times (September 1977): 736. 
13Stephen Peter Lawson, "Lutoslawski 's Cello Concerto," Tempo, New Series, 95 (winter 1970-
71): 34-36; Hugo Cole, "Hamilton 's New Cello Sonata," Tempo, New Series, 112 (March 1975): 34; 
Richard D. C. Noble, "Sullivan's Cello Concerto," The Musical Times 117 (February 1976): 132; and Hugh 
Wood, "John Foulds's Cello Sonata," Tempo, New Series, 115 (December 1975): 50-51. 
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on research about lesser-known cellists such as Johann Georg Christoph Schetsky, a 
German cellist born in the mid-1700s who traveled to Edinburg and became famous 
there. Still other articles focused on the role of the cello in chamber music. 14 
The themes of the previous decades persisted into the 1980s. Robert Anderson 
continued his column "Cello," although Trevor Bray took it over briefly in the mid-
1980s. 15 Areas of interest included the discussion of lesser-known cello works such as 
Ginastera's "Cello Sonata," opus 49. 16 Other researchers focused on such diverse topics 
as a newly found historical cello or the optimal size for the instrument. 17 
The 1990s saw an increase in compositions written for cello; consequently, once 
again researchers wrote articles discussing these new works .18 Often works from earlier 
composers were also topics for discussion, such as Chopin's "Cello Sonata," opus 65, 
14Gwilym Beechey, "J.G.C. Schetkey and His 'Observations' on Playing the Cello," The Musical 
Quarterly 60 (July 1974): 451-69; and James Webster, "Violoncello and Double Bass in the Chamber 
Music of Haydn and His Viennese Contemporaries, 1750-1780," Journal of the American Musicological 
Society 29 (autumn 1976): 413-38. 
15Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 124 (November 1983): 692; Robert Anderson, 
"Cello," The Musical Times 125 (December 1984): 710-11 ; Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 
126 (December 1985): 736; Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 127 (January 1986): 36; Robert 
Anderson, "Modern Cello," The Musical Times 127 (April 1986): 215-16; Robert Anderson, 
"Unaccompanied Cello," The Musical Times 127 (May 1986): 282; Robert Anderson, "Modern Cello," The 
Musical Times 128 (May 1987): 277; Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 128 (June 1987): 337; 
Robert Anderson, "Cello," The Musical Times 128 (July 1987): 391; Robert Anderson, "Cello," The 
Musical Times 128 (August 1987): 442; Robert Anderson, "British Cello," The Musical Times 129 
(February 1988): 90; and Trevor Bray, "Cello," The Musical Times 125 (February 1984): 99. 
16Malena Kuss, "Gi nastera's Cello Sonata," Tempo, New Series, 132 (March 1980): 41-42. 
17Eric Halfpenny, "The Berkswell Cello," The Galpin Society Journal37 (March 1984): 2-5; and 
Anthony Baines, "The Size of the Cello," The Galpin Society Journal36 (March 1983): 132-33. 
18Martin Anderson, "Ronald Stevenson 's Cello Concerto," Tempo, New Series, 196 (April 1996): 
47-49; Paul Driver, "Gruber's Cello Concerto," Tempo, New Series, 176 (March 1991 ): 62-64; Paul Driver, 
"Gruber's Concertos," Tempo, New Series, 178 (September 1991 ): 22-27; Roderic Dunnett, "Smirnov 's 
Cello Concerto," Tempo, New Series, 198 (October 1996): 44-45; David Johnson, "Neil Mackay's Cello 
Concerto," Tempo, New Series, 177 (June 1991): 51-53; Robert L. Parker, "Carlos Chavez's Opus 
Ultimun: The Unfinished Cello Concerto," American Music II (winter 1993): 473-87; and Carlton 
Wilkinson, "Robert Moevs 's 'Heptachronon ' for Solo Cello," Perspectives of New Music 35 (winter 1997): 
231-61. 
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and Beethoven's "Cello Sonatas," opus 69 and 102.19 
The American String Teacher (AS1), founded in 1950, devotes much space to the 
topic of the cello. The Journal's "The Cello Forum" is devoted to all topics concerning 
the cello, often featuring cellists such as Gregor Piatigorsky, Margaret Rowell, and Paul 
Tortelier. 20 In other issues, various technical aspects of cello performance are discussed 
such as cello fingering patterns, good sitting balance when playing, the best time to 
introduce thumb position, and left-hand extensions.21 Finally, some articles are historical 
in nature, such as G. Jean Smith's discussion of the origins of the endpin.22 
Dissertations about the Cello 
There are numerous doctoral dissertations on violin and violin technique, but 
fewer focusing on cello and cello technique. Representative examples are discussed 
below. While not of direct interest to the current work, there are also a number of studies 
on composers of cello music and analyses of cello compositions.23 
19Eytan Agmon, "The First Movement of Beethoven's Cello Sonata, Op. 69: The Opening Solo as 
a Structural and Motivic Source," The Journal of Musicology 16, New Perspectives on Beethoven Sources 
and Style (summer I 999): 394-409; Lewis Lockwood, "Beethoven's Emergence from Crisis: The Cello 
Sonatas of Op. 102 (1815)," The Journal of Musicology 16, New Perspectives on Beethoven Sources and 
Style (summer 1998): 301-22; and W. Dean Sutcliffe, "Chopin 's Counterpoint: The Largo from the Cello 
Sonata, O~us 65," The Musical Quarterly 83 (spring 1999): I 14-33. 
2 
"Gregor Piatigorsky," American String Teacher 34 (summer 1984): I I; "Margaret Rowell ," 
American String Teacher 33 (summer I 983): 17; and "Paul Tortelier," American String Teacher 32 (spring 
1982): 12-14. 
21 Walter Hawkey, "Cello Fingering Patterns," American String Teacher 24 (summer 1974): 30; 
Linda Langeheine, "Introduce Thumb Position Early," American String Teacher 29 (spring 1979): 32-33; 
Eckhart Richter, "Good Sitting Balance in Cello Playing," American String Teacher 26 (spring 1976): 28-
29; and Kenneth C. Slavett, "Introducing Left Hand Extensions for the Cello," American String Teacher 37 
(autumn 1987): 41-43. 
22G. Jean Smith, "The Origins of the Cello Endpin," American String Teacher 23 (summer 1973): 
29. 
23Examples are: Charles Baker, "An Analytical Study of the Sonata in C for Cello and Piano by 
Benjamin Britten" (Ph.D diss. , University of Rochester, Eastman School of Music, I 966); Lee Bradley 
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Minhye Clare Kim's dissertation is a discussion of practice strategies employed 
by musicians to achieve physical control and mastery over their instruments. Kim 
maintains that students and performers benefit greatly from a deeper understanding of 
their own physiology and applied anatomy. Her goal was to develop a comprehensive 
handbook for advanced cellists. Kim investigated subjects associated with cello 
performance including the body-cello relationship, strategies to avoid injury, and 
promotion of ease in cello playing. Interestingly, although Kim gives a detailed 
discussion on the physical aspects of cello playing, including the importance of correct 
body alignment, she never mentioned pedagogues such as Phyllis Young or Irene Sharp, 
who had already dealt with some of these issues and their works are not listed in her 
bibliography. 24 
Some studies, such Eduardo Carpinteyro's dissertation on Popper's four cello 
concertos, deal with specific performance aspects of works for cello. Timothy 
Mutschlecner's dissertation focuses on constructing diagnostic tests of cello technique for 
use in evaluating incorni.ng undergraduate cello majors.25 
Burs wold, "Analysis of Two Movements for Violoncello and Orchestra (Original Composition)" (Ph.D. 
diss. , University of Rochester, Eastman School of Music, 1963); Ch.ia-Lin Fan, "The Solo Cello Music of 
Benjamin Britten: An Analysis, First Cello Suite, Op. 72, Second Cello Suite, Op. 80, Third Cello Suite, 
Op. 87, and Tema Sacher" (D.A. diss., Ball State University, 2007); George Gabriel Kiraly , "The 
Beethoven Cello Sonatas: Their Historical Background and the Technical Problems Contained in Them" 
(M.M. thesis, University of Western Ontario (Canada), 1976); Yi-Shien Lien, "Tradition and Innovation : 
Analysis and Performance of Selected Compositions for Violoncello by Heitor Villa-Lobos (D.M.A. diss ., 
University of Maryland, 2003); Evgeni Dirrutrov Raychev, "The Virtuoso Cellist-Composers from Luigi 
Boccherini to David Popper: A Review of Their Lives and Works" (D.M. diss., Florida State University, 
2003); Fang-Yi Shen, "A Pedagogical and Analytic Comparison of August Franchomme's Twelve 
Caprices, Op.7 and Alfred Piatti 's Twelve Caprices, Op. 25" (D.M.A. di ss., University of Cincinnati , 
2009); and Richard von Foester, "Unity and Structure in Benjamin Britten 's 'Second Suite for Cello ', Opus 
80: Themes, Motives, Sets, and Modes" (M.A. thesis, University of Denver, 2003. 
24Minhye Clara Kim, "An Examination of Applied Anatomy and Psychology of Cello Play ing: A 
Handbook" (Ed.D. diss., Columbia University Teachers College, 2005). 
25Eduardo Carpinteyro, "Pedagogical Aspects in David Popper's Four Cello Concertos" (D.M.A. 
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Angela Lee focused on a comparative study of non-traditional cello methods for the 
teaching of very young students: the Y amagata-Suzuki method and the Sharp method. 
Interestingly, there are many similarities between the Sharp method,26 the use of imagery, 
and Phyllis Young's own pedagogy. Irene Sharp was a student of Margaret Rowell, who 
by the early 1970s was already emphasizing movement and imagery.27 
Irene Sharp uses much visualization in her teaching. For example, she suggests that 
the student think of "scooping" to set the bow into the string and produce the optimal 
sound. She also uses the image of "Velcro" to help students imagine a bow clinging to 
the string.28 Sharp uses a series of movements to set up correct posture in the beginning 
student. These movements are presented in the form of a series of games, and are 
demonstrated in a video produced by Sharp during the early 2000s.29 
Sharp's exercises, such as the "Bear Hug," demonstrate the power that can be felt 
when becoming one with an instrument. According to Sharp, one must suspend the arms 
from the shoulder, elbows bent and equally balanced. She continues with instructions for 
the arms to embrace the cello while a pull is directed to one's own back. This exercise is 
diss., University of Cincinnati , 2007); and Timothy M. Mutschlecner, "Construction , Validation, and 
Administration of a Diagnostic Test of Cello Technique for Undergraduate Cellists" (Ph.D. diss., 
Universit~ of Florida, 2007). 
6Irene Sharp was affiliated with the preparatory program at the San Francisco Conservatory and 
well-known for her work with younger students. Angela Lee, "Two Non-traditional Cello Methods for 
Young Beginning Cello Students: A Mixed Methods Study" (D.M.A. diss., University of Southern 
California), 19. 
27 Angela Lee, "Two Non-traditional Cello Methods for Young Beginning Cello Students: A 
Mixed Methods Study" (D.M.A. diss., University of Southern California, 2007), 34. Phyllis Young, 
assisted by Irene Sharp, wrote a series of articles in the mid-1980s about Margaret Rowell for the "Cello 
Forum" of the American String Teacher. Phyllis Young, "Cello Forum: Margaret Rowell 's 'Playing from 
the Inside Out ' ." American String Teacher 35 (spring 1985): 72-73; and Phyllis Young, "Cello Forum: 
Margaret Rowell 's Basic Principles," American String Teacher 35 (spring 1985): 66-68. 
28Lee, "Two Non-traditional Cello Methods," 91. 
29Irene Sharp, The Art of Cello Teaching, produced by Nicholas Anton, DVD authored by Peter 
Anton, produced at the Ames Avenue Studio, 2003, DVD. This DVD is the only currently available 
publication of Sharp's teaching. Lee, "Two Non-traditional Cello Methods," 19. 
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similar to Young's "Hm-m-m," in which she gives direction for the student to hug the 
cello and breath out a deep sigh. 30 
Another similarity is apparent in Sharp's exercise, entitled "Knock, Knock." In it, 
she describes knocking up and down the fingerboard with both fists. The fists must be 
relaxed and light, with the wrist joints flexible for both the left hand cling and vibrato, 
and for easy manipulation of the bow by the right hand. Thus, both wrists are slightly 
concave for greater cling and mobility.31 Young's mini-game called "Knock, Knock! 
Who's There?" first begins with the student gently knocking on various parts of the bow, 
and then up and down on the D string. 32 1t should be noted that although Lee included 
Young's books in her reference list, she made no mention of the similarities in the use of 
imagery by Rowell, Sharp or Young or that both Young and Sharp make the use of props 
in their teaching. 33 
Dissertations Citing Phyllis Young and her Pedagogy 
Sun-Ah Lee wrote her dissertation on the methods and teaching techniques of four 
master cello teachers: Ross Harbaugh, Phyllis Young, Irene Sharp, and Tanya Carey. The 
author provided a detailed description of how these teachers approached teaching first-
semester college students. She centered the discussion on five areas, including how the 
master teacher evaluates the student during the first lesson, the basics of body position, 
30Sharp, The Art of Cello Teaching ; and Young, Playing the String Came, 15. 
31Lee, "Two Non-traditional Cello Methods," 195. 
32Young, Playing the String Came, 33. 
33Researcher's note. Apparently both Phyllis Young and Irene Sharp were influenced by Margaret 
Rowell. A study of this influence and how it manifested itself in both Young's and Sharp's pedagogy 
would be an interesting topic for a future study. 
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and right and left arm technique. She then gave a detailed accounting of Young's 
approach, citing both Playing the String Game and The String Play. Included in the 
appendix is a transcript of her interview with Young. 34 
Kirk Moss identified and described preferred tone production exercises of 
selected contemporary string pedagogues. His study resulted in a set of sound production 
exercises, which he maintained are suitable for middle and high school students. He 
observed and interviewed nine artist-teachers in their studio settings, which resulted in 
the development of a series of exercises that were field tested on selected school string 
programs. Moss began with the following: "without sound, there would be no music; and 
without the right hand, a string player makes no sound."35 The bow is to the violin as the 
breath is to a singer. Moss quoted Phyllis Young's observation that rather than dancing to 
the music, the bow makes the music dance. Moss gave a brief overview of both of her 
books in his literature review.36 
Books on Cello History and Technique 
Books on cello pedagogy provide the researcher valuable background information 
on Young's contributions to cello pedagogy. The Cambridge Companion to the Cello is a 
survey of the history and development of the cello. It discusses not only the background 
and evolution of twentieth-century string pedagogy but also covers famous contemporary 
34Sun-Ah Lee, "Methods and Techniques of Teachjng First Semester Cello Performance Majors: 
Four Approaches by Four Master Teachers (Ross Harbaugh, Phyllis Young, Irene Sharp, Tanya Carey)" 
(D.M.A. diss. , University ofMiamj, 2005). 
35Kirk D. Moss, "Favored Sound Production Exercises of Selected Violin, Viola, Cello, and 
Double Bass Pedagogues : An Analysis and Adaption" (Ph.D. diss., University of Florida, 2006), I . 
36Ibid., 2, 28. 
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pedagogues. A team of nine scholars and performers wrote the volume, which is 
comprised of thirteen essays built around four central themes. The first is on the structure 
of the cello. The book editor, Robin Stowell, outlined the development and basic 
acoustical characteristics of the instrument and then continued with an overview of the 
careers of selected famous cellists from the baroque era to the twentieth century. He 
included a discussion of cello repertory and cello technique. The cello technique portion 
covers such topics as teaching methods and performance practice. The author stated: 
Phyllis Young's work was also admired by [Paul] Rolland. She, like Margaret Rowell, 
had evolved innovative ways of teaching children for the Texas String Project, and 
harnessed the senses, particularly that of touch, in an imaginative and enjoyable way, 
promoting free movement. Her books are a goldmine of strategies for teachers using 
these principles and her workshops are enjoyed by cello teachers internationally, as 
are those of Irene Sharpe.37 
The Cambridge Companion to the Cello also mentions Young's work: 
The Texas String Project (est. 1948) was unique in that it both taught young children 
to play and trained future teachers. It became the model for many other string-training 
programs. Phyllis Young became its director in 1965. Her books Playing the String 
Game (Texas, 1978) and The String Play (Texas, 1986) are published by Texas 
University Press.38 
In addition to works that refer directly of Phyllis Young, the increased interest in 
cello has manifested itself in other books written about cello, cellists, and cello technique. 
A discussion of a sample of the available literature follows. 
Diran Alexanian was an important early twentieth-century cello teacher who 
taught a large number of famous contemporary cello performers. His book, Complete 
Cello Technique, gives useful background information on the cello, cello pedagogy, and 
37Robin Stowell, ed., The Cambridge Companion to the Cello (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999), 207. 
38Ibid., 244. 
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repertoire. This book is a very thorough treatise on cello performance, with detailed 
explanations of many technical aspects.39 
The Great Cellists by Margaret Campbell contains a thorough description of most 
of the major cellists from the 1600s to the present day. Some of the earliest known 
professional cellists worked as court musicians while others were composers. The author 
also interviewed many contemporary cellists.40 
Colin Hampton's book, A Cellist 's Life, is an autobiography of the author, who 
was a British cellist (b. London, 6 June 1911-d. 1996). Essentially the book is the story 
about the education of a musician. Hampton also discussed great twentieth-century 
performers and composers, followed by a detailed discussion of his views on cello 
technique, and on the teaching and learning process.4 1 
Claude Kenneson was not only a pupil of Horace Britt, but also a teacher in the 
University of Texas Junior String Project (JSP) during the late 1950s. His work, Musical 
Prodigies: Perilous Journeys, Remarkable Lives, gives an account of many famous past 
and present performers, some of them cellists. The chapters are organized 
chronologically and topically. The author began with a history of Mozart and then moves 
through Paganini, Clara Schuman, Pablo Casals, Gary Karr, Yo-Yo Ma, and others. He 
devoted one chapter to Horace Britt.42 
39Diran Alexanian, Complete Cello Technique: The Classic Treatise on Cello Theory and 
Practice, trans. Frederick Fairbanks (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2003). 
4lMargaret Campbell, The Great Cellists (London: Victor Gollancz, Ltd. , 1988; London: Robson 
Books, 2008). 
41 Colin Hampton, A Cellist's Life: Recollections of2rJ11 Century Classical Music and Musicians by 
one of the Era's Preeminent Performers (San Anselmo, CA: String Letter Publishing, 2000). 
42Claude Kenneson, Musical Prodigies: Perilous Journeys, Remarkable Lives (Portland, OR: 
Amadeus Press: 1998). 
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A book entitled Cello Technique by Gerhard Mantel is divided into sections 
dealing with broad topics. The first part deals with goal-oriented movement and is 
subdivided into chapters. Chapter One is about controlling movement and covers general 
issues, conceiving goals , and controlling the movements. Chapter Two covers the physics 
of movement. This includes energy and mass, and maintaining equilibrium, energy 
reserve, and looseness. Movement Gestalt or movement as Gestalt is discussed in Chapter 
Three. Part Two covers various aspects of the fingerboard and how the entire body is 
involved in every aspect of cello performance. It is divided into various chapters, each 
dealing with a different area of cello playing. Both left hand and right hand technique are 
covered.43 Apparently, Phyllis Young knew Mantel and viewed his approach to cello 
technique as very different from her own.44 
Cello Playing of Today by Maurice Eisenberg and M. B. Stanfield was considered 
an important work of its time.45 It is a detailed book, divided into fourteen chapters, that 
covers all aspects of cello technique from intonation, tone color, shifting, and vibrato, to 
bowing. The book contains photographs, diagrams, and musical examples. According to 
one contemporary reviewer, one of the most striking elements of the book is Eisenberg' s 
theory of the "living left hand," and his supporting descriptions of "the variety of 
postures that the fingers must prepare, adopt and quit in playing even the simplest of first 
43Gerhard Mantel, Cello Technique: Principles & Forms of Movements, trans. Barbara 
Haimberger Thiem (Bloomington and Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press, 1975, originally 
published in German: Cellotechnik Bewegunsprinzipeien und Bewegunsformen, Coin, Germany: 
Musikverlag Hans Gerig, 1972). 
44Stephen Sensbach, electronic mail to the researcher, 2 October 2009. 
45Maurice Eisenberg and M.B. Stanfield , Cello Playing of Today (London: The Strad, 1957). See 
also Ivor James, review of Cello Playing of Today, by Maurice Eisenberg, The Musical Times 99 (October 
1958): 544. 
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position scales effectively on an instrument so large as the cello."46 The authors geared 
their book toward the practicing cellist in hopes that it would be useful to middle school 
cellists "wishing to go beyond locally available teaching."47 
William Pleeth divided his book, entitled Cello, into four parts. In the first 
section, he discussed schools of thought on cello performance. He addressed technique, 
practice strategies, bowing styles, and playing with piano and ensembles, and he offered 
insights into the performance of modem works. The second section covers the basics of 
cello technique, including cello and bow hold, and playing position of the left hand. Part 
Three consists of a discussion of the roles of parents and teachers in developing positive 
attitudes toward practicing, and the fourth part covers cello history and repertoire.48 
New Directions in Cello Playing by Victor Sazer is founded in naturalness and 
ease of playing. The author wrote that the key to playing the cello well is awareness and 
allowing the performer's body to do what it does naturally. By eliminating stress caused 
by poor body posture, the player can prevent performance-related injuries, increase 
efficiency, and ultimately improve performance. Sazer's chapters cover performer pain, 
its causes, and types of injuries. He continued with a discussion of preventing pain 
through physical conditioning, alignment of the body, and the principles of natural 
playing. The remainder of the book details the direct application of these principles to 
46E. H., review of Cello Playing of Today, by Maurice Eisenberg in collaboration with M. B. 
Stanfield, Music & Letters 39 (April 1958): 185. 
47William Klenz, review of Cello Playing of Today, by Maurice Eisenberg in collaboration with 
M. B. Stanfield, Notes, Second Series, 14 (September 1957): 581. 
48William Pleeth, Cello, Yehudi Menuhin Music Series, ed. Nona Pyron (Great Britain: 
Macdonald & Co. Ltd. , 1982, reprint London: Kahn & Averill , 1992). 
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cello performance.49 
G. Jean Smith designed her book, entitled Cellists' Guide to the Core Technique 
for all levels of cello ability by summarizing the bases for "functional, effective, and 
balanced technique." In the first chapter, she explained and defined the "meaning and 
scope of the plan" and offered suggestions for more effective practice strategies. The 
second chapter prepares the performer for the concept of "the core" by summarizing the 
significance of each basic technique and by "emphasizing accuracy through concentrated 
effort." The remainder of the book gives detailed musical exercises aimed at remedying 
technical difficulties. 50 
Valerie Walden' s book, One Hundred Years of the Violoncello, outlines a one 
hundred-year period in the history of the cello. The author discussed famous cellists, 
schools of performance, and the development of the instrument. She also explained the 
history of how the bow grip changed, different bow strokes, the development of fingering 
techniques, and special effects. Finally, she covered ornamentation and accompanying, 
and ended with a discussion of aesthetics and style.51 
Another author, Cornelia Watkins who currently teaches at Rice University and 
has been a professional cello teacher for over thirty years, wrote Rosindust, a compilation 
of her thoughts about promoting healthy cello playing through good posture, problem 
solving skills, and developing the player's self-awareness. Watkins organized her book 
49Victor Sazer, New Directions in Cello Playing: How to Make Cello Playing Easier and Play 
without Pain (Los Angeles, CA: Ofnote Publications, 1995, reprint, 2003). 
50G. Jean Smith, Cellists' Guide to the Core Technique (Fai rfax, VA: American String Teachers 
Association: 1974, reprint, 1993), ix. 
51Valerie Walden, One Hundred Years of the Violoncello: A History of Technique and 
Peiformance Practice, 1740- 1840, Cambridge Musical Texts and Monographs, ed. John Butt and Laurence 
Dreyfus (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1998). 
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topically: learning environment, tools, music, freedom to play, and unification of ideas. 
There are chapters within each of these areas on such topics as the reason for practice, 
bow arm basics, musicianship from life experience, preparing for a performance, and a 
model for comprehensive teaching. Watkins wrote that when a cellist plays, the rosin 
sticks to the strings, which is a natural byproduct of what we do. Moreover, just as rosin 
dust sticks to the strings and instrument, when we teach our ideas, concepts, images, 
sounds and suggestions stick to the student. "Well," she remarked, "some stick and some 
don't-but that's inevitable, too."52 
Although not of direct interest to this present study, several other books on the 
cello should be mentioned in this review. David Lusterman's book entitled, 21st Century 
Cellists is comprised of brief interviews with some of the most famous cellists of the late 
twentieth century. In another book, Just Play Naturally, Vivien Mackie described her 
studies with Casals. The Adventures of a Cello, written by cellist and author Carlos 
Prieto, is a dramatic story of his Stradivarius cello, called "Piatti," from its creation to 
when Prieto owned it. Louis Potter, Jr. designed The Art of Cello Playing as a cello 
method book for either private or class instruction that is essentially an etude book. 
Autobiographical books, such the well-known cellist Janos Starker's The World of Music 
According to Starker: a Memoir, are also available. 53 
52Cornelia Watkins, Rosindust: Teaching, Learning and Life from a Cellist's Perspective 
(Houston, TX: Rosindust Publishing, 2008), 11. 
53 Stacey Lynn, ed., 21"1-Century Cellists (San Anselmo, CA: String Letter Publishing, 200 I) ; 
Vivien Mackie, Just Play Naturally: An Account of Her Study with Pablo Casals in the 1950s and Her 
Discovery of the Resonance Between His Teaching and the Principles of the Alexander Technique (Boston 
and London: Duende Edition, 2006); Carlos Prieto, The Adventures of a Cello (Austin , TX; University of 
Texas Press, 2007; originally published in 1998 as Las aventuras de un violonchelo); Louis Potter, Jr. , The 
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Twentieth-Century Teaching Approaches 
"The game of string teaching is composed of two parts: the inner game, which is within 
the teacher, and the outer game, which forms the communication link 
between the teacher and the student. " 
-Phyllis Young54 
Phyllis Young's pedagogy is a complex mixture of teaching to the whole body 
(Gestalt), muscle memory, drawing upon the previous experiences to learn new technical 
skills (schemata), and the use of games and play. According to former student Anne 
Clark, Young was able to find original physical solutions to playing problems because of 
she had worked for so many years with her husband, Jimmie, due to his increasing loss of 
mobility. 55 Young frequently incorporates the use of props such as fly swatters, sponges, 
and pinecones to enhance the sensory experience. Nevertheless, the core of all her 
pedagogy lies in her use of imagery. As Richard Maag wrote, "Mrs. Young has learned 
what Carl Jung and other psychologists have discovered, that an image is more powerful 
than instruction."56 
Similarities between the Rolland and Suzuki pedagogical approaches are evident 
in Young's own pedagogy, although it is not certain who influenced whom. Whereas this 
would be a worthy topic for future research, a comparative analysis of these pedagogical 
approaches is outside the scope of the present study. 
Art of Cello Playing, 2"d ed. (Miami, FL: Summy-Birchard Music, 1980); and Janos Starker, The World of 
Music According to Starker: A Memoir (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2004. 
54Phyllis Young, The String Game: Strategies for Teaching Cello and Strings (Austin , TX: 
University of Texas Press, 1978; reprint, Ann Arbor, MI: Shar Publications, 2004), 7. 
55 Anne Clark, Morganville, KS, questionnaire, 28 November 2008, original in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
56Richard Maag, letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 26 February 1979, copy in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
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The discussion in the next section begins with an overview of Gestalt and of 
Gestalt in education and movement. The researcher continues with a discussion of muscle 
memory, Fitt's and Anderson's Stages, and how muscle memory is applied to the 
learning of a stringed instrument. This is followed by a discussion of imagery and how, 
through linking with the student's prior memory of an everyday action, new skills are 
learned and applied to an instrument. 
Gestalt 
"The camera of his eye, when viewing a subject, seems first to use its wide-angle lens, 
then its zoom lens with a close-up attachment." 
-Phyllis Y oung57 
The influence of Gestalt theory on modern-day string teaching is profound. Yet, 
to understand the application of Gestalt to string pedagogy requires first an understanding 
of the basic principles underlying this theory. Gestalt theory arose in the late nineteenth 
century as a reaction to the "prevalent psychological theory of the time-atomism."58 
Atomism looked at the various parts of things with the idea that when put together, one 
could see the whole. Gestalt theorists concern themselves with how the human mind can 
perceive wholes out of parts. 
The Gestalt formula can be expressed as the following: "there are wholes, the 
behavior of which is not determined by that of their individual elements but where the 
part-processes are themselves determined by the intrinsic nature of the whole."59 The 
57Young, Playing the String Game, 97. 
58Bonnie SkaaJjd, "Gestalt Principles ofPerception"[article on-line] (accessed 5 December 2006); 
available from www.usak.ca/education/coursework!skaalid/theory/Gestalt/Gestalt.ht; Internet, I. 
59Max Wertheimer, "Gestalt Theory," in Source Book of Gestalt Psychology, trans. and ed. Willis 
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goal of the Gestalt theory is to establish the nature of these wholes. The soap bubble is 
the classic example of Gestalt for this very reason. An unyielding template or an abstract 
mathematical formula does not define its spherical shape, or its "Gestalt"; rather, the 
bubble emerges spontaneously as a result of the parallel action of innumerable local 
forces of surface tension acting at all points on the surface simultaneously. 
Gestalt in education consists of the whole-part-whole teaching approach. For 
example, the study of the structure of a musical work would first require listening to the 
entire piece. Then one would continue with a study of the various elements, including 
thematic ideas, orchestration, rhythmic motives, historical context, and so on. 
Subsequently, one would listen to the piece again, emphasizing the relationship of the 
diverse parts and how they contribute to the whole. The result is the acquisition of a more 
complete understanding of the total piece. 
The Gestalt theory applied to movement is called "Motion Gestalt." The first 
person to use this term was F. J. J. Buytendijk in Allgemeine Theorie der Menschlichen 
Haltung und Bewegung (1956). He stated that the "principle of minimal muscular tension 
generally determines the most natural position, or the preferred attitude."60 Therefore, 
Motion Gestalt refers to the balance of the entire body. The natural state of the body is 
one in which the activity-tension of all pertinent muscles is close to zero-state, and thus 
D. Ellis [Article on-line] (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co, 1938; reprint, New York: Gestalt Journal 
Press, 1997; accessed 25 August 2007); available from http://www.Gestaltthoery.net/archive/wertl.html; 
Internet. 
60F. J. J. Buytendijk, Allgemeine Theorie der menschlichen Haltung und Bewegung (Berlin: 
Springer, 1956); quoted and trans. in Frederick F. Polnauer and Morton Marks, Senso-Motor Study and its 
Application to Violin Playing (Urbana, IL: American String Teachers Association, 1964), 109. 
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the joints assume the physiological zero-position.61 Applied to string pedagogy, Motion 
Gestalt is achieved when the body is relaxed and the natural position of the parts (such as 
the hands and arms) pertaining to the Gestalt is assumed unconsciously. Thus, the part-
function (holding of the bow or the position of the feet and trunk) can be applied to how a 
cellist approaches performance on an instrument. 
Young stated in Playing the String Game that the Immediate Goal 2 is to establish 
the habit of making tension-free motions. According to Young, the goal of teaching a 
student to play with minimal tension must be foremost in the teacher's mind. 
Furthermore, tension-free playing is one of the student's most priceless possessions. 
Young maintains that the level of difficulty presented to the student at any given time 
should not exceed his or her ability to perform in a tension-free manner. In other words, a 
teacher should always keep the technical level of the student aligned with the technical 
demands of the music. Many of the games presented in Young 's book encourage tension 
free playing, some overtly and others hidden under a facade of game playing.62 
Muscle Memory 
There are numerous theories concerning muscle memory. Research deals with not 
only the organization of the central nervous system but also how it controls joint and 
muscle function. Furthermore, these studies investigate how the brain processes sensory 
information and the resulting movement. Motor theories attempt to explain how 
movements are learned and how they can be produced differently through practice. The 
61Ibid. , 110. 
62Young, Playing the String Game, 3-4. 
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mind instructs muscles to move, which is called "top down" dialogue between the mind 
and muscles. An example of this is that the brain thinks of a particular action and gives 
orders to the appropriate muscles, which then move in turn.63 
In addition to the "top-down" model, early stages of muscle learning are often 
thought to have a circular pattern, with the movement being refined or slightly varied 
with each repetition. This type of movement is often called the "Adam's Closed-Loop 
Theory." In brief, the cycle is as follows: idea creates desire to move, muscles are 
recruited and movement is initiated; then the movement is evaluated and finally refined. 
Muscles learn and refine movements through repetition.64 
Proactive interference refers to the "situation in which the body has learned a 
posture or movement well, and then has to change, or re-configure itself. "65 As 
movements are learned and repeated, they become increasingly automatic . Thus, it is 
vital that the teacher present and then the student master the correct movement from the 
beginning because the brain cannot distinguish between good technique and poor 
technique. In learning a stringed instrument, this could be disastrous because it takes 
much more effort to unlearn an incorrect movement and then replace it with the correct 
one than it does to learn a movement correctly from the start. The idea behind the 
proactive interference theory is that while the new movement is being learned, it must 
overpower the one that was learned previously. The theory goes on to explain that the 
former movement will, in fact, delay the acquisition of the new one. Once the new 
63Susan Kempter, How Muscles Learn: Teaching the Violin with the Body in Mind (Van Nuys, 




movement is learned, the student needs to be vigilant and not revert to the old one. In 
terms of learning to play a stringed instrument, the teacher and student must understand 
that correct technique is learned though careful practice. 66 
Fitt's and Anderson's Stages 
Two other important theories concerning the nature of skill acquisition are Fitt's 
Stages and Anderson's Stages. Both of these models have three elements. Fitt's Stages 
include cognitive, associative, and autonomous stages.67 This model applied to learning 
to play a stringed instrument would mean that during the cognitive stage the learner seeks 
to understand the nature of the technical problem. Take for example, the problem of 
intonation in a particular passage. Practice strategies call for focus on one element of the 
problem at a time because at this point the learner is not capable of integrating other 
skills. This stage can be long or short depending on the learner's skills. Voluntary effort 
controls each part of the problem and thus requires constant monitoring.68 
During the second or associative stage, the skill is smoothed out and motor 
strategies are refined. Basic parts are integrated and the task may begin to be perceived as 
a whole unit. This skill continues to remain under voluntary control. The third, or 
autonomous, stage is the final level and requires the most practice time as highly skilled 
performance gradually develops. It is through continual repetition that the control of the 
skill becomes involuntary as opposed to voluntary. Catherine McMichael wrote: 
66Ibid., 77. 
67 Keith Davids, Chris Button, and Simon Bennet, Dynamics of Skill Acquisition: A Constraints-
Led Approach (Champaign, IL, Human Kinetics, 2008), 8. Paul Fitts developed hi s theory in 1964. 
68Kempter, How Muscles Learn, 78. 
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Memory is a physical process, not a mental one. It is reliance on automatic movement 
(cerebellum) rather than what your mind (cerebrum) directs. This is why you will 
never forget how to ride a bike, but you can't remember an address correctly or 
exactly what was said in a conversation.69 
In summary, the three stages can be seen as the observation and conscious application of 
the new movement, refining the movement and involvement of fine motor skills, and 
ultimately having the movement become part of the automatic processes associated with 
string playing.70 
Young provides strategies for practicing in Playing the String Game. Practice is 
simply teaching one 's muscles the movements required to execute a technical skill, and 
practice relies on building muscle memory. At the end of each chapter, Young provides 
"checkpoints for home practice" in which various skills and drills are discussed. 7 1 
The second theory, Anderson's, also has three stages: declarative, knowledge 
compilation, and procedural. In the declarative stage, the learner receives knowledge, 
which is integrated into past procedures already present in his or her long-term memory. 
This blend of "old" and "new" produces an approximation of an element of the skill. In 
the knowledge compilation stage, practice causes this basic knowledge to change from 
declarative knowledge (knowing that) to procedural knowledge (knowing how). 
Production rules linking input (the brain's idea) to output (the muscle's response) 
characterizes this stage. The procedural stage is the final stage and the one in which the 
69Catherine McMichael, "Your Mysterious Memory," Strategies for Musical Mastery [article on-
line] (accessed I June 2006); available from http://www.Catherinemcmichael.com; Internet. 
7
°Kempter, How Muscles Learn, 78-79. 
71 Young, Playing the String Game. For example, "Checkpoints for Home Practice," Chapter 6: 
Mini-Games for Posture and Instrument Hold, 21; and "Checkpoints for Home Practice," Chapter 7: Mini -
Games for Building Bow Technique, 47-48. 
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procedures become generalized into other similar tasks through practice. 72 
In the beginning stages, the learner must first identify the skill to be acquired and 
the physical process required to execute it. For example, the learner must first analyze 
musical passages that require complicated fingering . He or she must ask, "What fingers 
work best?" The performer decides on fingerings after experimentation and the 
requirements of the passage. Subsequently, the musician must "practice in" these 
fingerings until they move from the conscious to the automatic level. According to 
Kempter, "As muscles move in repetitive patterns, they begin to feel comfortable and 
with even more repetitions, will adopt each component of the pattern into a highly 
learned, automated skill ."73 
Although Young did not address the fingering of difficult passages in her 
writings, she did address the skill of practice. She focused on skill acquisition by 
reminding the student that he or she already has the physical sensation required for most 
basic cello technique stored in the subconscious mind. She advised the student to 
visualize the sensation each time he or she practices and gave checklists for home 
practice based upon a series of questions aimed at guiding the student towards self-
assessment. For example, a student working on bow hand shape is already aware that the 
hand is as relaxed holding the bow as it is when shaking water off it, thus the student 
must visualize this relaxed posture before placing the hand on the bow. This procedure, 
just as in the fingering example above, moves steadily from conscious effort to the 
72Kempter, How Muscles Learn, 79-81 . 
73Ibid., 80. 
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subconscious level. 74 
Muscle Memory and String Instruments 
Understanding and remembering how muscles learn has direct implications for 
learning how to play a stringed instrument. Having to contend with each hand executing 
distinctly different skills makes these instruments difficult to learn. To be successful, the 
player must reach a level of knowledge in which he or she automatically processes the 
information. This type of information processing is fast and parallel. As a result, it cannot 
be attention demanding and is often involuntary. Allard and Burnet asserted that, "with 
practice, a person develops a series of highly developed specialized production protocols 
for specific tasks." Similarly, Horvath said that, "In addition, the individual is able to 
react to certain stimuli almost automatically by activating the production unit and 
eliminating the need to process the information. One example could be the action of an 
upbeat signaling the downbeat."75 
As discussed, relaxation and naturalness are the basis of Young 's approach to 
cello pedagogy, as evidenced in the types of activities she employs in teaching 
performance skills to her students. These activities are always tied to mental imagery and 
draw upon the students' past experiences to provide the basis for the sensation of the 
required technique pertaining to cello performance. 
74Young, Playing the String Game, 47. 
75F. Allard and N. Burnet, "Skill in Sport," Canadian Journal of Psychology 39 ( 1985): 294-312 
quoted in Kathleen Horvath, "Motor Control and Learning Review of the Research Literature," Applying 
Research to Teaching and Playing Stringed Instruments, ed. Gail V. Barnes (Fairfax, VA: American String 
Teachers Association, n.d. ), 35-36. 
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Imagery 
"Think of your left hand as a trapeze artist! Picture how fluid and graceful his motions 
are as he lets go of one swing to reach for another. Not a jerky motion in his act! " 
-Phyllis Young 76 
As stated earlier in this study, imagery is at the core of Young's approach to 
pedagogy. She believes that "almost every physical action used by an artist to set forth 
sounds from a stringed instrument has been experienced by a student in everyday life."77 
She uses imagery to "capture the right feeling or gesture: and/or to relate a specific 
isolated instrumental technique to an everyday experience."78 According to Young in 
Playing the String Game, "It is the teacher's skillful choice of words that trigger the flash 
of a picture drawn from the student's memory of how something looks, sounds, or feels, 
which is then related to an instrumental technique."79 Using simple, direct language is a 
skill that "brings to life the thoughts we want to express." According to current research 
on communication, word pictures increase the effect of a message. 80 Word pictures also 
tap into our memories: research has shown that when word pictures are used, "concepts 
will be remembered much longer." Word pictures enable us to visualize the outcome of 
our practice, and to polish and eventually perform the music like an artist. 81 Historically, 
the world's greatest communicators- such as Plato, Jesus, Abraham Lincoln, Winston 
76Phyllis Young, The String Play, 41. 
77Phyllis Young, From the Woods to Music," 35'11 International ESTA Conference Cremona, 27 
April-2 May 2007, 111. 
78Michael Fevas, review of "Playing the String Game and The String Play," type-written 
prototype for an article for Arco, the official publication of the European String Teachers Association, 
Netherlands Branch, dated June 1987, original with hand-written notes by Phyllis Young in possession of 
Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
79Young, Playing the String Game, 7. 
80John Dunham, "The Cello Column," American Suzuki Journal 18 (fall 1990): 6. 
81Ibid., 7. . 
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Churchill, John F. Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan-have understood that the use of word 
pictures motivates audiences and even entire nations. 
According to Young, when teachers are capable of discovering an "appropriate 
gesture along with its kinesthetic feelings and relate it to string technique, the student's 
achievement leaps ahead."82 This is beneficial because more students have the ability to 
tap into their potential as "natural" players and be labeled "talented." Young continues by 
stating that older students can benefit as well because they have been "filming for years 
and have developed a huge collection of mental pictures stored in the brain."83 These 
images become an incredible pedagogical library from which to draw upon: 
An outside observer may look upon it as "child's play." But our goal is to draw on the 
huge mental library that the student has already collected. Tapping into mental 
imagery stimulates the imaginative area of the brain and this is the major ingredient in 
making beautiful music. 84 
Young incorporates carefully directed language and gestures to stimulate the 
student's imagination and direct it toward learning the cello. The "flash of an instant 
picture or feeling tends to remain with the student after the lesson, and the student may be 
reminded of how to remedy a particular problem by using just a few key words from a 
'mini-game' or 'scene' ."85 In this way, word pictures grab and hold the attention. This 
can be seen in many types of advertising, from the thirty-second commercial in which a 
key word is repeated over and over, to a billboard with one key image and word that 
makes an unshakeable impression on the viewer. Examples include the Geiko gecko, the 
Allstate slogan "You' re in good hands," and Wendy's "Where's the beef?" All these 
82Michael Fevas, type-written prototype, June 1987. 
83Ibid. 
84Ibid. 
85Fevas, review of "Playing the String Came and The String Play," J. 
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phrases bring to mind images that outlive the commercials. According to Robert 
Hoffman, the human brain works faster and expends more energy when a word picture is 
seen than from reading or listening to conventional words.86 Children remember stories 
associated with word pictures better because the pictures bring the story to life. Young is 
a master of word pictures. 
As an example of how vibrato is conceived and executed, Young uses a term known 
as "the Michelangelo Approach." She believes that early vibrato motions should be large 
and uninhibited, "involving enthusiastic voluntary shaking of every part of the forearm, 
hand and fingers , with an involuntary jelly-like movement of the fatty tissue inside the 
upper arm." Vibrato is not like a pearl, which grows from smaller particles to a gem in its 
environment; instead, Young prefers how Michelangelo approached his works: "To 
create his sculptures Michelangelo would select a large chunk of material and gradually 
refine it into a work of art."87 
As part of the 1982 International Society for Music Education (ISME) conference in 
Bristol England, Young presented a workshop entitled "The Mental Image-A Winning 
Strategy for Teaching Strings." Her goal was to show how a few words can trigger a 
mental picture that aids the student in discovering the kinesthetic senses of the actions 
required for specific techniques such as vibrato, shifting, spiccato bowing, and tone 
production. She gave specific examples of the process of isolating each motion and the 
86Robert R. Hoffman, "Recent Research on Metaphor," Semiotic Inquiry 3 ( 1983) (originally a 
lecture given at the New York Academy of Sciences, February 1982) [article on-line] (accessed 2 1 July 
2009); available from http://www.cmapsinternal.ihmc.us/servle; Internet. 
87
"Great Shakes: Phyllis Young Suggests Some Ways to Develop an Expressive Vibrato," The 
Strad 110 (September 1999): 934-5. 
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feeling required by the technique and then related them to every day actions or vicarious 
experiences. 88 
Use of Games 
A participant remarked that attending one of Young's workshops was like 
"watching an entertainer at a birthday party."89 When asked why she fills her sessions 
with such fun activities, Young retorted, "Well, why not?" She added: 
Things are easier to learn when you're having fun. And you must realize that mental 
imagery carries a tremendous wallop as far as understanding concepts and 
remembering them. Imagery is the basis for almost everything I do, and although 
years ago we knew it worked, we didn't understand why. When we speak about 
pulling our bow arm through a thick milkshake, we get more of the kinesthetic sense 
of the pulling action than if we discussed the physical implications of two sets of 
muscles working in opposition! Suzuki has always used imagery and lots of game-like 
activities. 90 
Although Young's ideas are presented in seemingly nai·ve, childlike terms, the 
results are frequently astounding. She described her strategies as "games" because she 
observed teachers enthusiastically compare their teaching discoveries, their conversations 
often exhibit "the zest and enthusiasm of athletes or sports buffs."9 1 Because the majority 
of teachers derive challenge, excitement, and joy from imparting knowledge to young 
musicians, teaching is indeed something of a game for them.92 Even though she uses the 
term "games," Young is very serious about the skills and concepts she is trying to teach. 
88Phyllis Young, "The Mental Image-A Winning Strategy for String Teaching," VI International 
Society for Music Education Conference, Bristol, England, conference program, 21-28 July 1982, original 
in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
89Phyllis Young, quoted in Lorraine Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," Suzuki World 5 
(July-Au~st 1986): 14. 
Ibid. 
91Young, Playing the String Game xii . 
92Ibid. 
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Fevas comments, "the author is dead serious, and has incorporated into her 'games' many 
recent scientific discoveries about how the brain works and how we experience music."93 
When looking back upon the era of the 1970s, including the prevailing pop 
psychology and advances in theoretical knowledge about how humankind learns and 
perceives the world, the possibility of an influence of Timothy Gallwey's ideas on Phyllis 
Young's first book cannot be ignored. From the similarities of the titles to the use of the 
phrases "inner" and "outer game," it is clear that Gallwey's book, The Inner Game of 
Tennis influenced Young's, Playing the String Game to some extent. It is difficult, 
however, to determine whether the influence was deep-rooted or superficial. 
The Inner Game of Tennis 
In 1974, W. Timothy Gallwey published The Inner Game ofTennis. 94 According 
to the author, every game is composed of two parts: an outer game and an inner game. 
The outer game is played against an external opponent to overcome external obstacles, 
and its purpose is to reach an external goal. Mastering this game is the subject of many 
books offering instruction on how to swing a racket, club or bat, or how to position arms, 
legs or torso to achieve the best results. Most of us remember instructions but not how to 
execute them. Thus, the outer game is analogous in music to any technical or method 
book. Young did not deal with the outer game in this sense. For her, the outer game is 
"the externalization of the inner game" and it exists in the "form of communication with 
93Fevas, review of "Playing the String Game and The String Play," 1. 
94W. Timothy Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974). 
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the student."95 
The purpose of Gallwey's book is to show that "neither mastery nor satisfaction 
can be found in the playing of any game without giving some attention to the relatively 
neglected skills of the inner game." The inner game takes place in mind of the player. It 
is played against obstacles such as lapses in concentration, nervousness, self-doubt, and 
self-condemnation. In short, Gallwey states, "it is played to overcome all habits of mind 
which inhibit excellence in performance." The author maintained that the player of the 
inner game comes to "value the art of relaxed concentration above all other skills; he 
discovers a true basis for self-confidence, and he learns that the secret to winning any 
game lies in not trying too hard." While overcoming the common anxieties of 
competition, the player of the inner game "uncovers a will to win which unlocks all his 
energy and which is never discouraged by losing."96 
Conversely, Young's inner game is not comprised in this way at all. Instead, her 
inner game exists in the mind of the teacher and is made up of "goals, concepts, 
motivations, basic principles, and reasons for specific assignments and teaching 
devices."97 It is an overall teaching plan for the growth of fledgling musicians who are 
attempting to become accomplished artists. It is not adversarial at all, but cooperative. 
Her goals are different from Gallwey's; the winning of her game comes not from points 
scored but from the joy of creating beautiful music. Therefore, it is difficult to find 
similarities between Gallwey and Young's theories beyond the superficial names 
95Young, Playing the String Game, 7. 
96Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 13. 
97Young, Playing the String Game, 7. 
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employed. 
Gallwey claimed that the natural way to learn is the same ways people learn to 
walk and talk: that is by using the unconscious mind, and the spinal and midbrain areas 
more than the cerebral cortex. He claimed that the most common problem is not that most 
people do not know what to do. Rather, they do not know what they do not know. During 
the typical tennis lesson, there is too much talking and too many instructions. Gallwey 
decided to show what needed to be done for more successful instruction. He wrote, 
"Instead, I was going to hit ten forehands myself, and I wanted him to watch carefully, 
not thinking about what I was doing, but simply trying to grasp a visual image of the 
forehand." Gallwey advised the tennis player to imagine in the mind and then have the 
body imitate. "I was beginning to learn what all good pros and students of tennis must 
learn," wrote Gallwey, "that images are better than words, showing better than telling, 
too much instruction worse than none, and that conscious trying often produces negative 
results."98 
In Gallwey, the use of image applies to how he shows a particular action. Young 
also demonstrates an action, but she ties the skill she is teaching to a mental image of a 
known, everyday action in the mind of the student. In other words, Young began where 
Gallwey left off. 
Although Young denies any connections between The Inner Game ofTennis and 
Playing the String Game, the researcher found distinct similarities in the use of language. 
As already discussed, the most obvious one is the use of the concepts, or at least the 
98Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 19. 
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terms, of inner versus outer game; however both writers also use images to teach 
concepts. For instance, in The Inner Game of Tennis, Gallwey wrote about the 
importance of "learning to program your Computer Self 2 [the part of you which 
observes your own actions] with images rather than instructing yourself with words."99 In 
Playing the String Game, Young noted that students have a vast background of 
experiences and that by calling forth an "instant picture or feeling from the enormous 
storehouse in the brain, the teacher has at her disposal an immense library of practical 
materials applicable to string pedagogy." 100 
Gallwey and Young used visualization to mentally prepare a student to perform a 
physical act. Gallwey wrote: 
Learn to see the image of what you want before you do anything. Experience with 
creative visualization methods has taught me that relaxed concentration comes about 
in the simplest of ways, e.g., watching an exciting movie, walking in a beautiful park, 
going for a run. This is a feeling to continually cultivate when practicing with images 
of desired events to your ideal outcome." 101 
The authors of one study of creative visualization method wrote: "Previous 
studies ... have shown that motor learning can be enhanced by directing the performer's 
attention to the effects of his or her movements ("external focus") rather than to the body 
movements producing effects ("internal focus")." They assert that such results imply that 
focusing on objects in the distance promotes the use of more natural control mechanisms, 
and that " ... focusing on more distant effects results in enhanced learning by promoting 
99Ibid ., 28. 
100Young, Playing the String Game, 8. 
101Mark McClure, "Four Goal Setting Lessons from The Inner Game of Tennis," [article on-line] 
(accessed 12 June 2009); available from http://ezinearticles.com; Internet, I. 
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the utilization of more nature control mechanisms." 102 
Phyllis Young not only absorbed (consciously or subconsciously) some of the 
various major teaching and learning ideas and approaches of her times; she also adopted 
some from the cellists with whom she studied. Their influence also contributed to her 
multi-faceted and eclectic approach to teaching. Following the above overview of 
national and international ideologies is a short history of Young's cello teachers, each of 
whom affected her in immediate and personal ways. 
Phyllis Young's Cello Teachers 
"Examining our predecessors ' lives not only teaches us about individuals, but 
additionally pieces together the puzzle of how national schools are formed. These schools 
constituted the underlying foundation of nineteenth-century performance and, 
to varying degrees, that of the twentieth century as well. " 
-Valerie Walden 103 
Jeanette Barbour (b.1903-d. 1985) 
As discussed in Chapter I, Jeanette Barbour was Phyllis Young's first cello 
teacher. Young attributes her with helping her develop a big, full tone and the courage to 
cover the entire cello fingerboard early on. 104 
Yvonne Tait (b. 3 February 1914-d. Tucson, Arizona, 22 July 1993) 
Young studied with Yvonne Tait at Oklahoma A&M from January 1944 until 
102 Nancy H. McNevin, Charles H. Shea, and Gabriele Wulf, "Increasing the Distance of an 
External Focus of Attention Enhances Learning," Psychological Research 57 (2003): 22. 
103Walden, One Hundred Years of the Violoncello, 6. 
104Young, Playing the String Game, ix. See Chapter I of the present document for more 
information on Barbour and her relationship with Young. 
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May of 1945. 105 Tait adapted the Suzuki method to the cello. She was the first female 
president of the Suzuki Association of the Americas (1980) and the first cellist president. 
Tait authored a number of articles dealing with the Suzuki approach. Later in her life, she 
moved to Tucson, Arizona and became a highly regarded public school teacher. Young 
credits Tait for giving her the gift of contagious enthusiasm. 106 
105Phyllis Young, interview by researcher, 31 May 2008, Austin, TX, researcher's handwritten 
notes, copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
106Young, Playing the String Came, ix. 
Andre Navarra (b. Biarritz, France, 13 October 1911-d. Siena, Italy, 31 July 1988) 
"Everything is music in this admirable instrumentalist" 
- Giornale I tali a 107 
Fig. 45 Andre Navarra, photograph courtesy Phyllis Young 
Andre Navarra was a noted French cellist and pedagogue. Born into a musical 
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family, he began studying solfege at the age of seven and the cello shortly after that. He 
107
"Presenting the Emjnent French 'Cellist Andre Navarra," Solo Artist Series, Hogg Auditorium, 
University of Texas, Austin, TX, flyer, II March 1965, 8:15P.M., copy in possession of the researcher, 
Henderson, NV. 
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was accepted into the Toulouse Conservatoire when he was only nine years old and 
graduated in 1924, at the age of thirteen, with the Premier Prix. He continued his cello 
studies with Jules Loeb and chamber music studies with Toumemire at the Paris 
Conservatoire where he spent two years and was awarded the Premiere Prix at the age of 
fifteen. From that point on he received no further formal musical instruction and was 
largely a self-taught musician. 108 
Navarra joined the Kretly String Quartet in 1929 and remained with that ensemble 
for the next seven years. In 1931, he made his solo debut with the Colo nne Orchestra in 
Paris, performing the Lalo "Cello Concerto in D Minor." In 1933, he became the 
principal cellist with the Grand Opera Orchestra. He served in the French infantry for 
seven years during World War II, during which time his cello remained unused in its 
case. He began concertizing again shortly after the war, touring Europe, the United 
States, and the USSR, performing with the great conductors of the era. His recording with 
John Barbirolli and the Halle Orchestra of the Elgar "Cello Concerto in E minor," op. 85, 
is considered to be a classic by many. 109 
Navarra dedicated his later years to teaching. He was professor of cello at the 
Paris Conservatoire from 1949 until 1979 and at the North West German Music Academy 
from 1958 until his death in 1988. He also taught at the Academia Chigiana in Siena, 
Italy from 1954 until 1988. As discussed in Chapter II, it was there, beginning in the 
summer of 1962 that Young worked with him. She returned to Italy to study with him 
108Campbell, The Great Cellists, 141; and Stowell , The Cambridge Companion to the Cello, 87. 
Hl9"Andre Navarra (Cello, Conductor)" [article on-line] (accessed 6 October 2008); available from 
http://www.bach-cantatas.com/Bio/Navarra-Andre.htm; Internet. 
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during the summers of 1963 and 1965. 110 Navarra traveled extensively giving master 
classes. His students loved him and admired "his 'magic touch' and happy 
temperament." 111 Young credits his influence for her love for young people.112 
Navarra's playing was known for its "romantic fervour and singing tone 
combined with technical mastery." According to Margaret Campbell, his brilliant bowing 
technique was the envy of his contemporaries, and he "seemed to be able to play with an 
endless legato in the slowest passages." Heinrich Schiff, a student of Navarra's, recalls 
that the secret to his bowing involved permitting the right hand fingers to "listen." The 
fingertips are considered the refiners of tone because they are the final link between the 
body and the bow. 113 
11 0Phyllis Young, interview by researcher, 31 May 2008, Austin, Texas, researcher' s handwritten 
notes, copy in possession of the author, Henderson, NV. 
111Campbell, The Great Cellists, 141. 
11 2Young, Playing the String Game, ix . 
113Campbell, The Great Cellists, 141. 
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Horace Britt (b. Antwerp, Belgium, 18 June 1881-d. Austin, TX, 3 February 1971) 
Genial and dimpling, looking for all the world like an instrumental Peter Pan who would 
never consent to grow up, Horace Britt played the Saint-Saens concerto, played it with a 
masterly urbanity and an irreproachable technique. 
-Redfern Mason 11 4 
Fig. 46 Horace Britt, courtesy of Phyllis Young 
Belgian cellist Horace Britt was born on 18 June 1881 to a musical family in 
Antwerp. His mother was a singer, and his father was a musicologist and composer. He 
began his cello studies at the age of seven with Gustave Faes, and his first public 
11 4Redfern Mason, San Francisco Examiner, 17 March 1928, quoted in Kenneson, Musical 
Prodigies: Perilous Journeys, Remarkable Lives (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1998), 5. 
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performance occurred one year later.115 
Britt attended the Paris Conservatoire and performed the Davidov "Concerto in B 
Minor," winning the Premier Prix at age fourteen (1895). He was the youngest cellist to 
receive the award up until that time. 11 6 Monsieur Sauni, the French Minister of Fine Arts 
and Culture, wrote a note to Britt on 23 July 1895: "Would you please accept one of the 
medals we had struck for this occasion? I send my felicitations for your beautiful success, 
and I applaud you." 117 
Britt was a student of Jules Delsart, and he spent the year after his graduation 
touring Europe and became the first European to give cello recitals in Asia. 11 8 He made 
his American debut in 1907 as soloist with the Chicago Symphony, after which he played 
as principal cellist in such orchestras as the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and New York 
Philharmonic. 11 9 
Britt was a visiting professor at the University of Texas at Austin from 1947-50. 
In 1950, he joined the university as a permanent faculty member and he founded a string 
quartet there. He joined the emeritus faculty in 1963 but continued to teach until 1965. 120 
He died in Austin on 3 February 1971 at the age of 89. 121 
115Campbell , The Great Cellists, 91. 
116Kenneson, Musical Prodigies, 110. 
117G. Sauni , Minister of Fine Arts and Culture, to Horace Britt, Paris, 23 July 1895. Cellist George 
Koutzen, Britt's great nephew, now owns the medal. As quoted in Kenneson , Musical Prodigies, 110, 358. 
Eleven year-old Paul Bazelaire took that honor two years later. Stephen Sensbach, electronic mail to the 
researcher, 1 October 2009. 
11 8Campbell , The Great Cellists, 91. 
11 9Kenneson, Musical Prodigies, 123. 
120
"Horace Britt," The International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, ed. Oscar Thompson 
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1938), 295. 
121Teresa Palomo Acosta, "In Memoriam: Horace Britt," [article on-line] (Uni versity of Texas 
Faculty Council, 24 May 2001; accessed 24 February 2008); available fro m 
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Young's advanced cello studies were with Britt at the University of Texas (1947-
50), in New York, and in Mexico City.122 He was also one of her chamber music 
coaches. Her other coaches included William Kroll, James Levy, Homer Ulrich, and the 
Chigiano Quartet. 123 
As Young's most influential teacher, Britt's ideas permeate her books-especially 
his references to nature, his positive approach, and his aural concept. 124 It is through Britt 
that Young's teacher lineage can be traced back 300 years to Franciscello. Interestingly, 
there are reputed similarities in all these great cellists' playing, particularly in the beauty 
of their tones. 
Young's Cello Teacher Lineage 
Horace Britt's background is firmly entrenched in the French cello school, whose 
founders were Berteau and the Duport brothers. In this school, extreme suppleness of 
wrist and fingers characterize the bow arm. Teachers and pedagogues have extensively 
cataloged the various bowing styles, strokes, and articulations. Every part of the bow is 
organized and compartmentalized into the various bow usages . The left hand uses 
specific finger patterns for arpeggio and scale patterns. There is an emphasis on 
extensions and the shifting generally occurs on a new finger. Example etudes are those by 
Duport, Franchomme, and Piatti . Navarra also advocated a horizontal bow change. The 
http://www.utexas.edu/faculty/council2000-200 I /memorials/ AMR/Britt/britt.html; Internet; and Campbell , 
The Great Cellists, 90. 
122Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, [I], see appendix A, 443. 
123Ibid. 
124Young, Playing the String Game, ix. 
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aesthetic ideal of sound includes long lines, pure lyricism, and extreme legato. Among 
the greatest proponents of the French School, include Marechal, Navarra, Fournier, 
Tortelier, and Gendron. 125 
Jules Delsart (1844-1900) 
Jules Delsart was Horace Britt's most influential teacher. He was from 
Valenciennes, France, and he was better known as a teacher than performer. Delsart was 
a student of Franchomrne and succeeded him at Paris Conservatoire. 126 
August Joseph Franchomrne 
(b. Lille, France, April 10, 1808-d. Paris, 21 January 1884) 
August Franchomrne began studies at the age of twelve with Mas at the Lille 
Conservatoire. 127 He continued his studies with Levasseur and Norblin at the Paris 
Conservatoire and took the Premier Prix in 1825.128 Franchomrne combined a full, 
sensitive tone with skillful left hand facility. He also had extraordinary ability in the 
realm of interpretation. His "cantilena was said to be most moving and always evoked an 
enthusiastic response from his audience." 129 His playing gained a fervent reaction from 
Fetis, who wrote numerous concert reviews for the Revue Musicale . One of the most 
detailed is from an early performance at the Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire: 
125Marie-Elaine Gagnon, "The Influence of the French Cello School in North America" (D.M.A. 
diss. , University of Miami, 2005), 6. 
126 Campbell , The Great Cellists, 16. 
127Walden, One Hundred Years of Violoncello, 25. 
128Constant Pierre, Conservatoire National de Music et de Declamation (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1900), 970, as quoted in Walden, One Hundred Years of Violoncello, 25 . 
129Campbell , The Great Cellists, 16. 
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A young man, a child, Franchomme, has come, unknown, playing without pretension 
a solo for violoncello, in a manner, which places him suddenly in line with the greatest 
artists. He played a theme, without any ornament, and all of the audience was 
transported with pleasure. The talent showed itself through a few notes; it was enough. 
A good technique, perfect intonation, beautiful sound, good bowing and dexterity of 
fingers are something indeed, are indeed a great deal . Franchomme has all that; but the 
spirit, the sentiment! Here is talent: Franchomme has this too .... 130 
Fig. 47 August Franchomme with the Alard string quartet, courtesy F. Hillmacher 
13
°F. J. Fetis, ed., Revue Musicale 5 (April 1829): 237, quoted in Walden, One Hundred Years of 
the Violoncello, 292. 
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Franchomme was a close friend of Chopin and Mendelssohn, and was the 
dedicatee and first performer of Chopin's "Cello Sonata in G minor" op. 65 .131 
Franchomme himself composed one concerto and a number of smaller works for cello. 
He also performed duos for cello and piano with composers Chopin, Bertini, and 
Osborne.132 
Louis-Pierre Norblin 
(b. Warsaw, 2 December 1781-d. Paris, 21 January1884) 
Not much is known about Norblin except that he was born in Warsaw, the son of 
a French painter, Norblin de Gourdaine, who had moved to that city in 1772. His mother 
was Polish. Norblin moved to Paris in 1798, where he studied with Charles Nicholas 
Baudiot. 133 
Charles Nicholas Baudiot 
(b. Nancy, France, 29 March 1773-d. Paris, 26 September 1849) 
Baudiot composed many works for the cello, most of which are no longer 
performed. Norblin assisted Baudiot in writing the latter's two-volume cello method 
(1826-28). He dedicated the work to Luigi Cherubini, director of the Paris Conservatoire. 
131
"Auguste Joseph Franchomme," The International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, ed. 
Oscar Thompson, II th ed. (New: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1938), 765 ; and "August (Joseph) 
Franchomme," The Harvard Biographical Dictionary of Music, ed. Don Michael Randel (Cambrige, MA 
and London: The Belknap Press of the Harvard University Press, 1996), 279. Chopin composed the sonata 
in 1846. 
132
"August Franchomme," The Harvard Biographical Dictionary of Music, 765. 
133Wilhelm Josef von Wasielewski, "Cello Playing in 18th Century France," The Violoncello and 
its History [book on-line] (accessed 4 March 2009); available from www.celloheavon.com; Internet. 
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Baudiot's method contains useful advice for teachers and students. He considered 
"overwork injurious to technique, and believed in giving the children the best education." 
He also said, "It is generally recognized that in science, literature and art, as well as in 
our social life, the first education requires the greatest care; its neglect leaves traces 
which sometimes prove indelible." 134 Baudiot studied with Jean-Baptiste-Aimee Joseph 
Janson. 
Jean-Baptiste-Aimee Joseph Janson 
(b. 9 March 1742-d. 2 September 1803) 
Jean-Baptiste-Aimee Joseph Janson was highly successful as both a soloist 
throughout Europe and as a respected professor at the Paris Conservatoire. 135 He was a 
student of Martin Berteau. 
Martin Berteau (b. Valenciennes, France c. 1709-1771) 
Legend has it that after hearing a performance by Franciscello, Berteau 
abandoned performing the viol for the cello. According to scholars, Berteau was the 
founder of the French school of cello playing and was from Valenciennes. 136 His pupils 
included Jean-Pierre Duport, Jean-Baptiste Cupis "le jeune" [the Younger], Joseph 
Bonaventure Tilliere and Jean-Baptiste-Aimee Janson. They all "inherited his powerful, 
134Campbell , The Great Cellists, 13. 
1351bid., 13. 
136Walden, One Hundred Years of the Violoncello, 13. 
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sweet tone and imparted this quality to their pupils in turn." 137 "He was clearly a figure of 
major importance as a performer, teacher, and composer of music for the instrument. The 
authors of the earliest cello methods who were actually cellists .. . advertised themselves as 
pupils of 'le celebre Berteau' ." 138 
Berteau is reputed to have begun his musical training on the viola da gamba, and 
may have studied in Bohemia with Kozais (Kozecz). There are many colorful, yet 
unsubstantiated rumors about Berteau, among them his association with the Italian 
violoncellist Franciscello, including numerous performances and "gossip testifying to a 
love of wine." 139 The few remaining descriptions of his playing show that his 
contemporaries considered his playing exceptional , especially his innovative use of 
harmonics. 140 He is credited for incorporating natural harmonics into solo literature, and 
this feature is notated in his extant sonatas. The use of natural and artificial harmonics in 
the performance of solo literature was unique to the French cello school at that time. 141 
Berteau 's contributions to cello technique also included developing an advanced system 
of fingering. 142 
137Stephen Bonta, et al."Violoncello, 18th-Century Use, Performers and Repertory," Grove Music 
Online, Oxford Music Online [book on-line] (Oxford University Press, accessed 13 June 2009); available 
from http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/44041; Internet, 15, 8. 
138Jane Adas, "Le celebre Berteau," Early Music 17 (August 1989): 368. 
139Walden, One Hundred Years of Violoncello, 13. 
140Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique (Paris: Duchesne, 1768; reprint 1968, p. 449); 
quoted in Walden, One Hundred Years of the Violoncello, 14. 
141 Walden, "Technique, Style and Performing Practice to c. 1900," Cello, 189. 
142Margaret Campbell , "Masters of the Baroque and Classical Eras," in The Cambridge 
Companion to the Cello, ed. Robin Stowell (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 54. 
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Francesco "Franciscello" Alborea 
(b. Naples,1691-d. Vienna, 1739) 
Francesco Alborea, known as "Franciscello" (sometimes spelled "Francischello"), 
was the first soloist to make an impression upon the Neapolitan public. He was also the 
first virtuoso to make the art of cello performance known in Eastern Europe. Quantz 
described Franciscello's playing as "outstanding and incomparable." 143 Franciscello 
performed so admirably that: 
... the company, being good Catholics and living in a country where miraculous 
powers have not yet ceased, were firmly persuaded it was not Francischelli [sic] who 
had played the violoncello but an angel that had descended and assumed his shape. 144 
From Naples, Franciscello traveled to Rome and eventually lived in Vienna, 
where he served as a chamber virtuoso for Count Uhlenfeld. 145 While in Uhlenfeld's 
service, Franciscello "received the highest salary ever paid to a cellist." He died in 
Vienna in 1739. 146 Franciscello is reputed to have been the first cellist to use thumb 
position, an "invaluable contribution to the technique of cello playing." 147 
All of the teachers in Young's cello lineage was concerned with how to best adapt 
technique to allow the cellist maximum use of the range and tone of the instrument. As 
will be evident, from the concept of tone to the importance of teaching the correct 
technique starting at the beginning of cello instruction, Young's ideas and approach are 
deeply rooted in her cello ancestry. 
143Campbell, The Great Cellists, 6. 
144Pleeth, The Cello, 231. 
145Campbell , The Great Cellists, 6. 
146Markevitch, Cello Story, 56. 
147Prieto, The Adventures of a Cello , 226. 
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Phyllis Young's Pedagogy and Teaching Objectives 
Young's teaching approach is described in her 2007 Curriculum Vitae. She claims 
that her primary focus since 1953 has been developing new ideas for the teaching of 
string students of all ages and of all advancement levels. 148 She believes that "too many 
gifted students have been labeled 'untalented' because their teachers" lack "real 
understanding of what makes a string instrument sound, how the body works in 
producing a beautiful tone and executing various techniques, and how to convey these 
concepts to students." 149 
Young maintains that even accomplished string instrumentalists often teach as they 
were taught, in large part by imitation and modeling. This method works well with only 
the most observant students, so when problems arise other solutions need to be found. 
According to Young, "I am convinced that much expressive talent has failed to be 
unlocked because of the teacher's lack of knowledge." 150 Young remarked during a 1986 
interview with Margaret Rowell : "Continuing with the medical theme, I mentioned that I 
often think of a cello teacher as a diagnostician. Just as in illness, the first step to finding 
a solution to a problem is to identify it." 151 
Young wrote that she "discovered and developed many of these innovative 
pedagogical strategies during the 41 years" she was associated with University of Texas 
String Project. 152 She still maintains that the university cello majors in her studio were 
148Phyllis Young, Curriculum Vitae, 2007, [2-3], see appendix A, 444-45. 
149Ibid. 
150Ibid. 
151 Phyllis Young, "Cello Forum; Margaret Rowell's Basic Principals , American String Teacher 35 
(spring 1985): 66. 
152Young, Curriculum Vitae, 2007, [2] , see appendix A, 444. 
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always been one of her top priorities. Additionally, since 1976, her focus has been on 
sharing these innovative and original ideas and techniques globally. Even as of this 
writing, at the age of eighty-four, she remains active giving lecture-demonstrations, 
master classes, and workshops for string teachers: 
My hope is to give my colleagues a lift, excite them with fresh new ideas, and help to 
release their own creative potential. It is a recognized fact among the network of string 
teachers that my ideas were born and developed on the University of Texas at Austin 
campus and that they are adaptable to the uniqueness of each individual and to the 
various methods including the Suzuki Method. To my continual surprise and delight I 
understand that many professional string teachers, with whom I have had no direct 
individual contact, look on me as their "teacher." 1s3 
Playing the String Game (1978) 
"To Jimmie, my husband and dearest friend in the whole world-
without whose support I could never have played the game." 
-Phyllis Young 1s4 
When asked what motivated her to write her first book, Young recalled: 
Within my first years of teaching I knew that someday I was going to write a book 
about teaching ideas-but I dreaded it! I had a file , and whenever I found a way of 
doing something or saying something that was interesting and really worked, I would 
write it down and drop it into the file. Whenever I needed a little boost in my teaching, 
I would find something in the idea file that was fresh and useful. People said that I 
ought to put everything into a book, but I still felt that I had to learn more. I also found 
that I had to write things down, because ideas leave as fast as they appear! Jss 
Increasingly, a number of University of Texas colleagues began to use many of 
Young's ideas, and they encouraged her to write a book about them, which were new and 
innovative to them. When she became president-elect of the American String Teachers 
153Ibid. 
154Young, Playing the String Game, v. 
155Fink, "An Interview with Phyllis Young," 13-14. 
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Association (ASTA), she realized that she had to get the book written before she assumed 
the office of president. However, she recalled that, "until I got started writing, I had no 
idea it would be as much fun as it was." 156 
Playing the String Game is the result of Phyllis Young's first formal writing 
attempt. Published in the mid-1970s and resulting from years of work with cello students 
of all ages, the book is useful not only in the cello studio, but in the orchestra classroom 
as well. The book contains 165 specifically targeted exercises and devices to remedy a 
variety of technical problems and introduce new skills. Each is presented in four parts: 
the words the teacher can use to introduce the mini-game (the outer-game), when to use 
the technique, a detailed explanation of the fundamental technical concepts and goals 
behind each mini-game (the inner game), and information on how to adapt the game to 
the violin, viola or bass. Marcelle Vernazza noted, "Ground rules, primary, intermediate, 
and long range goals, roles of the teacher and student, and uses in the studio or classroom 
are all clearly stated for each game.',! 57 The book was written to share ideas with public 
school orchestra teachers; private teachers of violin, viola, bass, and cello; and new, 
inexperienced teachers and university students preparing to enter the teaching field. 
In general, contemporary reviews of the book were very positive.158 Claude 
Kenneson noted that, "On every page there is an indication that her concepts were, in 
part, born on the platform. They are the concepts of a real performer." 159 However, a few 
156Ibid.,l4. 
157Marcelle Vernazza, review of Playing the String Game, by Phyllis Young, "Bookshelf," The 
Triangle ofs Mu Phi Epsilon (summer 1979): 12. 
1 8Eta Cohen, review of Playing the String Game, by Phyllis Young, The Strad 90 (December 
1979): 611. 
159Claude Kenneson, "Playing the String Game: A New Book for ALL String Teachers by Phyllis 
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people did find things to criticize. Clifford Bartle wrote that it was a marvelous book, but 
perhaps "too systematic in its exhilarating gamesmanship for every teacher to swallow 
whole." In spite of this, he said the book had many ideas that made for lively teaching 
and the games were grounded in sound technique that lead to musical performing. 160 In 
her review, Jeanette Drone wrote that Playing the String Game" would be useful to the 
teacher of young string students and that it should be on "the required reading list for 
college level string pedagogy classes." 161 
Orlando Cole hoped his review in the Violoncello Society, Inc. Newsletter would 
serve as good publicity for Young's book. 162 He lamented the "mediocre teaching going 
on," observing that many cello teachers are "set in their ways." He also asserted that most 
cello teachers "are probably all very self-satisfied, and your book does demand much 
thought to understand the principles beneath the surface." 163 He noted that skeptics might 
take "issue with Phyllis Young, by way of observing that the results she writes about with 
such assurance appear too easy of an accomplishment, and what she offers comes too 
neatly packaged." Yet, Cole viewed these matters as characteristic "side lights of her 
pedagogical philosophy: namely to be encouraging, to simplify and clarify, and to make 
the process of cello-learning a happy, joyous experience." 164 Cole added that Playing the 
Young," photocopy of article does not document journal [Ontario, Canada?] ( 1979): 11-14. Copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
160Clifford Bartlett, review of Playing the String Game: Strategies for Teaching Cello and Strings, 
by Phyllis Young, Brio 18 (spring 1979): 26. 
161Jeanette Drone, review of Playing the String Game: Strategies for Teaching Cello and Strings, 
by Phyllis Young, "Bookshelf," Pan Pipes of Sigma Alpha Iota (March 1979): 17. 
1620rlando Cole, review of Playing the String Game: Strategies for Teaching Cello and Strings, by 
Phyllis Young, Violoncello Society, Inc., Newsletter (May 1979), 7. 
1630rlando Cole, hand-written letter to Phyllis Young, Austin, TX, 22 May 1979, copy in 
possession of Phyllis Young, Austin, TX. 
164Cole, Review of Playing the String Game, 7. 
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String Game would be an important addition to the extant body of method books. It could 
raise the current level of cello instruction by making the task of the advanced teacher an 
easier one, and substantially reducing the "mortality-rate" among beginners.165 
Helen Tackett of the news and information services of UT Austin wrote: 
It may not ever replace Monday night football, but a University of Texas cello teacher 
has come up with a "playbook" of 165 mini-games that are guaranteed to put fun into 
teaching and learning the cello and other string instruments. 
Playing the String Game: strategies for teaching cellos and strings is a zippy how-to 
book written by one of the Tom Landrys of cello teaching-Prof. Phyllis Y oun~ of the 
UT Austin Music Department. (she laughs and smiles a lot more than Tom).16 
Young listed persons who were most helpful in her writing of the books in the 
acknowledgement section of Playing the String Game. She thanked her husband, former 
teachers, colleagues, and the American String Teachers Association. 
Young wrote that she had several purposes for writing Playing the String Game. 
She wanted to share her pedagogical ideas and demonstrate creative teaching techniques. 
She wanted other teachers to understand that the most difficult aspect of a problem is 
recognizing that it exists . She then wanted to give them strategies to form good hand, 
arm, and body positions that prove workable for string playing and that "can best be 
involved by sampling the motions required in advanced techniques." 167 
Mini-games as pedagogical devices, while cloaked in na1ve terms and "often 
taking only a few seconds from the actual music making . .. can assume the gigantic roles 
1651bid. 
166Helen Tackett, "Cello Mini-Games," UT News, 8 November 1978, [press release] typewritten 
document, in possession of Phyllis Young, Austin , TX; and Helen Tackett, "Cello Coach Devises 
'Playbook' for Strings," Texas Times, December 1978, 10. Tom Landry was the well known had coach of 
the Dallas Cowboys of the (professional) National Football League. 
167Ibid., xi. 
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of problem recognizers, predictors, and solvers." As discussed earlier, Young uses words 
not typically associated with string playing. It is her belief that students respond to words 
they deem relevant. According to Young, teaching is like a game because teachers are as 
enthusiastic as any sports buff, and each of her mini-games constitutes of a "self-
contained game plan." 168 She says she designed these timesaving games to provide 
teachers with new ideas for improving communication between themselves and their 
students, improving technique, establishing correct posture, and many other purposes. 
According to Young, they "can assume the gigantic roles of problems recognizers, 
predictors, and solvers. In addition, they can be uncannily effective communicators." 169 
Chapter 1: The Game 
"The game is considered both challenging and inspiring, although such rewards as 
trophies and plaques are traditionally not associated with it. " 
-Phyllis Young 170 
Chapter 1 begins with Young's requirements for the game. The first is that there 
must be minimum of two players: the teacher and at least one student. According to 
Young, the players are not opponents, and the game is comprised of a "highly complex 
system of offensive and defensive actions as well as special strategic moves." 171 
Additionally, it is imperative that all students are engaged, with no sitting on the 
sidelines. The "end goals" are varied among students but are more consistent among 
teachers. Elsewhere, she said that, "placing the emphasis on imagining the world's most 
168Tackett, "Cello Coach," 10. 
169Phyllis Young, quoted in Tackett, "Cello Coach," LO. 
170Young, Playing the String Game, 4. 
1711bid., 3. 
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beautiful vocal tones and trying to discover how to imitate these sounds through the 
instrument is one of my foremost teaching goals." 172 
Young gave five ground rules for the games: all approaches must be positive and 
optimistic; every move by the teacher is for the good of the student; there must be mutual 
respect for each other as intelligent humans; and all players, including the teacher, must 
continue to practice and study at home between lessons. 173 
According to Young, the "game" is played in such a manner that it is an enjoyable 
experience for all participants. One of the players (the teacher) has a principal function, 
which is to lead the student step by step. His or her goal is to open the doors of self-
expression, and the role is guiding and helping the student develop technical skills. 
According to Young, the teacher is key holder, and the ease with which the door 
unlocks has little to do with the beauty contained within. All students are unique but 
share one common trait: their potential to become more then they are. The student's 
function during the lesson is to discover concepts and apply them in home practice. 
While the play has many sub-goals, the ultimate goal is to discover beauty in one's self. 
She ends by saying that the game may last from thirty minutes to a lifetime and that the 
student may absorb the role of teacher but always learns from the world around him or 
her.l74 
She stated that success is measured by the student's enjoyment of music. The 
influence of the game on life includes increased sensitivity, creativity, and effectiveness 
172Phyllis Young, "Great Shakes," The Strad 110 (1999): 934. 
173Young, Playing the String Game, 3. 
174Ibid., 3. 
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of study and work habits, persistence, and most importantly, reverence for life. The 
rewards are that the game is both challenging and rewarding, not only to the student, but 
also to everyone the student encounters. 175 
Chapter 2: The Starting Game-The Teacher and the Goals 
"The wise teacher learns to detect even a hint or fleeting glimmer of self-expression in 
the student's playing and strives to draw it out and enhance it. " 
-Phyllis Young 176 
Young began this chapter with a description of the student's first teacher, an 
individual who plays a unique role in the life of the beginning student. Not only does this 
first teacher need to be a good musician, but also a behavior specialist, organizer, and 
prophet. If this teacher is a public school string specialist, then he or she also must be a 
salesperson and public relations expert, and aware that one's own personality and 
imagination determine the success of starting the game. 177 
There are long-range and immediate-range goals for the string game. The two 
main long-range goals are to establish a solid foundation upon which an expressive and 
facile technique may be built and to keep the student in the game by constantly being on 
the lookout for students contemplating dropping out. The immediate goals are both 
concomitant and interdependent. Immediate Goal 1 is to establish the concept of a 
beautiful tone. According to Young, "Imagination is the name of the game." 178 Thus, the 
student must be able to imagine a beautiful tone and work toward creating the external 
175Ibid., 3-4. 




sound from the internal concept. This internal concept is what will sustain the student's 
enthusiasm and dedication to learning the instrument. Immediate Goal 2 is to establish 
the habit of making tension-free motions: "Tension-free motion is the name of the 
game."t79 
Performing on a stringed instrument must be fluid and relaxed. The quality of the 
tone produced is directly related to the degree of relaxation on the part of the player; thus, 
if the action is jerky, the resulting tone will be harsh and tense. Immediate Goal 3 is to 
establish an attitude that is full of confidence and free of inhibitions: "Confidence is the 
name of the game." 180 According to Young, performers must be uninhibited and 
confident in their skills. Immediate Goal 4 is to help the student learn how to study and to 
achieve a sense of accomplishment: "Accomplishment is the name of the game."181 In 
other words, only through their own efforts can people feel that they have accomplished 
something. The final goal, Immediate Goal 5, is to help nurture a love of music and the 
instrument. This is perhaps the most important goal, because "Love is the name of the 
game."t82 
According to Young, an effective teacher must understand not only these 
immediate goals, but also the long-range goals. All of these goals will inspire and sustain 
the student to become a life-long learner of music. 




Chapter 3: The Inner and Outer Games 
"With all moves of the outer game being dependent on the inner game, 
they work together as a team for the good of the student. " 
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-Phyllis Young 183 
The game of string teaching is composed of two parts: the inner game and the 
outer game. As stated earlier, the inner game lies within the teacher. It is a silent game 
consisting of goals, concepts, motivations, basic principles, and reasons for specific 
assignments and teaching techniques. The inner game includes the game plan, which is 
both the total picture of growth of the string player, in other words a visualization of the 
journey the student will take. The inner game remains exclusively that of the teacher and 
shared only when deemed necessary: this game determines all moves of the outer 
game.' 84 
The outer game forms the communication link between teacher and student and is 
an extemalization of the inner game. The string teacher has three primary modes of 
communication: the instrument, gestures (including facial expression), and words. Young 
wrote: 
The secret of the verbal approach lies in the teacher' s skillful choice of words that 
trigger the flash of a picture drawn from the student's memory of how something 
looks, sounds, or feels, which is then related to the instrumental technique.185 
The inner game leads to tactic of the "mini-game," which is often used concomitantly. 




Chapter 4: The Mini-Game Tactic 
"A bonus is that the student's remembrance of the instructions has been made easier 
because of the association with something that was already part of himself 
This tactic is called the mini-game. " 
- Phyllis Young 186 
Mini-games link actions associated with learning a string instrument to those 
already known by the student. Except for very young children who learn best from 
imitation regardless, most students have a vast background of experiences from which 
they can draw. Thus, according to Young, almost every physical action required in string 
playing, when isolated from others, is similar to one that has been experienced by the 
student in everyday life. 187 
Young's mini-games appear to be na"ive and simplistic, yet they conceal an 
intricate "set of inner game mechanisms and strategies" understood by the seasoned 
teacher. Each mini-game is designed to relate a specific technical element to a movement 
found in everyday life. These games help students establish a good workable position and 
approach, and give the student specific, easy-to-remember checkpoints to use in home 
practice. In addition, they serve to guide the student in such a manner that he or she can 
discover and then identify with it. Finally, students are given samples of more advanced 
techniques , which have been reduced to simplest form "to insure the future workability of 
a position or approach." The detection and remedying of problems, which could manifest 
in the future and cause hindrance to students' advancement, help the student remember 




designed to help the students discover and transfer skills and concepts to new materials 
and to help make music lessons (or class) an enjoyable experience.188 
There are many uses for mini-games in the classroom. They can provide the 
teacher opportunities to discretely check specific aspects of an individual student's 
position or technique in a group setting. In addition, the entire class benefits using these 
games, and they also help to establish class team spirit. Mini-games have a number of 
uses with older students. They not only can take advantage of student' s experiences, but 
they can also be modified to be more appropriate for older student. In the case of adult 
beginners, the teacher and student "may find it advantageous to explain some of the inner 
game processes after the outer game has been successfully completed and transferred 
back to the music." 189 
One of the skills required of the teacher is to match the mini-game to the student. 
For this reason, there is a need for variety. For example, often the teacher needs to say the 
same thing in different ways because the same words used repeatedly can be perceived as 
nagging. The teacher needs to be well versed in a multitude of mini-games, each with 
overlapping goals . Using code words is beneficial as well, because one word often 
becomes associated with a specific mini-game. This word, unique to the student and 
teacher, becomes a "code word" or part of a secretive language. Mini-games provide 
instant success by bringing about noticeable improvement, although sometimes students 
are not immediately successful in transferring the technique learned in mini-games to 




beautifully and remember how it felt physically, then he or she can add to this until the 
entire page is filled with beautiful notes. "Your [the student's] goal will be to establish 
this new feeling or position as a habit and make it an automatic part of your playing." 190 
Chapters 5-13: Mini-Games 
Teacher: "Imagine that there is a giant magnet floating several inches above your head 
and that you are wearing a weightless steel football helmet. Naturally your head will feel 
lifted up. This really makes you feel like playing. " 
-Phyllis Young 191 
Playing the String Game contains 165 mini-games, divided topically in Chapters 
5-13. Most of the games concentrate on a specific instrumental technique. Young 
included sentences enclosed by quotation marks, which are suggested remarks to be made 
by the teacher. Although the cello is the instrument to be taught, Young provides "team 
tactics" so that the strategy can be adapted to the teaching of violin, viola, and string bass. 
The book assumes bass players use the French bow, which requires a grip like the one 
used in the bow holds of the other stringed instruments. Young also indicates that the 
games are most effective when matched with the specific music being learned. 192 
Each of the chapters contains specific games begins with an introductory section 
that gives the teacher an overview of the purpose of the mini-games contained in that 
chapter. Chapter 5 centers on communication strategies used in the classroom. These 
games help teachers control class activities and student behavior. They allow students to 
know in advance, what is expected. Additionally, some games help students to focus on 
190Ibid., 9. 
191Young, "The Giant Floating Magnet," Mini-Game 21 , in Playing the String Game, 19. 
192Ibid. , 8-9. 
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the teacher and what is to come, while others isolate good or bad technique. Most require 
mimicry of some type. For each mini-game, Young gives the appropriate outer game, 
suggested times for use, an inner game, and team tactics. 193 
Chapter 6 deals with posture and instrument hold. Young wrote, "The form of the 
string player in action, as in any sport or other physical activity requiring coordination 
skill and strength, is vital and can either help or hinder his advancement.'" 94 The 
teacher's challenge, according to Young, is to explain the disparity of postures between 
professional musicians. While often these postures seem to have little in common, the 
underlying principles remain the same; however, because each human body is unique, the 
teacher must stress that musician must discover the best playing posture for their own 
bodies. These mini-games are designed to find the best position for each player. The 
chapter also includes mini-games and checkpoints specifically targeted for home 
practice. 195 
Chapter 7 focuses on bow technique. According to Young, "The bow is the magic 
wand of the string player." 196 The teacher's goal is to help student discover the range of 
beautiful sounds the bow can create. This chapter is divided into two parts: mini-games 
intended to be used in any order and to coordinate with mini-games found in Chapter 8, 
and approaches to establishing the "cello bow hold by combining mini-games, and 
examples of checkpoints for home practice" 197 The chapter contains individual mini-
193Ibid., 10-83, passim. 
194 Ibid., 13. 




games and home practice strategies. 198 
Chapter 8 deals with left hand technique. Young wrote, "The left hand is the 
acrobat of the team." 199 The teacher's goal is to guide the student toward establishing a 
basic position that will "later allow him to perform every trick required to interpret the 
composer's music."200 The chapter includes mini-games and home practice skills 
designed to achieve this goal.201 
One of Phyllis Young's practice questions was, "Is there a magic dotted line 
running straight from your left elbow through the base knuckles of your second finger, 
curving to the nice soft finger pad?"202 In a later article, she posed this question in a 
slightly different way and in relation to the skill of vibrato. She asked, "Is there an almost 
straight line running from the left elbow to the hand?"203 Young suggested that the 
student attach a small matchbox filled with rice or dried beans to the back of the left hand 
with rubber bands or sticky tape. The student should then shake the matchbox in the 
"direction of the line formed by the base knuckles of the fingers and find out which 
position makes the loudest rattling noise."204 She asserted that the loudest noise could be 
produced when the arm is positioned in a straight line from elbow to wrist. She further 
suggested that the student experiment with different hand and arm shapes, making note of 
differences in loudness and ease in shaking the matchbox.Z05 
198Ibid., 22-48, passim. 
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Young asked, "Does your elbow feel like it is floating?"206 She had the student 
imagine that the elbow is floating on water with a "different water level for each 
string."207 The C string level is the highest and the A string level the lowest. 
A third question, "Is all the weight of your arm channeled through the playing 
finger? Is your playing finger definitely the chairperson of the committee?"208 Rephrased 
in "Great Shakes," Young posed the question, "Is the energy channeled through the 
playing finger only?"209 She stated that this finger determines the pitch and should 
therefore be the point of balance. She suggested the following technique: attach a soft 
kitchen sponge to the right forearm, then place the right hand on the left shoulder. 
Imagine that the sponge is the fingerboard and sink into the sponge with the playing 
finger. Do not allow the other fingers to touch the sponge. "Let the non-playing fingers 
feel as energy-less as wet noodles."2 10 Young then asked the student to transfer this 
sensation to the fingerboard. 211 
Chapter 9 contains mini-games for varied purposes. Young wrote, "Just as the 
football coach holds in reserve trick plays for certain purposes, the pro in the game of 
string teaching saves special moves for specific situations."212 She designed this chapter 
to provide strategies for teachers to fix specific technical problems that are not easily 
categorized as postural, or as left or right hand strategies. The chapter also focuses on 
206Young, Playing the String Game, 70. 
207Young, "Great Shakes," 936. 
208Young, Playing the String Game, 70. 
209Young, Playing the String Game, 70; and Young, "Great Shakes," 937. 
210Young, "Great Shakes," 937. 
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home practice, as it is the ultimate determinant of students' success? 13 Although this 
chapter details twenty-four mini games, it contains no checkpoints for home practice. 
Chapter 10 centers on winning offensive plays. According to Young, 
"Throughout the entire game of string teaching, the experienced teacher watches for 
every opportunity to make positive moves toward achieving or reinforcing the 
achievement of her five immediate goals."214 These include establishing the concept of a 
beautiful tone, a concept she expands on in "Great Shakes:" "I believe the basic tone of a 
string player is as personal as . . . [the] speaking voice."215 She maintained that to establish 
a beautiful tone, the student must attain the habit of making tension-free motion, find an 
attitude full of confidence and free of inhibitions, learn how to study and achieve a sense 
of accomplishment, and to nurture a love of music and the instrument.216 
Young provided tips for accomplishing the goal of acquiring a beautiful tone. 
These tips are not only for the teacher to model playing with the best tone possible, but 
also to have students listen to recordings of well-known musicians so they can hear other 
examples of good performances. 
Young also defined her principle of the "best note": 
Just one beautiful note is all we want as a starter for a gorgeous vibrato. And the nicest 
part of it is that almost all players have one note on their instrument that seems to 
stand out above all others because the vibrato comes easy and natural. Half the trick is 
identifying it and observing the finger that has played it. The other half is discovering 
how to transfer that feeling and sound to every spot on the fingerboard. I call this the 
b . . 1 ? 17 est note pnnc1p e.-
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Young continued, "Naturally we will continually change and colour the tone for 
expressive purposes but the advantage of the best note principle is that we have our own 
Pavarotti tone with us at all times, ready to be irnitated."218 
Other tips Young presented include keeping the student's instrument in good 
working order, stressing accurate intonation, encouraging playing with ensembles, 
learning tension-free vibrato, and the importance of using of encouraging words. One of 
her important tips for establishing tension-free motions is to use large motions when 
approaching cello techniques and to avoid cautious or slow motions, just as children use 
large motions first, such as running and skipping before attempting activities requiring 
fine motor skills, such as handwriting? 19 
Young asserted that live, kinesthetic energy flows through the fingers. She 
stressed careful choice of words in teaching, such as "sink" and "cling" instead of "press" 
and "grip." Often tension is brought about by restraint and occurs when a student tries to 
compensate for a perceived weakness: "Thus, the teacher repeatedly checks the power 
lines for kinks, detours, and restrictions."220 Young encouraged laughter during the lesson 
to release tension. 
She also maintained that new technique must be built upon skills already learned. 
She suggests that teachers select only appropriate music, and that they isolate each new 
technique and introduce it in a "carefully thought out, step-by-step approach"221 Young 
encouraged students to perform in an outgoing manner from the very beginning and to 
218Ibid. 
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learn to play expressively, even in the easiest pieces; and she encouraged teachers give 
constant reinforcement.222 
The way the student can gain a sense of accomplishment is through careful and 
constant daily home practice. Furthermore, the teacher must continually add new and 
interesting techniques. The teacher and student must agree on both long- and short-range 
goals. Finally, the teacher has to stimulate students' mental image of themselves by 
reminding them of how much progress they have made. 223 
Another important goal is to give the student a life-long love of music. This goal 
can be achieved if each music lesson is a happy experience conducted in colorful 
surroundings. All musical activities, including lessons should be viewed as social events, 
and the teache_r should always take a personal interest in the student. In conclusion, 
Young believes it is imperative that lessons be taught in such a manner that students are 
eager to return, because enthusiasm is contagious.224 
Chapter 11 focuses on signals for "defensive plays." Young wrote, "The teacher's 
eyes don't just watch the student perform-they look for trouble."225 Warning signals are 
given in three areas: the total picture, bowing, and left arm and hand. She provided 
scenarios for the visible warning signs related to the total picture. For example, if the 
student's body slants backward with no weight on the feet, the mini games to remedy the 
problem include "Jack-in-the-Box" (#9), "The Elegant Horseback Rider" (#8), and "Hm-
222Ibid. 




m-m" (#12).226 She did the same for bowing, as well as left arm and hand. She concluded 
the chapter with various other signals for defensive plays. 
Chapter 12 focuses on vibrato, which is one of the areas that Young is most 
famous for in her pedagogical approach: "the highpoint of the first quarter in the game of 
string teaching, from the vantage point of both the student and the teacher, is the 
introduction of vibrato."227 The goal of the teacher is to transform tone from rooky 
beginner to the "warm tone traditionally associated with the instrument."228 Her concept 
of vibrato is based on balance and tension-free motions, all guided by "aural dream of a 
beautiful tone."229 Young revealed that all of the previous mini-games are in preparation 
for vibrato. When reflecting on this in a later article, she stated, "The fascinating 
technique of vibrato is actually ba ed on something very ordinary and common, so we 
should never be afraid of it.'.23° 
In "Great Shakes," Young wrote that vibrato is a movement as natural as shaking 
a rattle. She asked, "How do we do it?'', then explained: "Unconsciously, we pick a 
centre spot and move an equal distance away from it on each side with the motion in one 
direction generating the motion in the opposite direction."231 Vibrato is also like waving 
to a friend across the street or rubbing out a mistake. "Among modern cellists, the most 
prevalent style is the eraser-type in the hand and arm (the hand and arm move as if 
226Ibid. 
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rubbing out a mistak:e."232 Music allows great variety in speed and width of vibrato, and, 
with developed skills, vibrato can continue through note and string changes. The key 
ingredient to waving and rubbing, as well as vibrato, is balance. 233 
In Playing the String Game, Young provided checkpoints for pre-vibrato 
conditions. The teacher should ask herself whether the student plays with acceptable 
intonation and has a reasonably solid knowledge of fingerboard geography. Furthermore, 
the teacher must analyze the student's ability to produce big, vibrant tones. Young wrote 
that vibrato should be introduced only after the student has developed bowing skills that 
can produce loud tones that are not harsh. 234 
Young expanded on her discussion of vibrato in "Great Shakes" and explained 
that one important reason for "developing a full tone before introducing the vibrato 
technique is that, for the tone to be beautiful , the amplitude of the string's vibration and 
the vibrato's width should match."235 In Playing the String Game, Young explained that 
the width of vibrato should match volume: wide for loud passages and narrow for soft 
passages. Because the amplitude of the string's vibration increases with volume, the 
vibrato's width should also increase to match it. 236 
The teacher must also observe whether the cello is positioned so the player's left 
elbow does not feel tight. If the left arm is folded up tight and the forearm is cramped 
against the upper arm, it is impossible for the student to produce a relaxed vibrato.237 A 
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cellist's bow arm level must change to match the levels of the different strings. In "Great 
Shakes," Young asked the cellist whether the right elbow feels like it is floating: 
"Imagine that your elbow is floating in water with a different water level for each string, 
the A string being the lowest. Allow the water to support the elbow."238 
Young provided another checkpoint question to help the teacher determine 
whether the left thumb is free of tension of any kind. She wrote that a tense thumb could 
produce tension throughout the arm. Furthermore, it wastes energy by directing it towards 
the cello neck rather than down the fingerboard. 239 She offered two tips to check tension 
in "Great Shakes": wiggle or tap the left thumb to keep it relaxed, and slide the fingers of 
the left hand up and down the "entire fingerboard in an embryonic form of shifting while 
using tremolo bowing." She said that the "siren-sounding action" would be impossible to 
do if the thumb were pressing against the neck. 240 
Young asked, "Is the power line from the player's back through his left arm and 
hand to the fingerboard completely free and unobstructed?"241 To determine this, she has 
the student sit in the position of a good horse rider, with a straight back, leaning slightly 
forward. Then she has them place their hands on their legs slightly above the knees. She 
instructs them to allow the weight and energy to flow from the back through the arms and 
hands while the fingers feel strong but remain flexible. She adds that their hands will feel 
sticky, as though having been dipped into wet glue. She then instructs the student to 
slowly raise the palm of each hand to form an arch, allowing the energy and weight to 
238Young, "Great Shakes," 937. 
239Young, Playing the String Game, 89. 
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flow through the finger-pads to the legs. She concluded, "This is the most desirable form 
of energy for the cellist to use in both left-hand and right-hand technique when playing a 
passage with vibrato. Now, transfer this feeling to the fingerboard."242 
According to Young, the most pleasing vibrato sound can be produced only if the 
entire left hand and arm are relaxed. She added that the base knuckles of the left hand 
must form an almost parallel line to the strings because the action of the vibrato will 
follow this line. There are a number of mini-games in Playing the String Game aimed at 
helping the student acquire the correct positioning of the base knuckles.243 The final two 
check points are: is the student able to smoothly shift up and down the fingerboard, and is 
his left hand was positioned on the neck of the cello in such a way as to show the correct 
amount of profile. 244 
The chapter ends with an acknowledgement that most beginning students will 
have experimented with vibrato on their own. Some students will be successful in their 
first attempts, but others will not and for those, Young suggested that the teacher ask 
them to wait until vibrato is officially introduced in the lesson. She concluded the chapter 
with basic concepts of cello vibrato and advice on how to first introduce vibrato.245 
Chapter 13 contains fourteen non-sequential mini-games for vibrato, all designed 
for use in lower positions. Young stated, "Perhaps at no other time in the game do the 
magical effect of words and the mental pictures they inspire have as powerful an effect 
242Young, "Great Shakes," 935 . 
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on the internal workings of the player's muscles."246 She asserted that the teacher 's focus 
must remain on desired results in sound and motion "rather than on the mechanical means 
of attaining them."247 
Chapter 14: Master Tips for Improving the Game 
"Talent, imagination, and creativity in all people are regarded . .. 
as the world 's greatest treasures." 
-Phyllis Y oung248 
Chapter 14 contains Young's final words of advice for the teacher to improve the 
game. For her, the teacher's effectiveness remains relevant only so long as he or she is 
willing to continue to learn by being a part of the game: "true master tips can best be 
discovered by each person for himself."249 Young reminded the teacher to keep in mind 
the total game plan to never lose sight of his or her priorities, to keep a childlike freshness 
and wonder in all approaches, to realize the marvel of the human body, to be unafraid to 
speak of dreams, and above all , to love music and life. For Young, "Life is given music-
and music is given life."250 
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The String Play 
"To my husband Jimmie-the principal character of my life 
And the star of my supporting cast" 
381 
-Phyllis Young251 
The String Play is Phyllis Young's second book. Its 185 scenes are founded in 
one or more basic principles that provide the foundation for technique and musicianship 
for intermediate to advanced string players. According to Kirk Moss, "The scenes show a 
greater level of conceptual/mental imagery than the mini-games of the first book." Moss 
continued with the observation that the book requires a "dynamic teaching personality 
and the knack for inserting the most applicable scene at the right time during a class or 
lesson. "252 
In a 1986 article, Young wrote about how she conceived of this book. 253 In fact, 
the opening lines of the article foreshadow the line used in The String Play, which was 
published a few months later: "Rattle every bone in your hand when you vibrate on that 
note! Think of a Halloween skeleton with plastic bones strung together with a cord. Even 
the bones in your thumb will shake. "254 Several years before the publication of this 
article, or even the conception of her second book, Young wrote on a scrap of paper two 
simple words, "Halloween skeleton." These two words and the mental image associated 
with them helped numerous students over the years. 
When asked by Lorraine Fink about her second book, Young said: "Oh my! It is 
such a hard book to describe. It is a book full of fun, but at the same time dramatizes the 
251 Young, The String Play, v. 
252Moss, "Favored Sound Production," 29. 
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principles of string instrument playing. Interested parents, teachers and students would 
enjoy it." Young wrote the book in the hope that readers would look upon it as the 
character Snoopy, who deeply contemplates matters with a sense of sophistication, yet in 
a manner that appeals to persons of all ages. 255 
Young designed The String Play for use with students who are no longer 
beginners but are not yet at the artist level. The book highlights "virtually every bowing 
and left hand technique, ranging from the elementary to the most complex."256 She based 
her tactics on the natural principles of movement associated with cello technique. She 
explored the use of the body in achieving techniques, acoustics of the instrument, and 
musical interpretation, "providing deep insights into the requirements of sensitive, 
expressive playing."257 
A number of journals geared toward strings and string teaching contained reviews 
of Young's second book. The String Play is grounded in her many years of teaching at all 
levels. She viewed the book as a tool "for the busy string teacher, student, interested 
parent, and student-teacher."258 She designed it for use in conjunction with any cello 
method, asserting that it "bursts with energy, fun , and a distinctively late-twentieth-
century outlook and offers hundreds of creative ideas designed to help a student's 
musical advancement."259 
As with Playing the String Game, Young was careful and generous with her 
255Fink, "Interview with Phyllis Young," 14. 
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credits. She again thanked Jimmie, her former cello teachers, and her colleagues at the 
university. She had given the manuscript to various string teachers for their input and 
suggestions. She acknowledged Samuel Applebaum, Paul Rolland, Robert Klotman, 
Shinichi Suzuki, and Margaret Rowell, many of whom she had known since the early 
1960s. Young admitted, "Naturally I feel their pedagogical influences. I have freely 
adopted the terms balanced action and sequential action, which I learned from Paul 
[Rolland]. "260 
Young remarked in her "Opening Notes" that she wrote her second book "for any 
person who has been drawn to the fascinating challenge of getting four strings stretched 
over a hollow box to vibrate so they express his or her innermost feelings."261 The 
following is a chapter-by-chapter discussion of The String Play. 
Chapter 1: The Play 
"This play is a dramatic production. It is a story of miracles. 
The miracle that human beings can reach beyond their physical realm 
and express their inner beauty through music. " 
-Phyllis Y oung262 
The Play is "The drama of people and music."263 As with any play, there is a cast 
of characters, which for learning the cello include student(s), a teacher, and the 
supporting cast of parents, family, other students, and friends. These characters are real 
people, and, as the "play" progresses, the students eventually become the teachers. The 
"setting" is any place, every day, and in the present time. The "production crew" is a 
260Ibid. 




musician who plays the role of not only the teacher, but also serves as "the director, 
producer, technical advisor, script writer, program coordinator, publicity agent, stage 
manager, audio engineer, and lighting designer" who focuses a spotlight on student(s) 
throughout every scene. According to Young, "The script and the entire production are 
designed for the benefit of the Student(s) and for the people whose lives will be touched 
by the music."264 
This section continues with a definition of the props, which are the stringed 
instruments to be learned (i.e., violin, viola, cello, bass), a bow, rosin, music, music 
stand, musical recordings, and additional objects as required. Young adds that although 
the play is "veiled in the common place," it is actually a "dramatic production" and a 
story of miracles.265 It is a miracle that humans can reach beyond "their physical realm 
and express their inner beauty through music." Additionally, it is miraculous that sound 
waves can travel and that living creatures have ears to receive them and minds to 
interpret this miracle that "with a hank of hair attached tightly to the ends of a stick and 
drawn across a string, one can evoke from a hollow box some of the most glorious 
sounds known." These sounds can be far more than just pleasing tones and have to 
potential to acquire "personality, character, and a spiritual beauty."266 The miracle is that 
some people have felt called upon to "design and make instruments to serve as tools and 
that others have been driven to compose music and write it on paper as a heritage for 
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She also considered it a miracle that people have been given a body with the 
ability to move and to develop meticulous skills, a mind able to direct and to remember, 
and a soul to guide the operation so a meaningful combination of sounds can be brought 
forth. In addition, the miracle is that people have the gift of imagination within their 
power, the ability to feel emotions, and the motivation to express them. Young asserts 
that the human hand is amazing with its uniqueness in adaptability and its ability to 
respond and perform on command. Furthermore, learning is a wondrous thing along with 
the ability to give and share. Finally, perhaps the greatest miracle of all is that of love.268 
Chapter 2: The Nature of the Production 
"With our hands let 's spread some invisible mayonnaise across the top of the bow stick! 
Spread it from one end to the other and back . .. Note how flexible your fingers are. Now 
play some music keeping the same touch. " 
-Phyllis Y oung269 
Most plays are looked upon as a form of entertainment, performed on a stage 
before a live audience. The String Play is different: it is the "total experience of learning 
to play and perform on a stringed instrument."27° For some individuals, this requires 
many years in which the play is entwined with his or her personal and professional life. 
Others enjoy music as a hobby in their homes and schools, as an activity shared with 
friends and family. In any case, the role of the "teacher-producer-director" remains the 
same: having the "major responsibility for the script and production design during the 
268Ibid. 
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first decade or more.'.27 1 There are various kinds of productions and a wide variety of 
methods used to help students learn to play, mostly evolved from the work and style of 
one generation building on previous one. According to Young, the teacher can· and should 
add ideas and insights when the need arises. 272 
Some teachers stress one aspect or another at different times and thus one method 
will be more applicable. Regardless, certain characteristics stand out; the consideration of 
the total design from the moment the curtain rises is crucial. The focus is on using a 
model to help the mind's eye and ear "see" and "hear" the final production. These include 
the isolation of each gesture and technique, a well-designed step-by-step plot, mutual 
respect for the participants in the play, awareness of the influence of the support cast, the 
time-honored belief in the necessity of careful home practice, and the presence of the 
human qualities called patience, faith, courage, discipline, humor, and love. 273 
The music teacher is "armed with multiple pedagogical tools that seem to expand 
with each new experience, [and] the teacher also becomes a master of improvisation."274 
Her tools include lessons, approaches, and activities that are adaptable and expandable as 
the situation arises. The teacher must teach while "in the moment" of each lesson. Each 
teacher designs and modifies the script while maintaining respect for each student's 
uniqueness. This uniqueness is what keeps the veteran teacher enthusiastic about 






is forever young. Her script never yellows with age."275 
Just as in a play, Young's "String Play" involves production techniques, of which 
there are three primary ones. The first is imitation, by far the most prevalent and effective 
method for young children. The second and third techniques, dialogue and mime, 
respectively, are required for teaching older students. Young continued, "Because no tone 
is emitted from a stringed instrument without a physical action on the part of the player, 
the study of movement is a focal point and frequently the most baffling part of string 
teaching."276 She said that using descriptive words to describe how to play music is 
inexact. "On the other hand, the study of muscles and tendons in the physical anatomy 
might conceivably equip the teacher with necessary ammunition to eradicate any problem 
and to explain every technique."277 The secret is not in this area either, but rather the 
"answer on a continuing basis lies in the mental image.'m8 
The mental image is: "When isolated from others, almost every physical action 
required in string playing has been experienced by the student somewhere or sometime in 
everyday life."279 For example, an actor preparing to play the part of an old man 
visualizes the sensation of being an old man. Thus, every student entering a studio has a 
multitude of memories of daily actions, and these can be tapped into when learning a new 
skill on the instrument. She invoked research that has shown how mental imagery affects 
brain waves and chemicals of the body, stating that no longer can these activities be 






called "child's play."280 
One of the primary goals of teaching is tapping into the creativity of the student. 
Young explained, "The use of mental imagery and fantasy in teaching appears to help tap 
the inborn creativity of the student's mind." Therefore, music teaching lends itself to 
"freeing and developing the imaginative potential."28 1 
A play is known to unfold scene by scene. Furthering the comparison between a 
play and learning music, Young continued, "Just as life itself is made up of a series of 
moments, The String Play is composed of momentary episodes interspersed between 
performances of music. For convenience sake, these may be called scenes."282 She argued 
that buried deep inside the core of each scene is a concept or principle. The approach to 
learning an isolated technique by relating it to an "everyday life, vicarious, or fictional 
experience may at times appear indirect but in truth it cuts straight through to the core. 
The results are direct. "283 
Each of the 185 scenes in The String Play is comprised of at least three parts: 
suggested words and actions for the teacher to use, cues for when to use them, and the 
inner drama involved in explaining the technical or pedagogical purpose behind each 
scene. Some scenes have additional sections, props, or musical settings; however, "the 
children' s theater" is not constructed using this format. The titles of scenes are for 
identification only. Young did not intend them for studio or classroom use. 284 
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The scenes are grouped into non-sequential categories, to be modified according 
to need. Some scenes are designed for students currently playing the instrument while 
others are for less advanced students. 
Chapters 3-Chapter 5 
"Let your elbow float and the underside of your arm jiggle like jelly" 
-Phyllis Y oung285 
Chapter 3 covers various aspects of bow hand and arm technique. Young 's 
"Scenes for Better Bowing" are forty-seven scenes designed to "help build better bow 
technique."286 Chapter 4 contains thirty-one scenes aimed at bettering left hand skills. 
Chapter 5 focuses on technical aspects of string performance that do not fit easily into the 
previous chapters. It contains thirty-two scenes for "better understanding."287 
Chapters 6-Chapter 7 
Thick String: I think I'll go on a diet. I dream of being slender and suave as you. 
Thin String: Hold it! We need you to be on the plump side. 
Thick String: Why? 
Thin String: Because your gorgeous low notes. 
11! h 0 0 ' 0 0 h l 288 ne t m strmgs can t smg m t e ow range. 
Young designed Chapter 6, "The Children's Theater," for "constructive rest 
breaks" in music lesson, classes, and practice sessions. Just as every play has an 
intermission, so should music sessions have a break. Unlike previous chapters, the author 
suggests that these scripts be read aloud. This chapter contains forty-four scenes. 
285Young, "Scrubbies," Scene 3, The String Play, 7-8. 
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Interpretation is the focus of Chapter 7. Young provides scenes to suggest "ways 
the teacher can help the student gain insight into making music as expressive as 
possible. "289 
Chapter 8-Closing Notes 
"The String Play is built on time-honored values ... Its plot centers on people helping 
other people through music ... This is the drama of love. " 
-Phyllis Y oung290 
Young wrote that the drama of string teaching is continuous and that string play is 
built on time-honored values. The plot centers on helping people help others through 
music. The theme is the realization of the endless possibilities of the human mind and 
body. The act is re-creation. Each generation has the potential to surpass earlier 
generations. Each scene is grounded in faith and conviction about the worth of the overall 
goal. The spotlight focuses on the beauty contained in the hearts and minds the listeners 
as well as performers. The platform of the play is built upon the strength of columns of 
learning, giving, and sharing. Ultimately, The String Play is the drama of love.291 
Summary 
As has been described, Phyllis Young's pedagogy is deeply rooted in a long 
lineage of outstanding teachers, all part of a cello school distinguished by the ideal of 
beautiful tone production. Young combined her natural curiosity and observat!on with her 




extraordinary gifts of verbal and written communication. These qualities remain vibrant 
within the covers of her two books, Playing the String Game and The String Play, and in 
the minds and hearts of those who have worked with her. 
Young's former students remark that her approach is a very human one and that 
the valuing of her students as her "kids" made her a delightful teacher with whom to 
work.292 Anne C. Witt described Young as a person who has intelligences of many kinds, 
including a superior memory, a hunger for knowledge, a desire to continue learning, and 
genuine caring for her students. Witt continued: 
Phyllis is clever, has a wonderful sense of humor, and finds joy in activities that 
would be uninteresting to many people. The word "boring" would never be spoken by 
her-everything she does has the potential to be used in teaching. She has a truly 
unique combination of skills, intelligence, perseverance, and energy. 293 
Jane Palmquist noted that Young "lives simultaneously in a wondrous imaginary, 
magical, imagery-filled world that is alive with music and sensations, and yet in the very 
real world."294 Finally, another former student, Michael Allard, said of Young's 
charisma: she "is the straw that stirs the drink. She commands the room. "295 
292Judy Palac, East Lansing, MI, questionnaire, 19 January 2009, original in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
293 Anne C. Witt, Tuscaloosa, AL, questionnaire received 1 February 2009, copy in possession of 
the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
294Jane Palmquist, Spring Valley, NV, questionnaire 8 January 2009, copy in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
295Michael Allard, Porterville, CA, questionnaire 11 December 2008, original in possession of the 
researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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EPll...OGUE 
I think that somehow, we learn who we really are and then live with that decision. 
-Eleanor Roosevelt 1 
Phyllis Casselman Young (b. 20 October 1925), string pedagogue, cellist, and 
author, has had a long and remarkable life. The ancestries of both her parents include 
some individuals of distinct character and moral fiber. Phyllis Casselman herself grew up 
and was educated in Conway Springs, Kansas. While she was a sophomore at Oklahoma 
A&M, she met and married James M. Young after a brief courtship. The couple moved to 
Austin, Texas, where both earned master's degrees from the University of Texas. Early in 
their marriage, James (Jimmie) was stricken with multiple sclerosis, a disease that not 
only shaped their relationship, but also dictated their lifestyle to a large degree. 
Young spent most of her fifty-plus-year teaching career at the University of Texas 
Y 7'-' z004-zoos e.a. s....u. .; 'P4'f4 ~· 1t~."' 'k... y 
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Fig. 48 The 2004-2005 Cello Studio of Phylli s Young, courtesy of Phylli s Young 
1Eleanor Roosevelt, quoted in Laurence J. Peter, Peter's Quotations: Ideas for Our Times (New 
York: William Morrow & Co, 1977), 5. 
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at Austin, with only a brief stint as a teacher in the Kansas City, Kansas school system. 
During the early 1950s, she became involved with the University of Texas String Project 
(UTSP), an organization she remained affiliated with for many years. 
The 1960-90s was a period of increasing visibility for Young. Among other 
things, she served as Texas state president (1972-74) and national president (1978-80) of 
the American String Teachers Association. Young traveled nationally and internationally 
to share her teaching ideas and methods, and became well known for her engaging 
workshops. She was tenured at the university in 1966, became a Parker C. Fielder 
Regents Professor in Music in 1991, and is currently a Parker C. Fielder Regents 
Professor Emeritus of Music. 
Young resigned from the UTSP in 1993 to devote more time to her cello studio, 
which was one of the largest in the country. Her career did not slow down after she left 
the UTSP; in fact, Young says that she was as busy as ever, in part because she increased 
the size of her cello studio? Even today, she conducts a limited number of workshops 
nationally. In addition, in 2006 she collaborated with long-time colleagues and friends 
Gerald Fischbach and David Neubert to produce an educational DVD set entitled Secrets 
of String Success. 3 
Young's pedagogy evolved from her many years of teaching and is exemplified in 
her books, Playing the String Game and The String Play. She also authored many articles 
that appeared in such journals as the American String Teacher and The Strad. 
2Phyllis Young, electronic mail to the author, 13 1 une 2009. 
3Gerald Fischbach, Phyllis Young, and David Neubert, Secrets of String Success, produced and 
directed by Jim Chase (n.p.: Global City Films. 2006. DVD). 
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Young received a number of awards, including the Eva Janzer Cello Award by 
Indiana University, where she was conferred as "Grand Dame de Violoncelle" (2000) and 
the American String Teachers Association's Paul Rolland Lifetime Achievement Award 
(2002).4 In 2006, the ASTA created an award especially in her honor, called "The Phyllis 
Young A ward. "5 
Satmt «of Phyllis l 'tumg"'s fvrnu:r U"it:Jti'Sity ofTrxas cellu ami string ?dogogy $hld~n ts 
who""' 11111i~i~ pt()fl'$$(11t. At tlte AmcricMn String T~.uher i\s~ociatwn C.onforr.na wheH 
W IVti gr4 1fU.d t.lJ, 1001. Piu1l Roll.tud l .ijetinw Adtit' (Jt'ment A tuard. 
Fig. 49 The 2001 Paul Rolland Lifetime Achievement Award, courtesy Phyllis Young 
Phyllis Young has lived in the same house on West Rim Drive in Austin since 
1969. Decorated in an eclectic style, with colorful artifacts from her extensive travels, the 
house is a representation of her whimsical nature. It is decorated with bright colors: 
yellow, blue, green, and red. There are flowers in every room and her dishes are colorful 
as well. She displays mementos from her many travels abroad, including mirrors from 
Iran, nesting dolls from Russia, Mexican folk art, and more. The overall feeling of the 
home is one of contentment and happiness. It is a mirror of a life well lived and 
4
"ASTA Awards and Citations," [article on-line] (accessed 8 October 2009) ; available from http : 
www.astaweb.com; Internet. 
5
"A Fond Farewell to Retiring Faculty Members," Words of Note (spring 2008), 19. 
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Fig. 50 Phyllis Young in her home, courtesy Phyllis Young 
remembered. 6 
The artwork on the walls is predominantly oil and acrylic paintings done by Young 
under her pseudo-nom, "Felicia Giovanni." Many of these paintings are done in colorful 
abstract shapes-diamonds, squares, and circles. An interesting feature is that she 
frequently paints a white frame around the works. One of her favorite works, "Sunburst," 
is composed solely of three colors: yellow, red, and green. The story is that as Young 
was working on that particular canvas, she decided she did not like her work, so she took 
an old sock from her husband and began to remove the paint. The result was a sunburst-
6Ingrid Kovacs, "Impressions of Phyllis," notes taken while at Phyllis Young's home, Austin, TX, 
28 July 2007. In possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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like painting that she liked and kept.7 
Giorgio, Young's dog, is well loved and quite charming. He is a cute mutt and 
looks very much like a mix of Bearded Collie, Poodle, and Shitzu. He is attentive and 
watchful to her every move. Despite the fact that he is thought to be deaf, Young insists 
that he loves the doorbell, which the researcher and her husband dutifully pressed at 
every opportunity. At the sound, Giorgio came running to the door and merrily barked to 
announce someone's arrival. The doorbell and the electric can opener are his favorite 
sounds. He appears to be a cherished companion for Young, who was 81 at the time and 
living alone.8 
Fig. 51 Giorgio, courtesy Phyllis Young 
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Discussion 
Discussion of Research Questions 1-4: Who were Young's teachers and mentors? Who 
were the influential people in Young's life? What were Young's motivations? Where did 
these motivating forces originate? 
This study answered the questions posed in the prologue. Phyllis Young's 
teachers and mentors are discussed throughout the entire study. Her early mentors 
included her parents and her brother Max, supported her from childhood throughout the 
first part of her professional career. It was due to the influence of her first cello teacher, 
Jeannette Barbour, that Young decided to make cello and music her life 's work. 
Subsequent teachers added to the mosaic, including the profound and lasting influence of 
Horace Britt. Each of these people left indelible impressions that helped shape and mold 
Phyllis Young and her career. 
Who were other the influential people in Young's life? The most enduring 
influence was her beloved husband, James M. Young. He inspired and supported her in 
all she did, and despite his increased invalidism resulting from the effects of multiple 
sclerosis, she remained utterly devoted to him. This study uncovered many stories of how 
their deep love for one another touched every aspect of her work. 
What are Young's motivations and where did these motivating forces originate? 
The researcher believes that Young's motivation comes from an innate curiosity. She 
continually looks for solutions to players' technical problems, and strives to find different 
and new ways to communicate with her students. Additionally, Phyllis and Jimmie 
Young were continually faced with the challenge of his increasing invalidism and finding 
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creative ways to enable him to be as independent as possible for as long as possible. 
Young applied what she learned from this experience to analyze challenges faced by 
string players in learning to play their instruments, and to find creative ways to remedy 
those technical difficulties. 
Discussion of Research Question 5: How has Young managed to remain an active, vital, 
and contributing member of her profession for such an extended period? 
It is this researcher's belief that Young has remained active because her 
vivacious, endearing personality attracts all types of people to her. Furthermore, her 
genuine love of teaching and people helps keep many of those she comes into contact 
with as part of her life. Former ASTA president Richard Maag noted that what makes 
Young's workshops special is that she gives useful and helpful information. In addition, 
she does so in an atmosphere that is fun for the participants. Finally, and perhaps the most 
important according to Maag, is that she is one of the few people in the music field who 
speaks to all levels. She is competent working with professional musicians, music 
educators, and students, and "somehow miraculously [she] can do this simultaneously."9 
Maag wrote these words over twenty-five years ago, but Young continues to exhibit these 
abilities even into her eighties. 
Discussion of Research Question 6: Why is it now, during her ninth decade, that Young's 
goal is still to improve the quality of music education? 
9Richard Maag, Greenville, SC to Gerard Behague, Chairman Music Department, University of 
Texas, Austin, 4 April 1985. Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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It is clear that Phyllis Young is a perpetual student. She remains attentive, alert, 
and fascinated by everything around her. Her entire professional life has been devoted to 
teaching, and in some ways her professional life was also her personal life. The 
researcher believes that teaching continues to gives her life meaning and purpose. 
Discussion of Research Questions 7- 8: In what ways are Young 's former students active 
in the field of music? How do Young'sformer students view her and her influence on 
their own approaches to teaching ? 
Young's students have become leaders in the American string education field. 
Many are college professors, public school orchestra directors, and private string 
teachers. Some, such as Robert Gillespie, Donald Hamann, Anne Witt, and James 
Kjelland, have written books and articles, and are active clinicians. Others are members 
of symphony orchestras and chamber ensembles. 
How do Young's former students view her and her influence on their own 
approaches to teaching? The love and respect of her former students is evidenced in how 
highly they spoke of Young through their responses to this researcher's questionnaires . 
Not only was their deep regard and gratitude clearly expressed in their information, but 
many of her former students were extremely generous in helping this researcher by 
providing additional information, words of support, and other forms of encouragement. 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
Historical studies in music education provide insights into the past and help place 
the current field into the continuum of education as a whole. Furthermore, biographical 
studies help us understand the motivations and key experiences that have shaped leaders 
in the field. Barbara Finkelstein wrote: 
Biography is to history what the telescope is the stars ... biography provides a unique 
lens through which one can assess the relative power of political, economic, cultural, 
social, and generational processes on the life chances of individuals, and the general 
revelatory power of historical sense-making. 10 
The current study of Phyllis Young's life history has given voice to what 
Rousmaniere calls "the historical silence on teachers' work." 11 The study focused not 
only on her ancestral background, but also on her upbringing. It illuminated her story by 
describing events in her life that shaped her views and beliefs about string education. 
As with all studies of this type, the researcher must make decisions regarding the 
expansion and contraction of the scope of the study, while ensuring that it is broad 
enough to justify the effort yet narrow enough to allow for full documentation. Thus, the 
nature of biographical research is such that some details of the subject's life must remain 
undocumented. Despite its limitations, research of this type helps provide insights into 
how life experiences can shape a person's career. As a result and as with any individual, 
deceased or still living, even with the completion of the present study, some aspects of 
Young's life remain unexplored and undocumented. 
10Barbara Finkelstein, "Revealing Human Agency: The Uses of Biography in the Study of 
Educational History," in Craig Kridel , ed., Writing Educational Biography: Explorations in Qualitative 
Research (New York: Garland Publications, 1998), 45. 
11 Kate Rousmaniere, City Teachers: Teaching and School Reform in Historical Perspective (New 
York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, c. 1997), 5. 
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For example, an interesting topic for futures studies would be an investigation of 
Young's life from 1994 to the present. Although she has slowed her pace in recent years, 
Young remains professionally active, contributing to the field of string pedagogy in 
various ways. 
As mentioned in Chapter V, similarities between the Young and Rolland 
pedagogical approaches are evident, although it is not certain who influenced whom. 
Young states that Rolland observed her teaching at different times and was favorably 
impressed with her techniques, some of which she claims he later adapted into his own 
methods. 12 A comparative analysis of these pedagogical approaches would make an 
interesting topic for future research. 
Also mentioned in Chapter V, another worthwhile study would be to trace the 
influence of Margaret Rowell's pedagogical approach on the work of Young and her 
contemporary Irene Sharp, including a comparison of their teaching methods. 
Furthermore, Young has indicated that she is researching materials for a third book. 
Clearly, a detailed account of her pedagogy and its influence on contemporary string 
technique is another area worthy of further investigation. 
An additional area for future scholarly work would be tracing the lineage of 
current leaders in the string field to make connections between their work and that of 
Phyllis Young. Clearly, many, if not most of the major string pedagogues in the United 
States have worked directly with Young, attended her workshops, or read her books. 
12Phyllis Young, interview with the researcher, Austin, TX, 28 July 2007, audiotape, copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Conclusion 
The present study focuses on Phyllis Young's personal and professional life, and 
is based on an array of primary and secondary sources. Chapters I is devoted to Young's 
ancestry and early career. Chapters II-IV deal with Young's life and career from 1950-93, 
when she retired as director of the University of Texas String Project. Chapter V covers 
Young's pedagogy and teaching style. It also makes a correlation between the effects of 
cello teacher lineage on Young and her teaching approach, thus tying together the earlier 
discussion of how her family ancestry personally shaped her both personally and 
professionally. The chapter ends an in-depth discussion of her two books, Playing the 
String Game and The String Play. 
Phyllis Young has been one of the most significant forces in contemporary 
American string pedagogy. A product of not only her times, but also her heritage, she 
may indeed have single-handedly changed the course of string study in this country. The 
goal of the current study was to illuminate her ancestry, life, and accomplishments in an 
objective, yet personally relevant manner. Young developed her outlook early in life, and 
became confident in her unique approach to the teaching of stringed instruments. Her use 
of imagery has become a standard form of communication between teacher and student. 
Her zest for life, energy, charm, wit, and humor all contribute to her fascinating 
personality. 
Through the course of this research it has become apparent that Young has been 
an important influence on string education nationally, and to some extent internationally. 
Some say that it is through her books that her legacy will be a lasting one, firmly placing 
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her among the most influential string music educators of her time. Others state that it is 
her innovations at the University of Texas String Project, and its continuing success more 
than fifteen years since her resignation, that will most be remembered. The researcher 
agrees, but believes that the remarkable number of lives she has touched is an equally 
important legacy. Countless of her former students are leaders in the field today. 
As we try and consider 
We receive all we venture to give 
13Yes, "Ritual : Nous Sommes du Soleil ," from Tales from Topographic Oceans, prod. Yes and 
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EDUCATION 
Master of Music, The University of Texas at Austin, 1950 
Major: Cello Performance; Minor: Music Theory 
Bachelor of Music with High Honors, The University of Texas at Austin, 1949 
Major: Cello Performance 
Advanced cello study was with Horace Britt at UT at Austin, New York, and 
Mexico City. 
Additional cello study with Andre Navarra (Professor at the Paris Conservatory) 
at the Chigiano Academy in Siena, Italy, summers of 1962, 1963, and 
1965. 
Additional chamber music study with William Kroll and Horace Britt in New 
York and in Mexico City. Also with the Chigiano Quintet in Italy. 
Numerous pedagogy consultations with Margaret Rowell, who taught cello at the 
San Francisco Conservatory; George Neikrug, now Professor Emeritus of 
Cello at Boston University; Joan Dickson and Christopher Bunting, both 
of whom taught cello and pedagogy at the Royal College of Music, 
London. 
WORK CHRONOLOGY 
1953-2007 The University of Texas at Austin. 
Parker C. Fielder Regents Professor in Music since 1991 . 
Professor of Cello and String Pedagogy since 1974. 
Tenure since1966. 
I have been a member of the UT-Austin faculty since 1953 





During the first seven or eight years I was restricted to 
15/16 time because of the Nepotism Law. 
Also, University of Texas String Project 
Director (1965-1993) 
Co-director (1958-1965) In tune with the times, 
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I directed the Project but on paper there was a male figurehead 
"Director." He was not a string player or string teacher. 
Assistant Director ( 1953-58) 
Teaching Fellow, The University of Texas 
Also, cello & piano teacher, Temple School of Music, 
Temple, Texas 
String teacher, Kansas City (Kansas) Public Schools 
Private teacher and free-lance cellist, Austin 
Teaching Fellow, The University of Texas at Austin 
My Teaching Philosophy and Objectives 
My primary focus since 1953, while teaching cello and string pedagogy, has been on 
developing new ideas for the teaching of string students of all ages and of all 
advancement levels. I believe that far too many gifted students have been labeled 
"untalented" because their teachers have not had a real understanding of what makes a 
string instrument sound, how the body works in producing a beautiful tone and executing 
various techniques, and how to convey these concepts to students. Even excellent string 
instrumentalists often teach as they have been taught--mostly by imitation and modeling. 
This method can work well with some students if the model is in top form. But, when 
problems arise, alternative solutions must be found. I am convinced that much expressive 
talent has failed to be unlocked because of the teacher's lack of knowledge. 
I discovered and developed many of these innovative pedagogical strategies during the 41 
years I was associated with University of Texas String Project. In 1952, five years after 
its birth, I joined this promising teacher training program while it was still in the 
embryonic stage. It was the first of its kind not only in the United States but also in the 
world. After its first director, Albert Gillis, left the University faculty in 1958, I directed 
it until1993. During this 35- year period the String Project developed into such a success 
and it exhibited such high standards of performance that it drew much international 
attention to the University of Texas. Numerous musicians and educators including those 
from England and Australia visited our campus to gain insight and tools as to what can be 
done. Our graduates who served as teacher trainees in the Project became highly 
successful and looked on as "string missionaries" as they founded their own string 
programs. In fact, many have become the real string leaders in the USA including three 
recent past presidents and the publications chair of the American String Teachers 
Association. The University of Texas String Project has served as a model for hundreds 
of other string teacher training programs including those that the AST A has helped to 
organize and fund in other universities. 
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Naturally the cello majors and principals in my UT studio have always remained at the 
top of my priorities. But, in addition, a key focus of mine since 1976 has been to 
disseminate globally these innovative and original ideas/techniques I have gained and 
continue to gain through intensive study and experience. My two string pedagogy books 
and the translations of the first one, PLAYING THE STRING GAME, into other languages 
have been circulated widely and have greatly enabled me to share my discoveries with 
other professionals. In addition, I have accepted invitations to give lecture-
demonstrations, master classes, and workshops for string teachers in 33 countries on six 
continents and 44 of the American states. My hope is to give my colleagues a lift, excite 
them with fresh new ideas, and help to release their own creative potential. It is a 
recognized fact among the network of string teachers that my ideas were born and 
developed on the University of Texas at Austin campus and that they are adaptable to the 
uniqueness of each individual and to the various methods including the Suzuki method. 
To my continual surprise and delight I understand that many professional string teachers, 
with whom I have had no direct individual contact, look on me as their "teacher." PY 
Note to the Reader from Phyllis Young 
This curriculum vitae covers only the most recent 30 years of the 54 I have served on the 
faculty of The University of Texas at Austin. 
During the first 24 years my primary focus, in addition to teaching, was on playing solo 
and chamber music concerts. My records show that during this period I played 
95 solo concerts on/off the campus 
81 chamber music concerts on/off the campus 
20 concerts and performances at state and national conferences 
of the professional music associations. 
6 solo appearances with orchestra 
My other special focus during those early years was on developing the University of 
Texas String Project, which was founded in 1948 by E. William Doty, Dean of the 
College of Fine Arts, and directed for first 10 years by Albert Gillis. 
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INVITED WORKSHOPS/MASTER CLASSES/LECTURE-DEMONSTRATIONS 
from August 1979 to August 2007. 
Workshops/master classes/lecture-demonstrations to be presented in the spring and 
summer of 2007 follow: 
Mid 2007 2007 European String Teachers Association International Conference. I 
will be a principal presenter at this four-day event in Cremona, Italy. April 
27-May 1, 2007 
James Madison University Workshop for String Teachers. I will be the 
principal presenter in this three-day event. Harrisonburg, Virginia. May 
18-20, 2007. 
2007 National Cello Institute. I will teach advanced cello students of all 
ages while visiting string teachers observe. Pedagogy discussions will 
follow each class. Pomona College, Claremont, California. June 24-30, 
2007. 
2007 International Sommera Musikpedagogue sponsored by the Akademie 
fur Musikpedagogi in Wiesbaden, Germany. I will give a two-day 
pedagogy class for string teachers in a camp-like setting in Oberweisel, 
Germany. August 2007. 
The following lists have been taken from my Annual Reports at the University of Texas 
from the school year of beginning 1979-1980 to August 2006. 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 
2006 American String Teachers Association National Conference. I 
presented five sessions, one as the ASTA Cello Master Teacher, a 
pedagogy session for teachers, and three cello master classes for the 
National Orchestra Festival. Kansas City, Missouri. March 9-12, 2006. 
2006 National Conference of the Suzuki Association of the Americas. I 
presented two sessions: a chamber music master class and a pedagogy 
session on tone for the teachers. In Minneapolis, Minnesota. May 26-
29,2006. 
2006 National Cello Institute. I taught advanced cello students of high 
school age with many string teachers observing every class. A 
pedagogical question and answer period with the teachers followed each 
class. Pomona College, Claremont, California. June 25-30, 2006. 
Italian Branch of the European String Teachers Association, 
Conservatorio "F. A. Bonporti" of Trento and the Music School, "I 
Minipolifonici." I was the sole presenter in this three pedagogy seminar 
in Trento, Italy. May 20, 21 and 22. 2005. 
2003-2004 
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Swiss Branch of the European String Teacher Association and the Berne 
Musikschule Conservatorium. I was the sole presenter in this two-day 
event presented in English, French, and German, Berne, Switzerland. May 
28 & 29, 2005. 
International Sommera Musikpedagogue in sponsored the Akadernie fur 
Musikpedagogi in Wiesbaden, Germany A two-event in a camp-like 
Usetting in Oberweisel, Germany. August 2 & 3, 2005. 
2005 National Cello Institute. I taught cello students of all ages for a week 
while a number of cello teachers observed. Pedagogical discussions 
followed. Pomona College, Claremont, California. July 26-July 3, 2005. 
North Carolina American String Teachers Association and East Carolina 
University Summer Workshop. I was the principal presenter for this three-
day event in Greenville, North Carolina. June 15-17, 2005. 
Utah Cello Festival 2005. I was a principal clinician for the student 
classes and the classes for teachers held at the University of Utah, Salt 
Lake City. Utah. April 8 & 9, 2005. 
Carol Nielsen Academy of Music in Odense, Denmark. As the sole 
presenter, I gave more than six hours of pedagogy lecture-demonstrations 
and master classes for the Academy's cello majors and the Danish string 
teachers. Odense, Denmark. October 30, 2003. 
Musikhogskolan lngesund University in Arvika, Sweden. As the sole 
presenter, I gave six hours of lecture-demonstrations and master classes for 
the string majors at this university and the Swedish string teachers of that 
region. Arvika, Sweden. November 3, 2003 . 
Mukikogskolan Gotenburg, University of Gotenburg, Sweden. I gave 
more than three hours of lecture-demonstrations for the string majors at 
this university and string teachers in that area of Sweden. Gotenburg, 
Sweden. November 4, 2003 . 
International School of Brussels. I gave over six hours of workshops for 
all of the pre-college string students at this school while the music teachers 
observed. Brussels, Belgium. November 6, 2003. 
Ecole Nationale de Musique, Danse et Theatre de Mulhouse, France. I 
gave about eight hours of lecture-demonstrations and master classes for 
the cello students of this national conservatory and the French cello 
teachers of this region. Mulhouse, France. November 8, 2003 . 
Austrian Landesmusikdirektion Pedagogy Institute Des Bundes in Austria. 
I presented 16 hours of lecture-demonstrations for the string teachers of 
the upper Austrian Music Schools. Held in Schloss Weinberg near Linz, 
Austria. November 11-13, 2003 . 
2002-2003 
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2004 National String Forum & Festival of the American String Teachers 
Association. I presented three sessions: 1. The Keynote Address and a 
program by the Texas Cello Choir (made up of my students) at the 
"Luncheon with Phyllis Young," 2. "The Expressive Bow," a lecture-
demonstration. 3. "Teaching Musicianship," a lecture-demonstration with 
two other presenters. Dallas, Texas. March 13 & 14, 2004. 
2004 National Cello Institute held at Pomona College in California. I 
taught students daily for a week with a large audience of teachers 
observing. Claremont, California. June 19-16,2004. 
2004 Ohio State University String Teachers Summer Workshop. I gave 
four string pedagogy sessions. Columbus, Ohio. July 13-14, 2004. 
Memorial Middle School Cello Choir All-day Workshop, Houston 
Independent School District. Houston, Texas. March 28, 2004. 
2004 International String Workshop held at the Musik Universitat Graz, 
Austria. I presented cello pedagogy sessions, master classes, and cello 
choir sessions daily for two weeks. Endorsed by the American String 
Teachers Association, European String Teachers Association, and other 
associations.. This workshop was attended by string teachers and 
advanced students from many countries. Graz, Austria. July 18-31, 2004. 
Homestead High School Orchestra from Oregon, Wisconsin. I organized 
their visit to the UT campus and I gave a workshop for its cellists. Austin. 
April 14, 2004. 
2003 International String Workshop held in Biarritz, France. I presented 
cello pedagogy sessions, master classes, and cello choir sessions for two 
weeks. Attended by string teachers and advanced students from many 
countries. Endorsed the American String Teachers Association, the 
European String Teachers Association, and others, Biarritz, France. July 2-
15,2003 
2003 National Conference of the American String Teachers Association 
with the National School National School Orchestra Association held on 
the campus of Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. Presented a 
lecture-demonstration. I invited four of my former doctoral students who 
are on the music faculties of four state universities to play musical 
excerpts for demo purposes: Karen Becker, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln; Benjamin Whitcomb, University of Wisconsin -Whiteside; 
Christine Crookall, Augusta State University, Georgia; and Linda 
Jennings, Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Columbus, Ohio. March 
28,2003 
Seventh American Cello Congress, held at Arizona State University. 
Presented a lecture-demonstration. Tempe, Arizona. May 16-21, 2003. 
2001-2002 
Central States String Teacher Workshop-Iowa-Nebraska-Kansas. 
sponsored by the American String Teachers Association (three state 
chapters hosted by Nebraska ASTA). I was the featured speaker. 
Presented lecture demonstrations all day for two days. Held at the 
University of Nebraska- Omaha. September 7-8, 2003. 
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Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Presented all-day master 
classes/lecture-demonstrations for the music students and the Pennsylvania 
string teachers. Indiana, Pennsylvania. October 10-13,2003. 
University of Nebraska- Lincoln. Presented master classes and lecture 
demonstrations for their performance and music education majors. UNL 
String Project teachers, string methods students, and Lincoln area string 
teachers. Lincoln, Nebraska. September 8, 9, & 10, 2003 . 
Texas Music Educators Association State Convention Presented a lecture 
demonstration assisted by the Texas Cello Choir-Students of Phyllis 
Young. San Antonio, Texas. February 13, 2003. 
2003 Mardi Gras Workshop sponsored by Centenary College and the 
Shreveport Suzuki Parents' Association, Shreveport, Louisiana. March 7-
8,2003. 
Oregon High School Orchestra from Oregon, Wisconsin. I organized their 
day on the UT campus including workshops by other UT faculty and I 
presented a workshop for their cello students. Austin, Texas. March 25 , 
2003 . 
Seminar sponsored by University of Texas at San Antonio. I presented a 3 
hour workshop for the cello students of San Antonio, Texas. May 12, 
2003. 
2001 ars Strakpedgogdagar Artisten Gotenborg" (String Pedagogy Days at 
Gotenberg Sweden.) I was the featured presenter at this three-day national 
conference for the string teachers of Sweden held at the University of 
Gotenberg, October 29 - 31, 2001. 
2002 International String Workshop in Stavanger, Norway. Presented 
cello pedagogy sessions and master classes daily for the two-week 
workshop held at the Stavanger Conservatory of Music. Also conducted 
the International Workshop Cello Choir. Attended by string teachers and 
advanced students from many countries. Endorsed by the American String 
Teachers Association, European String Teachers Association, and others. 
Stavanger, Norway. July 6-19, 2002. 
University of Wisconsin- Whitewater. A one-day residency in which I 
gave a lecture-demonstration for a convocation of all music students, cello 
master classes, and string pedagogy classes. Whitewater, Wisconsin. 
October 24, 2001. 
2000-2001 
Wisconsin Music Educators Association Convention held in Madison. 
Featured string clinician, presented two sessions. Madison, Wisconsin. 
October 25, 2001. 
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National Conference of the American String Teachers Association with 
National Orchestra Directors Association held at the University of South 
Carolina, Columbia. Presented the Keynote Address. I was honored with 
the prestigious Paul Rolland Lifetime Achievement Award. This was only 
the second time it has been granted. Columbia, South Carolina. January 
17-19' 2002. 
STRINGS 2002-Arizona. A one week pedagogy workshop for string 
teachers sponsored by the University of Arizona. As the principal 
presenter, I gave four sessions. Sedona, Arizona. July 17-22, 2002. 
National String Workshop, a week workshop for string teachers sponsored 
by the University of Wisconsin - Madison. I taught classes of cello and 
string pedagogy. Madison, Wisconsin. July 23-28, 2002. 
Amarillo College Suzuki Workshop. I worked individually with cello 
students ranging from 8 to 18 years old and their Cello Choir. Amarillo, 
Texas. March 2-3, 2001. 
Memorial Middle School Cello Choir, Spring Branch School District I 
conducted and taught cello choir music for this all day workshop. 
Houston, Texas. March 23, 2002. 
View Mountain High School Orchestra of Bountiful, Utah visited the UT 
campus. I presented a workshop for the string students at its orchestra 
director's request. Austin, Texas. April 15, 2002. 
European String Teachers Association and International Kodaly 
Congress held in the Sibelius Academy, Helsinki. This was the 
International Conference of EST A and was attended by teachers from 26 
countries. I gave a Keynote Address and a pedagogy session. (Two 
sessions). Helsinki, Finland. 
University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa. An ali-day Phyllis 
Young Workshop/ Master Class for the string teachers and 
advanced students of the Johannesburg and Pretoria area. 
South Africa. (One day) 
Hugo Lambrechts Musieksentrum's String Day in Capetown, South 
Africa. For the string teachers in Capetown and the surrounding areas. I 
served as the featured clinician. Co-sponsored by the South African String 
Net. (One day) 
Orange Free State Music Con, Bloemfontein, South Africa. Phyllis 
Young Workshop/Master class for about 200 string students 
and their teachers from that area of South Africa, including those from 
some Black Townships. (Two days) 
Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa. String pedagogy 
class attended by cello majors. (Half day) 
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2001 International String Workshop held at the Queensland Conservatory 
of Music, Griffith University in Brisbane, Australia. Presented cello 
pedagogy sessions and master classes and conducted the International 
Workshop Cello Choir. Attended by participants from many countries. 
(Two weeks) 
The Queensland Conservatorium of Music, Griffith University, Brisbane, 
Australia. Presented a lecture-demonstration for their advanced string 
students and teachers. (Two hours) 
Christchurch School of Music, New Zealand, a Phyllis Young Workshop 
held at the Music Centre of Christchurch, New Zealand. Sponsored by 
STANZA, the String Teachers of New Zealand Association. (Half day) 
University of Auckland, New Zealand, a three-hour Phyllis Young 
Workshop for the string students, teachers, and players of the North Island 
of New Zealand. (Half day) 
Estonian Branch of the European String Teachers Association sponsored a 
Phyllis Young Workshop for string teachers from throughout Estonia. Was 
held at the Music Academy of Estonia in Tallinn. (All day) 
Indiana University School of Music, Bloomington. Presented a two-hour 
lecture-demonstration at the Eva Janzer Memorial Celebration on October 
1, 2000. I was conferred the title "Grande Dame de Violoncelle" in this 
three-day cello event. 
West Virginia String Teachers Association (A branch of ASTA), an ali-
day workshop at Wheeling for the string teachers from that state. 
Ohio String Pedagogy Festival sponsored by the Chamber Music 
Connection, Inc. and the Ohio Orchestra and String Teachers Association. 
A Phyllis Young Workshop and Master Class for students and teachers 
from throughout the state, Columbus, Ohio (All-day) 
Oberlin Conservatory, Oberlin, Ohio. Presented two string pedagogy 
classes for string performance majors and the music education majors 
(Two classes) 
University of Alaska at Fairbanks, a Phyllis Young Workshop/ Master 
Class for the string teachers and students in the northern Alaska area. 
Graduate credit for eligible participants. (Three days) 
Northern California Cello Fest 2001 , sponsored by the Sacramento Branch 
of the American String Teachers Association at California State University 
in Sacramento, February 17, 2001. Presented a workshop and master 
1999-2000 
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classes for the cello students and teachers of northern California. This 
included conducting an approximately 200-piece Cello Choir. (All-day) 
California Cello Club, a Phyllis Young Workshop, held at San 
Francisco Conservatory, on February 18. Presented a 
lecture/demonstration for the Cello Club members and 
the advanced students of the Conservatory. (Half day) 
Los Angeles Cello Society and the California Suzuki Association, a 
Phyllis Young Workshop, held at the Colburn School in Los 
Angeles Presented cello pedagogy sessions. (Half day) 
2000 International String Workshop held in Graz, Austria at the Graz 
Music Universitat. Presented cello pedagogy sessions and/or 
masterclasses daily and conducted the International String 
Workshop Cello Choir. (Two weeks) 
Ill Encontro de Violoncelos da Amazonia, Brazil. (Ill Amazon Cello 
Encounter) as part of the Xlll Festival International de Musica 
do Para, Belem, Para, Brazil. I was the international guest cello 
pedagogy authority of this festival sponsored by the Fundacao 
Carlos Gomes. (Ten days) 
Pennsylvania Music Educators Association In Service Conference 2000 
and the Pennsylvania/Delaware Unit of the American String 
Teachers Association with the National School Orchestra 
Directors Association. String pedagogy workshops. (Two 
sessions) 
Swiss Branch of the European String Teachers Association & the 
Musikschule Conservatorium, Berne, Switzerland. Phyllis 
Young Workshop for Teachers Taught a 15-hour pedagogy 
course attended by string teachers/players all parts of 
Switzerland. (Two full days.) 
Universidad de Alcala, Alcala de Henares (Madrid), Spain. Taught a 
15- hour cello pedagogy course attended by cello teachers/players 
from all parts of Spain. Sponsored by the Aula de Musica, 
Vicerrectorado de Extension Universitaria, and Caja Madrid 
Fundacion. (Two full days.) 
Pennsylvania Music Educators Association In-Service Conference 2000 
and the Pennsylvania/Delaware Unit of the American String 
Teachers Association with the National School Orchestra 
Directors Association. Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. (Two sessions) 
Eastman Symposium, "String Teaching & Playing in the New 
Century," a conference of the American String Teachers 
Association with the National School Orchestra Association 
Eastman School of Music and the American String Teachers 
Association. Chair of Panel: "The Good 01' Days: How Good?" 
Rochester, New York. 
1998-1999 Australian Institute of Music (AIM), Sydney, New South Wales, 
String Pedagogy Workshop for university age students and 
faculty of AIM. (One class.) 
New South Wales Branch of the Australian String Teachers 
Association, Phyllis Young Master Class and String 
Teacher Workshop. Sydney, Australia. (All- day.) 
Australian Capital Territory Branch of the Australian String Teachers 
Association, National School of Music. Phyllis Young 
Pedagogy Workshop for Teachers. Canberra, Australia. (Half-
day.) 
Western Australia Branch of the Australian String Teachers 
Association and University of Western Australia, Perth 
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Phyllis Young Pedagogy Workshop for Teachers and University 
Students. (Half-day.) 
South Branch of the Australian String Teachers Association, Adelaide. 
Phyllis Young Pedagogy Workshop for Teachers and Master 
Class. (One and a half days.) 
Victoria Branch of the Australian String Teachers Association, 
Melbourne. Phyllis Young Pedagogy Workshop for Teachers. 
(Two half-day sessions.) 
Australian StringTeachers Association Workshop, Castlemaine 
Secondary College, Castlemaine, Victoria. Chamber Orchestra 
Workshop Session (with teachers observing); Master Class of 
Senior String Students; and a String Pedagogy Workshop for 
Teachers. (Half-day.) 
University of Melbourne, String Pedagogy Class, Melbourne, Australia. 
(Two-hour class.) 
Yarra Valley Grammar School, Melbourne, Australia. (Presented 
workshops for three classes.) 
Cello Extravaganza sponsored by the Queensland Branch of the 
Australian String Teachers Association. Featured cellist/teacher 
for this event. Presenting four cello workshops/master classes 
for students of various ages and teachers. Brisbane, Australia 
(Three days.) 
1999 International String Workshop held in Glasgow, Scotland at the 
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. I presented cello 
pedagogy sessions and master classes daily and conducted the 
International String Workshop Cello Choir. (Two weeks.) 
Greater Washington Suzuki Institute, Catholic University, 
Washington, DC. Presented daily classes and lessons for 
students while being observed by the string teachers . (One 
week.) 
Conservatorio de Musica de Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico, Phyllis 




Staatliche Hochschule fur Musik und Darstellende Kunst Heidelberg 
Mannheim, Germany, in Zusammenarbeit mit dem 
Landesverband der Musikschulen Baden-Wurttemberg e.V. 
Wege der Streicherpadogogil at the Hochschule 
Mannheim. A featured pedagog. (Four days). 
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City of Belfast School of Music, Belfast, Northern Ireland, Phyllis 
Young String Pedagogy Workshop for Teachers. (Two full days.) 
Irish Branch of the European String Teachers Association in 
Association with the Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin, 
Ireland. (All day workshop for teachers and advanced 
students.) 
STRINGS 99, A Five Day International Millennium Celebration of 
String Playing and Teaching, Portsmouth, England. I presented a 
lecture entitled, "Playing the String Game: Vibrato." (One 
session.) 
National Capital Suzuki School of Music, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
Presented master classes for students with teachers observing 
and a string workshop for teachers and players. (Two full days) 
Montana Music Educators Association State Convention, Missoula, 
Montana. Co-sponsored by the Montana Unit of the American 
String Teachers Association. I was the featured string clinician. 
(All day workshop--four sessions.) 
Washington State American String Teachers Association Conference, 
held at Central Washington State University, Ellensburg. 
(Presented an aU-day workshop/master class for string teachers 
and advanced students from Washington.) 
INTERACTION 1998, The School for Strings, New York City. 
(Presented cello pedagogy classes and masterclasses for Suzuki 
teachers from the Eastern states for two days.) 
Greater Washington Suzuki Institute, held at Catholic University, 
Washington, DC. (Presented daily classes and lessons while 
being observed by the Suzuki teacher trainees in cello.) 
1998 International String Workshop held in Biarritz, France. 
(Presented cello pedagogy sessions and masterclasses for teachers 
from many countries almost daily.) 
Tunghai Summer Music Festival held at Tunghai University in 
Taichung, Taiwan. (Two week workshop for teachers and 
university string majors including masterclasses.) . 
Cork Academy of Music, Cork, Ireland. (Two-day workshop including 
masterclasses.) European String Teachers Association- Irish 
Centre, held at the Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin, 
1995-1996 
Ireland. EST A. (Two-day workshop for string teachers 
including master classes.) 
Wales Branch of the European String Teachers Association--Welsh 
Centre, Anglesey, Wales. (A one-evening seminar for string 
teachers .) 
European String Teachers Association--British Branch, held at Frances 
Holland School in London, England. (An ail-day workshop for 
English string teachers.) 
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Royal Northern College of Music Manchester, England. (An all-day 
workshop especially designed for the RNCM students who were 
in training as teachers in the RNCM Junior Strings, a project that is 
modeled after the University of Texas String Project. This 
included one session with their Junior Strings students while 
the teacher trainees observed.) 
INTERACTION 1997, The School for Strings, New York City. 
(Presented cello pedagogy classes and master classes for Suzuki 
cello teachers from Eastern states for two days.) 
1997 Eastman Summer Music Academy for String Teachers, Eastman 
School of Music, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. 
(Cello and chamber music teacher for one week. Graduate 
credit.) 
1997 International String Workshop held at the Rogaland Conserva-
tory of Music, the Stavanger, Music School, and the Stavanger 
Konserthus, in Stavanger, Norway. Endorsed by ASTA, ESTA, 
AUSTA, JASTA, and either associations. (Presented cello peda-
gogy sessions and masterclasses almost daily and directed the 
International Workshop Cello Choir for two weeks. Graduate 
credit through Western Michigan University.) 
German Music Schools of the state of Baden-Wtirttembergs workshop 
held at the Stadtische Musik and Singschule Heidelberg, 
Germany. (A four-day workshop for string teachers of the music 
of this state in Germany.) 
INTERACTION 1996 sponsored by The School for Strings in conjunc-
tion with its Carnegie Hall 25th Anniversary Concert in New 
York City. (Presented cello pedagogy sessions and masterclasses 
for Suzuki cello teachers from many states for two days.) 
1996 Eastman Summer Music Academy for String Teachers, Eastman 
School of Music, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. 
(Cello and chamber music teacher for one week. Graduate 
credit.) 
1996 International String Workshop held at the Graz Hochshule fur 
Musik, Graz, Austria. Endorsed by ASTA, EST A, AUSTA, 
J AST A, and other associations. (Presented cello pedagogy 
1994-1995 
1993-1994 
sessions and masterclasses almost daily for two weeks. 
Graduate credit through Western Michigan University.) 
Northeast Missouri State University String Symposium, Kirksville, 
Missouri. (Featured clinician in an all-day symposium.) 
Metroplex String Festival sponsored by Texas Christian 
University Fort Worth, Texas. (Featured clinician in an all-day 
pedagogy workshop for Suzuki and public school teachers from 
the northern region of Texas and Arkansas.) 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. (An all-day workshop for 
teachers and students.) 
Yarmuk University, lrgid, Jordan. (Three-hour workshop/masterclass 
for teachers and students.) 
National Conservatory of Music, Amman, Jordan. (Three-hour 
workshop for teachers and students.) 
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Jordan Academy of Music, Amman, Jordan. (As a part of my two-week 
residency as American Cultural Specialist for the United 
States Information Agency.) 
Jordanian Armed Forces Orchestra, Amman, Jordan. (Three-hour 
workshop for the cello section of this orchestra.) 
Southwest American String Teachers Association Conference at the 
University of Texas at Austin. (Presented one session.) 
Eastman Summer Music Academy for String Teachers, Eastman School 
of Music, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. (Cello 
and chamber Music teacher for one week. Graduate credit.) 
1995 International String Workshop held at the Royal Scottish 
Academy of Music and Drama, Glasgow, Scotland. Endorsed by 
ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, JASTA, and other associations. (Pre-
sented cello pedagogy sessions and masterclasses almost daily. 
Graduate credit through Western Michigan University.) 
San Paulo State University, San Paulo, Brazil. (Three-hour workshop 
for university students and string teachers.) 
San Paulo Children's Philharmonic Orchestra, San Paulo, Brazil. 
(Three-hour workshop held at Brookline Conservatory.) 
Sesi of Taguatinga, Brazilia, Brazil. (Three-hour workshop & 
master class for students and teachers.) 
New Mexico Educators Association All State Conference, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. (Two pedagogy sessions for teachers.) 
Georgia Music Educators Association Inservice Conference, Savannah, 
Georgia. (Two pedagogy sessions for teachers.) 
1994 International String Workshop, Lyon Conservatoire de Musique, 
Lyon, France, July 15-28. Endorsed by ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, 
J AST A, and other associations. (One of two cello pedagogy 
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specialists and cello master teachers in this two-week conference 
attended by teachers from various countries. Graduate credit 
through Western Michigan University) 
Cashmere High School, Christchurch, New Zealand. (Workshop 
for string students.) 
Beernside High School, Christchurch, New Zealand. (Workshop for 
orchestra students from three high schools.) 
Christchurch Girls High School, Christchurch, New Zealand. (Work-
shop for string students.) 
University of Canterbury, School of Music, Christchurch, New 
Zealand. (Workshop for the South Island string teachers.) 
Christchurch School of Music, Great Hall of the Arts Centre, Christ-
church, New Zealand. (All-day workshop/masterclass for cello 
teachers, their students, and two orchestras.) 
Auckland College of Education, Auckland, New Zealand. (Workshop 
for string players and teachers .) 
University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand. (Masterclass for 
their cello majors.) 
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia. (Workshop for 
their string pedagogy students.) 
Melbourne Youth Music Council, Wesley College, Melbourne, Austra-
lian, sponsored by the Australian String Teachers Association. 
(Workshop for the Junior Strings students with parents and 
Victoria Branch of the Australian String Teachers Association, 
Melbourne, Australia. (Workshop for the string teachers of Vic-
toria.) 
Australian String Teachers Association (Victoria Branch), Melbourne, 
Australia. (All-day cello masterclass/workshop for junior and 
senior high students and their teachers and parents.) 
Queensland Branch of the Australian String Teachers Association, 
Brisbane, Australia. (Lecture-demonstration for the string 
teachers of Queensland.) 
Queensland Conservatory, Brisbane, Australia. (Masterclass/workshop 
for the university-age conservatory students.) 
Elizabeth Morgan Violin Studio, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 
(All day masterclass). 
New South Wales Branch of the Australian String Teachers Associ-
ation, Sydney, Australia. (All-day string pedagogy workshop for 
teachers.) 
Brevard County School District, Melbourne, Florida. (All-day 
workshop for their string & orchestra teachers.)Suzuki Association 
of the Americas National Teachers Convention, 
Chicago, illinois. (Lecture-demonstration for cello teachers) 
1994 Kent/ AST A String Workshop, sponsored by Kent State 
1992-1993 
University (Ohio) and the American String Teachers 
Association. (Principal clinician in this four-day workshop for 
teachers.) 
Texas Music Educators Association Convention, San Antonio, 
Texas. ("Cellos that Sing, Dance, Talk, and Whisper," A 
pedagogy workshop for string teachers and orchestra directors. 
Assisted by The Texas Cello Choir, made up of my 17 UT cello 
majors and principals.) 
University of Miami, Florida. (Masterclass/workshop for their string 
majors.) 
South Miami Combined Middle Schools, Miami, Florida. (Workshop 
for string students.) 
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1993 CELLOBRATION, sponsored by the South Florida Region, Ameri-
can String Teachers Association, Miami, Florida. (Featured 
clinician in an ali-day event. Included conducting a 85-piece 
cello choir, a masterclass, and workshop for teachers.) 
1993 South Carolina ASTA Cello Choir and workshop, sponsored by 
the South Carolina unit of the American String Teachers Associ-
ation, Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina. (Featured 
clinician in a one-&-a-half day event. Included conducting a 125-
piece Cello Choir and a three-hour masterclass.) 
Florida Orchestra Association Fall Workshop, in conjunction with the 
Florida Chapters of the National School Orchestra Association 
and the American String Teachers Association, Deerfield Beach 
Resort, Florida. (Featured clinician.) 
"Classes Magistral de Violoncel a carrec de la professora, Phyllis 
Young," a workshop and masterclass sponsored by the Fundacio 
"Ia Caixa" for Spanish string teachers and conservatory students. 
Barcelona, Spain. 
1992 Mid-West International Band and Orchestra Clinic, Chicago, 
illinois. (Session entitled "The Drama of Teaching Strings: 
Dramatic Ways to Achieve Common Goals.") 
1993 International String Workshop, University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 
Endorsed by ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, JASTA, and other associa 
tions. (One of two cello pedagogy specialists and masterclasses 
teachers. Graduate credit for participants through Western 
Michigan University.) 
"Dynamic Resources for String Teachers," a string workshop and 
masterclass sponsored by the Eastman School of Music of the 
University of Rochester and the New York String Teachers 
Association. (Featured clinician. Graduate credit.) 
1991-1992 
1990-1991 
Jihocesky Hudebni Festival, sponsored by Czechoslovakia Music 
Society and Czech Branch of the European String Teachers 
Association. A music course in South Bohemia, Bechyne, 
South Bohemia, Czechoslovakia. (Featured string clinician in 
pedagogy workshops for Czech string teachers.) 
MUSICA, MAESTRO! (A Spanish Congress), Barcelona, Spain. 
(Featured string clinician in a session attended by 150 Spanish 
music teachers.) 
Curs de Pedagogia i Interpretacio del Violoncel, Granollers Conserva-
tory of Music, Granollers, Spain. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
International String Workshop, Graz Hochschule, Graz, Austria. 
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Endorsed by ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, and JASTA. (One of two 
cello pedagogy specialists and cello master teachers in this two-
week conference attended by teachers from various countries.) 
Puerto Rico Conservatory of Music, San Juan, Puerto Rico. (Featured 
artist/teacher.) 
26th Annual National String Workshop sponsored by the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Music and the 
American String Teachers Association, Madison, Wisconsin. 
(Graduate credit.) 
Georgia State University School of Music and the American String 
Teachers Association 1992 National Summer Workshop, 
Atlanta, Georgia. (Featured pedagogy specialist in this one-
week workshop. Graduate credit.) 
Arizona Music Educators Association and the Arizona Branch of the 
American String Teachers Association In-Service Conference, 
Chandler, Arizona. (Featured string clinician.) 
Elizabethtown College Instrumental Music Symposium, 
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania. (Featured string artist/ teacher 
at this symposium attended by teachers.) 
Maine Music Educators Association and the Maine Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association In-Service Conference, 
University of Maine, Orono, Maine. (National string clinician.) 
European String Teachers Association 1991 International Conference, 
Arvika, Sweden, and Oslo, Norway. (International string 
pedagogy specialist for this conference attended by teachers from 
the European community.) 
1991 International String Workshop, Conservatoire de Musique 
Lausanne, Switzerland, and Alberta, Canada. Endorsed by AST A. 
ESTA, AUST A. (Cello pedagogy specialist and cello master 




Hong Kong String Teachers Association and the Hong Kong Academy for 
the Performing Arts. (Feature artist/teacher for a pedagogy 
workshop for teachers.) 
Utah Music Educators Association State Convention and the Utah 
Chapter of the American String Teachers Association, St. George, 
Utah. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
New Jersey Music Educators Association State Convention with the 
New Jersey Chapter of the American String Teachers Association, 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
Hong Kong Academy for the Performing Arts, Wanchai, Hong Kong. 
(International cello consultant and guest professor for a two-week 
period.) 
Parker Music Academy Twelfth Annual Suzuki Workshop, Houston 
Independent School District, Houston, Texas. (Guest cello 
clinician for a workshop for Suzuki students, observed by 
teachers.) 
Diane Bonds Cello Studio, Houston, Texas. (Masterclass teacher for 
middle school and high school students.) 
Corpus Christi Independent School District, Del Mar College, Corpus 
Christi, Texas. (Featured clinician for an in-service day workshop 
for their orchestra and string teachers, sponsored by the Corpus 
Christi Independent School District and the Texas Music Educators 
Association.) 
Scottish Centre of the European String Teachers Association 
Colloquium, Edinburgh, Scotland. (Featured speaker and 
artist/teacher.) 
Glasgow In-service Day Workshop for Public Authority String 
Teachers, sponsored by the European String Teachers 
Association (ESTA) and the Glasgow schools, Glasgow, Scotland. 
(Featured artist/teacher.) 
Glasgow Region Workshop for Private String Teachers, sponsored by 
the European String Teachers Association, Glasgow, Scotland. 
(Featured artist/teacher.) 
Napier College Workshop and Master Class in Edinburg, Scotland, co-
sponsored by the Scottish Branch of European String Teachers 
Association and Napier College. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
Sterling In-service Day Workshop for String Teachers sponsored by the 
Scottish Branch of European String Teachers Association, Sterling, 
Scotland. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
Fife In-service Day Workshop for String Teachers, sponsored by the 
Scottish Branch of the European String Teachers Association and 
the Fife schools, Fife, Scotland. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
European String Teachers Association (Scottish Centre) All-Day Cello 
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Master Class, Edinburgh, Scotland. (Featured master teacher in 
this class attended by students and teachers from all parts of 
Scotland.) 
Japanese Suzuki Teachers Association National Convention, 
Hamamatzu, Japan. (Honored to the only non-Japanese 
artist/teacher in the history of this association up to that time 
to be invited by to serve as Guest Professor at this annual 
convention held by Dr. Suzuki for his Japanese teachers.) 
Angelia Higher Education College Cello master class, Cambridge, 
England. (Featured master teacher.) 
British Columbia Music Educators Association Convention, Vancouver, 
British Columbia, Canada. (String clinician featured by the 
BCMEA Orchestra Division.) 
Vancouver Suzuki Teachers Workshop, Vancouver Music Academy, 
Vancouver, British Columbia. (Featured international 
clinician.) 
Vancouver Cello Club Master Class, Vancouver Music Academy, 
Vancouver, British Columbia. (Featured master teacher.) 
Maryland American String Teachers Association String Pedagogy 
Conference, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. 
(Featured cello pedagogy specialist and master teacher at this 
one-week workshop attended by teachers from many states.) 
Hong Kong String Teachers Association String Pedagogy Workshop, 
Hong Kong. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
Hong Kong Academy for the Performing Arts, Wanchai, Hong Kong. 
(International Cello Consultant and Professor for two periods of 
three weeks each.) 
International String Workshop, Mount Royal Conservatory of Music, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. (One of two cello pedagogy specialists 
and master teachers for this two-week workshop attended by 
string teachers from various countries.) 
Ithaca College and the New York Chapter of the American String 
Teachers Association, Ithaca, New York. (Featured artist/teacher 
for this workshop attended by New York teachers.) 
National Convention of the Music Teachers National Association, 
Little Rock, Arkansas. (Selected as the string pedagogy specialist 
in the four-member panel for the seminar, "The Training of 
Performance Teachers--Then, Now, and Tomorrow" at the 
General Session.) 
Idaho Music Educators Association and the Idaho String Teachers 
Association Biennial State Convention, Ricks College, Rexburg, 
Idaho. (National clinician featured by the IMEA Orchestra 
Division.) 
1988-1989 European String Teachers Association 1989 International Conference, 
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester, England. 
(International string pedagogy specialist for this conference 
attended by teachers from the European community.) 
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International String Workshop held at the Graz Hochshule ftir Musick, 
Graz, Austria. Endorsed by ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, JASTA, and 
other associations. (One of two cello pedagogy specialists and 
cello master teachers in this two-week conference attended by 
teachers from various countries. Graduate credit through 
Western Michigan University.) 
American String Teachers Association National Convention in 
conjunction with Texas Music Educators Association, San 
Antonio, Texas. (Cello workshop presenter and director of the 
Texas Cello Choir--Students of Phyllis Young performance.) 
Maryland ASTA String Pedagogy Conference in conjunction with the 
First American String Quartet Congress, University of Maryland, 
College Park, Maryland. (The featured cello pedagogy specialist 
and master teacher of cello in this one-week national 
conference.) 
Ohio State University Summer String Conference in cooperation with 
the American String Teachers Association, Columbus, Ohio. 
(Featured artist/teacher in this one-week national conference 
for string teachers.) 
North Dakota Music Educators Association State Conference, Grand 
Forks, North Dakota. (National string clinician featured by the 
NDMEA Orchestra Division.) 
Hong Kong String Teachers Association String Pedagogy Workshop, 
Hong Kong. (Featured artist/teacher for the workshop attended 
by conservatory and university students and the Hong Kong 
string teachers.) 
Hong Kong String Teachers Association Cello Master Class, Hong Kong. 
(Featured master teacher.) 
Hong Kong Academy for the Performing Arts, Hong Kong. (International 
Cello Consultant and Guest Professor for a three-week period and 
later for a two-week period.) 
Five schools in Hong Kong, including Yau Ma Ti School and the Hong 
Kong Junior Academy. (International string clinician.) 
Hong Kong Music Office-Sponsored Master Class, Mongkok Music 
Centre, Kowloon, Hong Kong. (International master teacher.) 
Missouri Music Educators Association State Convention, Tan-Tar-A, 





Oklahoma State University String Education Workshop, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma. (Featured artist/teacher for this workshop attended by 
Oklahoma string teachers.) 
1988 International String Workshop, Haydn Conservatory, Eisenstadt, 
Austria. (One of two string pedagogy specialists and master 
teachers at this two-week workshop attended by string teachers 
from various countries.) 
Third Suzuki Method Teachers National Conference sponsored by the 
Suzuki Association of the Americas, Chicago, illinois. (National 
clinician for a workshop for teachers of the Suzuki Method.) 
Music Teachers National Association South Central Division, Austin, 
Texas. (Clinician for session attended by piano, voice, and 
instrumental teachers.) 
Wisconsin Music Educators Association State Convention, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. (National string clinician 
featured by the WMEA Orchestra Division.) 
Oregon Music Educators Association State Convention, Eugene, Oregon. 
(Keynote speaker at the opening General Session and national 
clinician featured by the OMEA Orchestra Division.) 
Oregon Chapter of the American String Teachers Association and the 
Oregon Cello Society, Portland, Oregon. (Featured artist/teacher in 
a workshop/master class for string teachers and performers.) 
Parkway Independent School District, St. Louis, Missouri. (Featured 
artist/teacher in workshop for teachers.) 
Parker Magnet School, Houston Independent School District, Houston, 
Texas. (Featured cello clinician for Suzuki students, observed by 
the Houston-area Suzuki teachers.) 
14th International Conference of the European String Teachers 
Association, Noordwijkerhout, The Netherlands. (Featured 
international string pedagogy specialist at this conference attended 
by string teachers from 15 European countries.) 
International String Workshop, University of Exeter, Exeter, England. 
(One of two cello pedagogy and master teachers in this two-week 
workshop attended by teachers from various countries.) 
Royal Conservatory of Music String Workshop co-sponsored by the 
European String Teachers Association, The Hague, Holland. 
(Featured artist/teacher for the conservatory students and area 
string teachers.) 
Stedeljk Conservatory of Music String Workshop co-sponsored by the 
European String Teachers Association, Groningen, Holland. 




Jordanian National Conservatory of Music, sponsored by the Noor AI 
Hussein Foundation, Amann, Jordan. (Featured cello clinician in a 
two-week workshop for the teachers of this newly formed 
conservatory.) 
Central Missouri State University String Workshop, Warrenburg, 
Missouri. (Featured artist/teacher.) 
Music Teachers National Association National Convention, New York 
City, New York. (Featured pedagogy specialist in a session for 
instrumental, piano, and voice teachers) 
Pershing Middle School, Houston Independent School District, Houston, 
Texas. (Guest clinician for the students, observed by local Suzuki 
teachers.) 
1986 International String Workshop, Monteverdi Conservatorium of 
Music, Bolzano, Italy. (The cello pedagogy specialist and one of 
three master teachers of cello for this two-week workshop attended 
by string teachers from various countries.) 
Mid-West International Band and Orchestra Clinic, Chicago, lllinois. 
(String pedagogy workshop clinician.) 
Arkansas Music Educators Association State Convention and the Arkansas 
Chapter of the American String Teachers Association, Little Rock, 
Arkansas. (National string clinician for the AMEA Orchestra 
Division.) 
Institute for String Teaching at Shenandoah, an American String Teachers 
Association Summer Conference, Shenandoah Conservatory, 
Winchester, Virginia. (Featured cello artist/teacher at this one-
week conference attended by string teachers from many states.) 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California. (Guest 
artist/teacher at this workshop attended by USC string students and 
string teachers from the Los Angeles area.) 
West Virginia Music Educators Association and the West Virginia 
Chapter of the American String Teachers Association State 
Convention, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West 
Virginia. (National string clinician featured by the WVMEA 
Orchestra Division.) 
University of Wyoming String Education Workshop, an American String 
Teachers Association Summer Workshop, Laramie, Wyoming. 
(Featured artist/teacher at this one-week national workshop.) 
Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina. (Featured artist/teacher in 
a workshop and master class for South Carolina string teachers .) 
Texas Music Educators Association State Convention (an official AAT 
Workshop), San Antonio, Texas. (Cello workshop clinician and 
director of the Texas Cello Choir-Students of Phyllis Young.) 
1984-1985 
1983-1984 
Greater Tulsa Suzuki Workshop, Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. (Guest cello clinician for a workshop for Suzuki 
students, observed by teachers.) 
MUSIC WEST String Pedagogy Workshop, National Summer 
Workshop co-sponsored by the American String Teachers 
Association and Utah State University, Logan, Utah. (Featured 
artisUteacher in this one-week national workshop.) 
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American String Teachers Association National Convention and the 
Northwest Division of the Music Educators National Conference, 
Spokane, Washington. (String workshop clinician.) 
1985 International String Workshop, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 
Hawaii. (The cello pedagogy teacher and one of two master 
teachers in cello for this two-week workshop attended by 
string teachers from various countries.) 
Music Educators National Conference--Southern Division Conference, 
Mobile, Alabama. (String workshop clinician for the Orchestra 
Division.) 
Oklahoma Music Educators Association State convention with the 
Oklahoma American String Teachers Association, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. (String workshop clinician featured by the OMEA 
Orchestra Division.) 
Dorian Orchestra Festival, Luther College, Decorah, Iowa. (Featured 
artisUteacher in a workshop for string teachers from four states.) 
Abilene Independent School District In-service Workshop, Abilene, 
Texas. (String workshop clinician for teachers.) 
Arlington Independent School District and the Fort Worth Independent 
School District In-service Workshop, Arlington, Texas. (String 
workshop clinician for teachers.) 
Houston Independent School District In-service Workshop, Houston, 
Texas. (String workshop clinician for teachers.) 
Alaska American String Teachers Association workshop with the 
University of Alaska, Anchorage Alaska. (Featured artisUteacher 
in this 15-hour workshop for string teachers.) 
Anchorage Public Schools Workshop, Anchorage, Alaska. (Featured 
artisUteacher for this workshop for Alaskan public school string 
teachers and orchestra directors.) 
Mississippi Music Teachers Association State Convention, Mississippi 
College, Clinton, Mississippi. (Featured artisUteacher in three 
sessions for teachers.) 
1984 International String Workshop, Brussels Royal Conservatory of 
Music, Brussels, Belgium. Endorsed by ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, 
J AST A, and other associations. (The featured cello pedagogy 
1982-1983 
specialist and one of two master teachers in this two-week 
workshop. Graduate credit for participants.) 
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1984 International Piano Workshop, Brussels Royal Conservatory of 
Music, Brussels, Belgium. (Guest speaker for the pianist in this 
one session.) 
Second American Cello Congress, Arizona State University, Tempe, 
Arizona. (Cello clinician for pedagogy session presented for 
American cellists, including such artists as Mstivslav 
Rostropovich and cello teachers from such schools as the 
Juilliard School of Music, Curtis Institute, etc.) 
39th Annual Midwestern Conference on School Vocal & Instrumental 
Music, sponsored by the Michigan Music Educators Association 
and Michigan Band & Orchestra Association, hosted by the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (Featured string 
clinician in workshops for teachers.) 
University of South Carolina String Conference, Columbia, South 
Carolina. (Featured artist/teacher in a two-day workshop for 
teachers and University music majors.) 
Lexington County School district, Lexington, South Carolina. (Guest 
clinician for schools throughout this county, observed by teachers.) 
American String Teachers Association National Convention and Music 
Educators National Conference, Chicago, lllinois. (Speaker for the 
state officers' workshop. 
University of Tulsa Cellofest, co-sponsored by the Tulsa Honors 
Orchestra, Tulsa, Oklahoma. (Featured artist/teacher in this all-day 
workshop/master class for teachers and for students.) 
Abilene Independent School District In-service Day Workshop, Abilene, 
Texas. (Featured string workshop clinician.) 
El Paso Independent School District In-service Day Workshop, El Paso, 
Texas. (Featured string workshop clinician.) 
Menuhin Foundation of Bermuda and the Department of Education of 
Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda. (Featured artist/teacher in a 
workshop for string teachers and for students.) 
American String Teachers Association National Convention and the 
Eastern Division qf the Music Educators National Conference, 
Boston, Massachusetts. (Featured string workshop clinician.) 
University of Northern Colorado Cello Master Class, Greeley, Colorado. 
(Featured master teacher for University music majors.) 
1983 International String Workshop, Monteverdi Conservatorium, 
Balzano, Italy. (The string pedagogy specialist and one of two 
master teachers of cello for this two-week conferences attended by 
string teachers from various countries. Graduate credit from 
Western Michigan University for participants.) 
1981-1982 
National Summer Conference co-sponsored by the American String 
Teachers Association and the University of South Florida at 
Sarasota--New College, with the New College Summer Music 
Festival, Sarasota, Florida. (Featured artist/teacher) 
Ohio Music Educators Association and the Ohio Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association State Convention, 
Columbus, Ohio. (National string clinician featured by the 
OMEA Orchestra Division.) 
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Central College String Festival (co-sponsored by the Iowa Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association), Pella, Iowa. (Featured 
string clinician in a workshop for students, observed by Iowa 
string/orchestra teachers.) 
Columbus Public Schools, Columbus, Ohio. (Guest string clinician in a 
workshop for students, observed by Columbus teachers.) 
Colorado Music Educators Association and the Colorado Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association State Convention, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. (String artist/teacher featured by the CMEA 
Orchestra Division.) 
XV International Society of Music Education (ISME) Conference, Bristol, 
England. (International workshop clinician.) 
University of Nebraska String Pedagogy Workshop, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha. (Featured artist/teacher in this one-week 
national conference.) 
1982 International String Workshop, Innsbruck, Austria. Endorsed by 
ASTA, ESTA, AUSTA, JASTA, and other associations. (The 
cello pedagogy specialist and one of two master teachers in cello in 
this two-week workshop attended by teachers from various 
countries. Graduate credit through Western Michigan University.) 
Montana Music Educators Association and the Montana Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association State Convention, 
Missoula, Montana. (Artist/teacher featured by the MMEA 
Orchestra Division.) 
Kansas Music Educators Association and the Kansas Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association State Convention. 
(Artist/teacher featured by the KMEA Orchestra Division.) 
Weber State University, Ogden, Utah. (Featured artist/teacher in 
workshops for Utah string teachers and students.) 
Talent Education of Central Jersey, Spring Festival for Suzuki Violinists 
and Cellists, Princeton, New Jersey. (National cello 
clinician for Suzuki students, observed by Suzuki teachers.) 
Suzuki Cello Workshop sponsored by Brazos Talent Education, College 
Station, Texas. (Clinician for workshop for cello students, 
observed by Suzuki teachers.) 
1980-1981 
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Edinburg Independent School District and McAllen Independent 
School District, Edinburg, Texas. (String workshop clinician for 
string/orchestra teachers .) 
Texas Music Teachers Association State Convention, Austin, Texas. 
(Workshop clinician for instrumental , piano, and voice teachers.) 
Centenary Suzuki School Summer Workshop, Centenary College, 
Shreveport, Louisiana. (Guest cello clinician for Suzuki students, 
observed by Suzuki teachers.) 
Australian String Teachers Association National Conference, University of 
Queensland, St. Lucia, Australia. (Featured international 
artist/teacher in several sessions.) 
Tasmanian Youth Orchestra, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. (Guest string 
clinician.) 
Victoria College of the Arts, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. (Featured 
artist/teacher for the performing arts students, observed by Victoria 
teachers.) 
AUSTA VIC (Australian String Teachers Association-Victoria), 
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. (Featured artist/teacher in a 
workshop for private string teachers of the Melbourne-area.) 
National School of Music, Canberra, A.C.T, Australia. (Guest master 
teacher for their conservatory students, observed by the Australian 
teachers.) 
Sydney Youth Orchestra, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia. (Guest 
artist/teacher in an ali-day workshop for students, observed by New 
South Wales teachers.) 
Armidale Schools, Armidale, New South Wales, Australia. (Guest string 
clinician.) 
Queensland Education Department, Bardon Professional Development 
Center, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. (Guest workshop 
clinician for the Queensland string teachers. ) 
Arizona ASTA National String-Conducting Institute, Arizona State 
University, Tempe, Arizona. (Featured string clinician in a one-
week national workshop for string teachers.) 
Colorado 1981 ASTA Summer String Workshop, University of Northern 
Colorado, Greeley, Colorado. (Featured string clinician in a one-
week national workshop for string teachers.) 
Houston High School for the Performing & Visual Arts, Houston 
Independent School District, Houston, Texas. (Guest workshop 
clinician for HSPV A students and for some magnet school students 
bused in.) 
University of Nebraska String Pedagogy Workshop co-sponsored by the 
American String Teachers Association, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
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(Featured artist/teacher in a one-week national workshop for string 
teachers.) 
Parker Music Academy, Houston Independent School District, Houston, 
Texas. (Guest string clinician in a two-day workshop for Suzuki 
students, observed by local Suzuki teachers.) 
1981 International String Workshop, Honolulu, Hawaii. (Featured cello 
pedagogy specialist and one of two master teachers of cello in this 
two-week workshop for teachers.) 
1979-1980 California State University-Fresno, California. (Guest artist/teacher, 
lecturer, and workshop clinician for University students and 
Fresno-area string teachers.) 
Georgia Music Educators Association State Convention, Atlanta, Georgia. 
(National string clinician featured by the GMEA Orchestra 
Division.) 
University of Alaska- Anchorage String Workshop, co-sponsored by the 
Alaska Chapter of the American String Teachers Association, 
Anchorage, Alaska. (Guest artist/teacher of a 15-hour course in 
string pedagogy.) 
University of Alaska- Fairbanks String Workshop, co-sponsored by the 
Alaska Chapter of the American String Teachers Association, 
Fairbanks, Alaska. (Guest artist/teacher of a 15-hour course.) 
Music Teachers National Association National Convention, Washington, 
D.C. (National workshop clinician for instrumental, voice, and 
piano teachers .) 
Kentucky Music Educators Association State Convention, Owensboro, 
Kentucky. (National artist/teacher featured by the KMEA 
Orchestra Division.) 
1980 International String Workshop, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 
Hawaii. (The featured cello pedagogy specialist and one of two 
master teachers of cello in this two-week conference attended by 
people from various countries.) 
Houston Independent School District In-service Workshop, Houston, 
Texas. (String workshop clinician for the public school string 
teachers.) 
University of Kentucky String Pedagogy Workshop, co-sponsored by 
American String Teachers Association, Lexington, Kentucky. 
(Featured artist/teacher in this one-week national conference.) 
Reminder: In this paper I am not attempting to list things in detail earlier than August 
1979. 
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Numerous reviews of my presentations have been published in professional music 
journals, including 
European String Teachers News & Views (including two articles 
in the Summer 1997 issue) 
The Australian String Teacher_(including several pages in a 
1994 issue) 
The STRAD (England) 
American String Teacher 
The Suzuki World 






PlAYING THE STRING GAME: Strategies for Teaching Cello and Strings. 





















Translations of PlAYING THE STRING GAME: Strategies for Teaching 
Cello and Strings: 
Das Streichinstrumentenspiel, the German translation published by the 
European String Teachers Association, 2002. 
]eux de Cordes, the French translation published by the European String 
Teachers Association, 2004. 
Giochi per Strumenti ad Arco, the Italian translation by the 
European String Teachers Association, 2006 
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A Spanish translation was done in 1983 and has been widely circulated 
in Spain. Some string players in South America have been asking 
for it and we are trying to locate the Barcelonian translator and his 
translation. 
Japanese translation: A Tokyo publisher gained our permission to 
publish it in Japanese & I met the translator in Japan after it was 
completed in 1991 . However, the publisher changed professions 
soon after that and I have not yet been able to locate the translator 
or translation. 
The Chinese translation is in process now & about 60% completed. 
The Korean translation began in Seoul in 2006 & is in progress. 
THE STRING PLAY: The Drama of Playing and Teaching Strings . 
University of Texas Press, Austin, 1986, 152 pp (8 112 x 11 in.) 
(both hardback and paperback) It is distributed now by SHAR, Inc. 
My two string pedagogy books have had positive reviews in more than 15 
professional music journals: 
The American Music Teacher 
The Violoncello Society of Australia Newsletter 
European String Teachers Association New and Views 
National School Orchestra Association Bulletin 
The STRAD (England) 
SAA Suzuki Cello Newsletter 
Violoncello Society Inc. Newsletter 
Notes (Canadian String Teachers Association) 
The Instrumentalist 
The American String Teacher 
The Triangle (Mu Phi Epsilon) 
The Suzuki World 
Pan Pipes (Sigma Alpha Iota) 
ARCO (European String Teachers Association--The Netherlands Branch) 
American Suzuki Journal 
Australian String Teacher 
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Though I did not intend for them to be used as textbooks, both books are 
used in string pedagogy classes in many American, British Australian, 
New Zealand, and Canadian universities and conservatories. They have 
been on the official suggested reading list of the Suzuki Association of the 
Americas teachers and other recommended lists. 
They are also referred to and quoted from in many books, journals, theses, 
and dissertations. To facilitate distribution, the Australian String Teachers 
Association and the British Branch of the European String Teachers 
Association have bought these books in quantity to sell them to their 
members. 
OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
Chapter in a book: 
"The History of Its First Fifty Years --1948-1998," pages 1-32 of a 84-page book, 
The University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary, compiled and 
edited by William Dick, 1998. Distributed at the 1998 Fiftieth 
Anniversary of the American String Teachers Association National 
Convention in Phoenix, Arizona, to former String Project teachers, and 
anyone who seeking advice about how to build and develop a string 
program. 
Articles that I have authored in Professional Journals since 1978: 
Listed below are some articles I have authored. In recent years I have declined 
many invitations to write articles because I am currently writing another 
string pedagogy book. I want to save the new ideas for it. 
"Great Shakes," The STRAD, London, September 1999, Volume 100 
Number 1313, pages 934-937. (Invited) 
"Great Shakes," The Korean edition of The STRAD, Fall1999. 
"Clases para aprender a tocar instrumentos en las escuelas," in the 
PAPERS, a journal published by the Education Programs of 
Fundacion "la Caixa," Spain, Spring 1992, 11-13. 
A reprint of the article cited above was in PANORAMA published 
by the Fundacion "la Caixa," Barcelona, Spain, March 1993. 
"From Problems We Learn." The Violoncello Society of Australia 
Newsletter:. Vol. 10 No. 1, February 1987, 17-24. (Reprinted from 
American String Teacher.) 
"A Tribute to E. William Doty and Albert Gillis," an article in the printed 
program for the University of Texas String Project Concert-- A 
Celebration in Honor of Dr. E. William Doty, Founding Dean of 
• 
the College of Fine Arts, and Albert Gillis, First Director and 
Developer of the UT String Project, April12, 1987, 12-14. 
"For Skills and Spirits--The Magic Treatment." American String 
Teacher, Vol. XXXVI No. 1, Winter 1986, 34-35 
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"From Problems We Learn." American String Teacher. Vol. XXXVI No. 
2 Spring 1986, 54-55. 
"Margaret Rowell's Basic Principles" The Violoncello Society of 
Australia Newsletter, Vol. 8 No.3, November 1985, 22-27 
(Reprinted from American String Teacher} 
"Margaret Rowell 's Basic Principles." American String Teacher, Vol. 
XXXV No.2, Spring 1985, 66-68. 
"Margaret Rowell's 'Playing from the Inside Out."' American String 
Teacher, Winter 1985, 66-68. 
Note: The two preceding articles were re-published by the 
American String Teachers Association in a book entitled 
Highlights from the American String Teacher Cello Forum 
(1984-1994) 
(Review), Stories of Composers for Young Musicians, a book by 
Catherine Wolff Kendall. American String Teacher, Vol. 
XXXill, No.3, Summer 1982. 
"Life as a Symphony Musician: An Interview with Evangeline Benedetti." 
American String Teacher, Vol. XXXI, No.3, Summer 1981. 
"Inside an Orchestra Career: An Interview with Evangeline Benedetti. 
American String Teacher, Vol. XXXI, No.2, Spring 1981. 
"The Game." Australian String Teacher, Vol. 4, No. 3, March 1981. 
(Excerpted by permission of the publisher from PlAYING THE 
STRING GAME, University of Texas Press.) 
"The Winning Teacher in Action." (President's Message) American 
String Teacher, Vol. XXX, No.2, spring 1980, 3-5. 
"What Lies Within Us." (President's Message) American String Teacher, 
Vol. XXX, No. 1, Winter 1980, 3-4. 
"Out of the Ordinary." (President's Message) American String Teacher, 
Vol. XXIX, No.4, Autumn 1979, 3-4. 
"Our Uniqueness." (President's Message) American String Teacher, Vol. 
XXIX, No.3, Summer 1979, 3-5. 
"What It's All About." (President's Message) American String Teacher, 
Vol. XXIX, No.2, Spring 1979, 3. 
"We Must Dream of Being More." (President's Message) American String 
Teacher, Vol. XXIX, No. 1, Winter 1979, 3-5. 
"Put on Your Wide Angle Lens." (President's Message) American String 
Teacher, Vol. XXVill, No.4, Autumn 1978, 3. 
Editorships 
Editor, Cello Forum, American String Teacher, 1984-86. 
Editor, Student Forum, American String Teacher._ 1980-82 
Interviews and Feature Articles 
"Good Vibrations", an interview of Phyllis Young by Greg Cahill, 
Editor, STRINGS, April2003, Volume XVII, Number 7, Issue 
109, p 28-31 
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Other personal feature articles and interviews have appeared in a number 
of professional journals. Sampling: Articles published between 
1986 and 1999 
"Fifty Years of Training Teachers on the UT-Austin Campus: An 
Interview with Phyllis Young," by Anne Witt, American 
String Teacher, November 1998, pages 42-48!. 
"Musica, maestro! una aproximacion de Ia musica a1 mundo 
escolar," Panorama published by Fundacion "la Caixa," 
Marzo 1992 
The Hong Kong Society for Music Education Newsletter, 
November 1989, No.6, 2-5. 
The STRAD (England), November 1987, 861-862. 
The Suzuki World, July-August 1986, 12-1 
Front Row Center, KLRU, television 1991. 
Cited in other professional publications 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Oxford University 
Press, 2003 
My name is listed among "20th-century cellists who have 
contributed to the development of the instrument" in the 
section headed "Violoncello. III: The 20th century. 
"Strategies for Teaching Strings"-Building a Successful String and 
Orchestra Program by Donald L. Hamann & Robert Gillespie 
published by Oxford University Press. (A textbook) 2004. 
In a section entitled, "Special Pedagogical Approaches," there 
is detailed description of my pedagogical approach along with six 
other celebrated string pedagogues of the 20 Century 
QUOTED IN OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
I have been quoted in so many other publications that I have not keep a list. 
Here are some samples from 2003-2004: 
The STRAD. In an article by Ross Harbaugh, Professor of Cello at the University 
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of Miami, about cello technique. Orpheus Publications, London. October 2003. 
"Solos for Young Cellists," a cello solo book compiled, edited, arranged, and 
composed by cellist, Carey Cheney. It contains a long quote from "Playing 
the String Game," my first string pedagogy book. Summary-Birchard, Inc. 2003. 
STRINGS. an article by David Templeton entitled "fit as a Fiddle" about 
exercising appropriate for string players, October 2003. 
AMERICAN STRING TEACHER. In an article about teaching vibrato by Jennifer 
Mishra, Assistant Professor of Graduate Music Education at the University of 
Northern Iowa. November 2003. 
TEACHING 
Applied Cello 
Cello students from my studio have served as the backbone of the cello section of 
the University Symphony for many years. These include the majority of its 
principal cellists and several who appeared as concerto soloists (1978, 1982, 1989, 
1994). Before Fall 1993 (while I was still serving as Director of the University 
of Texas String Project, the studio class averaged 13 to 15 majors and principals 
each year, including about 4 or 5 or more doctoral students plus a string pedagogy 
class. Since Fall 1993 (when I stopped serving as director of the UT String 
Project), there have usually been about 18 or 19 cello majors and principals in my 
studio and sometimes more. 
Sample years of the cello section of the University Symphony: 
2000 fall Total 12 12 from my studio 
1997 fall Total 16 11 from my studio 
1996 fall Total 17 11 from my studio 
1995 fall Total 25 21 from my studio 
1995 spring Total 15 13 from my studio 
1994 spring Total 19 14 from my studio 
1993 spring Total 14 12 from my studio 
1992 spring Total 16 12 from my studio 
1992 fall Total15 12 from my studio 
1990 fall Total 16 12 from my studio 
1989 fall Total10 10 from my studio 
1986 spring Total 16 9 from my studio 
1983 spring Total 15 12 from my studio 
1980 fall Total 14 9 from my studio 
(I missed recording the numbers in 1998 & 1999 and since 2000.) 
Sampling of the current positions held by my former cello students: 
New York Philharmonic (endowed chair) 
National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland (two cellists) 
Bowling Green (Ohio) University, Professor 
University of Wisconsin- Whitewater, Associate Professor 
Indiana University in Pennsylvania-Assistant Professor with tenure 
Northwestern University, faculty member 
University of Arizona, Professor 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Associate Professor 
Augusta State University (Georgia), Assistant Professor 
Luther College, Decorah, Iowa, faculty member 
Guadalahara Symphony, Mexico, principal cellist 
University of Guadalahara, Mexico, Professor 
Furman University (South Carolina), Professor (now deceased) 
James Madison University, Assistant Professor 
Miami Dade County Community College, Professor 
New School of Music (Philadelphia), faculty member 
Weber State University (Utah) faculty member 
University of Alabama, faculty member 
University of Utah, faculty member 
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Public school positions in Albuquerque, St. Louis, Anchorage, Atlanta, 
Corpus Christi, Dallas, Scarsdale (NY), Fairfax, El Paso, Austin, 
Houston, Arlington, Bryan, Houston, McAllen, Austin, San 
Antonio, and many others. 
Training of String Teachers (1958-93) through the University of Texas String 
Project and the related pedagogy classes: 
This training program, which developed under my leadership into an 
internationally acclaimed program, has attracted music majors from many parts of 
the globe. During the 35 years that I directed the Project, each year some 18 to 20 
advanced string students taught about 225 pre-college students, ages 4 to 18 and 
of achievement levels from beginning to advanced. Teacher trainers gained 
experience in teaching instrumental lessons, orchestra classes, technique and 
repertoire classes, Suzuki classes, and music theory, organizing, and recruiting 
students through chamber music presentations in the public schools. Note: The 
UT String Project is still active and productive. I used past tense in the above paragraph 
in order to describe it as it was during the period I directed it. 
Sampling of current string projects modeled after the UT String Project: 
Royal Northern College of Music String Project, Manchester, England 
University of South Carolina String Project 
University of Missouri String Project 
Northern Colorado University String Project 
University of Nebraska (Omaha) School for Strings 
PLUS 
In 1999- 2000 the American String Teachers Association with the 
National School Orchestra Association established a String Project 
Consortium in which new string projects have been established 
in universities throughout the United States. These projects are 
modeled after University of Texas String Project and the South 
Carolina String Project and are carefully coordinated with ASTA 
with NSOA. A number of the directors of these new string projects 
are former UT String Project teachers. 
Sampling of institutions that consulted me between 1988-1997 about the 
possibility of starting a string project modeled after the UT String 
Project: 
University of West Virginia, 1997 
George Mason University, 1995 
Oberlin School of Music, 1993 
Brigham Young University, 1992 
Grand Rapids (Michigan) Christian Schools Association 
University of New Orleans, 1990 
Pueblo, Colorado, 1990 
California State University at Haywood, 1989 
Eastern Washington State University, 1989 
Mary Hardin Baylor University, 1989 
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester, England, 1988 
Lamar University, 1988 
University of the Pacific 
Northern Colorado University 
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Sampling of institutions where String Education positions are held (or 
recently held) by former UT String Project teachers who I trained as 
string teachers: 
University of Arizona 
Ohio State University 
Northwestern University 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Michigan State University 
University of Alabama 
Baylor University 
Kansas State University 
University of Kentucky 
James Madison University 
University of Iowa (Dean) 
Southwestern University, Georgetown 
University of Alabama 
Northern Colorado University 
Brooklyn Conservatory of Music 
East Carolina University 
University of Kentucky 
North Texas University 
String Leadership held by my pedagogy students who were former 
UT String Project Teachers 
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An example of the leadership shown by UT-Austin graduates who trained 
as string teachers/leaders in the UT String Project while I directed it are 
the offices held by former UT String Project teachers in the American 





Mi souri President 






Three of the nine members of the 2000-2002 National Board of the 
American String Teachers Association were UT-Austin graduates and 
former UT String Project teachers: President, President Elect, Member-
at- Large, 
Three former UT students who served as String Project teachers have 
served in the role of National President of the American String Teachers 
Association in addition to me. They are Anne Witt, David Littrell, and 
Robert Gillespie. 

















Andrew Luckhow 2005 Co-Chair 
Hae-Y eong Y oon 2005 Co-Chair 
Janelle Ragno 2005 Co-Chair 
Miranda Wilson 2005 Co-Chair 
Rachelle Davis 2004 
Francisco Caban-Vales 2004 
Jeremy Milton 2004 
Shu-Yi Huang 2003 Co-Chair 
Young-Ah Suh 2002 Co-Chair 
Tomasz Rzeczyski 2002 Co-Chair 
Heather Crawford 2002 
Karl Seigfried 2002 
Wasson, Dwayne 2002 
Susan Wallace 2002 
Robert Stiles 2002 
Cortney Combs 2002 
Christine Crookall 2001' Co-Chair 
Stephanie Ames Asbell 2001 
Mary Tung 2001 
Lisa Maynard 2000 
Dean O'Brien 2000 
Eui-Young Chung 2000 
Linda Jennings 1999 Co-Chair 
Karen Becker 1999 Co-Chair 
Elaine Colprit 1998 
Stephen Sensbach 1996 Co-Chair 
Gretchen Madson Sherrill 1996 
J ui -Chao Wang 1994 Co-Chair 
Hae-Joung Hwang 1995 
Jorge Mendoza 1994 Co-Chair 
Elliott Cheney 1994 Co- Chair 
Jorge Barron Cervera 1993 
Muriel Beth Sanders 1996 
Michael Allard 1992 
Kurt Gilman 1990 
Greg Fried 1989 
Janet Louise Jensen 1992 
Anne Shafner Clark 1988 Co-Chair 
Jane Palmquist 1987 
Ernest Pereira 1987 
Daniel Baldwin 1989 
Judy Palac 1987 
Suzanne Mcintosh 1986 
James Kjelland 1985 
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MASTER OF MUSIC COMMITTEES I HAVE SERVED ON SINCE 1985 
STUDENT GRADUATION DATE 
Nathan Ledgerwood 2006 Chair 
Maria Scherer 2003 Chair 
Andrew Luchkow 2003 Chair 
Sarah Fertig 2003 Chair 
Hae-Y eong Y oon 2003 Chair 
Janelle Ragno 2002 Chair 
Silvia Perez 2002 Chair 
Sarah Kowiz 2002 
V alorie McDonald 2001 Chair 
Ming-Ying Chou 2000 Chair 
Erin Walsdorf 1999 Chair 
Stephanie Ames Asbell 1999 
Heather Crawford 1999 
Krista Mays 1998 
Rebecca Conway 1997 
Cynthia Sanchez 1997 
Christine Crookall 1997 Chair 
J ana Taylor Hunn 1997 Chair 
Bradley Shelton 1997 
Shiang-Yin Lee 1997 Chair 
Linda Sullivan 1996 Chair 
Sally Singer 1996 Chair 
Rachel Dirks 1995 Chair 
Carrie Miller 1995 Chair 
Karen Ransom 1995 Chair 
Sara Fierer 1994 Chair 
Benjamin Whitcomb 1994 Chair 
Jorge Barron Corvera 1993 
Lara Hicks 1993 Chair 
Teresa Freeland 1992 Chair 
Linda Heidmann Benoit 1992 
Vincent Pugh 1991 Chair 
Ruth Einstein 1990 Chair 
Carlann Telzerow 1990 
Laurie Young Stevens 1989 
Jennifer Butler 1989 Chair 
Susan Bucknall 1989 
Daniela Sindoni 1988 
Mary Kothman 1987 






















I have not kept a record of my undergraduate students who earned the BM in Cello 
Performance degree since most of my recent students have been graduate students. But, 







2002 Adriana Rossmiller 
CONCERTS & PERFORMANCES 
1980-2006 
1980-2004 
Texas Cello Choir --Students of Phyllis Young (Cellist/Director) 
Numerous "Cello Evenings" on the UT-Austin campus 
(usually 6 to 8 a year) 
American String Teachers Association with NSOA 
National Conference, Dallas, 2004 
Concerts in Bates, UT campus 2006, 2003 and in Jessen in 
2001 or 2002. 
Texas Music Educators Association Conferences 2003, 
2000. 1994, 1989 (I am not sure some of the dates.) 
Front Row Center, KLRU 1990 
ASTA National Conference with TMEA 1989 
MTNA South Conference 1988 
TMEA Conferences 1994, 1985, 1986, and 1989, 1994 
VillaLobos Concert at UT 1988 
Holiday Concerts (annually until about 1993) 
UT Collage Concerts (annually until about 1993) 
Longhorn Music Camp (annually until about 1994) 
International String Workshop Cello Choir (Cellist/Director) 
Graz, Austria 2004 
Biarritz, France 2003 
Stavanger, Norway 2002 
Brisbane, Australia 2001 
1953-80 
Graz, Austria 2000 
Glasgow, Scotland 1999 
Biarritz, France 1998 
Stavanger, Norway 1997 
Graz, Austria 1996 
Glasgow, Scotland, 1995 
Lyon, France 1994 
Honolulu, Hawaii 1993 
Graz, Austria 1992 
Lausanne, Switzerland 1991 
Calgary, Canada 1990 
Graz, Austria 1989 
Eisenstadt, Austria 1988 
Exeter, England 1987 
Bolzana, Italy 1986 
Honolulu 1985 
Brussels, Belgium 1984 
Bolzano, Italy 1983 
lnnsbruck, Austria 1982 
Honolulu, Hawaii 1981 
Honolulu, Hawaii 1980 
International Workshop Faculty Chamber Music Concerts 
(Cellist) 
Graz, Austria 1989, 1992, 1996 
Glasgow, Scotland, 1995 
Lyon, France 1994 
Lausanne, Switzerland 1991 
Eisenstadt, Austria 1988 
Exeter, England 1987 
Bolzano, Italy 1983, 1986 
Honolulu, Hawaii 1981, 1985 
Hong Kong Academy for the Performing Arts Cello Quintet 
(cellist), Radio, 1989 
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Longhorn Camp Faculty Concert (chamber music cellist) 1988 
University of Texas String Project (Director) Annual concerts 
from 1958-1993: Grand Spring Concert, Chamber 
Orchestra Concert, Solo and Chamber Music Concert and 
additional smaller programs as scheduled. 
Earlier as a solo and chamber music cellist: 
95 solo concerts on/off campus 
81 chamber music concerts on/off campus 
6 solo appearances with orchestra 
20 convention concerts and performances 
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Since that time period, I have continued to perform but 
most often it is in conjunction with a lecture demonstration 
or in a chamber music program. I always travel with my 
cello and usually play short solos and solo excerpts off and 
on during a lecture-demonstration, workshop, or master 
class 
MY WORKLOAD at the University of Texas between 1983 and 2007 
(My workload during the first 30 years (1953-83) on the faculty was also very 
large.) 
Points 
Fall 1983 25.5 9 points was considered full time. 
Spring 1984 24.2 
Fall 1984 19.6 
Spring 1985 28.9 
Fall 1985 20.4 
Spring 1986 26.4 
Fall 1986 22.0 
Spring 1987 23.0 
Fall 1987 17.6 
Spring 1988 20.2 
Fall 1888 20.9 
Fall 1989 17.2 
Spring 1990 17.2 
Spring 1991 22.0 
Fall 1991 20.6 9 points was still considered full time. 
Spring 1992 22.4 
Fall 1992 22.0 
Spring 1993 24.3 
Fall 1993 20.7 
Spring 1994 21.7 
Fall 1994 23.4 
Spring 1995 24.3 
Fall 1995 32.4 
Spring 1996 29.6 
Fall 1996 17.4 
Spring 1997 20.0 
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Fall 1997 20.2 
Spring 1998 18.5 
Fall 1998 21.4 
Spring 1999 19.7 
Fall 1999 23.1 
Fall 2000 22.0 
Spring 2001 20.6 
Fall 2001 21.0 
Spring 2002 21.9 
Fall 2002 21.1 
Spring 2003 27.2 
Fall 2003 19.0 
Spring 2004 20.3 
Fall 2004 20.8 
Spring 2005 22.0 
Fall 2005 16.5 (Beginning 50% time in my Phased-out 
Retirement) 
Spring 2006 15.7 
Fall 2006 (I do not have the 2006-2007 figures.) 
Spring 2007 
SERVICE TO THE UNIVERSITY 
Special Services 
Head, String Division (elected) 
Director (or Co-Director), UT String Project 
Graduate Advisor in Strings 
Longhorn Music Camp faculty 
Clinics at UT-Austin for cello students preparing 
for TMEA Regional Orchestra Auditions 
Committees on Campus between 1978 to 2000 
Evaluation of the School of Music Director 
5011h Anniversary Celebration Committee of the 
University of Texas String Project at the 
American String Teachers Association National 
Conference in Phoenix, Arizona in 1998 
Student A wards Committee 
Executive Committee, Dept. of Music (elected) 
Budget Council, Department of Music 
Longhorn Music Camp Committee 
Piano Accompanying Search Committee 













Promotion and Tenure 
Violin Search Committee 
Orchestra Conductor Search Committee 
Ensemble Scheduling Committee 
String Bass Search Committee 
Music Education Search Committee 
Steering Committee for the Arts in Education 
National Symposium (Fine Arts) 
Violin Search Committee 
Instrumental Music Education Search Committee 
Committee on Financial Aid to Students (UT) 












A Peer Review Committee (teaching) 2000 
Janet McGaughey Memorial Resolution Committee 2000 
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Organizer/Coordinator/Sponsor of On-Campus String Pedagogy Workshops and 
Recitals, and Festivals 
Sampling: 1987 to 2007 
Linda Jennings, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, recital, 2007 
Benjamin Whitcomb, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, 
recital & master class 2006 
Prince Consort Ensemble, Royal College of Music, 
London, England concert 2005 
Ralph Kirschbaum, Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester, 
England, informal meeting with students 2005 
Elliott Cheney, University of Utah, Lecture-demonstration 2005 
Helga Winold, Indiana University, Lecture-Demonstration, 2004 
Cristina Bellu. National Conservatory, Mulhouse, France, Lecture 2004 
Carey Cheney, Suzuki Teacher Trainer, Lecture, 2004 
Deana Shoemaker Lecture 2004 
George Neikrug Five-Day Residency, 2003 
Elliott Cheney Lecture-Demonstration, 2003 
Luis Legui, Boston Symphony, Master Class, 2003 
Carlos Prieto, Mexico, Master Class, 2003 
Benjamin Whitcomb, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, 
Lecture & Recital 2003 
Joel Becktell, Washington D.C., Orchestra Excerpts Class, 2003 
Carey Cheney, Salt Lake City, Cello Lecture-Demonstration, 2003 
Daniel Morganstern. Chicago Lyric Opera, Lecture & masterclass 2001 
Emilio Colon, Indiana University, 2000 
Cracovia Trio Concert 1999 
Julian Tryczynski, Shenandoah Conservatory, Masterclass 1999 
Lynn Harrell, Royal Academy, London Masterclass, 1999 
University of Texas Cello Festival including 
lectures & masterclasses by Claude Kenneson, Shauna Rolston, 
and David Wiebe, 1999 
Mary Eleanor Brace Pitcairn Cello Pedagogy and Masterclass 1999. 
Marla Mutschler, Arizona State University, Workshop, 1998 
Nicholas Jones, Menuhim Academy, England, Workshop 1997 
Elliott Cheney, Salt Lake City, Workshop 1997, 1995 
Judy Palac, Michigan State University, Workshop 1997 
Richard Maag, Furman University, Workshop 1997 
Elizabeth Morrow, University of Texas at Arlington, Concert 1996 
Marcio Carneiro, Detmold MusikHochshule, Germany, Open Lessons 1995 
Gary Williams, Queensland, Australia, Cello Workshop 1994 
Gerald Fischbach, University of Maryland, Pedagogy Workshops 1997, 1993, 
1992, 1991 , 1990, 1989 
Linda Bustamante Cello Masterclass 1993 
Richard Markson (Trinity College, London) Master Class & Recital 2002 
Tess Rey-Schumacher (University of Central OK) Master Class &Recital 2002 
Karen Becker (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) Master Class & Recital 2002 
Berkner High School (Richardson, TX) Demonstration 1989 
Gene Bearden Violin-making Workshop 1989 (co-organizer) 
Greg Alf Violin-making Workshop 1989 
Debbie Goolsby Suzuki Workshop 1988 
Rodney Slatford Workshop 1988 
John Kendall Suzuki Workshops 1991, 1987 
Robert Culver Group Dynamics Workshop 1987 
Margaret Campbell Great Violinists Lecture 1987 
ADJUDICATION 
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University Interscholastic League Texas State Solo & Ensemble Contest almost 
every year except when I am overseas giving lecture-demonstrations and 
master classes. 
SERVICE TO OTHER UNIVERSITIES 
In addition to helping other universities found and develop string projects, 
I have served as an informal consultant regarding instrument purchase, music, 
community relations, etc. 
I served as an Outside Evaluator for the Recent Promotions of 
Shauna Rolston, University of Toronto, promotion to full professor, 
2006. 
Greg Hurley, East Carolina University, promotion to associate 
professor, 2003. 
Emilio Colon, Indiana University, promotion to associate professor' 
2002. 
Donald Hamann, University of Arizona, promotion to full professor, 
1999. 
John Burton, Texas Christian University, promotion to full professor, 
1999. 
Robert Gillespie, Ohio State University, promotion to full professor, 
1996. 
Louis Bergonzi, Eastman School of Music, promotion to tenure, 
1996. 
Laurie Klugherz, Colgate University, promotion to full professor. 
1996 
(There have been others but I did not keep a complete list.) 
HONORS AND AWARDS 
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2006 PHYLLIS YOUNG OUTSTANDING STUDIO TEACHER AWARD 
in honor of her Distinguished Contributions to the Art of 
Music Teaching." Established by the Texas Chapter of the 
American String Teachers Association to be given annually to an 
outstanding studio teacher in Texas. 
2002 PAUL ROLLAND LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT A WARD 
by the American String Teachers Association with the 
National School Orchestra Association. This award is to be given 
to "a pedagogue of renowned stature for significant achievements 
and contributions to the profession throughout her career." This 
was only the second time this award was ever given. 
2000 EVA JANZER CELLO A WARD by Indiana University, 
Bloomington, I was conferred the title "GRANDE 
DAME DU VIOLONCELLE "by the Indiana University 
president, the dean of the School of Music, and Janos 
Starker, Pres. of the Eva Janzer Cello Memorial Center. 
1998 UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS STRING PROJECT FIFTIETH 
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION at the National 
Conference of the American String Teachers Association and the 
Music Educators National Conference in Phoenix, Arizona. I was 
honored for my work with the UT String Project and was cited 
repeatedly in entries written by former String Project teachers in 
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the "University of Texas String Project Fiftieth Anniversary Book" 
compiled by William Dick. 
1997 HONORARY MEMBER OF THE EUROPEAN STRING 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, British Branch. Lifetime. 
1987 OUTSTANDING COLLEGIATE TEACHING ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD by the Austin District Music Teachers Association. 
1984 DISTINGUISHED SERVICE A WARD by the American String 
Teachers Association (One of the two highest national awards 
granted annually by AST A at that time in history.) 
1982 CITATION FOR DISTINGUISHED LEADERSHIP from the 
American String Teachers Association for my serving as 
National President and National Past President of AST A. 
1974 CITATION FOR DISTINGUISHED LEADERSHIP from the 
American String Teachers Association for my work in the 
training of string teachers as Director of the University of Texas 
String Project. 
OTHER HONORS 
1991 I was the only non-Japanese ever to be engaged by S. Suzuki as a guest 
artist-teacher for his Japanese Suzuki Method Annual Teachers 
Conference in Hamamatzu, Japan. 
1989 One of four local artists honored for outstanding work by the Central 
Presbyterian Church (Austin) in its Sesquicentennial Celebration. 
1988 "Outstanding faculty member" on UT undergraduate exit surveys. 
1988 Certificate of Leadership, University YWCA, Austin. 
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
American String Teachers Association 1950 -
National Past President 1980-82 
National President 1978-80 
National President-Elect 1976-78 
Achievements during the two-year term as National President: 
Membership increase from 4,215 to 5,346. 
52% increase in annual receipts without a dues raise. 
Six newly chartered or re-organized state chapters. 
Ten newly chartered student chapters. 
American String Teacher increase from 44 to 76 pages. 
State Past President 1974-76 
State Past President 1972-74 
ASTA Committees between 1986-2005 
Past Presidents Council 1998 -
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Guidelines Committee for the ASTA & Ohio State University 
Symposium--Producing String Teachers for Tomorrow's 
School Orchestra Programs, 1997 
National Awards Committee, 1994, 1990 
National Nominating Committee, 1989-90, 1984-85 
National Steering Committee, 1988 ASTA Solo Competition, 
1986-88 
State Nominating Committee, 1986-87 
Mentor to Iowa ASTA for 2002-2003- appointed by the ASTA 
president. 
Other Professional Affiliations 
Texas Orchestra Directors Association 
Violoncello Society, Inc. 
Texas Music Educators Association 
Suzuki Association of the Americas 
European String Teachers Association--British Branch 
(Honorary member since 1997) 
Chamber Music America (I'm not currently a member) 
Pi Kappa Lambda 
Sigma Alpha Iota (Sword of Excellence) 
Music Teachers National Association (I served as National Repertoire 
Coordinator for several years.) 
BIOGRAPHICAL LISTINGS in various years 
(Except for the first two, I have not keep track of most of the years of publication.) 
Who's Who in America 1992-1993, 1993-1994, 1994-1995, 1996, 
1997,1998,2001,2004,2005,2006-2007 
Who's Who of American Women 1995-1996. 2005,2006-2007 
Who's Who in American Education, 2006-20076 
Who's Who of the Southwest, 2006, 2007 
International Who's Who in Music 
International Who's Who in Education 
World's Who's Who of Women, 2005 
Men and Women of Distinction 
Dictionary of International Biography 
Who's Who of Women in Education 
Personalities of the South 
Community Leaders and Noteworthy Americans 
Community Leaders of America 





APPENDIX B-IRB PAPERWORK 
Questionnaire Cover Letter 
[PRINTED ON BOSTON UNIVERSITY LETTERHEAD] 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
Dear NAME, 
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I am an on-line doctoral student at the Boston University, completing a D.M.A. 
degree in music education. I am currently researching and writing a dissertation in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for my degree. My research topic is entitled "The Life and 
Influence of String Pedagogue Phyllis Young (b. 1925): From the Kansas Plains through 
the University of Texas String Project." For the completion of my research project, I am 
collecting data from individuals in all areas of string education. Your name was provided 
to me in one of many ways. Either you have been or are associated with Phyllis Young as 
a colleague or student, you may have been listed in her resume, in the University of Texas 
at Austin String Project Fiftieth Anniversary commemorative book as a person who 
taught in the project, or by Phyllis Young herself. 
I have enclosed a research questionnaire for you to complete which addresses the 
major endeavors of Young's career and teaching. It is designed to annotate Young's work 
and activities in a historical context and to provide a contemporary assessment of her 
teaching approach and theories in relation to current string pedagogy. The data from your 
observations and answers are critical to the documentation of my research evaluating the 
relevance of Young's professional legacy to string education. 
Please return the questionnaire and informed consent form in the enclosed 
stamped and addressed envelope by [DATE]. Completion of the final phase of my 
research project is dependent upon the analysis of the questionnaire data. Given your 
expertise and prominence in string education, I look forward to receiving your 
commentary. You may indicate on the questionnaire whether or not you would be willing 
to allow me additional contact with you for further clarification. 
Thank you for your time, knowledge, and cooperation with this project 
Sincerely, 
Ingrid M. Kovacs 
2037 May Valley Way 
Henderson, NV 89052 
(702) 768-1935 
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Informed Consent Form 
To Participate in Historical Research 
Title of Project: The Life and Influence of String Pedagogue Phyllis Young (b. 1925): 
From the Kansas Plains through the University of Texas String Project 
The Research: This is an historical research project being conducted by a doctoral 
student at Boston University. 
Principal Investigator: 
Ingrid M. Kovacs 
2037 May Valley Way 
Henderson, NV 89052 
You will receive a signed and dated copy of this form for your personal records. 
1. Purpose of the study: The purpose of this study is to investigate the life and influence 
of Phyllis Young, teacher of string pedagogy and cello at the University of Texas at 
Austin. 
2. Procedures to be followed: The researcher has enclosed a research questionnaire for 
you to complete which addresses the major endeavors of Young's career and teaching. It 
is designed to annotate Young's work and activities in a historical context and to provide 
a contemporary assessment of her teaching approach and theories in relation to current 
string pedagogy. The researcher will send this questionnaire to purposively selected 
professors, administrators, and alumni. The selection will include: 
I. Past professors, administrators and students 
II. Current professors, administrators and students 
III. Alumni of the music department who matriculated during the years up to 
2007. 
IV. Alumni of the University of Texas String Project 
3. Discomforts and Risks: 
I. There are no foreseeable risks in participating in this study beyond those in 
everyday life. 
II. There will be no penalty for deciding not to participate or discontinuing 
participation at any time. Participants may opt not to answer any questions to 
which they feel uncomfortable, and may end the interview at any time. 
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4. Benefits: 
I. To The Interviewee This study will benefit the University of Texas at Austin 
community in providing a history of the life and influence of Phyllis Young, 
associated with the university for over 50 years. While no personal benefit may 
occur because of your participation, a sense of helping to preserve the rich history 
of her life may be felt. 
II. For Music Education: This study will help provide a broader and more 
complete view of Phyllis Young's influence on string education in the United 
States. 
5. Duration/Time: The questionnaire should take approximately 45 minutes to 
complete. Additionally, the researcher may initiate further contact you to set up a 
convenient time and place to conduct an interview. Your preference for office, home or 
another outside location will be followed. The typical interview should last around 15-30 
minutes, but may be shorter or longer depending on the nature of the conversation. 
Follow-up interviews are possible and are anticipated to be shorter, serving to refine or 
clarify points made in the initial interview. 
Interview options 
a. In-person interview: At an agreed upon time and place, the researcher 
and interviewee will meet. Informed Consent Forms will be discussed and 
signed. Both parties will receive a copy of the signed forms. The interview 
will be audio taped, and coded to protect the interviewee's privacy. 
b. Telephone interview: Two copies of the Informed Consent Form, both 
signed and dated by the researcher, will be mailed to the subject, who will 
be asked to sign and return one copy to the researcher before the interview 
takes place. The researcher will call the interviewee at an agreed upon date 
and time. The interview will be audio taped, and coded to protect the 
interviewee's privacy. 
6. Anonymity: All of the data will be kept confidential and kept under lock and key. 
While all questionnaire and interview results will be coded to protect privacy, the 
possibility exists that a participant's name may be used in the final study to set context 
and validity in historical research. 
Please indicate your wishes by checking one of the two boxes. 
D I agree to allow my name to be used in the final study. 
D I do not agree to allow my name to be used in the final study. 
7. Payment for participation: There is no payment for participation in this research 
project. 
8. Cost of participating: There is no cost for participating in this project. 
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9. Voluntary participation: Interviewees participate on a voluntary basis. You have the 
right to request to be removed from the study and to have your answers discarded. You 
have to right to refuse to answer any questions with which you are not comfortable. You 
may end your participation at any time. 
10. Consent: I have been furnished with the researcher's contact information, and a copy 
of this document. I understand that I may withdraw my participation at any time for any 
reason and without penalty. I agree to participation in the research project. 
D I agree to fill out the enclosed questionnaire 
D I do not agree to fill out the enclosed questionnaire 
My preference for this additional contact is: 
D In-person audio-taped interview 
D Telephone audio-taped interview 
D I do not want to be interviewed 
Please mark the appropriate boxes: 
D I give permission to Ingrid M. Kovacs to print my responses for her research 
project and in subsequent publications, printed and electronic, resulting from this 
research project. 
D I give Ingrid Kovacs permission to use my name and professional position when 
citing my responses in this questionnaire. 
D I do not give Ingrid Kovacs permission to use my name when citing my responses 
to this questionnaire. 
D I give Ingrid Kovacs permission to attribute these statements to me except where 
indicated. 
I, __________________ , volunteer to participate in this research 
project. 
I understand that my name may be used in the final study. 
Participant Signature Date 
Researcher Signature Date 
I, _____________ , agree to being audio taped during the interview. 
Participant Signature Date 
Researcher Signature Date 
Additionally, my signature below indicates that I am willing to be contacted for 
clarification purposes of my responses to the questionnaire. 
Participant Signature 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 
For questions on your rights as a research participant: 
Mr. David Berndt 
Boston University 
Charles River Campus 
Institutional Review Board 
25 Buick Street 
Boston, MA 02215 
617-353-6660 
dberndt@bu.edu 
To contact the faculty advisor: 
Dr. Patrick Jones 
College of Fine Arts 
Department of Music Education 
855 Commonwealth A venue 
Boston, MA 02215 
617-353-3350 
pmjones@bu.edu 
For questions about the research: Principal Investigator: 
Ingrid M. Kovacs 
2037 May Valley Way 






The Life and Influence of String Pedagogue Phyllis Young 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 
November 20,2008 
Ingrid M. Kovacs, Doctoral Student 
Please answer the questions that pertain to your relationship, recollections, and 
experiences with Phyllis Young, her teaching, and pedagogical materials. Please write 
Nl A for any questions not applicable to your relationship with Young. 
Questions: 
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1. What has been the nature of your association with Phyllis Young (i.e., personal friend, 
family member, colleague, student of, studied with a student of Young, attended a Young 
1. . )? c m1c, etc .. 
2. When, where, and over what period of time did this association take place? 
3.Write about your general impressions of Young as an individual, colleague, teacher, 
mentor, and performer. 
4. What important elements of cello/string technique and string teaching methodology 
would you attribute to Young's pedagogy developed during her tenure at University of 
Texas at Austin? 
5. In what ways did Young's tenure at the University of Texas (including her education 
classes, teaching methodology, publications, clinics, and the String Project) influence 
string education. 
6. What important changes in string teaching-learning/conceptual process occurred in 
cello/string pedagogy and education as the result of her work while in Austin? 
7. Describe Young's contribution to the American String Teachers Association, especially 
during the time of her presidency of the organization. 
8. Compare the relevance of Young's pedagogical principles and teaching approach to 
elementary and secondary school string education from the 1970's to the present. 
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9. Compare the relevance of Young's pedagogical principles and teaching approach to 
college/university applied music instruction and string teacher education programs from 
the 1970s to contemporary practices. 
10. Describe Young's philosophy of string pedagogy and music pedagogy. 
11. What is your assessment of the importance of Young's contributions to contemporary 
music education? 
12. In your opinion, what areas of Young's work have the greatest implications for present 
and future research? Explain. 
13. Do you have any further information to add? 
14. Would you be willing for me to contact you for clarification and additional 
information? If so, what is your preferred method of contact? 
15. If you agree to further contact, please provide contact information in the space below. 
16. Are you familiar with any other individuals who could provide me with information 
about Phyllis Young's life and career? If so, please use the space below to provide me 
with their name and contact information. 
[DATE] 
Ingrid M. Kovacs 
2037 May Valley Way 





Transcript and Release Letter 
Enclosed is a release form and transcription of the interview I conducted with you 
for the Phyllis Young research project for the completion of my D.M.A. degree. Please 
make any corrections or deletions to the text and return it with the signed release form. I 
would appreciate having these documents by [DATE] in the enclosed stamped envelope. 
Thank you for your time, knowledge, expertise, and generous cooperation in 
facilitating my data collection regarding Phyllis Young's teaching and career. Your 
interview has provided significant primary historical documentation of the stellar career 
and creative genius of Phyllis Young. It has been a great honor to research her life and 
teaching, and equally wonderful opportunity to interview such a distinguished musician 
as you. 
With kindest regards and looking forward to receiving the transcript and release 
form. 
Ingrid M. Kovacs 
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Photograph. Courtesy Phyllis Young. Copy in possession of the researcher, 
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Young. Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Phyllis Casselman (Young) at age 10. Photograph. Courtesy Phyllis Young. Copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
Phyllis Casselman (Young) in her 8th grade picture. Photograph. Courtesy Phyllis Young. 
Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
Phyllis Casselman (Young) in high school. Photograph. Courtesy Phyllis Young. Copy in 
possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Young. Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
Phyllis in Australia ( 1981 ). Photograph. Courtesy Phyllis Young. Copy in possession of 
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____ . Photograph with J. Frederick Muller. American String Teacher 30 (summer 
1980): 5. 
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16. 
Photograph of National Convention. American String Teacher 27 (summer 
1977): 3. 
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Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Statesman, 16 December 1965. In possession of Phyllis Young. 
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Copy in possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
Phyllis Young (c. early 1960s). Photograph. Courtesy Phyllis Young. Copy in possession 
of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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Phyllis Young in her home. Photograph. Courtesy of Phyllis Young. Copy in possession 
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possession of the researcher, Henderson, NV. 
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President LeRoy Bauer and Past-President Phyllis Young at the ASTA 
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Photograph. Courtesy American String Teacher. 
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